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PREFACE- 

The present edition of my Hebrew Grammar retains all the 

essential features of the third edition, and in nearly every case 

the same notation of sections with their respective subdivisions. 

In some respects I wished for a change here ; but I did not 

bold myself at liberty to make any important one, on account 

of the references every where made to the third edition, in my 

Course of Hebrew Study. In the very few cases where some 

change in the notation was a matter of expediency or of ne¬ 

cessity, in the present edition, no serious embarrassment will be 

experienced by the student, in finding what is referred to in the 

Course of Hebrew Study. 

I have revised the present edition throughout, and have made 

a multitude of additions and corrections of a subordinate kind. 

No page of the third edition has escaped some change ; although, 

for the most part, the alterations are of such a nature as will 

not attract the notice of readers in general. The encouragement 

which has been given to the work, is such as lays upon me an 

imperious obligation to do all in my power to render it as com¬ 

plete as possible. I have availed myself, in order to accomplish 

this purpose, of the latest editions of the grammars of Gesenius 

and Ewald. 

The reader who takes the pains to compare the present edi¬ 

tion with the preceding one, will see that a change has been 

made in the theory of classifying the vowels, the medial ones be¬ 

ing now omitted. My convictions in regard to this subject remain 

as before ; but the inconvenience of the division in question to the 

learner, and its disagreement with the division of vowels in other 

languages, united with a conviction that ‘ the trouble is more than 

a balance for the advantage,5 have occasioned my return practic¬ 

ally to the old theory of long and short vowels only. 

As a specimen of the additions and changes made in the pres- 

A 
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VI PREFACE. 

eut edition, §§ 421. 424. 432. 453a. 514, may be consulted and 

compared. 

Throughout the whole work, more than the former facility of 

being consulted has been aimed at, and I trust secured, by the 

mode of printing. The titles and catch-words have every where 

been rendered more conspicuous. Owing to this principally, the 

size of the work has been somewhat increased. 

In regard to the copiousness of the present grammar, it does 

not exceed the number of pages in the abridged edition of Geseni- 

us’ Hebrew Grammar, which has now gone through nine editions. 

I do not aim at making a skeleton grammar, but a somewhat com¬ 

plete, although compressed one. Experienced teachers, who 

have a thorough knowledge of the Hebrew, and who wish to 

communicate a radical knowledge of it to their pupils, will never 

employ a skeleton grammar. The testimony of such scholars as 

J. D. Michaelis, Vater, Gesenius, Hoffmann, and many others, 

against this practice, is sufficient to render it very doubtful; and 

the nature of the case decides altogether against it. Whoever 

uses a synoptical grammar merely, must either remain ignorant 

of more than one half of the grammatical phenomena of a lan¬ 

guage. or he must consume his time in filling up, by means of his 

teacher or of other grammars, the skeleton which he uses. How 

much loss of time and how much perplexity and discouragement, 

this would occasion, it is not difficult to foresee. 

To avoid the evil, however, of obliging the learner to occupy 

himself too much, and for too long a time, with the dry details of 

grammar, before he comes to know any thing particular of the 

use of them, I have marked a great part of the passages in the 

present grammar with brackets, which may be omitted the first 

time that the contents are passed over. These brackets are put 

at the beginning and end only of sections or such parts of them as 

may be omitted. They are continued only so far as the Syntax. 

On the first going over, the student need not commit any thing 

more of the paradigms, than the first one of the regular verb. 

Let all the rest be learned in the way of practice, gradually, and 

not by burdening the mind at once with all the minutiae of the 

language. I would refer teacher and learner to my Hebrew 

Chrestomathy, where in the introductory remarks to the notes on 
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Part I. and Part. II., will be found a full explanation with regard to 

the method of learning, which I think it advisable for the student 

to pursue. 

To avoid all loss of time in searching for paradigms, I have 

thrown them into a body at the end of the work; which will 

greatly facilitate the labor of the student. The index at the close 

of the volume, I have made so full as to render easy the finding 

of any thing important which the work contains. 

The labor which I have bestowed on the present edition, will 

at least be regarded, I would hope, as furnishing some evidence 

that my desire is strong to improve the work as much as lies in 

my power. Every work of this nature is of course merely pro¬ 

gressive, even when the most strenuous efforts and the best in¬ 

tentions are directed toward it. That teachers and learners may 

find some progress toward a more improved method of represent¬ 

ing the grammatical phenomena of the Hebrew language, and 

more convenience for use, in this edition, is sincerely hoped for by 

Andover: Theol. Seminary, 

Sept. 1831. 

THE AUTHOR. 





PART I 

ORTHOGRAPHY AND ORTHOEPY. 

I. ANCIENT HEBREW ALPHABET. 

Form 
Repre¬ 

sented by 
Sounded 

as 
Names in 
Hebrew. 

Represent¬ 
ed by 

Names 
sounded as 

Signification of 
Names. 

R R > 
t\bh Raleph Aw-lef OX. 

a bh,b v,b Beth Baith house. 

gh>g g Glmel Gee-mel camel. 

i dh,d ilhitd nVi Daleth Daw-leth door. 

n h h Rm He Hay hollow. 

V V n V 
Vav Vawv hook. 

T z z 
3m Hk mi iH Zayin Za-yin armour. 

n hh hh rv'n Hheth Hhaith travelling-scrip 

D t t D*»D Tet Tait serpent. 

y y ni1' Y5dh Yoadh hand. 

kb,k kh,k Kaph Kaf hollow-hand. 

i 1 ira$ Lamedh Law'-medh ox-goad. 

13 in ra DID Mem Maim water. 

D n n fa Nun Noon fish. 

D s s 
m 

Samekh Saw-mekh prop. 

9 3? u vi 2aym A-yin eye. 

D ph,p f>P RB Pe Pay mouth. 

2 ts ts ^2 
•• T 

Tsadhe Tsaw-dhey screech-locust. 

P q q 61‘IP Q,oph Q,oaf ear. 

“1 r r an Resh Raish head. 

to s, sh s, sh ■po Shin Sheen tooth. 

n tb, t th, t in 
T 

Tav Tawv cross. 



No. II. 

LATER HEB. ALPHABET. 

No. III. 

ORIENTAL ALPHABETS. 

Forms. 
Rep. 

by 
Sounded 

as Names. 
Arabic 

alphabet, i 
Syriac 

alphabet. 
Hebrew 

coin-letter. 
Samar. 
alphab. Heb. 

n 

a 

bh V 

Naleph 

Beth 

f 

J 

1 FV < 
3 4 

A 

5 33 

3 b b Y-1 rc 3 

5 

3 

1 

gh 

g 
dh 

d 

g 

g. 
j th in 
1 that 

d 

Glmel 

Daleth <3 

L\ 

1 

T1 

' 3T 
A. 

*? 
% 

i— 
1 

n 

t 

n h h He 
V 

5b Cl 
B n 

s? 

at 

n 
D 

>i l V V Vav 
.5 

O 

V/S 
T z z Zajin j 1 

n hh hh Hheth w z ^ l 

“O t t Tet tL i id ^ i 
p 

y y Ysdh A 
jt a s 

k 

3 
& 

kh kh/h Kaph r o 
o 0 7 3? 

k k ~—>. s & b 1 1 Lamedh 5 /yV' 
D,B 

vn 33 
m m Mem x? lo 

p p p P 
1’ "1 n n Nun 3 J <1 q “1 

0 s s Samekh J® to 

3? 3? u 3? a jin c c 
YV CD M*- 

to 

S],S Ph ph,f Pe i X A n 
s P P 

y.st ts ts Tsadhe xb S3 A 4 

P q q Q,oph 3 £) 

"i r r Resh s 
.. .{ 1 

to s s Sin MJ - 4 

in sh sh Shin Jw A. : * 

n th th Tav A z 
» - 

n t t *« 
A 



IV. TABLE OF THE VOWELS. 

^ame3. 

I. Class; j2 sound, corresponding vowel-letter, Aleph. 

Form. Sound. 

yiDp Qamets 

nn£ Pattahh long 

. Pattahh short 

!?i3D Seghol long 

. Se^hol short 
O 

53 «23. 1353 = a in all 

53 = a in father 

53 1353 = a in ( faring 
( man 

*>53 !l53. 53 = a in hate 

53 D53. = a in ( hated 
| climate 

Rep.by 

a 
A 

a 

a 
A 

e 

e 

II. Class ; E and / sound, corresponding vowel-letter, Yodh. 

Tseri 53 1153 D53. = ey in they 

Ssghdl long 1'53 rfiq 53. = ey in purvey 

53. 1353. — e jn( preying 
xlJ | men 

pTH Hhiroq long ‘I53 53 ■= i in machine 

53 D53 _ Z J estimate 
1 liJ ( pin 

III. Class'; 0 and Usound, correspondin' 1 vowel-letter, Vav. 

Hholem 53 153 D53 = 0 in go 

TOyBp.jgfSS*- 53 
T 

D53 
T 

_ n ( holiness 
- u ilJ j not 

pHttj Shureq 153 13153 = 00 in moon 

E3/3 = 00 in moon 

53 = tie in rue t 
D53 = u in full 

IV. [Half- •vowels] Sheva, simple and composite. 

“1513 Sheva (simple) 53. = e in begin 

nns tj'on Hhateph pattahh n = a in litany 

VlJiD rpon Hhateph Seghol a = e in begin 

y53p jqcin Hhateph Qamets ri 
t; 

= 0 in ivory 

e 
A 

e 

e 

I 

1 

o 

6 

u 

u 
A 

u 

u 

€ 

a 

e 

o 



12 §§ 1-5. REMARKS ON THE ALPHABET. 

Remarks on the Alphabet. 

§ 1. The ancient number of letters was only 22; which is clear from 

the alphabetic Psalms, viz. Ps. 25. 34. 37. 111. 112. 119. 145 ; also from 

alphabetic compositions in Prov. 31: 10 seq. Lam. I—IV. But in Ps.25. 

34. 145, one letter is omitted ; in Ps. 37. £ is repeated, and y omitted. 

All the other Shemitish alphabets, (and the ancient Greek one also), 

had originally the same number of letters, viz. 22. 

Note. The present square form of tho Hebrew letters, is not the most ancient one; as is evident 

from inscriptions on Hebrew coins, stamped in tbe time of the Maccabees, which have characters 

such as are designated in alphabet No. III. The present square letter is evidently derived from the 

Aramaean forms of letters, and probably originated some time after the birth of Christ. This 

Kopp has recently shewn, in a satisfactory manner, in his Bilder und Schriften der Voneit, II. 

p. 95 seq., particularly p. 156 seq. 

§ 2. The usual arrangement of the letters is fully settled by the 

same alphabetic compositions, in the Hebrew Scriptures. Most of the 

arrangement seems to have been originally accidental; yet not all. 

For example, the Liquids, ?, 72, 2, are ranged together. Za-ym (t) 

shield, and Hheth (n) probably travelling-scrip, are associated. So 

Yodh (“') hand, and Kaph (3) hollow-hand; Mem (72) water, and Nun 

(2) fish; also ?a-yin ($) eye, Pe (d) Qoph (p) ear, Resh (“1) 

heady and Shin (uj) tooth. In Lam. I—IV. 2? stands ranged after S ; 

which shews that the arrangement was not uniform in all cases, at the 

time when this book was written. 

§ 3. The age of the alphabetic names seems to mount higher than 

that of the Hebrew, or of any of the present Shemitish languages. Some 

of the forms of these names are like the Aramaean, e. g. rr?, tt'n, t372 ; 

two seem to be of appropriate Hebrew stamp, viz. “J^T , “ps?; but 

?72\l, n^, 172?, TJ72D, with 11, and ’p*i3 (instead of ), are mani¬ 

festly exotics, derived from a kindred language which is now no more, 

but which, as the more simple forms of the words shew, was probably 

older than the time of Moses. 

§ 4. The significance of the names is, in most cases (not all), suffi¬ 

ciently plain. The names are borrowed from natural objects; but the 

resemblance of the letters to them is not to be traced in many of the 

present Hebrew letters, which differ much from the form of the corres¬ 

ponding ancient ones. Alphabet No. 1. col. 7, shews the most proba¬ 

ble original significations. For an admirable exhibition of the very 

ancient forms of Shemitish letters, Kopp’s Bilder und Schriften der Vor- 

zeity II. 157, may be consulted. 

§ 5. The pronunciation of the names is given in No. I. col. 6, as ex¬ 

actly as the English alphabet will permit. The vowels in col. 5 of the 

same, are sounded as directed in the table of the vowels under No. IV. 
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§ 6. The later Hebrew alphabet, as it now appears in all our point¬ 

ed Hebrew books, consists of twenty nine letters, as given in No. II. 

Six of these, as the alphabet shews, have two sounds each, but retain 

only the ancient single name; one (U) Sin pronounced Seen) is fur¬ 

nished with a point over its left tooth, (Shin has one over the right tooth, 

ti), and also with a different name, in order to distinguish it. The modern 

Arabians have twenty eight letters, six of which are thus distinguish¬ 

ed merely by a diacritical point; as is the case with the same number of 

letters, in the later Hebrew alphabet. Comp. Arab, alphabet in No. III. 

§ 7. The final forms of five of the letters, appear in the short left- 

hand column of them, in the alphabet No. II. They are doubtless sub¬ 

sequent to the original forms; but when they were introduced is not 

known. When manuscripts were written continuously, i. e. without 

separating the words, (as they originally were), these final letters aided 

very much in making the proper divisions. Why more of them were 

not invented for this purpose, it is difficult to say. The practice of em¬ 

ploying the final forms at the end of words, is universal, so far as they 

go. Conceit or mistake has excepted only some two or three cases; 

e. g. 3ft (for ]ft), Job 38:1. (for Is. 9: 6. Neh. 2: 13. 

§ 8. The sounds of the letters are given according to the usage of 

the most enlightened Hebrew scholars of the present time. There is 

a difference of opinion among the learned about some of the niceties of 

sound, in regard to several of them. But in respect to a language which 

has been dead for 2000 years, such questions can never be determined 

with satisfactory certainty. I add a few remarks on particular letters, 

which are of the more difficult class. 

Aleph (n), all agree, was of a very slight sound. It easily coalesced 

with, or conformed to, other proximate sounds. I have chosen the 

spiritus lenis of the Greeks to represent it. Practically we do not 

sound it all, at least not perceptibly. In theory, it is a real consonant ; 

and the Hebrews doubtless sounded it, so as to make it perceptible in 

most cases. 

Beth (i), 6A=v. So the modern Greeks sound their /?. 

Gimel (}), when it is equivalent to gh, is represented in the alpha¬ 

bets as sounded like g. But the real sound is quite uncertain. The 

Arabians sound the same letter (s») like our j; just as in English, we 

sound g soft before e and i. I follow the general usage, and sound it g 

hard. 

Daleth (“i), d7i=th in that; a sound which much perplexes Europe¬ 

ans of the continent; but which is altogether easy and familiar to the 

English, and to the modern Greeks who so sound their d. 
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He (n) is a feeble h. Vav (■)) is a feeble v. The Arab sounds it 

like our w; which, more probably, was the Hebrew usage. I conform 

to general European usage. 
Hheth (n) lih, i. e. a strong aspirate. Yet not always so in prac- 

tice, among the Hebrews ; for at the end of words, it appears to have 

been very much softened. E. g. the Seventy represent fnij, by 

@(X(jqu; and ribs;, by Zulu. But they translate tin, byXap; and 

btp , by eJPa^L The Arabians have two gradations of sound for this 

letter. 
Tet (tf) is a hard guttural kind of t, for which we have no due repre¬ 

sentative in English. The corresponding Greek letter is 

Kaph (3), kh, a difficult sound. The Greeks have it in their 

The usual practice sounds it like ‘ h, i. e. makes a kind of guttural of 

it. Kh can be distinctly sounded by special effort; but what is gain¬ 

ed by this, is not worth the trouble necessary to gain it. Common 

usage sounds TJ2, as be-haw. I would conform to this, as it is so much 

easier than to sound kh fully. 

Samekh (d) is sounded as the Greek 0, of which it is the undoubt¬ 

ed prototype.. It does not differ perceptibly; from the letter to, Sin; 

and the Hebrews have, in their orthography, written many words in¬ 

differently with either the one or the other, as 0^3 and to^S), to di¬ 

vide. 

The sound of Ay in (y) is represented by (“), the double spiritus 

asper of the Greeks, for want of a better representative. Grammarians 

have* represented it by g, gh, hgh, sounded gutturally; also by hh, hhh, 

and by the nasal gn, ng, ngn. The Arabians have two sounds for it; 

the deeper one is scarcely attainable by any European. The ancient 

Hebrews appear to have had two also; e. g. the Sept, render 

ropoQQu, Ta£a; but pb?2$/^fpah'ix. That it some¬ 

times had comparatively a feeble sound, is evident from its admitting 

of coalescence or contraction, as b?. for b$a; also from its commuta¬ 

tion with ; see in the Hebrew Lexicon under tt. Europeans general¬ 

ly neglect to sound it. Jerome calls it a vowel; see above, in 

the ground of this. The vowel accompanying it should have a strong 

impetus or effect of the voice in pronouncing it. 

Tsadhe (£), ts hard. Qoph (p), a deep guttural k, pronounced 

with impetus. Resh (^), the rolling r of the French, or the Greek (5. 
Tav (ft), t soft. 

§ 9. Dilated letters are a mere expedient to make out the adjust¬ 

ment of a line; for the Hebrews do not separate words at the end of 

lines. The usual ones are J-j, S, toD, F"?, i. e. tt, n, b, to, n. 
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[§ 10. Unusual letters. These are, (1) Literae majusculae; as irslDl, 

Ps. 80:16. (2) Minusculae; as , Gen. 2: 4. (3) Suspe?isae; 

as *1^3, Ps. 60: 14 (4) Inversae; as $bcl3, Numb. 10: 5. The Rab¬ 

bins find mysteries in these; the considerate critic will only find mis¬ 

takes in copying.] 

§11. Similar letters. These are numerous in the Hebrew alpha¬ 

bet. The student should carefully note them, at the outset. They 

are as follows ; 

1. Beth U 

2. Gimel 3 

3. Dajeth *1 

4. Dalqth 'l 

5. Vav 1 

6. Vav 1 

7. Zayin T 

Kaph 0. Zayin * 1 Nun 

Nun 9. Hheth n n He 

Kaph 10. Hheth rt n Tav 

Resh 11. Mem 53 D Tet 

Yodh 12. Mem D 0 Samekh 

Nun 13. Tsadhe Y 2 3> Ayin 

Vav. 

Explanations. 

(1) H is distinguished from ID, by the right angle which its perpen¬ 

dicular side makes with the strokes at the top and bottom of the let¬ 

ter ; Id is round at its corners instead of being angular. In some print¬ 

ed copies, Id is distinguished from 3. only by the roundness of its cor¬ 

ner at the bottom. (2) 2 is distinguished from 2, by having the stroke 

at the bottom united to the perpendicular only by a small point; in D, 

the bottom stroke is united without any variation of its magnitude. (3) 

^ final descends below the line; 3 does not. (4) 3 is distinguished 

from by having a right angle at the top, at which part 1 is round or 

obtuse. ’(5) 1 decends to the bottom of the line; 1 does not. (6) ‘] fi¬ 

nal falls below the line; 1 does not. (7) The top of 1 is continued a 

little to the right of the perpendicular, while that of 1 is not; the upright 

line of T is small at the top, where it inclines to the right, while it is 

gibbous below; which is not the case with 1 (8) T decends only to the 

line; ‘J final falls below it. (9) ft has no space between its left side 

and the top; ft exhibits a small chasm. (10) D has a small dotted cir¬ 

cle at the bottom of the perpendicular stroke on the left hand; ft has 

not this mark. (11) tD is open at the top; 72 at the bottom. (12) D is 

almost round; Sfinal is a square or parallelogram. (13) £ is angular 

on the right side, of it, and the. bottom is parallel with the line; turns 

to the left only. Final y, in its falling stroke, either turns a little to the 

right or descends perpendicularly. 
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. N. B. The learner will find it altogether the easiest method of making himself familiar with 

the distinctions between the Hebrew letters, and with the respective sounds of the letters, (as also 

of the vowels), to practice writing them down, calling each oloud by its name, and uttering the 

sound of it as often as ho writes it. Let this practice be persisted in, until all the vowels and con¬ 

sonants can be recognized with facility and pronounced readily; their distinctions definitely de¬ 

scribed and drawn with the pen at pleasure; and their names familiarly recalled.. In this way the 

student learns to write Hebrew letters and vowels, (which he should by all means do); and he fixes 

tho names, forms, and sounds of all the written signs indelibly upon his memory. 

[§ 12. Classification of the letters. This has been usually made, 

agreeably to the organs principally employed in pronouncing them, as 

follows; viz. 

(a) Gutturals 

(b) Labials 

(c) Dentals 

(d) Linguals 

(e) Palatals 

K Ji n 2 technically called' 

a i a & qa-ia 
t d £ ft (to) 

i a h 3 n 
a ■* a p pyjj 

Of these, the most important classes are the Gutturals and the La¬ 

bials. But is oftentimes not a Guttural; and ^ is not unfrequently 

treated like one.] 

§ 13. A much more important division than this, for practical pur¬ 

poses, is-one which selects only those letters that are the subjects of 

some peculiarity. This is as follows, viz. 

(a) Aspirates ; viz. ft, ft, ft, S, ft, technically called 

Begadh-kephath, HSft ftSft. 

They are named Aspirates, because, when there is no point (Da- 

ghesh) in them, they are aspirated, i. e. associated with an A-sound; 

see alphabet No. II. 
When they are destitute of this point or Daghesh, these letters are called, by the older gram¬ 

marians, molles and raphatae ; with it, durae and dagessalac. 

(hi) Quiescents ; viz. X, n, % *>, technically named Nehe- 

vl, . The reason of this is, that the sound of these 

letters being in itself somewhat feeble, it often coalesces 

with the vowel sound which precedes; so that these 

letters are said to quiesce, i. e. to lose their separate, con¬ 

sonant sound, by falling into the preceding vowel. 

(c) Gutturals ; viz. Ji, M, tl, ?, or a-hahhaj>, Plftifti't, 

as stated above. 
Resh is sometimes to bo added, and Aleph sometimes excepted ; as stated in § 12. 

(d) Liquids ; viz. ^, ft, 3, ft, of which ft is to be re¬ 

garded only as a kind of half-liquid. Technically these 

may be called, limnar, ft3ft^>. 
The student should impress these classes’, particulary the three jirst) deeply on his memory. 
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VOWELS. 

§ 14. Originally the Hebrew alphabet consisted only of conso¬ 

nants. Some learned men have maintained the contrary, and averred 

that 1, \ were originally designed to be vowels. But the fact, that 

these letters constitute essential parts of the triliteral roots in Hebrew, 

and that they are susceptible of forming syllables by union with every 

sort of vowel sound, proves beyond all reasonable doubt that they are 

essentially consonants. i 

§ 15. But as the sound of K, 1, ■*, was feeble, and often in prac¬ 

tice was made coalescent with the vowel which preceded them, it was 

natural, that in process of time they should come to be considered, in 

many cases, as representatives of the vowels with which they were 

customarily made to coalesce. Hence, in later' Hebrew writings, we 

find N , 1, 11, not unfrequently used in the room of vowels; more rarely 

in the early writings. But the still later Chaldaeo-Rabbinic Hebrew 

employs these three letters very often, merely for the purpose of desig¬ 

nating vowels. For these reasons, these three letters are called vowel- 

letters, by recent grammarians, when they are spoken of in reference 

to the usage now. in question. The older grammarians called them, 

with like reference, matres lectionis, i. e. authors or guides of [right] 

reading. In reference to another ground of classification, these same 

letters (together with n) are called Ehevi (^iitt) or Quiescents, 

§ 13. b. 

[The most ancient Hebrew MSS. consisted of only the letters in the alphabet No. I., but in a 

very different shape from the present one; see $ 1. Note. When the diacritical signs, i. e. small 

dots in or over a letter, which distinguish the later alphabet and increase the number of letters, 

together with all the vowel-points and accents, were first introduced, no historical documents, 

satisfactorily sbew. But it is now generally agreed, that the introduction was a gradual one ; 

and that, however early some few particular things in the general system may have been com¬ 

menced, yet the whole system of diacritical signs, vowel-points, and accents, was not completed, 

so as to exist in its present form, until several centuries after the birth of Christ; pretty certainly 

not until after the fifth century. In regard to reading MSS. destitute of all this system of helps, 

there is no serious difficulty; at least none to any one who well understands the language. The 

same thing is habitually done, at the present day, by the Arabians, the Persians, and the Syrians, 

in their respective tongues ; and in Hebrew, by the Jewish Rabbies, and all the learned in the 

Shemitish languages.] 

§ 16. From what has just been said, the student will see why (in 

the Table No. IV.) , 1, and ', are represented as vowel-letters cor¬ 

responding to their respective classes of vowels. It is because these 

letters were occasionally employed (tt more rarely) to designate more 

or less of the vowel-sounds, which are associated with them. 

§ 17. In the same Table, in column 2d, the letters fi* rM ** ft, 

are used merely to exhibit to the learner the manner in which the 

3 
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Hebrew vowels are written, in respect to the alphabetic letters with 

which they are associated, i. e. whether above, beloio, or in them. 

§ 18. The student must free himself, at the outset, from the habit 

of giving English sounds to the English representatives of the Hebrew 

vowels, and be very careful always to sound these representatives as 

directed in the table. 

§ 19. The ground of classification in the Table No. IV. is, that 

the vowels in these respective classes, not only have a natural relation 

to each other in respect to sound, but/br the most part are often com¬ 

muted for each other. Seldom does commutation take place, without 

the limits of the respective classes. 

Quality and Quantity of the Vowels. 

[§ 20. The division in respect to quantity, among the older gram¬ 

marians, was as follows; viz. Long—Qamets, Tseri, Hhireq magnum, 

Hholem, Shureq; Short—Pattahh, Seghol, Hhireq parvum, Qamets 

Hhateph, and Qibbuts. But all of these so called short vowels, are 

in fact often long, with the exception of Qamets Hhateph. Hence the 

student is greatly perplexed and misled, by such a division. A much 

better one is that proposed by the ancient Jewish grammarians, and 

lately adopted by the leading Hebrew grammarians in Germany; the 

basis of which is exhibited in Table IV. In like manner, the Arabic 

has only three classes of vowels.] 
Ewald, in his recent Hebrew grammar (1827), has attempted to reduce the vowels to two class¬ 

es ; with much ingenuity, but not satisfactorily. 

§ 21. The vowels may be distributed into different 

classes, both in respect to quality and quantity. 

§ 22. (a) In regard to quality, they may be consid¬ 
ered as pure or impure. 

The quality of vowels, with respect to the kinds of sound which they represent and the rela¬ 

tions of those sounds to each other, is represented in Table No. IV. Tho quality of purity or im¬ 

purity remains to be considered here. 

§ 23. A pure vowel is one with which no consonant 

sound coalesces. 

§ 24. An impure vowel is one with which a conso¬ 

nant sound coalesces. 

E. g. in dd-bhdr both vowels are pure; the first in *7, because 

no consonant follows; the second in ‘"O, because, although a consonant 

follows, it preserves its distinct sound, and does not coalesce with the 

vowel. On the contrary, in fiO bd the N has no distinct sound, be¬ 

cause it coalesces with the Qamets; and in *p(3, (so written instead 
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of Jpg, §111. §112), the Qamets contains a coalescent Resh, which 

is suppressed in the writing by omitting a Daghesh in the *1; in both 

which cases, Qamets is impure. And thus of all the other vowels, 

which admit a consonant to coalesce with them; see §§ 58. 59. 

§ 25. (6) In regard to quantity, vowels are divided 

into long and short. 
This classification cannot always bo made out by inspection, or according to tho appearance 

merely of the vowels ; for, as will bo seen in the sequel, the appearance of some of them is often 

doubtful, or determines nothing in regard to quantity. 

§ 26. The long vowels may be divided into two class¬ 

es. (l) Those long by nature, i. e. always long. (2) Those 

long by position, i. e. long only when made so by a peculiar 

position. These last may be named (in regard to their 

appearance only) doubtful 

§ 27. Long by nature are Qamets, Tseri, Hhireq mag¬ 

num, Hholem, and almost always Shureq. 

Note. Hhireq is called magnum, when a Yodh quiescent, either ex¬ 
pressed or implied, follows it. For the exceptions to Shureq, see § 31. 
Note 3. 

§ 28. Long by position (short elsewhere) may be 

Pattahh, Seghol, Hhireq, and Qibbuts. 

In this respect, these vowels correspond with the doubtful Greek vow¬ 
els, a, v. 

§ 29. The vowels long by nature, in regard to quali¬ 

ty, are divided into two classes, viz. (l) Pure. (2) Impure. 

§ 30. (l) The pure vowels long by nature, are Qamets, 

Tseri, and Hholem. 

But these are pure only when they have no consonant coalescing 

with them, i. e. contain neither a Quiescent nor a Daghesh’d letter, § 

53. §23; e. g. da-bhar, ‘Jtii slien, yiq-tol. Hhireq magnum 

and Shureq are always impure, i. e. Yodh or Vav, expressed or implied, 

always coalesces with them. 

§ 31. (2) The impure vowels long by nature may be sub¬ 

divided into two kinds, not differing in their essence, but 

only in the manner of their formation. 

(a) Long vowels followed by a quiescent letter expres¬ 

sed or implied, and coalescing with them, § 53. 

For distinction’s sake these may be called quiescent long vowels. 
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E. g. Qamets, as in fiO&a; Tseri, as in 'pa ben, gde; Hhireq 

magnum, as in V? nir; Hholem, as in lb Id, hip qol; and Shureq, as in 

Qsip qum. In all such cases, the Quiescent makes an addition to the 

quantity of the vowel, by coalescing with it. See §> 55. 

Note 1. Appearance merely will not determine whether a vowel long 

by nature is pure or impure; inasmuch as the quiescent letter which co¬ 

alesces with it, is often omitted in the writing; e. g. qam (impure) 

stands for qam, n: nir for , Vp qol for blp, etc. see §> 63. In a 

multitude of cases, the student can distinguish vowels of this kind, only 

when he comes to obtain a knowledge of etymology and of the analo¬ 

gies of the Hebrew language. 

Note 2. Vice versa, the Quiescents are sometimes inserted after 

vowels long by nature, without mixing with them and rendering them 

impure; in which case, they are merely a kind of fulcrum for the vow¬ 

el; e. g. ‘“riftb* yil-mbdh with Hholem pure, i. q. ; ITab so-bhebh 

with Tseri pure, i. q. nib ; see § 64, and comp. §>§ 14—16, which ex¬ 

hibit the grounds of introducing such anomalies. 

Note 3. There are a few cases also, in which Shureq appears to 

be short, i. e. to be the same as Qibbuts, even when it seems to coa¬ 

lesce with Vav; viz. when it stands before a daghesh’d letter, e. g. 

hhuq-qa, ilpT zun-na, "i-tW3 ma-$uz-zi, etc. In Chaldee, Syriac, 

and Arabic, this is very common. But there are so few cases of this 

nature in Hebrew, that it seems probable they result from the use of a 

vowel-letter by transcribers, as the sign of a vowel; see §>§> 14—16. 

INJote 4. Similar cases of Hhireq with Yodh, are also affirmed by 

most grammarians to exist. But the examples evidently do not justify 

this conclusion, as they only amount to different inodes of orthography 

and pronunciation in respect to the same word; e. g. 3bpT ziq-ldgk and 

sbp^T zi-qdagh, CTap qim-mdsh and qi-mosh, tti&p pil-le-ghesk 

and UJjib/'B pi-le-ghesh, mo-rig-gim and mo-ri-ghim; see 

§ 64, respecting Yodh fulcrum. 

§ 32. (6) Long vowels followed by a daghesli’cl letter 

implied, but not expressed, excepting that the vowel is 

prolonged on account of the suppression; see § 58. 
For distinction’s sake, these may be called daghesh’d long vowels. The 

words daghcsh'd and quiescent, thus applied to vowels, merely designate the par¬ 
ticular way in which the vowels are lengthened ; which is often a great conve¬ 
nience to teacher and learner. Of the actual or relative length of these different 
classes of vowels long by nature, whether pure or impure, quiescent or daghesh’d, 
we can determine nothing certain. In theory, the impure long vowels would 
seem to be the more protracted. Comp. §§ 24. 55. 58. 

Note. Appearance merely will not distinguish these from the pure 

long vowels. A knowledge of forms and etymology is necessary. 
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§ 33. The vowels long by position (§ 28) retain the 

same form as when short; they are made long only by 

their position before a daghesh’d letter suppressed in the 

writing; or before a Quiescent expressed or implied; see 

§§ 58. 55. Of course they are always impure. 

It is only from a knowledge of etymology and of the analogy of forms, that the student can be 

enabled, for the most part, to determine when these vowels are long. 

Note. Pattahh, Hhireq, and dibbuts (not vicarious) are made long 

only by the coalescence of an implied Daghesh’d letter; as ba-liel, 

for bfi? bah-hel; fcnq ni-hham, for &PP mhh-Jiham; fftn ru-hkats, for 

yrn ruhJMdts. For cases like ntt^j?b, , where Pattahh and 

dibbuts apparently have a quiescent tt, see § 118 with the notes, and 

also the Lexicon. Seghol may be made long, either by a duiescent, 

as ^, ge, tse, me; or by the coalescense of a daghesh’d letter, 

as tTniin he-hd-rimf SiftD pe-hha, $e-Jihavy where the Gutturals 

^ , ft, exclude the Daghesh forte which belongs to them. See §§ 58. 

lll.T112. 54. 

§ 34. The short vowels are Pattahh, Seghol, short 

Hhireq, Qamets Hhateph, and Qibbuts (not vicarious), 

when they are pure. 

Note 1. The short vowels may stand either in a mixed syllable,* or 

in a simple one ;f e. g. as b^ claly *J2 beny PiSjqfc miq-ney JihoJch-md, 

‘"RJjqfc muq-tary in mixed syllables; and qb.b me-leky na-$ary b^.l 

vay-yi-gliely ibiitf No-7i7d, in simple syllables. This latter class is nat¬ 

urally pronounced somewhat longer than the other, as the stress of voice 

falls almost uniformly on these vowels when in a simple syllable. 

Note 2. Some cases are dubious in respect to appearance; e. g. ^q 

appears short, but is in fact i. q. *vq. So in btqj?, dibbuts appears 

short, but is i. q. dibbuts being vicarious. In like manner, ap¬ 

pearances are frequently dubious in regard to simple syllables; e. g. 

fchq with a long impure daghesh’d Hhireq (§ 32), and b^2 with a Hhi¬ 

req pure and short; so bins with an impure daghesh’d long Pattahh, but 

nqqq with a pure short one. If the student can discover whether the 

vowel is pure or not, he of course can determine the quantity. Experi¬ 

ence only, with a knowledge of etymology and analogy, will enable him 

to do this; nor is it usually at all difficult, after a moderate progress in 

the language. 

§ 35. The student will see, by Table No. IV., that Seghol is reck- 

* A mixed syllable is one which ends in a vocal consonant, 

t A simple syllable is one which ends in a vowel sound, either pure or impure. 
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oned both to the first and second class of vowels. The reason is, that it 

is often put in the place of Qamets and Pattahh, as well as exchanged 

with Tseri; and so it is treated as belonging to both classes. Compare 

§ 19. 
Syllabication as affected by the Vowels. 

§ 36. A pure long vowel may stand in a simple syllable; 

or in a mixed one when it is accented, and only then. 
E. g. da-bhar, she-na; shen, bbj?*; yiq-tol. 

§ 37. So with the quiescent long vowels, § 31 a. 
E. g. bd, qam; Sib* gele, ’pa ben; 'b li, ‘Y'b nir; lb Id, 

qol; qu-mii, ETp qum. 

§ 38. Daghesh’d vowels, long by nature or position, can 

stand only in a simple syllable. 
E. g. ba-rekh, blrtne-hal, bo-rakh; bits, yTH; all 

with the first vowel impure and daghesh’d. 

§ 39. The short vowels stand either in a mixed or simple 

syllable ; see § 34. Note. 1. 

§ 41. Qibbuts vicarious is nothing more than a mere ex¬ 

pedient for representing Shureq when the Vav falls out; 

and it may be in a simple, or in a mixed syllable. 
E. g. qu-mu, i. q. btip qd-tul, i. q. b^ttp. In a mixed 

syllable it appears like dibbuts short, and only a knowledge of the na¬ 

ture of Hebrew forms can determine the quantity. 

General Remarks. No theory of the Hebrew vowels has ever yet been 
broached, which is not liable to some objections. Almost all beginners com¬ 
plain of this part of Hebrew Grammar as complicated and difficult. It is some¬ 
what so ; and yet far less so than the vowels in our own mother tongue, or in the 
Greek language. The relation of long and short, with respect to Hebrew vow¬ 
els, is for us more a matter of theory, than of 'practice. In this light, however, 
it is very important to the student, who, without understanding this theory well, 
cannot analyze with satisfaction or success great numbers of changes in the 
forms of Hebrew words. Hebrew grammars in general have not at all recogni¬ 
zed theYact, that both Quiescents and suppressed daghesh’d letters coalesce with the 
preceding vowel and lengthen it and make it impure, on principles which are 
in all important respects substantially the same. The principle at the basis of 
every possible case of this nature is very simple, viz. that a consonant suppres¬ 
sed in sound, finds its equivalent in the preceding void el by augmenting its length. 
That Quiescents and Gutturals are,pn general, the only classes of letters which 
are subject to the law of suppression, belongs to the nature of the language. The 
development of facts respecting these phenomena, belongs to grammar. But 
whether a long vowel (Qamets for example) was any longer when it included 
a Quiescent, than when it included a daghesh’d letter, (e. g. S3, Tp.s); or wheth¬ 
er Qamets in spa was any longer than Pattahh impure and long in bn5 ; and 
many other questions of the like nature, we have no means of determining, nor 
is it necessary to determine them. If a student understands well the distinc¬ 
tion between pure and impure vowels, and between long and short ones, he 
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need not trouble himself to inquire how long the Hebrews dwelt on the sounds 
of the one or the other. If he complains that the system is complicated, he will 
remember that this belongs to the language; it is not to be charged upon a 
grammar which does no more than to state facts as they are. 

SHEVA. 

§ 42. The Hebrews never amalgamated two or more consonant- 

sounds together, (as we do in plan, stripe, shrink, etc.), except at the 

end of a word; and even then very rarely, and never to the extent of 

more than two letters. In a multitude of cases they even supplied a 

furtive vOwel in the final syllable of words, in order to shun the amalga¬ 

mation of two consonants; e. g. for sephr, they wrote and read ^50 

se-pher. Still they admit, in a few cases, such forms as frbEj} qa-talt. 

§ 43. When two consonants begin a syllable they are 

not combined in one sound, but a very short half-vowel is 

supplied, after the first letter, in order to smooth the tran¬ 

sition to the second letter. This is called Sheva, ini ID . 
T • 

Note. Instead of saying bra, bre, by one impetus of voice as we do, 

the Hebrews pronounced bera, bere, i. e. with a very short vowel-sound 

between the two consonants. 

§ 44. Shevas usually mark either the beginning or the 

end of syllables. 

Note. The only exception is a Sheva on the penult letter of a word, 
whose final syllable ends with two consonants, as nbti£ qa-talt. 

§ 45. All syllables beginning with two consonants, have 

a Sheva (either simple or composite) under the first of 

them. All syllables ending with one or two vocal conso¬ 

nants, take a Sheva simple either expressed or implied 

under them. 

§ 46. All Shevas at the beginning of syllables are vocal, 

i. e. sounded ; all Shevas at the end are silent. Hence re¬ 

sult the following rules ; viz. 

Sheva Vocal. 

{a) All the composite Shevas; because they are always placed at the 

beginning of a syllable, (b) Simple Sheva after a simple syllable ; as 

rnttb la-msdhd. (c) After another Sheva ; as snJab? yil-medhu. But 

if the second Sheva be at the end of a word, it is not vocal; as la- 

madht;. see i below, (d) Under a letter at the beginning of a word, as 

*lbb Umodh. (e) Under a letter with Daghesh forte expressed ; as ITab 
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liin-mtdhu—^my?', § 71. (/) Under a letter in which a Daghesh forte 

is implied ; as ^bbtt (= ^n) habldu or perhaps Jid-Ulu, not hal-lu. 

[Note. The common maxim of grammarians in regard to the casejf, 

is, that “ Sheva is always vocal when under a letter which is immediately 

repeated.” This is evidently incorrect; e. g. "'inn liar-re (not har-r*re), 

Ubh-bhe (not lib-bfbhe), and so "bbft (plur. const, of bbft) is hhal-ley 

not hhal-lde. On the contrary, ?ibbn reads lial-ldu, because it be¬ 

longs to a Daghesh’d form of the verb bbtt, and the Daghesh is omitted 

merely from the frequent usage of rejecting it from a letter when it would 

be immediately followed by a vocal Sheva; see § 73. Note 3. Some 

knowledge of Hebrew forms is necessary, in order to distinguish such 

cases.] 

Sheva Silent. 

(g) After a short vowel in a mixed syllable; as yil-modh. 

(h) After long vowel in a mixed tone syllable; as til-modh-nd. 

(z) Two Shevas at the end of a word are both silent; ttTOb la-mddht. 

§ 47. The, form of the Shevas is exhibited fully by Table IV. No. IY. 

The composite Shevas are so called, because each is made by a union of 

Sheva with one of the short vowels; as is evident from inspection. 

§ 48. The quantity of the Shevas is, at least in theory, the 

same; i. e. none of them are considered as a proper vowel.- 

E. g. peqddhy ilnT zahdbhy ‘'bfrt "bh hh°li, are all consider¬ 

ed as monosyllabic. What practical difference between the length of 

these sounds existed among the Hebrews, cannot now be determined. 

§ 49. The composite Shevas belong appropriately to the 

Gutturals, and are used under them instead of simple Sheva. 

No definite rules can be given as to the kind of Sheva under the 

respective Gutturals; usage varying them, in different words having the 

same letters, and in different positions. In general, n, ft, at the be¬ 

ginning of words take (_ ); but takes (o ). 

§ 50. Gutturals (and other letters) which take a composite Sheva, al¬ 

ways begin a syllable. A Guttural which ends a syllable, must, like the 

other consonants, take Sheva simple; for there is no other silent Sheva. 

E. g. sha-may-tl, b^fT yehh-ddl} yeh-ge> SD&P yetf-sdr. 

§ 51. The composite Shevas (_.) and (r>) occur, not unfrequently, 

under most of the other consonants besides Gutturals; e. g. 2nl zahabh, 

fciunp. q°dhd-shimy etc. But ( ) is limited to Gutturals. 

Note. No uniform rules can be given for the former cases. The 

general principle seems plainly to be, a design to mark the letter as hav- 
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ing a real vocal Sheva, and consequently to advertise the reader, that 

the preceding vowel is not to attach the letter to which the Sheva be¬ 

longs to itself; e. g. u-zahabh, not uz-habh; hd-bl^ra-khd^ 

not liabh-rd-kha; ti-mHokh, not tfm-lokh. There can scarcely be 

a doubt, that all such Shevas as these are designed only to designate 

some peculiar niceties practised in oral enunciation. They cannot be 

considered as belonging to the essential forms of words; nor can they 

be reduced to rule.] 

§ 52. It is a general principle, that all moveable conso¬ 

nants,* not immediately followed by a vowel, must have a 

Sheva of some kind, either express or implied. 

At the end of words in general, Sheva is not usually expressed but on¬ 

ly implied; e. g. t3jp qam} the same as . The exceptions to this rule 

are, (1) In a final Kaph; as (2) When the final syllable ends 

with two consonants; as la-madht; but here, in case the penult 

consonant is a Guttural, it takes a Pattahh furtive, § 233. Note. 

Notel. The Quiescents, when they coalesce with the preceding vow¬ 

el, have no Sheva. Whenever these letters have a Sheva, they are to 

be regarded as moveable consonants. 

Note. 2. When a word ends with two consonants, of which the first 

is a Quiescent, usage is various as to Sheva under the final letter; e. g. 

we find nKS and HN3. 
General Remarks. There can be but little doubt, that the composite Shevas were more dis¬ 

tinctly sounded than the simple ones. Hence their application to the Gutturals, which peculiarly 

needed more vowel aid to enounce them than other consonants. Hence too, their use in regard to 

other letters, for the sake of more distinct pronunciation; $ 51. note. But all the niceties of living 

vernacular pronunciation are now lost, no more to be recalled. Present general usage is all 

that is aimed at in this grammar. 

Coalescence of Vowels and Quiescents. 

To such a coalescence, the preceding explanations have rendered it necessary to advert. It 

must now be more fully explained. 

§ 53. The sound of the quiescent letters, tf, h, 1, \ be¬ 

ing feeble, (specially at the end of a syllable), they always 

coalesce with a vowel-sound which precedes them, in case 

they have neither a vowel, nor a Sheva expressed or im¬ 

plied, of their own, and provided that such vowel-sound is 

homogeneous, t 

* A moveable consonant is one which is sounded, and does not quiesce or coalesce. 

I That vowel sound is called homogeneous, which is adapted to coalesce with the Quiescent! 

respectively ; that is called heterogeneous, which is not adaptod to coalesce. 

4 
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§ 54. The following table exhibits the coalescence of the respective 

Quiescents, with their homogeneous vowels. 

Aleph (a) quiesces in Qamets (0 JG ba. 

- Tseri (•) u3£G resh. 

- Seghol (•■■) ilUfctStir) tim-tse-na. 

- Hholem (-) yo-mer. 

Yodh 0) — - Tseri (••) ■p2 ben. 

- Seghol (•••) £05 ge. 

- Hhireq (-) din. 

Vav (l) — - Hholem (-) Vip qol. 

- Shureq 0) qum. 

He (n) — - Qamets (0 n'p5 gel a. 

- Tseri (■■) gele. 

- Seghol (•••) ribh go-le. 

- Hholem (-) n‘^5 ga-lo. 

In English we have a mutlitude of cases similar to these ; e. g. low, show, etc. with w qui¬ 

escent ; sap, dap, etc. with p quiescent. Almost every letter in our alphabet is, in some situations, 

quiescent before or after some other letter. 

’Note 1. There are some other cases, besides those presented in the 

Table, of which Quiescence has been affirmed by most grammarians; 

e. g. ri-shon, liq-rath, SrHNS pu-ra, § 63. But is 

otiant here, not quiescent; see § 118 with the Notes. 

Note 2. Although the Hholem is written over the % as in i ; and the 

Shureq is written in it, as n ; yet, in both cases, the vowels usually be¬ 

long to the preceding consonant; e. g. in b*ip to the p, in tflp to the 

p. Cases like $a-vdn occur ; but they are easily distinguished, be¬ 

cause the letter preceding the *) has then a vowel of its own, indepen¬ 

dently of that connected with the 1. 

§ 55. The sound of the Quiescents, in case of coales¬ 

cence,, is not lost, but united with the preceding yowel; so 

that it makes long vowels more protracted, and renders 

short ones long, § 31. 

§ 56. The Ehevi retain their proper consonant power, i. e. 

do not quiesce, (1) Always at the beginning of a syllable; as Na- 

mar, t3h hem, ya-ladh, ^ ve-ledh. (2) Always when they end a 
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syllable, in case they have a simple Sheva under them, either express¬ 

ed or implied; e. g. ^ibfiC yeS-sor, tjsin: neh-pdlch, ’tT]b',p sha-lav-tx, 

"‘h lihay, 1j2 fdv. In the two last cases, the Sheva is implied, i. e. 

and *)£=*] £, see § 52. (3) Usually, when preceded by a heterogeneous 

vowel; e. g. IP) tav, 1j2 qav, sha-lev, it ziv, hliay^^goy, 

ga-luy, trg qay-yem, Cl j$ qav-vam, etc. In all cases of this 

kind, it is easy to judge whether the Ehevi quiesce, or are moveable, 

by the nature of the preceding vowel. See further on the Quiescents, 

§115 seq. 

Note 1. In the middle of a word, the Ehevi are always marked with 

a Sheva in case they are moveable; at the end of a word, as Sheva is 

not written (§ 52), one must judge from the nature of the vowel which 

precedes, whether the Ehevi are quiescent or not. 

Note 3. All the Ehevi, in the middle of words, not unfrequently resist 

coalescence, i. e. remain moveable; ti always, sometimes even when 

the vowel is adapted to coalescence. At the end of words, they gene¬ 

rally (not all of them uniformly) coalesce, unless the preceding vowel is 

heterogeneous. Compare § 119. b. § 120. b. §121. b. 

Otium of the Elievi. 

§ 57. There are some cases, in which the Ehevi are 

neither moveable consonants, nor coalescent with preceding 

vowels. They are then said to be otiant, (in olio, otiantury 

This happens in the following cases; viz. (a) When preceded by 

silent Sheva; as Met, 'fiS Sat, (b) Preceded by a Quiescent; 

as nfiOCfj he-bhe-tha, with otiant. (c) Followed by Daghesh forte; 

as inr-n» maz-ze—JTTtt. (d) Yodh preceded by Qamets and followed 

by 1 with a Sheva implied, is otiant; as debhd-rav, where Sheva 

is implied under the final 1, § 52. 
Note. In such cases the otiant letter is mostly (not always) retained, out of regard to orthog¬ 

raphy, and to indicate the etymology of the word. So in a multitude of cases in English, we have 

otiant vowels; as in honour, /tear, moan, etc. 

Coalescence of Dagliesh'd letters omitted with Vowels. 

§ 58. The Gutturals and Resh scarcely ever admit 

Daghesh, i. e. reduplication, § 71. § 111. In cases where 

by analogy they ought to be doubled, but are not, the 

letter omitted by excluding the Daghesh, coalesces with 

the preceding vowel and lengthens it, § 32. 

E. g. h&-&a-rets, instead of haH-Ha-rets; “laiVye-Ka 

■mar, instead of “Ip'50 ylis-Sd-mcr; '-“2 ba-hel, with Pattahh long and 
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impure (§ 33), instead of b?3? bah-hel; ?H2 bi-hel with Hhireq long 

and impure (§32), instead of bih-hel; tPfrtt iSa-lihim with Pattahh 

long and impure (§ 33), instead of ETON Salih-lihmi; t3h3 m-hham with 

Hhireq long and impure (§32), instead of DnD nihli-hham; ba-Ver 

(§ 32), instead of ba9-9er; t'Jft me-Stm, instead of 

*jn2 be-rekh, instead of Tpni bir-rekh; ^2 ba-rekli, instead of TpS 

bar-rekh, etc. Com. § 111. § 112. 

Note. In regard to this usage, it is plain that an excluded daghesh’d 

letter lengthens the quantity of the preceding vowel; for in some cases 

this is expressed by using a vowel long by nature instead of a short one, 

as Tp3 for Tps. When in other cases the form of a doubtful vowel 

remains, the quantity of it is of course long, § 33. 
To give reasons why a doubtful vowel is at one time used, and at another a vowel long by 

nature before the Gutturals excluding Daghesh, is out of our power. We can only notice and re¬ 

cord the facts ; but in respect to the grounds of them, we can merely say, Sic voluit usus. 

§ 59. Some other letters occasionally omit Daghesh, 

with a similar effect, for the most part, on the preceding 

vowel. 

E. g. va-yelii, instead of 'VPl vay-yehi. But it is doubtful how 

such cases as nftp’j (for were read; i. e. whether they were pro¬ 

nounced yi-qeliliu or yiq-lihu. The probability is, that there was a va¬ 

riety of pronunciation; for some of them are marked with a Methegh 

(§ 85), as (for TP]); some with composite Sheva, as iittjjb lu- 

qoliha (for rrftj^b); both of which show that the first syllable is to be read 

as a"simple one, vd-yehi, lu-q°hlia; and so of others like them. But 

some words have neither of these marks, e. g. TjT (for ^njp); and in 

such cases, they are probably to be read as yiq-lihu, etc. The 

omission of Daghesh, in all such instances, seems to have respect only to 

the niceties of pronunciation in regard to a few words, which the Pune- 

tators strove to express. It does not belong to the essential form of words. 

ORTHOGRAPHY OF THE VOWELS. 

§ 60. By inspecting Table No. IV., it will be seen that the two first 

classes of vowels are all written under the consonants. Of the third 

class, Qibbuts also is written under them; but Hholem is written over, 

and Shureq in them. Qamets, however, is written in the bosom of a 
final Kaph; e. g. ^ khd. 

§ 61. The proper place of a vowel is under or over the middle, or (as 

they are now printed) the right side, of a consonant. Shureq is always 

written after the consonant to which it belongs, i. e. in the bosom of the 

following 1. Hholem is commonly written over the right side of the let- 
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ter next following that to which it belongs, as Eri tom, bip qdl; but 

sometimes necessity prevents this, e. g. in tonp, where the type will not 

admit such a disposition of the Hholem. Hholem following N is com¬ 

monly written over its left side, as bp.tt; unless followed by *], as 

§ 62. The diacritical point over to and to often coincides with Hho¬ 

lem ; in which case it serves the double purpose of marking the vowel 

and of distinguishing the letter. (1) to beginning a syllable, if follow¬ 

ed by a consonant having a vowel of its own, is read so; e. g. tt Jto so-ne. 

(2) to following a consonant that has no vowel, contains a Hholem for 

that consonant, and also marks sh; e. g. mo-she. On the other 

hand, (3) to with two points, beginning a syllable, is read slid; e. g. 

‘iftto shd-mer. (4) to with two points, ending a syllable, is read os; 

e. g. tofe'-p yir-pos. 

§ 62. Vav (l) with a Hholem over it and a vowel under it, is joined 

as a moveable consonant with the vowel under it; e. g. ftib lo-ve, 

njrp yeho-vd, the Hholem belonging to the preceding letter. 

§ 63. Vowels in connection with the Quiescents, exhibit va¬ 

rious modes of orthography which require explanation. 

As the Ehevi or Quiescents drop their distinct consonant- 

sound in case of coalescence (§ 53), and the words with 

vowel-points are sounded in the same manner whether the 

Quiescents are omitted or inserted; so, in practice, they 

are often omitted. 

Note. Words in which the Quiescents are inserted, are said to be 
written fully; those in which they are omitted, to be written defectively. 
In both cases, the pronunciation and quantity of the vowels remain the 
same; as the following examples will shew. 

Written fully. Written defectively. Read. 

’nxba i nba 
• ** T 

md-le-thi. 

“P3 nir. 

*1P *P qdl. 

qd-mus. 

§ 64. There are some cases, in which Vav and Yodh 

(particularly the former) are inserted, when they are not 

proper Quiescents, and have no influence on the sound or 

nature of the vowel. In all these cases, they are mere 

orthographic Fulcra. 

E. g. ‘■nfcb?, the same as *1 fcbyil-mddh; the same as so- 

bhebh; "p^M, the same as ">ph hhuq-qe; comp. § 31. Notes 2. 3. In 
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all probability, such forms sprung from the practice of employing 

Vav and Yodh as vowel-letters, § 15. How to distinguish such cases 

from those where 1 and ** are employed as true Quiescents, etymology 

only can teach; and with a knowledge of this, it is very easy. 

§ 65. No certain rule can be given for the insertion or omission of 

Quiescents, when there is a real coalescence. More generally, when 

two syllables are immediately connected, in both of which there is a 

Quiescent, the first syllable omits it; e. g. p^SS/d^p^rS. But instan¬ 

ces of a contrary usage also exist; e. g. ribip=rnbip; and sometimes 

both Quiescents are omitted, as EipbU) for ; so ^5 f°r ? etc* 

Even the same word is variously written; e. g. ‘'niftipil, Vpttpn, 

, •’nbpJl, all pronounced haqi-md-thi. 

Orthography of Qamets Hhateph. 

From Table No. IV. it appears, that damets Hhateph (short o) has the same form with Q,a- 

mets, viz. ( x ). It is important to point out how they may be distinguished. 

I. damets Hhateph in a mixed syllable. 

§ 66. (a) The figure (T) followed by simple Sheva with¬ 

out any Methegh between, is short o, if in a syllable not 

accented. 

E. g. "Ej" hhokh-ma, not hha-lchima. But with a Methegh it reads 

thus, “7J!Dn hha-khemd. With an accent it reads as Qamets: e. g. 

nnib rndv-ta, txfti shav, Sib? b lay-la. 

Note. There are some few cases, where Methegh does not distinguish 

Qamets from short o; e. g. dor-bhd-ndth, not dhd-rtbho-noih; 

so TO qor-ban, not qa-rebhan; shom-ra, not sha-mera. But 

in these and the like cases, manuscripts and editions vary as to the 

Methegh; and etymology only can settle the true pronunciation. 

(b) When followed by a letter with Daghesh forte, in 

a syllable not accented, (T) is short o. 

E. g. tTnS bot-tlm, ’'PSfi hhon-ne-ni. If the syllable is accented, it 

is read as long a; e. g. irpP yam-md, lam-md, etc. 

Note 1. An euphonic Daghesh (§75 seq.) at the beginning of a word 

does not make short 6 of the (f belonging to the last syllable of the pre¬ 

ceding word; it remains long a still; e. g. is read shd-khdn-tdb- 

bd. But this is merely a euphonic matter, and is contrary to the laws 

of the language in general. 

Note 2. A Methegh after ( ) does not always denote long d; e. g. 

dd/'na bot-te-khem, not ba-te-Jchem. See the the note under a above. 
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(C) The figure (T) in a final mixed syllable unaccent¬ 

ed, is short o. 

E. g. unaccented, as djj’O vay-ya-qom. With accent, as dTNft lid- 
Std-dham, it is long a. 

Remark. All the cases, a, b, c, are virtually one and the same, i. e. 

they are all cases of (t) in a mixed unaccented syllable; e. g. 

lihdkh-md, D*,n3=E‘1ftn3 bot-tim, vay-ya-qom, all virtually 

the same as the case exhibited under the letter a above. 

II. Qaniets Hhateph in a simple syllable. 

§ 67. The figure (*) is short o in a simple syllable, (a) 

When Qamets Hhateph, i. e. short o immediately follows. 

E. g. po-ol-khd, qo-tobli-kha. But here (the reverse of 

§66. a) a Methegh always stands after the first short o. 

Note. But there are cases here, where etymology only can distin¬ 

guish; e. g. qd-ton-ni (with Methegh according to § 87. c), not 

qo-ton-ni, for the root is *jbjj qa-ton. 

(b) When the composite Sheva, Hhateph Qamets (r:) 

immediately follows. 

E. g. po-^°ld, bd-hh°rz. Methegh always stands after the 

(r) here also. 

Note. Here also etymology alone can determine the reading in 

some cases. E. g. S"PjNj1 hd-R°niy-yd, because Ti is the article (§ 162. 

§ 152. a. 2); rr:£J2 bd-8°?iiy-ya, because z has the article included in 

it (§ 152. note); t“p:&J3 bo-$°niy-yd, because 3 is the simple preposi¬ 

tion 3, § 139. 

§ 68. The nouns sho-rd-shim (from and qo- 

dlia-shim (from bVp), are altogether anomalous in their reading. 

PATTAHH FURTIVE. 

§ 69. This is a short Pattahh, employed for the sake 

of ease and euphony, when a word has either of the Gut¬ 

turals, n, at the end of its final syllable, preceded by 

a long vowel not of the A class. 

E. g. niZi gd-bhoali, ftsn ruahh, snrefl3>. In order to pronounce 

these, lay the stress of the voice on the proper vowel, and just touch 

the Pattahh; somewhat as d in the English words, trial, vial, etc. The 

furtive Pattahh is sounded before the final consonant. As it is merely 

a euphonic help, and belongs not to the essential form of the word; so 
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it falls away, as soon as the syllable in which it stands changes its rela¬ 

tive position; e. g. fijn ruahh, plur. ru-hhoth. 

Note. Aleph never takes Pattahh furtive. 

DAGHESH. 

§ 70. Daghesh is a point in the bosom of a letter, and 

serves two purposes; (l) To double a letter. (2) To 

remove its aspiration. 

§ 71. When Daghesh serves to double the letter in 

which it is written, it is called Daghesh Jorte. When it 

only removes the aspiration, it is called Daghesh lene. 

Note. There is a kind of Daghesh that doubles a letter, (and may 

therefore be ranked under the head of Daghesh forte), which is design¬ 

ed merely to regulate some peculiar mode of pronouncing certain words, 

and belongs not to the general analogy of the language. It is called 

Daghesh euphonic when we wish to distinguish it from Daghesh forte 

in general. 

I. DAGHESH FORTE. 

§ 72. Daghesh forte distinguished from Daghesh lene. 

The former is never written in the final letter of a word, 

unless such letter has a vowel; nor in the first letter, (al¬ 

though Daghesh euphonic usually appears here); and it is 

always immediately jirecedcd by a vowel-sound. 

Note. This last circumstance separates it entirely from Daghesh lene; 

which is preceded immediately by a silent Sheva, or if by a vowel, it is in 

a preceding word, which word has a disjunctive accent; see under §93. 

§ 73. Orthography of Daghesh forte. When the same 

letter is to be repeated, and the first one takes a silent She¬ 

va, it is the usual practice to designate it by the point 

Daghesh forte: e. g. qit-tel. 

Note 1. Still there are many cases of a different orthography, which 

may be called plenary. E. g. hbb£ tsil-ld, instead of ib£; for 

yeshod-dem, etc.; particularly in derived forms of words, as nbbp 
(not inbp) from nbbp, etc., in which cases Daghesh forte is not used. 

Note 2. If the Jirst of the two letters must have a Sheva vocal, Da¬ 

ghesh forte is excluded; e. g. t^bbb $0-1 dim, not tPbb dl-lim. 

Note 3. Practice not unfrequently omits Daghesh forte, when it would 
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be immediately followed by a vocal Sheva, in case it were inserted ; e. g. 

*lfip^ yiq-hhu9 instead of yiq-qdihu. Particularly is Daghesh 

omitted in such cases, if another letter of the same kind immediately fol¬ 

lows; as ^bb^r hd-hlu (not hal-lu) because the word stands for Jibbn; 
which can be known, however, only by etymology. Comp. § 46. f. Note. 

Note 4. Shureq is written in the same manner as Daghesh forte, in 
the letter “l ,* e. g. *1. But it is easily distinguished. When the prece¬ 
ding letter has no vowel, the point stands for Shureq; when it has one, 
it stands for Daghesh forte; e. g. d*lp is read qu?ny but is sounded 
qiv-vam. 

§ 74. Division of Daghesh forte. (a) It is compensative, 

i. e. merely supplying a letter omitted in the writing. 

E. g. -ISnP nd-thdn-nu for !)2:n2, yig-gash for (§ 107. a) 

where 2 is assimilated. 

(6) Characteristic, i. e. distinguishing the particular form 

of a word. 

E. g. btafj, the form of the conjugation Piel> in distinction from the 

form in Kal, viz. 

Note. In HN at, probably for nPN ; tTrttj sheta-yim, for ; and 

such cases as FH3 ha-rat, for ; the Daghesh in the Tav is pro¬ 

perly compensative, although in a peculiar way. 

Daghesh Euphonic. 
So I name all those kinds of Daghesh forte which are merely occasional, and have respect only 

to modes of reading that are peculiar, in some particular cases. 

[§ 75. Daghesh euphonic is of three kinds, (a) Daghesh conjunctive. 

So the first species of euphonic Daghesh may be named. It is frequent¬ 

ly inserted in the initial consonant of a word, when it is preceded by a 

vowel unaccented. E. g. n^ljP qd-ri-thdl-li, maz-ze—'TSV2f 

ye-hheseb-bd. The vowels Qamets, Pattahh, and Seghol, are 

almost the only ones employed before Daghesh conjunctive. Sometimes 

examples are found, like sittSE qu-muts-tse&u.. Daghesh conjunc¬ 

tive i3 frequent, especially in the Psalms. It is rarely found after words 

with an accent on the ultimate; and where it is so, the reading is 

doubtful. 

§ 76. (b) Daghesh affectuosum. This is a euphonic Daghesh, some¬ 

times inserted in the penult letter of a word, when the tone falls on the 

penult syllable of the same ; e. g. hha-dhel-lu, instead of ^b^ft 
hha-dhdu; }PirP ye-hhdt-tui instead of J)nn\ It were better to call 

this Daghesh accented. The object of it seems to be, to create a penult 

syllable on which the voice can rest, without the intervention of a Sheva 

before the final syllable. 
5 
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§ 77. (c) Daghesh acuting. This appears in some cases where a 

letter would by analogy have a Sheva silent; and it both doubles the 

letter, and makes Sheva vocal; e. g. ttek-kere-ha, instead of 

mDN ^ekh-re-hd.] 
T V i V J 

Remark. In all cages of euphonic Daghesh, the manner of reading only is concerned ; not the 

essential forma of words. The Daghesh of this kind ia merely an attempt to preserve aome niceties 

of pronunciation. 

II. DAGHESH LENE. 

§ 78. Daghesh lene belongs only to the Aspirates (153 

DS3 Beghadh kephath), and is a sign that they are to be 

pronounced without any aspiration, i. e. without an /i-sound. 

E. g. 5 is 6A, but 3=6 ; 'D=Jch) etc. See alphabet No. II. 

Note 1. Daghesh forte also appears in the Aspirates, as often as in 

other letters. But it is easily distinguished from Daghesh lene ; for Da¬ 

ghesh forte is always preceded by a vowel belonging to the letter imme¬ 

diately before it; while the preceding letter has a silent Sheva under 

it, in case the Daghesh is lene; or if such preceding letter have a pro¬ 

per vowel, this vowel has a disjunctive accent upon it and belongs to a 

preceding word, § 92. 

Note 2. Daghesh/orte in an Aspirate, not only doubles it, but also 

(by usage in pronunciation) removes the aspiration ; e. g. 

not 8aph-pi, although when written out in full, it would seem to be the 

latter, as Ease of enunciation demands the doubling of the letter 

without the aspiration. 

General rules for the insertion of Daghesh lene. 

§ 79. (l) It is inserted in all Aspirates standing at the 

commencement of a chapter or verse. 

E. g. Gen. 1:1, in rpgjiOS the Beth takes Daghesh lene ; so at the 

beginning of a verse, Gen. 3: 5, 'S ki (not "O khi), etc. 

(2) In all cases, after a silent Sheva either expressed 

or implied. 

E. g. in tyijiS, Tav has a Daghesh lene after a silent Sheva expres¬ 

sed; in ’JS 1>C has one after a Sheva implied under the ?, § 52. 

(3) When preceded by a vowel (either pure or impure) 

at the end of a word having a disjunctive accent, an Aspi¬ 

rate at the beginning of the word that follows, takes a 

Daghesh lene. 

E. g. Ps. 1: 3, ys.3 , where the Kaph must be aspirated, were 
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it not that the disjunctive accent (Rebhia$) is on the preceding syllable 

ri\ And so of all the other Disjunctives; see the accents, § 92 seq. 

General rules for the rejection of Daghesli lene. 

§ 80. It is rejected when the Aspirates stand next after 

a vocal Sheva, or after a vowel either pure or impure, 

whether this vowel be within the same word, or at the 

end of a preceding one which has no disjunctive accent up¬ 

on it. 

E. g. Gen. 1: 2, Jinn where the Tav in iirrs-n follows a vo- 

cal Sheva (*] ys)', and in ilfjn thd-hu (not td-hu), the n follows a vowel 

with a quiescent letter, and that vowel is associated with a conjunctive 

accent (Merka), consequently D remains aspirated. So after a com¬ 

posite Sheva ; e. g. ‘fi? yabhodh (not bodh), because such Sheva is 

always vocal, § 46. a. 

Note. In cases where a mere Pattahh furtive precedes an Aspirate, 

it sakes Daghesh lene; e. g. nftj?b la-qaahht, so written instead of 

§233. Note. 

General Exceptions. 

Etymology and special usage have made many exceptions to these 

general rules. 

[§ 81. (1) An Aspirate in the middle of a word, which is derived by 

inflection from a form of the same word that excluded Daghesh lene, 

also excludes it. 

E. g. ridh-phii (not 33*!'"]) because the ground-form is JTjVn, 

where the Pe, being immediately preceded by a Hholem, cannot take 

a Daghesh lene, § 80. So “Obfr ^dl~lchey ground-form tPib/O, in which 

3 is preceded by a vowel; ya-az-bhuy ground-form , where 

i, having a vowel before it, cannot receive Daghesh lene; Infinitive 

mode bfghddh, and with suffix bigh-dho, because in the 

ground-form has a vowel before it. 

(2) Loose prefixes (which in fact are separate words) do not affect 

the insertion or omission of Daghesh lene, in respect to the second let¬ 

ter of any word when it is an Aspirate. 

E. g. ins with the preposition 3 prefixed, is written in33 bilcli-thabh 

(not in33); ‘VSS with 3 prefixed, 3^33 JciJch-phir (not TP333); b^ia 

with b, Sto^b Tigh-bhul (not b^b), etc. 

Note 1. The Infinitive mode with such a loose prefix, varies in its 

usage. E. g. Infin. SDD, with prefix b, i’^Db Us-podh; and such 

is the more common usage. But we find also b?J, Infin. b*D?, with pre- 
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fix 3, VD33 bin-phot; with 3, Sd23 Unphol; but with Jr, Swb linpol 

Usage therefore is variable in regard to this mode. 

Note 2. But when the prefix is closely united to a word, so as to 

constitute (as it were) an essential part of the word itself, then the gen¬ 

eral rule (§ 79. 2) is followed ; e. g. KbS*? yispodh (not ^Dp?), Fut. of 

Kal from the root npp saphddh; or (if you please) from the Infinitive 

form, n*SD sephodh. So in Hiphil, hispil (not b'Btort), from 

bcto. In all such cases, the prefix is considered and treated as an es¬ 

sential formative part of the word.] 

Particular Exceptions. 

[§ 82. (1) Rejection of Daghesh lene. (a) The suffix pronouns, ^, tD, 

*jp, reject it. (b) Generally, an Aspirate preceding the final syllable rfi; 

as rVDra, etc.; but not always, as rtfann tar-buth. 

(c) The various forms of 1.^3 ; e. g. , etc. 

(2) Admission of it contrary to the general rules. {d) Some words be¬ 

ginning with two Aspirates, viz. 33, B3, 33, e.g. Jer. 3: 25, 3;3pqj3 

ttmii-na : Ex. 14:17, nsnaa !-n33fin; Is. 10: 19, ;ir»3n33 : but 

in all such cases, manuscripts and editions differ ; some extending the 

rule, so as to begin with Daghesh lene in most cases where a word 

commences with two Aspirates; others scarcely observing such a rule 

at all; e. g. Michaelis’ Hebrew Bible, (e) A few words which usage 

only has excepted from the general rule; e. g. from 

from ETDan. (f) An apparent exception is an Aspirate after JiirP, 
which takes Daghesh lene. But the Hebrews read this word *'33^ Na^o- 

nay, which ends in the consonant y having a silent Sheva.] 
Remark. The detail of Daghesh lene, as to somefew words and forms, is not regulated by any 

established usage; the Masora, the Rabbins, manuscripts, and editions,differing io respect to some 

particulars. But as nothing important in grammar depends on the insertion or omission of Da¬ 

ghesh, in such cases, the student need not be perplexed, if he occasionally meet with instances not 

conformed to the general principles. Mistakes in printing and transcribing have occasioned some 

of these anomalies; and conceit has increased the number, 

RAPHE. 

§ 83. Raphe means soft. It is a small parallel 

stroke, of the same form as Pattahh, put over Aspirates, to 

show that they retain their aspiration ; e. g. kha- 

bhedha ; and so it is directly the opposite of Daghesh lene. 

The printed editions of the Hebrew Scriptures have long ceased 

to use this sign, (which indeed is quite superfluous), with the excep¬ 

tion of a very few solitary cases; e. g. Judg. 16: 16, 28. Num. 32: 

42, in Van der Hooght, In ancient manuscripts it was very common * 
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and it was sometimes employed, moreover, to shew that Daghesh forte 

was omitted; sometimes, that Mappiq did not belong to Jl; and some¬ 

times, to note that itt and at the end of words were quiescent. 

MAPPIQ. 

§ 84. Mappiq ( p*©E) ) is a point in the bosom of a fi¬ 

nal 51, (which is almost always quiescent), denoting that it 

is moveable. y*7 ^ vf <u ^ w-v 

E. g. rr yah (rT would read yd); MJS ga-bhah (!"D} must be writ¬ 

ten rDa and read ga-blia). 

Note. Mappiq is now used only in final 1; but in some Hebrew 

manuscripts it is found in the other Quiescents, denoting that they are 

moveable. 

METHEGH. 

§ 85. Methegh (jinSD) is a small perpendicular mark (i), 
preceding the tone-syllable more or less according to the 

various purposes for which it is employed, and denoting a 

secondary or half-accent, analogous to that on the first syl¬ 

lable of our English words un dertake, nomination, etc. 

The word Methegh (fraenum, retinaculum) denotea, when technically employed, a holding in or 

restraint of the voice, viz. in reading, (decora suspensio vocis) ; which of course give9 a kind of 

half tone or accent to the syllable. It does not, like the other accents, relate to the connection of 

words with each other, but only to the manner of reading the syllable on which it is placed; and 

is therefore of comparatively littlo importance to us. 

Note. The mark (( ) on the last or penult syllable of a verse, is 

always the accent Silluq (§ 93), not Methegh. 

[§ 86. Manuscripts and editions differ widely as to the frequency of 

using Methegh ; the Spanish manuscripts exhibiting it very sparingly, 

the German ones very frequently. The Codex Cassel. scarcely has 

it at all. In regard to many cases, the Jewish grammarians themselves 

are not agreed about the use of it. Consequently there is much dis¬ 

crepancy respecting it in our best Hebrew bibles.] 

Uniform or general use of Methegh. 

[§ 87. It is uniformly employed, (a) Before all the composite She- 

vas, when they are preceded by a vowel, (and technically called in this 

case Tp-)Ktt md-^arikh); e. g. 5jbrP, 1»jn, etc. 

(6) Almost uniformly in such cases, after the composite Sheva has fal¬ 

len away by inflection, etc.; e.g. by inflection preserving 

the Methegh ; (or this case may be ranked with e below), (c) After a 
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long vowel next before the tone syllable, and followed by Sheva vocal; 

e v. tin'll, ■nbn, nilbin, Trbna with Qibbuts vicarious. 

(d) The verbs and it; ft , when they take formative or other prefix¬ 

es with a short vowel, employ Methegh after such vowel; e. g. IVPftb 

ftVT, iTjftn Imp. with % Gen. 12: 2, iT.fP, etc.; nearly without ex¬ 

ception, in good editions. In principle, this may be classed with h below. 

Very generally employed, (e)On the second syllable before the 

tone, where it is a simple one ; as . (/) But if this be a 

mixed syllable, then on the third before the tone, provided it be simple; 

e. g. ftrfifin , iftabtjJGfi. (g) After a short vowel made long by posi¬ 

tion (§ 33), before a letter which excludes a Daghesh forte either ne¬ 

cessarily or arbitrarily; as ddftft, DpTlrG, ftagajglb, , rnbfta 

, 2 K. 2: 11. etc. But this is sometimes neglected, as ; 

specially when Yodh with Sheva follows the vowel made long by omit¬ 

ting the Daghesh, e. e. &,c.; and commonly so, in re¬ 

gard to Hhireq, as Piel Elia’, bha, etc. without Methegh.] 
The qualifying terms, almost uniformly, very generally, will of course advertise the student 

that he is not to expect uniformity in the cases ranged under them. 

Occasional use of Methegh. 

[ (h) After a short vowel in a mixed syllable (not made by Daghesh 

forte), especially after Pattahh and short Hhireq, Methegh is placed, 

sometimes on the first, and sometimes on the second syllable before the 

tone; e. g. on the first, as ttiznft , rridftS, , dbsfttb , ‘OED Is. 

10:34, vna Ps. 76: 12, TOPT, '■badTaq: with other short vowels, 

irpjrnfd above), ftafP, sliomra, qorban, dorbany 

yambdhkhay etc.; on the second, as 3innr>pft, ijpftdrrn, 

etc. The cases with other vowels than Pattahh or short Hhireq, are 

rare, (i) On the first syllable of a polysyllabic word, when this syllable 

ends with a daghesh’d letter; e. g. sita)Ttt3*T, tPtt'ipft, 

etc.; especially when the first letter is Vav conversive, Mem prefix, or 

He article.] 

Rare use of Methegh. 

[ (j) Very seldom, after a vocal Sheva under the first letter ; as , 

i)KU5, ; more rarely still, even before Sheva initial, as nfijn, Est. 9: 

7—9, ten times. In these cases it is called Methegh initial; the older 

Jewish grammarians named it , mugitus; a name afterwards ex¬ 

tended to Methegh generally.] 

Methegh before Maqqeph. 

[ (Z) The general principle is the same as if the two words joined by 

Maqqeph were one, (they being read as one); so that the above rules 
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generally apply; e.g. 'a-bsa, e; A; i;2"_,3, c; “5]in3 

nkri , e, etc. (m) In many cases long monosyllables before Maqqeph 

take a Methegh (often otherwise), although a tone-syllable follows im¬ 

mediately, e. g. ; and even when it does not, and the 

monosyllable is a mixed one, as etc., contrary to e. Short 

vowels before Maqqeph commonly reject Methegh; as rpa—1?, etc.] 

Such are the numerous and very indefinite (not to eay contradictory) principles for the use of 

Methegh. No wonder that no two editions or manuscripts agree in regard to it. Some of the 

very words employed here as examples, are differently marked in different editions. 

Note 1. The conjunction (and) does not generally receive Methegh. 

Note 2. Several Metheghs may appear on the same word, if the dif¬ 

ferent rules for writing it should require them; e. g. for the 

Methegh on £, see e above ; for that on £, see a. 

Note 3. Instead of Methegh, the conjunctive accents (especially 

Munahh, Qadma, and Merka, §93) are frequently used, when a word 

has a distinctive accent upon it; e. g. with Munahh under ?J, 

instead of tfHSpEb?! with Methegh ; and so in very many cases. 

MAQQEPH. 

§88. Maqqeph somewhat like our hyphen, 

connects two words together, and makes them as one in 

respect to interpunction and reading. 

E. g. Usually either the former or latter 

word, in cases of this nature, is short; as in the examples produced. 

§ 89. The word before Maqqeph throws off its tonic 

accent; and a long vowel in its final syllable is for the 

most part shortened, if pure. 

where has no accent, Gen. 1:15. For the rea¬ 

son why the long vowels before Maqqeph (which removes the tone) are 

shortened, see § 36. § 129. a. But here, the punctators were not uniform; 

for we have T'j-ab Hbh-Davidh (not Tn-aJj), and without Methegh 

too, in 1 Sam.24: 6,* but also lebh-itisJi, 2K. 12: 5 ; and thus 

in other cases. 

Note 1. Mappeph sometimes appears between several words in suc¬ 

cession, as ib~'Tlti5Nr"b3”ni$. Mostly it is employed only between 

words closely connected in sense, e. g. between prepositions and their 

nouns, words in regimen, etc.; but its use is not confined to these, and 

is very arbitrary in many cases, about which manuscripts and editions, 

and also Jewish grammarians and critics, disagree. In some few cases 

it stan<Js after a polysyllabic word ; as ni-^jb^n^l, Gen. G: 9. 
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Note 2. Maqqeph might itself well be called a conjunctive, accent sui 

generis, as it in most cases plainly supplies the place of a usual Conjunc¬ 

tive. E. g. the famous Jewish critics, Ben Asher and Ben Naphthali, 

disagree, in a multitude of cases, whether a Maqqeph or a Conjunctive 

is to be put on certain words. It differs from other Conjunctives only 

in this, viz. that it usually causes the preceding long mutable vowel to 

be shortened. In like manner, Pesiq, inserted between words, is reck¬ 

oned a disjunctive accent. 

RULES FOR READING HEBREW. 

§ 90. The principal difficulty is, to know where to begin and end a 

syllable. The following rules may aid the beginner. 

1. Every syllable must begin with a moveable letter. 

Note. Yav with Shureq (}) in the beginning of words is the only 

exception, and is sounded u=oo in English. In Ka-mar, 175^ 

madh, etc. the N and are moveable, although we do not sound them, 

because we know not what sound to give them. 

2. No syllable can have more than two moveable letters before its 

vowel; and none admits more than one after its vowel, except a final 

syllable which may have two. 

3. Every vowel stands in a simple syllable, when followed by a letter 

which has a vowel belonging to it. 

'4. Every short vowel in a mixed syllable, is followed by a simple She- 

va expressed or implied, or by a Daghesh forte ; e. g. bj.^2 bar-zel, in 

which the first syllable has a Sheva expressed, the second a Sheva im¬ 

plied ; so 173b lim-medh—1 

5. Every long vowel makes a mixed syllable, when followed by a 

simple Sheva expressed or implied, or by an implied Daghesh forte, 

provided such vowel be in a tone-syllable. E. g. qam; Sijb’bjD'J yiq- 

tdl-jia, where the Hholem is in a mixed tone-syllable; yam-ma— 

nk &etk, where Sheva is implied under the n. 

6. A long vowel, not in a tone-syllable, makes a simple syllable, 

though followed by a Sheva ; e. g. i“ibpjpT qa-ttla, bo-gedhim ; but 

not always so before a Maqqeph, as lebh-Da-vidh. 

7. Every vowel followed by a real Quiescent makes a simple syl¬ 

lable, provided the letter next after the Quiescent have a vowel be¬ 

longing to it, or the Quiescent stands at the end of a word. E. g. in 

rpuan re-shitli, fcO is a simple syllable, because the d which comes 

next after it has a vowel of its own ; in 6d-rd, is a final simple 

syllable. 
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8. Every vowel followed by a real Quiescent makes a mixed syl¬ 

lable, if the next succeeding moveable letter is destitute of a vowel. 

E. g. in rpdfitn re-shith; rptt is a mixed syllable because n has no vow¬ 

el of its own. But such syllables must always be tone-syllables; ex¬ 

cepting the very few cases where quiescent ^ is irregularly used in short 

syllables, § 31. Note 3. 

9. Short vowels make a simple syllable, when the next succeeding 

letter has a vowel of its own. 

10. Every composite Sheva, and every simple Sheva vocal, stands 

of course at the beginning of a syllable, § 46. 

11. The vowels long by position, i. e. the doubtful vowels having a 

daghesh’d letter in them, always stand in a simple syllable. 

Exemplification of reading Hebrew. 

§ 91. (1) Gen. 1: 1. rpttjfifns bere-sMtk; £ with Daghesh lene 79.*1; 

with a Sheva under it 45, and with a Sheva vocal 46.—fin re, with a qui¬ 

escent long vowel 31, quiescent in Aleph 54 fit. — rptt shith, with the 

like vowel followed by quiescent Yodh 54 **; n without any Sheva ex¬ 

pressed, having one implied 52; also without a Daghesh lene 80. — 

is a mixed syllable 90. 8. 

(2) finra ba-ra; 2 with Daghesh lene 79. 2, Sa simple syllable 90. 

3. — fin ra, vowel protracted 31. a, fit quiescent 54. 

(3) t^ribfit 8pld-him; fit with composite Sheva 49, which is moveable 

46. a. —b Id, simple syllable 90. 3. — finrj Mm, with Yodh quiescent 

54, and Hhireq protracted 31. a, and in a mixed syllable 90. 8. 

(4) nfit fiteth 90. 5. — hash-sha-ma-yim ; un bash, this syl¬ 

lable comprising the sh which is made by the Daghesh forte in the '.15 71 

and 73, also 90.4. — ska 90. 3. — ?? ma, with Pattahh pure and short 

34, also with accent upon it 100. b, and in a simple syllable 90. 9. — 

yim, with short Hhireq 141 and 100. a, mixed short syllable 90. 4. 

(5) nfijn vseth; Yav moveable 56. 1, nfij as above in No. 4. 

(6) yntn haSd-rets; rr 90. 3. — fit 90. 3, and with fit moveable 56. 

1- — rets, with short Seghol 34, and in a mixed syllable 90. 4. 

* (7) Verse 2. y^fitlni veha-Ra-rets; 1 v£ in No. 5. 

(8) inrPln ha-yethd ; in with Qamets long 66. a.—? ye, Yodh 

moveable 56. 1. — inn thd, n without Daghesh lene 80, and followed by 

in quiescent 54 in. 

(9) nrrn thd-hu; n without Daghesh lene 80. — W hu with in move- 

able 56. 1, and with 1 quiescent 54 *1. 

* Note. In this exemplification, tho first number in any reference stands for a section (§) in 

the Grammar; others following this, stand for the subdivisions under the section. 

6 
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(10) va-bho-hu; 1 va 56.1, simple syllable 90. 3. — h bho, S 

without Daghesh lene 80, simple syllable 90. 3. 

(11) ?R|ni vehho-shekh; *) vs 56.1.—Mo, Hholem in a pure syl¬ 

lable ; the point over the right tooth of the Shin stands as well for the 

vowel Hholem as to mark sli 62. 2 ; read as a simple syllable Mo 90. 3. 

— sketch, short Seghol and mixed syllable, see in No. 6; Sheva in 

the final Kaph, 52. 1. 

(12) b?M7 90. 4.— 'ZBpane; Pe with Daghesh lene 79. 2, Sheva 

vocal 46. d. — ■'J ne 54 *. 

(13) dirrn thshom; n without Daghesh lene 80. — diln Mom 90. 8. 

(14) fiini vsruahh; “j vs in No. 5. — ftsn ruaM, with Pattahh fur¬ 

tive 69. 

(15) d*>ripN: Vselo-lnm, No. 3. msrd-Me-pheth; ^ with Pattahh 

long 33 and 90. 11. — n Me, with Seghol pure and short 34, and ac¬ 

cented 100. a. 

(16) $al psne, No. 12. d'patt ham-md-yim, the Daghesh 

forte in Mem attaches to the first syllable Mm, 90. 4. — ma-yim 90. 

3. — d^ yim, with short i 328. 

(17) Verse 3. Vay-yo-mer &elo-him yshi,$or (with moveable 56. 

1, although we do not sound it); vd-yshl 8or, (in va the Pattahh has a 

Daghesh implied in it, and is to be regarded as long 59). 

(18) Verse 4. vay-yar (with otiant at the end 57. a) 

&elb-him eth haSor Id-tbbh, vay-ydbh-del £telo-him ben ka-Ror u-bhen 

(u 90. 1. Note) ha-hho-shekh (n ha 59). 

"(19) Verse 5. Vay-yiq-ra Wlo-him la-Sor yom, vsla-hho-shekh (b 

Id 59) qd-rd lay-la (^5 lay 66. a. under e. g.) va-yshi (va in No. 17) 

Ve-rebh va-yslii bho-qer yom fte-Mddh (Ke 58). 

ACCENTS. 

§ 92. The other small marks of various forms accom¬ 

panying the Hebrew text, are accents.* They are divided 

into two great classes; viz. (a) Such as separate words, 

or parts of sentences, from each other; which are called 

disjunctives. (b) Such as serve to shew that words are 

to be closely connected, either in the reading or in the 

sense ; which are called conjunctives. 

* Usually called tonic accents, in order to distinguish them from Methegh which is called the 
euphonic accent. 
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[§ 93. The following table exhibits the forms, names, and classifica¬ 

tion of the accents. Some of them are used both in poetry and prose ; 

and such have no mark prefixed. Others are peculiar to prose, and 

these have (f) prefixed. Others are peculiar to poetry, and these have 

(*) prefixed. Poetry means (according to the accentuators) only the 

books of Job, Psalms, and Proverbs, called technically nfcN, these be¬ 

ing the three initials of the Hebrew names of these books. 
Note. The reader will observe, that the parallel blank line within the parentheses which stand 

next after the numbers, is intended to represent the line of Hebrew letters; and consequently the 
position of the accents in relation to this, is also marked. 

I. Disjunctives. 

(1) Pause-accents, or Disjunctives of the first class. 

1. (— ) Silluq, pnVp, i. e. stop, pause. In connection with the 

two large points that always follow it, it is named 

p^lDB ?p02, pause at the end of a verse. Elsewhere 

this same mark stands for Methegh, § 85. Note. 

2. ( -— ) Athnahh, njna, i. e. respiration. 

* 3. ( —-) Merlca Mahpakli, a composite accent, see 
3 Nos. 23.25. ‘ :" 

(2) Occasional Pause-accents, or Disjunctives of the second class. 

f 4. ( — ) Tiphhha, (posterius), i. e. palm of the hand, from 

the shape. It is also named retardation, and 

(when next before Silluq and Athnahh) strong. 

In poetry, it is merely a Conjunctive ;' see No. 30. 

* 5. ( —) Tiphhha (anterius); praepositive, § 95. a. 

t 6. ( — ) Zaqeph Qaton, pEp P]p.T, i. e. elevator minor, 

f 7. ( — ) Zaqeph Gadhol, ioia PlpT, i. e. elevator major, 

f 8. ( — ) Segholta,^bb,'D,i.e. cluster of grapes; postpositive,§Q5.a. 

(3) Lesser Disjunctives, or Disjunctives of the third Class. 

t 9. (^— ) Tebhir, TOtt, i* e- interruption. 

10. ( — ) Rebhia, , i. e. resting upon or lying over. 

* 11. ( — ) Rebhia Geresh, a composite accent, with theGeresh prae¬ 
positive, comp. Nos. 10,15; also § 95. a. 

f 12. ( 5— ) Pashta, i. e. expansion (of the voice); postposi¬ 

tive, § 95. a. 

13. ( ) Zarqa, Np1! t, i. e. dispersion ; postpositive. In poetry 

(when not postpositive) it is a mere Conjunctive ; see 

No. 31, also § 95. a. 
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t 14. 

* 15. 

t 16. 

f 17. 

t 18. 

( —) Yethibh, i. e. sitting ; praepositive. It is also call¬ 

ed tuba anterior, and tuba in¬ 

ferior ; see § 95. a. 

( — ) Geresh, dna , i. e. expulsion. Also called D^jd shield 
vvScy v s'Z 

(Arabic ** clypeus), and N'bTN retention ( 

cohibuit). 

— ) Garshayim, , i. e. double Geresh. Also called 

tpbnp, pD^E, dual and plural of DntD shield. 

( —?) Telisha Gedhola, nblTj i. e. evulsio major; also 

Dnft; praepositive, § 95. a. 

() Qarnc Phara, jrr*j5 , i: e. the two horns of a heifer, 

(from the shape). 

19. ( — ) Pazer, njS, i. e. disperser. Also bixj "ITS. 

20. ( t ) Pesiq, , i. e. cessation, written in the line between 

words, and placed (as here) perpendicularly. Also 

called ttpDD, separation. Always preceded by a Con¬ 

junctive on the word after which it is placed. 

II. Conjunctives. 

21. ( -—J—) Munalih, nptt, i. e. joined. Also Idili tuba recta, 

and ^fbh “ISiD tuba ambulans. In poetry both superius 

and inferius. On an ultimate syllable, and followed by 

Athnahh, Zarqa, or Zaqeph Qaton, it is called "|!)b?, 

Piny, i. e. ascent. When placed at the beginning of 

a word, and followed by Zaqeph Oaton, it is named 

b2-]dfc mekharbel, sieve, i. e. agitation (of the voice). 

22. ( 5— ) Qadhma, , i. e. before. 

23. ( — ) Merka, (apoc. of fiOnfiJfc) i. e. prolonging; also 

SpniNffc, id. 

t 24. ( -— ) Merka Kehphula, JnlpDd Nsd*")E, i. e. Merka doubled. 

Also 'p^dnn pnn, two rods. 

25. (—^—) Mahpakh, i- e. inversion. Also “Idtii, 

crooked trumpet, ‘pDrj *1du3 inverted trumpet. In poe¬ 

try, superius or inferius ; in prose, inferius. 

26. ( '— ) SJialsheleth, ribftbttj; i. e. chain. 

t 27. ( •— ) Darga, nip’]?, i. e. steps, gradation, 

f 28. (s— ) Telisha Qetanna, iTJpbn, i.e. evulsio minor. Also 

ndjbn (eradieator ?) postpositive, § 95. a. 
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29. ( -— ) Yerahh, JVV, i. e. moon. Also JTl?., the moon a 

day old, round, b^bz wheel. 

* 30. ( — ) Tiphhha (posterius), in poetry a Conjunctive; comp. no. 4. 

* 31. ( — ) Zarqa, in poetry a Conjunctive, when it is not postposi¬ 
tive ; see No. 13.] 

§ 94. The accents are said to be subservient to three 

purposes; viz. (l) To mark the tone-syllable. (2) To 

serve as signs of interpunction. (3) To regulate the read¬ 

ing, or rather, the cantillating of the Scriptures. 

§ 95. (1) To mark the tone-syllable, is what they gener¬ 

ally do. But the cases of exception are very numerous. 

[ (a) Eight of them are always confined to the same position, let the 

tone be where it may ; e. g. Segholta, Pashta, Zarqa (No. 13), and Teli- 

sha Qetanna, must always be put over the last letter of a word, and 

are therefore called postpositive ; while Tiphhha anterius, Yethibh, 

Telisha Gedhola, and Geresh in the composite accent Rebhia Geresh 

(No. 11), belong only to the first letter of a word, and are therefore 

called praepositive ; see the Table. Of course these accents some¬ 

times fall in with the tone-syllable; but oftentimes the reverse of this 

happens. 
The student therefore can never depend on them as universal guides, in respect to the tone 

of words. He must resort to the general principles which regulate the tone, in all doubtful cases. 

(6) Many words have two accents on them. In this case, if both 

accents are of the same form, the first marks the tone; e. g. , with 

the tone on the penult. If the accents are of different forms, then the 

last (left hand one) marks the tone-syllable, i. e. if it belong to those 

accents which always mark the tone; e. g. D'HSnpb*], where is 

acuted. Here is one Conjunctive and one Disjunctive upon the word ; 

but sometimes there are two Disjunctives, as *13*1 Lev. 10:4; and 

sometimes even two on the same monosyllable, as JTr, Gen. 5: 29. 

Very often, two Conjunctives are put upon one and the same word, as 

bi^S , Ps. 96:4. 
All this shews the utter improbability that the accents were originally invented for the 

purpose of marking the tone. The numerous cases of double accentuation, and of praepositive 

and postpositive accents that do not coincide with the tone syllable, prove that the marking of it 

by the accents in general, is a secondary, and not a primary object of these signs. If this be main¬ 

tained, are we to say that one and the same syllable has two tones at the same time ? For so 

we must conclude from this principle, and from the occurrence of such examples as fiT.* But if the 

cantillation is marked by the accents (§ 97), then two accents may both be regarded and express¬ 

ed, when on the same syllable; but not on any other ground.] 

§ 96. (2) Accents as signs of interpunction. This is the use most 

commonly assigned to them as the principal one. In many cases they 
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accord well with the divisions of sense. In the poetical books, the 

pause-accents are useful in marking the end of and for the most 

part, they do this with accuracy. But in all parts of the Bible there is 

a multitude of cases, where the accents make pauses in utter disagree¬ 

ment with the sense; so obviously is this the case, that the Punctators 

cannot be supposed, by any one, to have been ignorant of it. E. g. in 

Gen. 1: 1, we have i. e. a pause-accent (Athnahh) of the lar¬ 

gest kind, like our colon, placed between a verb with its subject, and 

the Acc. case which the verb governs; and so, in many hundreds of 

instances. This serves to shew, that the use of the accents by way of 

interpunction is only secondary. 
[Note. The pause-accents are supposed to mark the greater divisions of the sense, (like our colon 

and semicolon); the Disjunctives of the second class, subdivide these; and those of the third class 

make a division ofthese parts into minuter portions still, (like our comma, and as it were like a 

half-comma); so that a verse is broken up into very small portions, of one, two, or three words, 

each; rarely of more. But all this arrangement of accents has its regular order, for the most part; 

for there is a prescribed consecution of the accents, each Disjunctive having its appropriate place 

when admitted by the nature and length of a verse, and its respective Conjunctives (shewing 

what words are to be joined together) being regularly attached to it, i. c. preceding it. The 

manner and order of this consecution, belongs properly to a treatise on the accents. The stu¬ 

dent who wishes to become acquainted with it, may find it represented at great length in Boston’s 

Tractatus Stigmologicus, Wasmuth’s Institt. Accentuum, Abicht de Accentibus; and in the 

second edition of this Grammar, in the Appendix, ho will find an abridged exhibition of the whole 

system, on which much time and pains have been bestowed.] 

§ 97. Accents as signs of cantillation. The Jews do not read, but 

cantillate the Scriptures; as the Moslems do their Koran. The ac¬ 

cents direct this. The Koran too has marks for such a purpose. This 

appears to me plainly to have been the original design of the accents, 

viz. to guide the recitativo. Now as this was regulated, more or less, 

by the tones of words and by the sense of a passage, so the accentuation 

very often (and more usually) accords with these objects ; but still, in a 

multitude of cases it has no direct reference to them. 

For an exhibition in musical notes of the recitativo power of the accents, see Jablonskii Praef. 

ad Bib. Heb. § 24, and Bartoloccii Bibliotheca Rabbin. IV. p. 341. 

§ 98. The proper place of an accent (neither praepositive nor post¬ 

positive), is over or under the left side of the letter which begins a syl¬ 

lable. The imperfection of types sometimes prevents the printed books 

from following this rule. 
Remark. The student should gradually make himself acquainted with the accents, so as to 

distinguish and to name them. The Conjunctives often shew what words should be connected in 

sense ; the Disjunctives, which should be separated. They serve, therefore, as an index of the 

construction which the Accentuators put upon the Hebrew text. In a very great number of ca¬ 

ses, the pause-accents (and sometimes all the others) affect the forms of words, by their influence 

on the vowels ; so that the student should by no means supersede so much attention to them, as 

will enable him readily to distinguish their nature and office, so far as they have an influence on 

the tone, or interpunction, or on the vowel-system. One must often be in the dark on these sub¬ 

jects, who is not familiar in some degree with the power of the accents. 
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TONE-SYLLABLE. 

§ 99. The general rule is, that the tone is on the last 

syllable* 
To this there are many exceptions. In Syriac and Arabic, the penult is more generally accented. 

Note. Technically an Oxytone, i. e. a word with the tone on the ul¬ 

timate, is called Mitral (from below); a word with the tone on 

the penult, is called Mils el (from above). 

Exceptions. 

Several classes of words have the tone on the penult, viz. 

§ 100. (a) All Segholate forms, i. e. those which have 

a furtive vowel in their final syllable, § 359. 
[This vowel is almost universally Seghol, Pattahh, or short Ilhireq, 

§ 34. In a few cases, Shureq and Hhireq with Yodh appear to be 

furtive, and consequently employed as short vowels ; e. g. in *)riri and 

, which stand for liiri and iriz ; Yi? for "'^9 , § 120. b. In pro¬ 

per names ending with Jin?, the penult syllable is accented, as 

Micaiah; so also in where the *1 is quasi furtive, § 120. 6.] 

(6) All duals are penacuted; and plurals of the same 

form with duals. 
E. g. dual, tr Vbn ; plurals like the dual, trb , tPzrij ; in all which 

cases the final Hhireq is short. 

[(c) Apocopated futures in verbs f~b, which take a fur¬ 

tive vowel; as Vvj, VV1, § 283. 3. y. § 288. 

(d) All the forms of regular verbs, w’hich receive for¬ 

mative syllabic suffixes beginning with a consonant; except¬ 

ing those which have OF) and *}F), § 194. § 197. 
Exceptions to this rule may be found, but they are either the result of error in copyists or 

printers, or the accent has been moved from its proper place by some of the causes described in 
§ 101. 

(e) In Hiphil of regular verbs, all the persons are pen¬ 

acuted which have Yodh characteristic between the two 

last radicals. The other persons follow the rule in d. 

(j") In Kal, Niphal, Hiphil, and Hophal of verbs 3>3>, 

* Words with the tone on the ultimate, are not marked in this grammar with the accent, ex¬ 
cept for special purposes. The reader will understand, therefore, that a word without a tone-ac¬ 

cent noted, is after this to be regarded as having the tone on the ultimate. From this remark, 

however, the Hebrew that is exhibited in the syntax is to be excepted, where the penult tone syl¬ 

lables are not marked, except for special purposes. 
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the tone rests on the penult in all the persons which have 

formative suffixes beginning with a vowel, i. e. wherever 

^, is added to the root. See Par. XII. 

But sometimes the tone is Milra; as Imper. *n. Such ex¬ 

ceptions are limited chiefly to Kal. 

Note. In all the persons of these verbs which have formative syllabic 

suffixes beginning with a consonant, (excepting the suffixes Eft and ]£)), 

the tone rests on the epenthetic \ or (§ 259) which is inserted be¬ 

tween the verb and the formative suffix. To this rule there are a few 

exceptions ; as > etc*> where the tone is on the ultimate. 
N. B. Poel, Poal, and llithpoel of these verbs are regularly accented ; i.e. they have their 

tone like the corresponding conjugations in a regular verb. % 

(g) In Kal, Niphal, and Hiphil of verbs the tone 

rests on the penult, in those persons which have formative 

suffixes beginning with a vowel, i. e. the suff. f"I_, ^. 

In a few cases, the tone here is on the last syllable ; as V2&, Imper. 

ElU). This is very rare, except in Kal. Comp, above under/; see 

Par. XIII. 

Note. As in the rule/(Note) above, all the persons of these verbs 

which have an epenthetic 1 or V. (§ 268. c) before formative suffixes be¬ 

ginning with a consonant, (excepting the suffixes Eft and *jtt), have the 

tone on the epenthetic syllable, i. e. on the penult. 
N. B. All the other parts of the verbs are regularly accented, viz. Hoph- 

al, Polel, Polalj Hithpolel, and those persons in Kal which have formative sylla¬ 
bic suffixes beginning with consonants and not preceded by an epenthetic syllable 
(i or *'_) ; as £ etc. So participles of these verbs, in the fern, and plural, are 
regularly accented. Comp, under/. 

(h) The paragogic endings fi_ and , when suffixed 

to verbs, affect the tone in the same manner as the for¬ 

mative suffixes IT*_, *1, and 
T # 

Of course they draw down the tone upon the ultimate, in all cases 

except such as are noted above, under e, / and g, where it is penacute 

with these paragogics. E. g. Milra, EnftT for , Imp. Piel of EittT; 

'n)n for 5*5, Imp. of Milel, Ejibtt for ED£$, 1 pers. Fut. of EEE ; 

Epibj for 0^3, from tttn ; El£i)p2 for E3p2, from E^p. 

Note. El-- and Er_ paragogic are rarely added to any persons, ex¬ 

cept those which end with a radical letter of the verb; and this mostly 

in the Fut. tense. In the Praeter, only the 3d pers. feminine, in a very 

few cases, receives a paragogic Ef- or El_, (all other apparent cases of 

paragoge in the Praeter being quite doubtful); and this 3d pers. feminine 

retains, like a paragogic noun, the accent on the penult, contrary to h 
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above. E. g. ttnfcnftirj, Josh. 6:17; r?nftbD2, 2 Sam. 1:26, with Pat- 

tahh under ft, where we might expect Qamets. 

(i) Nouns, pronouns, adverbs, and (in a few cases) par¬ 

ticiples, are penacuted, when they have i"i_ or Si— para- 

gogic or local 

E. g. rtfcn , rrnh.'ttzafc, masc. In a few instances, the ac- 

cent in such cases is found on the ultimate. 

Note. Yodh paragogic always draws down the accent upon itself, 

unless there are special causes to counteract this. 

(j) Verbs, nouns, etc. are penacuted, with the following 

suffix-pronouns; viz. l'3_ In_ 1S"i_ 1n_ 
^ ^ ^ ^ 2. • a. T * 

n_ M- 13_ «I3_ 13_ 153- and some others : also 

with D_ *j_. shortened from 0_ ; which 

latter suffixes are Milra or acuted on the ultimate. 

The suffix-pronoun if, preceded by a Sheva vocal, is Milra; preced¬ 

ed by a vowel, Mild; e. g. , but Ipni1*. 

([k) Nun epenthetic always makes the tone penult ; e.g. 

nSnjP. Nun paragogic always brings it to the 

final syllabic ; as , but with Nun, ■priori. 

(/) Pause-accents frequently, (sometimes other accents), 

occasion the tone to stand upon the penult, when its regu¬ 

lar place would be on the ultimate; and vice versa. 

E. g. nztfiz, ti3n2; . This properly belongs to the next 

head ; but it is well here to advertise the student, that there is a class of 

penacuted words, which are made so as it were accidentally, their prop¬ 

er accent being on the ultimate.] 

Shifting of the tone-syllable. 

[§ 101. The rules in § 99. § 100, constitute the regular and usual 

principles of accentuation. But the tone-syllable is often shifted from 

its natural place; e. g. 

(a) Vav prefixed to the Praeter of verbs, commonly 

makes the word Milra. 

E. g. Wiati, ; nbzft , bbZft1!; Hiph. ?TT>zZt-r , STT'aSrt'J. 

So too in verbs TJ and 12, § 100./. g, and also in h. 

7 
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Exceptions. (1) Always, the first pers. plur. of verbs; as . 

(2) Generally, verbs whose third radical is a Quiescent; as TH , 

n"1:^, nab1]. (3) Verbs with a pause-accent on the penult. (4) 

When a tone-syllable immediately follows, the tone is then commonly 

(not always) thrown back; as . 
Note. Besides these exceptions, there are other occasional instances of exception to the rule 

in a above, which either want of consistency, or inaccuracy in transcribers, has occasioned. 

(6) Vav conversive prefixed to the Future, commonly 

(not always) makes the word Milel. 
E. g. ib&T, . In such cases, the verb must end with a rad¬ 

ical letter, and its penult syllable be simple; otherwise the change in 

question is excluded. 

Note 1. Apocopated verbs with & furtive final vowel, are all accent¬ 

ed on the penult in the Future. See §283. 2. y, §288. 

Note 2. Futures with Vav conversive remain Milra, (a) In the first 

pers. sing.; as . (b) In verbs ab; as (c)With a pause- 

accent on the final syllable. 

(c) The particle ^8* {not) before the Future, usually 

(not always) makes it Milch 
E. g. ftDin“btt do not reprove, S)DiP)*"bfiS you must not add, with the 

tone on the penult. But here practice is not uniform, as the accent is 

sometimes on the ultimate. 

Verbs iib preceded by btt, commonly suffer both apocope and re¬ 

traction of the accent. 

{d) A word regularly Milra, if immediately followed 

by a tone-syllable, more usually becomes Milel 
E. g. in "'Din , regularly accented ; '-ptf rttb , standing alone, 

rn3. But as the penult syllable is often not adapted to receive an 

accent, and as the change of tone would, in some cases, have a tenden¬ 

cy to obscure the sense in reading, the usage in question is often neg¬ 

lected. 

{e) The Imp. and Fut. apocopated, with an optative or 

hortative sense, commonly (not always) throw back the ac¬ 
cent. 

E. g. keep thyself, for ; N"V). let him see, for ; 

51^*1 for ftbnn. The Future always does this, when it has a furtive 

vowel. 

N. B. Pause accents frequently occasion the tone to be shifted both 

forwards and backwards; see above, § 100. /.] 
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CRITICALi MARKS, AND MASORETIC NOTES. 

[<§ 102. In the common editions of the Bible with Masoretic notes, 

etc. a small circle over any word, e. g. , shews that the margin is 

to be consulted, either for a different reading (as Gen. 8: 17, NSDri in 

the case above), or for liierae majores or minorcs, Pisqa, puncta extra- 

ordinaria, etc. The mark (*) over words in Van der Hooght, etc. re¬ 

fers to a marginal note.] 

[§ 103. Qeri and Kethibh. There are a considerable number of 

marginal readings (about 1000) in our common Hebrew Bibles, most 

of which are quite ancient. Some of them correct grammatical anom¬ 

alies, some are euphemisms, and some propose a different word. They 

are probably the result of an ancient recension of Hebrew manuscripts. 

The marginal word is called Qeri, which means read; i. e. this 

word is to be read instead of the word in the text to which it relates and 

which is called Kethibh, i. e. written or text. The vowel-points 

under the Kethibh belong to the Qeri, which is printed without points. 

If a word is omitted in the text, the vowel-points stand in the place with 

a small circle over them, while the letters belonging to them are printed 

in the margin; as in Judg. 20: 13. This is called SVO fi&i ■'np , 

read but not written. If a word is superfluous in the text, it is left un¬ 

pointed; as in Ezek. 48: 16. This is called "np £6*] ivritten 

but not read.] 

[§ 104. Literae majores et minores distinguish themselves, § 10. 

Pisqa (ttppE) means separation, i. e. a space left in the text in the 

middle of a verse; as in Gen. 35: 22. 

Puncta extraordinaria are marked thus, \ i . See Gen. 18:9. 

33: 44, where are examples of points over the letters which are extraor¬ 

dinaria. 

The Rabbins regard these as designating some mysterious significations of the words over which 

they are placed. Probably the original design of them was, to denote that the reading was suspi¬ 

cious. The number of words over which they are found is only fifteen. For a full account of all 

the marginal and other notes in the Masoretic editions of the Hebrew Bible, see the preface to Van 

der Hooght’s Hebrew Bible, §§ 23—25.] 



PART II. 

CHANGES AND PECULIARITIES OF CONSONANTS AND 

VOWELS. 
n 

CHANGES OF CONSONANTS. 

[§ 105. It is a principle occasionally developed in the Hebrew lan¬ 

guage, that letters of the same organ are easily commuted. E. g. *)g, ig, 

?]g , all mean hack; and the like in a number of cases, in the different 

classes of letters mentioned in § 12. But changes of this nature belong 

to lexicography, as they do not affect the grammatical forms of words.] 

§ 106. The changes which affect the consonants, may 

be ranked under (a) Assimilation. (If) Casting away, (c) 

Addition, (d) Transposition. 

§ 107. (a) Assimilation. Several consonants are occa¬ 

sionally assimilated ; viz. 
[ (1) In the first syllable of words ; viz. («) Nun most frequently of 

all; e. g. iTT.tt for nj 212 from this} tig*! for vbgD1;. This is very com¬ 

mon in verbs ’jE (§ 252), but not universal. (6) Lamedh rarely ; pro¬ 

bably in the article bn in all cases (§ 163), as trb'&n for tpbtt? bn, etc. 

Also in the verb fijgb; as Fut. nj5?, for n^b5?. (c) Resh very seldom; 

in , as instead of , who will he; for 

which is the form of the word in Syriac and Arabic, (f?) Tav, in the 

praeformative nil (in Hithpael), often assimilates itself to the first radi¬ 

cal of the verb ; e. g. ns/gln for n^/rnr;, etc. see § 187. h. 2.3. (e) Mem 

only in a few foreign words; as Tsb for T'Bfrb, in Greek lapTzadeg. 

(f) Yodh in some verbs *^D, §251. 

(2) In the last syllables of words. In all the cases under No. 1, the 

assimilation, as we have seen, is indicated by a Daghesh forte in the 

following letter. But assimilation occasionally happens at the end of 

words, where a Daghesh forte cannot be written, § 72. This takes 

place, in cases where a furtive vowel would'Stand in the final syllable 

of the word in its full form; e. g. nn for n:b, for D3 f°r » 

etc. So also nb for rrj.5, nft&j for mnK, niroa for nnrjtffc, 

for nrn^E 
v v t : 

Note. A long vowel in such cases of assimilation and contraction (as 

nn f°r *■)?.$), is rather unusual. The other examples here exhibit only 

Pattahh. 

<4 
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Remark. All languages have a practical tendency toward shortening words, 
and assimilating some of the letters. E. g. in Greek cvUaupuru instead of ow- 
Xuufiut (a; and so at the end of words, 63ovg for odors (Gen. otlunros), JCXrjtitjg for 
Kfoju^vg (Gen. KXrjUijvrog). In Latin, illustris for inlustris, etc.] 

§ 108. (6) Consonants cast away or dropped. Instan¬ 

ces of this nature occur ; viz. 

[(a) At the beginning of icords, by aphaeresis, when a Sheva is un¬ 

der the letter. E.g. (1) Alejph; as for WhjN, and so not unfre- 

quently. (2) Yodh; as ~b for 7b?, b^S, for bto?. (3) Mem; as nj5b 

for fijjbfc. (4) Nun; as *jn for *jn3. It is doubtful whether any let¬ 

ter which has a proper vowel, suffers aphaeresis. It seems to be limited 

to cases where Sheva is used under it. 

(b) In the middle of words, by syncope. This happens, when a 

Sheva precedes the letter dropped. In case of syncope, the vowel 

of the letter syncopated takes the place of this Sheva; e. g. for 

PlJNa , tnnp for tranp ; 7fcb? for 73bn?, 4575b for ^fb.klb ; W for 

, ^3 for ''IS ; ^bij for ; b3 for b?3, etc. Syncope of >5 is pretty 

frequent; of Srr, very common ; of 1 and , more seldom, except in verbs 

Tib ; of V very rare ; see § 118 seq. 

(c) At the end of words, by apocope. (1) Mem and Nun at the end 

of all plural nouns, etc. in the construct state, § 332. (2) Perhaps Nun 

at the end of some proper names; as T75& for *p7!}£. (3) Tl final is 

often dropped when words receive suffixes, etc. 

Note. The omission or dropping of the Quiescents as such, which 

often happens, is treated of in §§ 63—65.] 

§ 109. (c) Consonants added. This sometimes happens 

[ (a) At the beginning of words, by prosthesis ; e.g. b^Ot? and b^fJN; 

1T3, ; (so Greek iyfig). (b) In the middle of words, by 

epenthesis ; e.g. sing. , plur. nTnfctt ; for . (c) At 

the end of words, by paragoge ; as ^bpp?, *J5lb£3 . Also Si- and Sr?— 

are frequently added; so and i sometimes, to participles and nouns. 

See § 125. b. c. d.] 

§ 110. (d) The grammatical transposition of letters is 

limited principally to the conjugation Hithpael, when it 

begins with a sibilant letter ; § 187. a. 

[In lexicography, there are a considerable number of transpositions; 

e. g. 51232) and 1353 , a lamb; and yns, to break; S7?b? and TibW, 

wickedness, etc. Such transpositions are most frequent, between the 

Sibilants and Resh. 

Note. The exchange of a letter for one of a corresponding class 

which may fill its place, is not an unfrequent thing in lexicography; 
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as and yb^, to exult; *150 and ^5*? > to shut UP» But these chan¬ 

ges belong not to grammar. In Hithpael only, is the transposition in 

question a grammatical one, § 187.] 

PECULIARITIES OP THE GUTTURALS AND RESIT. 

§ 111. The Gutturals are never doubled in pronuncia¬ 

tion : and Resh in this respect is usually like them. 

Hence Daghesh forte (which is a sign of reduplication) is 

not admissible in the Gutturals, nor usually in Resh. 

A few cases only occur of Daghesh forte in Resh ; as , 
rntt, etc. 

§ 112. As a compensation for Daghesh forte excluded 

from the Gutturals and Resh, the preceding vowel is 

lengthened, § 58. comp, also § 59. 

E. g. Spa instead of instead of t35>fc, Spa instead of 

Sj^a, etc. But t"! and n commonly take daghesh’d Pattahh before 

them, § 33 ; as bl? instead of bna ; tPrtN instead of tTntt . 

[Note. In a great number of cases, Pattahh long is employed as a 

compensative vowel; almost always before 'n and ft, when the A sound 

is required. In other cases, daghesh’d Hhireq is sometimes adopted in¬ 

stead of Tseri; e. g. fttfa (not ) instead of *l?a bt$-9er; so y£$3 

(not yajj) for y*£j!3; also Clibbuts long and impure instead of Hholem, 

as ftftfts (not ft23ft5) instead of ft23D3. It follows that the student must 

not always expect a vowel long in appearance before the Gutturals; be¬ 

cause daghesh’d Pattahh and daghesh’d Hhireq are frequently used in¬ 

stead of Qamets and Tseri. The use of daghesh’d Qibbuts instead of 

Hholem is unfrequent.] 

§ 113. The Gutturals are prone to take the A sound 

before them ; usually in a final syllable, and not unfre- 

quently in a penult one. 

E. g. 272'15 (Imp.) instead of yfc'g, 21T, instead of In penult 

syllable; ft 2 3 instead of ftj>b, 123fP instead of 123'n']. 

[Note 1. In almost all cases, where the final syllable has a Guttural 

at the end, and has also a mutable vowel, that vowel is exchanged for 

Pattahh; as Kal Imp. 9?3ip instead of ^*23‘i$; Piel, 273*g instead of §33;g, etc. 

Note % In case the final syllable with a Guttural has a long vowel, 

which is immutable, Pattahh furtive is put under the Guttural, as 

nfa-n, etc. See § 69. 

Note 3. Resh never takes a Pattahh furtive, like the Gutturals. 
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§ 114. Instead of simple Sheva vocal, the Gutturals take 

a composite Sheva; comp. § 49. 

E. g. *JDn, Sheva simple stands under the Gutturals, at 

the end of a mixed syllable and after a short vowel, when a silent Sheva 

is required ; as , i'ShK, see § 50. 

PECULIARITIES OF QUIESCENTS. 

In treating of the vowels, it was necessary to notice the quiescent and 

otiant power of the letters rt 1 ** (Ehevi), §§ 53—57, so far as might 

serve to illustrate the nature of the vowel sounds in which the Ehevi 

quiesce. Some more particular notice of the various phases and powers 

of these letters, is demanded and is proper here. 

Principles which regulate Quiescence. 

§ 115. The letters N, 1, *> (Evi) quiesce, when a homo¬ 

geneous vowel precedes them (§ 53), and according to the 

analogy of other consonants they would stand at the end of 

a mixed syllable, and take a simple Sheva silent either ex¬ 

pressed or implied, § 56. 2. 

E. g. NS73 instead of instead of iiV.lva, 

instead of its11', Stti’lfi instead of attiin. 

Note. If the preceding vowel be naturally heterogeneous, yet in many 

cases it does not exclude quiescence. But a peculiar expedient is ad¬ 

opted in order to effect this ; see § 117. 1. Comp, with this, § 56. 3. 

Such is the general rule for cases of quiescence, subject however to 

many exceptions. But quiescence is not limited to this case only; for, 

§116. Quiescence sometimes happens, when the Evi 

would (by .analogy) have a vowel; specially when they 

would take & furtive one; § 119. c. 2. § 120. c. 

E. g. tip instead of trip., tfip instead of frnp, instead of 

rji$k)02, instead of , rribil instead of rnH-}, instead of 

; and so often, when the vowel preceding the furtive one is ho¬ 

mogeneous. But usage only can enable the learner to distinguish such 

cases. 

§117. The general rule demands that the preceding 

vowel should be homogeneous, as a condition of quiescence; 

but quiescence is often effected, in cases when such pre- 
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ceding vowel would be naturally heterogeneous; and this, in 

two different ways. 

(1) The vowel may conform to the Quiescent, in or¬ 

der to become homogeneous. 

E. g. for (which would be the regular analogous form), is sub¬ 

stituted , i. e. the heterogeneous short Hhireq in the syllable 

Irt, conforms to, or becomes homogeneous with, the Vav in itt. So 

Jlbi^ for JibVy, rob* for , etc. 

(2) The Quiescent may conform to the vowel. 

E. g. 2&p for top. , Obi3 for ''ba, hbtt) for *)bu3, etc. 
Practice only can teach the student when the cases which come within these rules take place. 

Special usage in regard to ft, tr, \ \ 

§ 118. The letters 1, and likewise n, having 

a vowel of their own, and being preceded by a consonant 

with Sheva, oftentimes remit their vowel to the place of 

the preceding Sheva, and become otiant, or quiescent. 

E. g. tnipan for for , ^a’2 for Ska, i-naa 

for £02 for £02 (btvd), trtp for tnp, '9 for **15, ^2 for *n2; 

WIJ for n^N, for SW'N, ]:nr02 for ‘j'nroa, *)b2 (with Yodh 

omitted) for Oba, etc. So in respect to n; e. g. Tjbftb for qbfcfnb, 

b^Opb for b^ttpnb, etc., see Note 3 below. 

[Note 1. This has been named Syriasm; but improperly, since it 

appears so very often in Hebrew (taking all the cases together) as to 

shew that it is a property of the dialect, and not the result of error in 

Syraizing transcribers. Usage only can determine the cases in which 

it is admitted. 

Note 2. Such cases, also, have been represented by all the gram¬ 

marians as quiescence, in respect to ££. That they are not so, but cases 

of otium, is plain from the following examples ; viz. ntt^pb (instead of 

ntf^pb), but with a sing, suffix TfiN^pb, with a plural one 22fi££^pb. 

So n2£*b:o (instead of Jl2£*b£), construct state rDN.Sft, with suffix 

^ft2£*b£. Aleph then has no effect on the mutability or quantity of 

the vowel which precedes it, in such cases ; consequently it is otiant. 

Instances of Vav, Yodh, and He, do not occur in the same way as those 

above of Aleph; but such cases as ^2 for *'12, for ; *lb^ for Ob?*, 

“'b^Fi for ^b^n, ^bftb for ^balnb, etc. shew that Vav, Yodh, and He do 

become oticmt or quiescent, and in the like way with £t. Yodh and Vav 

are usually retained in such words as (for £02 (for £02); 

and in these cases they appear to be quiescent. The principle is ex- 
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tensive in regard to Vav and Yodh in the so called verbs fib, which 

are properly *)b and ^b, and it will account for a great part of the 

abridged forms of these verbs ; see § 281. 

Note 3. ft, 1, \ !"J, being otiant or quiescent, are frequently omitted 

in writing ; e. g. for P)Tp#ft73, b'TY for j ft2 for ftis btvo, 'ibtti 

for ^V'rj; for ^3, feP for , bvqj?b for b'ttpnb, etc.; see §57". 

§ 63. Vav and Yodh are usually dropped when otiant, and He always 

in the middle of a word.] 

Peculiarities of Aleph. 

[§ 119. These are so many, that they need a separate statement. 

(а) Aleph is sometimes, (1) A Guttural; as in S]bftJ. (2) A Qui¬ 

escent ; as in “IftJO, ft£E. (3) It is sometimes treated as a common 

moveable consonant; as in ftlrb , plur. tPftb3, TOftS boS-sha. Usage 

only can determine all the respective cases of these different powers. 

(б) Aleph at the end of a word has no guttural power (comp. § 69), 

but is either quiescent, otiant, or employed like other consonants ; e. g. 

quiescent, as in ft££ ; otiant, as in ftTSEn, ft-pi, see § 57. b. a; or 

it retains a common consonant power, as in Segholates, e. g. ftVb plur. 

tPftbs, ft 30 with suffix EfiOO sobh-Xam. 

(c) Aleph in the middle of a word. (1) Like other Gutturals, it takes 

a composite Sheva where they take one. But in some cases it drops 

the Sheva, and quiesces in the preceding vowel and lengthens it; e. g. 

Sfcftb instead of n»ftb, tPribftb instead of tTlibftb. instead of 

S"Pft2, iSift for nftftft, etc. comp. § 152. c. 2. These may be called 

cases of contraction. In ttimb the points are not appropriate ; for the 

Jews read ^iftb^^lftb, as the Pattahh seems to be long. The word, 

however, is sui generis in respect to form. (2) But where other Gutturals 

take a Sheva silent (§ 114. Note), Aleph usually becomes quiescent, e. g. 

■'rjftitt; but with another Guttural, *WTEir. (3) Aleph penult, in 

words that would regularly be Segholates and where ft would have a 

furtive vowel, more usually (not always) rejects such vowel, and quies¬ 

ces in the preceding vowel (if homogeneous) and lengthens it; e. g. 

dftn for *£ftn, DftSJaa for nft^: ; § 116. (4) Aleph sometimes remits 

its vowel to the preceding letter with Sheva, and becomes otiant; § 118. 

{d Aleph at the beginning of a word. (1) If it have a proper vow¬ 

el, it is regular. (2) If it should regularly have a composite Sheva, in 

some few cases (after the manner of the Syriac) it employs a long vow¬ 

el instead of it; e. g. ■pBft instead of ‘pttft , t]“V90ft for En^Dft , SpiTnft 

for Sp?nft . The student should remember, that this happens only at the 

beginning of words.] 
’ 8 
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Peculiarities of Vav and Yodk. 

[§ 120. (a) At the end of syllables and words, Vav and Yodh, in 

case they would regularly have a silent Sheva and are preceded by hom- 

ogehcous vowels, uniformly quiesce, § 115. (b) They quiesce at the end 

of words, also, when analogically they would be preceded by a silent 

Sheva, or by a furtive vowel,* e. g. instead of 3‘ns or ‘'"Vs , for 

or instead of for IHn^withPattahh furtive. 

To this principle there are a few exceptions in respect to Vav; e. g. . 

Note. With the case is different; e. g. NDft (instead of with 
N otiant; on the other hand, ttijb with moveable like other consonants. 

(c) Vav and Yodlipenult, which would regularly take %. furtive vow¬ 

el, reject it, and quiesce in a preceding homogeneous vowel; e. g. nibiJ 

instead of rn?a gdd-veth, instead of rnsH r&d-vetli, nni*i5 instead 

of n ; comp. § 119. c. 3.] 

Peculiarities of He. 

[§ 121. (a) At the beginning and in the middle of words, when retained, 

it is always a moveable consonant. Apparent exceptions are some com¬ 

pound proper names (as with quiescent n), which depend only 

on the transcriber, (b) At the end of Words, it is nearly always quiescent; 

as ga-lcij § 54. When moveable, it is marked with Mappiq; as r»5-l 

ga-bhah, § 84. (c) Like K , it is capable of having a furtive homoge¬ 

neous vowel before it without quiescence, e.g. in52, in£p, MDd, etc.; 

for it must in such cases be considered as moveable ; comp. N in § 119. 

by in iCD , etc. (c?) He is frequently made otiant, at the end of a word, 

by a Daghesh forte euphonic ; e. g. nj“inft = iTTtt , iita-na mat-tobhy 

'ns nii)b Sd-sep-peri. But this belongs merely to modes of reading, 

and not to the grammatical forms of the language.] 

Commutationy Apocope, and Paragoge of Quiescents. 

§ 122. Commutation. This naturally results from the fact, that the 

same vowels are homogeneous with different Quiescents. (1) At the 

end of words. E. g. 

X 
is put for in- as Nh-ip for nhlp 

K_ n- .. ioptt * • 

* * . . insiir v X * 
ri- .. . . 5ns 

in- 
T 

.. 
T 

ST0}j5» . . atfpa ▼ 11 • 
n_ N- . . • • N"3^- 
i- N- . . tt5i*n . . uix-i 

rf- . . . . ritos 

K- . . • • SMI 
K- . . . . jiuiin 
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(2) Sometimes in the middle of words; as for 

for qjp, for ajrt, etc. 

§ 124. Apocope. Not only are Quiescents frequently 

omitted in writing words (§ 63), but apocope in certain ca¬ 

ses is even a law of the language. 

[(a) In verbs Sib, in the apoc.Fut. and Imper.,and when they have 

suffixes; § 283. 3. /. § 313. 

(6) In nouns with suffixes or increase, derived from the same class 

of verbs; § 378. 6.] 

§ 125. Paragoge. The Quiescents (with a vowel pre¬ 

ceding them) often constitute a paragogic ending. 

[(a) Aleph is sometimes paragogic, after the syllables 1, *i; e.g. 

fi*T?5===T?3> they go. This last form with 
paragogic, is a usual one in Arabic. 

(6) Also rt- n, !r_; e.g. bbj5tj, tfbUfSN; pj, n?r.; “iu&, 

tvrizpj. 
. (c) More seldom i ; e. g. pronoun suffix fc--, parag. to-.; so the 

noun parag. 

(d) Rarely \, as tPpE, Wptt; but Yodh is often inserted be¬ 

tween two words united to form a proper name; e.g. man9 bN God9 

united bfcJ'Hqa Gabriel, i. e. man of God.] 
Note. Several pronouns are of the same form and sound as some of these paragogic letters. In 

such cases, the connection of the word with the context must determine whether such doubtful 

forms are pronouns or paragogic letters. 

CHANGES OF THE VOWELS. 

§ 126. The changes which words in the Hebrew undergo, in order 

to designate their various relations and significations, are effected partly 

by a change in the vowels, and partly by a change in the consonants. 

The laws which regulate the vowel-changes, are the subject of our pre¬ 

sent consideration. 

Vowels Mutable and Immutable. 

§127. General principle. Pure vowels are mutable; 

impure ones immutable. See §23. seq. 

[Exceptions. Long impure vowels are sometimes exchanged, (1) For 

each other ; as plur. , where 1 is exchanged for *). (2) For 

long pure ones; as Imp. 2d pers. masc. tPip, 2d pers. plur. fern. iijftp, 

with Hholem pure; Niph, Fut. 3d masc. sing, trip? with Hholem im- 
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pure and protracted, 3d plur. fem. with Hholem pure and mu¬ 

table ; Hiph. Imper. 2d pers. plur. masc. , plur. fem. 

with Tseri pure. (3) For short pure ones; as const. gedhol; 

HEDft, constr. nEDft. (4) For Shevas; e. g. nba , fem. iinVil. All 

long pure voiocls arc from their very nature mutable. 

All these changes, excepting No. 1 and the first instance in No. 3, are very frequent in Hebrew. 
The laws of declension, in such cases, supersede the usual laws of the vowels, applicable to other 
cases ; so that one can call no vowel in Hebrew absolutely immutable ; all heing liable in certain 
cases to change. But when and where this happens, can be learned only by practice. Nor can one 
avoid the conclusion above, hy saying that the different persons, genders,etc., require in themselves 
different vowels, as pure, impure, etc.; for these changes are in the usual course of declension, 
conjugation, regimen, etc., which occasion almost all the vowel changes in the language. 

Note 1. The composite Shevas, in a like way, are frequently ex¬ 

changed for each other, in the course of declension ; e. g. (part.) 

fem. n ft 1:22 ; with suffix The A sound appears to be 

shorter than the E sound. 

Note 2. The vowels that are properly and usually mutable, are these; 

viz. Qamets, Tseri, and Hholem, long and pure; Pattahh, Seghol, Hhi- 

req, Qamets Hhateph, and Qibbuts, short and pure. The other vowels 

are immutable in the sense above defined, i. e. they remain immutable, 

unless a particular form of a word becomes more imperious than the 

usual laws of the vowel-changes.] 
Gescnius says, that the quiescent long vowels are immutable always and in all circumstances, 

Hebrew Grammar 9 edit. $ 16. Surely there are a multitude of exceptions to this rule, as the ca¬ 

ses above presented shew. He also states, that short vowels before a Daghesh forte are immuta¬ 

ble; but he must have overlooked such instances as , In pause , etc. 

General principles of Vowel-changes. 

§ 128. (a) The changes of vowels for each other, are 

very generally (not always) limited to the respective clas¬ 

ses to which they belong, § 19. § 40. 

Note. A few seeming exceptions appear; e. g. plur. tPTO; 

plur. . So Hiph. , 2 pers. ftbtbptl. Every language has 

some such anomalies. Practice only can teach how to distinguish them. 

(6) Each long mutable vowel has one or more corres¬ 

ponding short ones, for which it may be exchanged ; and 

vice versa. E-g. 

Long pure Vowels. 

Qamets ( T ) 

Tseri (..) 

Hholem (—) 

Corresponding short ones. 

Pattahh . . . (-) 

Pattahh (sometimes)( - ) 
Seghol . . . . ( *•*) 
Hhireq . . . . ( . ) 

Qibbuts , . . () 
Qamets Hhateph ( t ) 
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Long mutable Vowels exchanged for corresponding short ones. 

[§ 129. (a) When they are in a mixed syllable on which 

the tone rested, and from which the tone, for some special 

cause, has been removed either forward or backward. 

(b) Forwards; e. g. V , t)3*T; ]3, ^23; ^bop’j 

yiq-tol-kha; ?ldb*, ; before Maqqeph, as b’d>, liiN-bb Ml 

8asher, §89. (2) Backwards, i.e. towards the right hand; as 

qb*.l ; Dpi? fijvay-ya-qdm; drvdpd, dn&pa. The reason of such 

changes is, that long vowels cannot stand in mixed syllables unless they 

are tone-syllables, § 36. Of course, when the tone is removed they 

must be shortened. 

Note. A few solitary cases are found of apparent exception to this 

principle ; e. g. 1 Sam. 17: 35, Vrpddn. But the first Yodh here is 

merely & fulcrum, § 64; the word is read va-hamit-tiv, with the first i 

short. 

(b) When they are in a mixed syllable, which the con¬ 

struct state requires to be shortened. 

E. g. word, but irndP the word of Jehovah; where the 

original syllable is shortened to ‘nd ,* see § 342. b. 

(c) Long vowels before a Daghesh forte latent in a 

final letter (not a Guttural), when a change is required, 

for the most part are exchanged for an appropriate short 

vowel. 

E. g. (a) Tseri goes into Hhireq parvum; as tN (with Daghesh forte 

implied in the d), 'Vatt . (b) Hholem into Qibbuts short; as pn, i"»p)rt, 

but sometimes into Qamets Hliatepli, as fb, oz-zi. 

Note. If the tone remains, the vowel continues long in such cases ; 

e. g. rwa-jj shdm-md, i"Man. hem-ma. 

(d) A pause accent falling on final Tseri, not unfre- 

quently changes it into Pattahh; see § 145.] 

Short Vowels in mixed syllables made long. 

§ 130. (a) This happens, when the form of the word is 

so changed, that they come to stand in a simple syllable. 

E. g. ntd, ; dn, SrDti; ibtjp. So of course before a Qui¬ 

escent ; as instead of , flbiJ instead of . 

[(6) When a Daghesh forte is omitted in writing, a short 
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vowel placed before it becomes long either by nature or 

by position; §112. §58. §59. §33. 

E. g- Spa instead of instead of ^a, instead of Spa, 

long by nature; bn a for bni, SH3 for dna, etc. long by position. 

Note 1. Daghesh forte implied in a letter at the end of a word, (it 

cannot be written in such a case, § 72), usually prolongs the vowel which 

precedes; e. g. b^ instead of bj?, DfiJ instead of 72K, Itjrp for nan? 

yitlirdvv; but sometimes the vowel remains short, as b^ for bj?, ii 

(not ao) for aao. 

Note 2. In the case b above, the syllable with the short vowel be¬ 

coming a simple one by the coalescence of the implied daghesh’d letter, 

the vowel must of course be lengthened, according to the rule a above. 

Before 'n and n, the vowel Pattahh usually remains in such cases, and 

is long, § 33. 

(c) The article, prefixed to a few words, lengthens the 

short vowel in them. 

E.g. W, tWj; nn,nnn; 

Usage only can distinguish such cases ; and they are not numerous.] 

[§131. A pause-accent falling on Pattahh or Seghol 

pure, commonly (not always) lengthens them. 

E.g. ti'h, tng; bin, bin. Occasionally other accents do the 

same; see § 149.] 

Falling away of the Vowels. 

§ 132. Vowels are said to fall away, when they are 

dropped and a Sheva takes their place. 

E. g. ni'j, ini7, where the vowel under the *1 in the first word, falls 

away in the second. 

Note. Apocope of vowels is dropping them at the end of a word; as 

^ .1*2 , where the Seghol of the first word is dropped. 

Falling away by change of Tone-syllable. 

§ 133. (a) When the tone is moved forward one sylla¬ 

ble, i. e. moved toward the left hand, the penult vowel 

of the ground-form* falls away, if pure and mutable. 

E. g. . ’nin; SaS , ‘'□as. If the tone is not shifted, the vowel 
° T T 7 • T ■ 7 T •* * .f-J 7 

remains; e.g. iDj, 

* The ground-form is the primary one, in number, gender, or tense, to which it belongs; the 

original, from which the others are derived. 
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(6) If the tone is moved forward two syllables, both the 

ultimate and penult vowels, when mutable, fall away. 

where both vowels of the ground- 

form vanish. In regard to the short Hhireq which takes the place of 

one of them, see § 137. In regard to Sheva being inserted when the 

vowel is dropped, see § 52. 

Falling away on account of Regimen. 

[§ 134. Regimen or the construct state (§ 332) often 

occasions the penult, or both the ultimate and penult, vow¬ 

els to fall away, if pure and mutable. 

Note 1. (a) Regimen in the singular, usually causes the penult mu¬ 

table vowel to fall away; as in reg. ttjrp “W, where the first 

vowel falls away and the last is shortened. The suffix state has the like 

effect on the penult vowel, e. g. '’“W. (b) The plural regimen causes 

both the ultimate and penult vowels to be dropped ; e. g. irnt"P 

In like manner grave suffixes affect both vowels ; e. g. ED/nni. Comp. 

§ 342. b. c. 

Note 2. Vowels must be pure, in order to fall away. Even when they 

are so, usage does not always treat them in the same manner; e. g. Etti is 

in reg. , but ‘JS in reg. makes , the first retaining the long vowel, 

and the second shortening it. But in a suffix both drop it; e. g. , ^2. 

Note 3. In Segholate forms (Dec. VI. of nouns), the final vowel is 

merely furtive; so that, those nouns being monosyllabic in theory, regi¬ 

men makes no change in their vowels. See Paradigm of Dec. VI.] 

Falling away on account of Accession. 

[§ 135. (a) Where the ground-form of a word receives 

an accession at the end beginning with a vowel, which re¬ 

quires its ultimate and penult consonants to be united in 

the same syllable with such accession, then the final vow¬ 

el of the ground-form falls away, if mutable. 

This happens most frequently in verbs; e. g. ^t2j?, fern. FiibtJp, 

Vt3|5?, plur. sjbtap";; “iSS, fern. ; part. pres, bop, fem. itbttp, 

plur. irtrtsp; in Piel, , fem. iTljabfc ; so also in nouns of Dec. 

VII., as , plur. Cn'N. 

(6) Where only the final consonant is united with an 

accessory vowel, and the penult consonant must have a 

Sheva silent, the final vowel of the ground-form falls away. 
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E. g. Imp. fem. "(bttp (not ‘‘bbp), ground-form ibp ; ^Dp (not 

^bp), ground-form >bp. 

Note 1. If only the final letter of the ground-form is to be united 

with the accessory vowel, and the penult letter must retain a voioel in¬ 

stead of having a Sheva, then such vowel cannot fall away ; e. g. ^1*3 > 

with suffix ; 2D13, plur. tPMlS. 

Note 2. Usage only will enable the student readily to distinguish the 

cases where the rule is to be applied. We can see no reason, a 'priori, 

why the Hebrews might not have said as well as (especial¬ 

ly since they say etc.); except that in this way, the suffix-forms 

are distinguished from those of simple declension which mark person and 

number.] 

Rise of Neio Vowels. 

§ 136. We have seen that two successive vowels may fall away 

(§ 133. b. § 134), on account of the tone being removed, or of regimen. 

In such cases an impossible syllable would arise, i. e. one with three 

consonants before a vowel, § 42; consequently a new vowel must be in¬ 

serted in order to avoid this. 

E. g. , constr. plur. dbhre. But this is inadmissible ; see 

§42. So , constr. (with one composite Sheva), which 

would be an impossible syllable. A vowel must therefore be supplied. 

§ 137. In case the vowels falling away leave two sim¬ 

ple Shevas, the usual supplied vowel is short Hhircq. 

E. g. , plur. constr. instead of . 

§ 138. But if one of the two letters that have been de¬ 

prived of their vowels, is a Guttural, then Pattahh or Se- 

ghol must be the supplied vowel. 

E. g. trait, constr. instead of’’ISSN; constr. "I£bn. 

[§ 139. If an accessory letter with a Sheva, be prefix¬ 

ed to a Guttural having a composite Sheva, such accesso¬ 

ry letter takes a supplied short vowel which is homogene¬ 

ous with the composite Sheva. 

E. g. “iz'J, but with prefix ~b'DN , ’r K, "1b bo- 
hli°li. But the Fut. of the verbs JTrt and makes ;and 

analogous to this is the pointing of the prefixes, as n’T'—'r, contrary to 

the analogy of other guttural forms.] 

[§ 140. When in varying the forms of words it so hap¬ 

pens, that analogically two Shevas would come under two 
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successive letters, and the first of these would be a com¬ 

posite Sheva; then the corresponding short vowel is sub¬ 

stituted for such composite Sheva. 

E. g. instead of rDDn;, which would make an impossible 

syllable. So po-ol-Md instead of qb^.B l instead of 

The ground of this is, that from their nature two Shevas cannot stand 

together unless the first be silent and the second vocal, except at the end 

of a word. But in the case above, the first is vocal, i. e. it is a compos¬ 

ite Sheva, §46. a ; of course the expedient of a new vowel must be adopt¬ 

ed, in order to avoid an impossible syllable.] 

Rise of furtive Vowels. 

§ 141. As the Hebrews rarely admit two consonants 

after a vowel in the same syllable (§ 42); so, in order to 

avoid this, they supply a furtive vowel in most cases where 

such a concurrence would otherwise take place. This 

vowel is commonly Scghol short ; but under words having 

a penult Guttural, it is Pattahh short; with a penult Yodh, 

it is short Hhireq. 

E. g. rfeh instead of *£5,^55, for '■JBO, for *■}«, rpi for n*?. 

See on Dec. VI. § 359, also § 283.3. y. on Segholate forms of verbs. 

[Note 1. The 2pers. fern. sing. Praet. in verbs Lamedh Guttural, 

takes Pattahh furtive; e. g. instead of in order to ease the 

pronunciation, § 69. 

Note 2. All words having a furtive vowel are Mitel, i. e. accented on 

the penult. In this way they are distinguished from the few forms that 

resemble them in the final vowel, but are accented on the ultimate ; e. g. 

bis, iVia, etc. Comp. § 100. a.] 

Euphonic changes of the Vote els. 

[§ 142. These are various, (a) A Guttural with Qamets seldom 

admits a Qamets or Pattahh immediately before it, but exchanges it for 

a Seghol; e. g. tPniin instead of tPnnn, for VTLN; Sift© for IrrhS, 

for "obN-na, etc. 
• T . T T > 

Note. The rule is not uniform. Such cases occur,, as 

, etc. The word is anomalous, being put for Tn or . The 

practice required by the rule, is occasionally extended to cases where 

the Gutturals are not present; as where stands for 

; also to Gutturals not pointed with Qamets, as for 

hd-h°dhd-shim. 
9 
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(b) In mixed syllables losing their tone, Seghol in some cases takes 

the place of Pattahh ; e. g. , uDV for for The 

reason of this is, that Pattahh is better adapted to a mixed syllable with 

the tone ; Seghol, to one without it. Consequently, 

(c) In a tone-syllable, we sometimes find Pattahh instead of Seghol; 

e. g. , const. ‘Jf?7 not ‘jp.7. See Dec. V. of nouns, Parad. 

(d) A furtive vowel at the end of words causes the preceding vowel, 

if mutable, to conform. E. g. Qamets, as instead of nftnin; 

Pattahh, as for ; Tseri, as rnna for rnns. So in verbs, 

f°r b^O, >]^n for ?p!n. In Gutturals, for nsVifa, etc. 

(e) Anomalous changes of the vowels occasionally occur; probably 

to mark the peculiar pronunciation of certain words. E. g. (1) Long 

vowels are put for short ones before the composite Shevas ; as Inb^lTi for 

, nbsh for rfbjn, and perhaps ^bnn for qblrin. (2) Short vow¬ 

els for long ones ; as for snnfij, for sittlrp. (3) Long vow¬ 

els are put for short ones arising out of composite Shevas; as for 

narjfijrj, ninba^n for ni-rb^n.] 

N. B. All these cases under e are very unfrequent; and it is difficult to decide whether 

they should be attributed to mere accidental euphony, to negligence in transcribing, or to a 

principle of the language. 

Votvels changed by Accents. 

§ 143. Pause accents, and sometimes others (§ 149), not only occa¬ 

sion a shifting of the tone-syllable of words (§ 100. /), but very frequent¬ 

ly occasion a change in the quantity of vowels ; usually lengthening short 

vowels, but sometimes shortening long ones. 

§ 144. (l) They lengthen short vowels; changing Pattahh, 

and Seghol when used for Pattahh (§ 142. d), into Qamets, 

and Qamets Hhateph into Hholem. 

E. g. &:», bt:g, bgpr; lY* (for §142.d), So 
where they shift the tone also ; as IrfnN, iifiK ; tins. ^ins. So 

vay-ya-mdtli, rip*]. 

Note. The praepositive and postpositive accents (§ 95) may affect 

vowels without standing on them, in the same manner as other accents 

which are placed on them; e. g. (instead of Tjbtt) with Tiphha an- 

terius, Ps. 97:1; fasttS*] (instead of sDStij]) with Segholta on the ulti¬ 

mate ; see § 146. 

[§ 145. (2) They shorten the long vowels. Verbs in 

pause* frequently exchange Tseri ultimate for Pattahh. 

E. g. *\pi; b»pr, bpp; bm], bm]; 5fb].. So with 

•* A word or syllable is said to be in pause*, when a pause-accent rests upon it. 
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verbs taking suffixes; as SV’pN, 'jnVP, ‘jrprP. But the ca¬ 

ses are numerous in which Tseri remains in such examples. The 

whole thing seems to be merely arbitrary euphony.] 

[§ 146. A pause-accent on a word, which by declension 

has dropped the final vowel of the ground-form (§ 135)< 

restores that final vowel, and also lengthens the same if \i 

be short. 

This takes place, (a) When such accent falls on the restored vowel; 

as ground-form ttV;; ^730, ground-form fb S3 ; 

ground-form rbp1]; , ground-form 23125?. ■ 
(b) When it falls on the succeeding syllable; as ‘pnp/V instead of 

pnpV, Joel 2: 5; ppW instead of pptn*:, Joel 2:8'; in¬ 
stead of , Joel 2: 7.] 

N. B. Both of these usages are very often neglected, and the natural accentuation remains. 

[§ 147. Pause accents, when they fall on those persons 

of verbs (properly ^ § 280) which drop a letter and 

a vowel, sometimes restore the letter as well as the vowel 

dropped, and affect the vowel as stated in § 146. 

E. g. ground-form ; *123, *PS3, from S"J23 = 
" AT* > =» XT -V7 : 9 A* t 7 ▼ X 

VS, §280. Note.] 

[§ 148. Where no vowel has been dropped, a pause- 

accent sometimes occasions changes ; viz. 

(a) Falling on simple Sheva penult, it puts Seghol in its 

place; e. g. , D5tD ; 5)3^53, 5J '0,D. 

Qj) Falling on a composite Sheva penult, it substitutes 

the corresponding long vowel. 

E. g. *’?n; cases with Hhateph Seghol do not occur. 

But the practice is not entirely uniform ; e. g. v}2, ^2; **££!, .] 

§ 149. General remarks. The effect of pause-accents is not uni¬ 

form. In a great number of cases, no change is occasioned by them. 

On the other hand, most of the disjunctive accents, and even several 

of the conjunctives, not unfrequently produce the same effect in pro¬ 

longing syllables as the pause-accents. For example ; (a) Disjunc¬ 

tives ; tfUS'VTOb1"); WJata, Sflota; TO; 

Ps.5:12, etc. (b) Conjunctives; as ^bnnPi, ; *112$ a, 

rra; Sjnana; t“POH, etc. The entire want of any 

regular system in regard to the influence of the accents over the vow¬ 

els, shews very clearly that such influence belongs only to the occasion- 
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al method of reading certain passages or words, and not to the essen¬ 

tial mutations of the language itself. 

Voivcls changed by accession and transposition. 

[§159. Forms of verbs ending in5!, receiving an accessory pro¬ 

noun beginning with a consonant and not having the tone upon it, drop 

the first vowel of the ground-form if it be mutable, and restore the 

second which had been dropped by declension, and (if it be short) 

lengthen it. 

E. g. 3W, plur. fctg, with suffix so ; 

.] 
[§ 151. Transposition is only occasioned and euphonic. It belongs 

not to the rules of the language. Instances of it are such as the follow¬ 

ing, viz. for tjsir;, hstfrra for etc.] 

Vowels changed by position. 

[§ 152. The prefixes to words, consisting of one letter, 

vary their vowels according to their position and the na¬ 

ture of the words to which they are attached. 

(a) The Article "n (for b'n § 16) has, (1) Usually, Pattahh follow¬ 

ed by Daghesh forte ; e. g. W^n=2:n2 b^l. (2) Before the Gutturals 

tt, 2, and also it takes Qamets ; as uTttn, ’J’fyrr, CfcOfJ. (3) Be¬ 

fore n and n, Pattahh long is the more usual vowel; as qbJ-jn, -JEfin. 

(4) Before all the Gutturals, when they have a Qamets under them, the 

article usually takes Seghol; see § 142. a. (5) The Daghesh after the 

article is not only omitted before the Gutturals and Resh (§ 111), but 

usually omitted, also, before words beginning with 53 and * having a sim¬ 

ple Sheva ; e. g. for , Sarrj for . 

Note. When the article is preceded by the particles, 2, 3, b, it 

usually suffers syncope (§108. b), and gives up its vowel to the parti¬ 

cles: as trbm for £3^73ajra. for taro. fc^nfib for t3*nnS"rb. On 
* .— T— * — t — ; J tt r t : 3 » t v * t v ; 

the contrary, it sometimes resists syncope ; as 'DS'nb , etc. 

(b) The Particles 3, 2, b, are appropriately pointed with Sheva 

simple. But, (1) Before the composite Shevas they take the correspond¬ 

ing short vowel; e. g. , **J:hb lo-fih°li, etc. (2) Before accented 

syllables they usually take Qamets; as rfifcb , rripVb , fcbb . But this 

is confined chiefly to forms of the Inf. mode not in regimen; to pro¬ 

nouns ; and to tone-syllables at the end of a verse, or of a disjunctive 

clause. In other cases, the usual punctuation is Sheva. (3) Before 

simple Slie^a they take short Ilhireq ; comp. § 137. 
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(c) The Conjunction *] is appropriately pointed with a Sheva sim¬ 

ple. But, (1) Before Gutturals with a composite Sheva, it takes the 

corresponding short vowel; as . (2) Before £* which would re¬ 

gularly have a composite Sheva, it sometimes takes a corresponding con¬ 

tracted vowel in which quiesces, as t^lrbiO. for EVT5&0 ; comp. § 119. 

c. 1. (3) Before a tone-syllable it frequently takes Qamets; as nhDI, 

11*7. The usual cases of this nature are before a disjunctive 

accent; before a conjunctive one, 1 retains Sheva. (4) Before Sheva 

vocal, either simple or composite, standing under a letter not a Guttural, 

also before n, 72, D, it takes Shureq ; as bbb5!, Snt5!, fTa*!, 

■jljn*), . (5) Before Yodh which analogically would have a She¬ 

va, it takes long Hhireq and makes the Yodh quiescent (comp. § 53); 

as Wl ? • (6) Before the verbs njn and rptt , it sometimes takes 

short Hhireq or Seghol; as , Vhl, rpttj. 

(d) The Interrogative S3 changes its usual punctuation; (1) Be¬ 

fore Sheva simple, where it takes Pattahh; as npT^rt. (2) Before 

Gutturals with Qamets, it takes Seghol; as , is he wise ? comp. 

§ 142. a. (3) Before Gutturals without Qamets, it takes Pattahh, and 

sometimes Qamets; as , shall I go ? tnttrj vos ne ? (4) It some¬ 

times imitates the punctuation of the article before a letter with a She¬ 

va ; e. g. an tunica 1 viaenc meae ? And even before a 

letter with a vowel it sometimes does the same, although very rarely; as 

an bonum erit ?] 



PART III. 

GRAMMATICAL STRUCTURE AND FORMS OF WORDS. 

§ 153. Radical Words. The Hebrew and its cognate languages, 

in their present state, exhibit a surprising degree of regularity and 

uniformity in the construction and sound of the radical words. This 

circumstance forms a broad line of distinction between them and all 

the western languages. Almost all radical words, which with few ex¬ 

ceptions are verbs, consist of only three letters usually forming two 

syllables; as qbft he reigned, the earth. From such triliteral roots 

are derived the various forms of nouns and verbs, which are used to ex¬ 

press case, number, gender, person, tense, etc., and the different forms 

of nouns, adjectives, particles, etc. From this general principle of de¬ 

rivation (which was commonly represented by the older grammarians 

as universal), are to be excepted, perhaps, a few nouns which constitute 

the names of familiar objects; e. g. '2$, father, 62$ mother, “P hand, etc. 

A few particles and primitive pronouns also appear to be hiliteral in 

their root, and not derived from a triliteral word. 

§ 154. Conformity to the general principle. So extensively, in He¬ 

brew, is the principle of inflection grounded on derivation from a trili¬ 

teral root, that nouns which are primitive and biliteral, conform to the 

common laws in their declension ; i. e. they are treated as though they 

were derived from triliteral roots. Thus 62$ by inflection becomes 

=^££2* , as if derived from 662* ; although 62$ seems to be a primitive. 

§ 155. Biliteral roots. From some appearances in the Hebrew lan¬ 

guage, it is probable that originally it contained a greater number of bi¬ 

literal roots, than at present; and that its triliteral forms were, in many 

instances, constituted by doubling the second radical of the root, or add¬ 

ing to it one of the vowel-letters, or the semi-vowel Nun : e. g. 6t^ and 

6113 to be good, common root 6D ; US3 and to blow, common root 

riD; 2*6*7, 616*7, to thrust down, common root ‘p. 

In like manner, there is a considerable number of triliteral words 

in the Hebrew and its cognate dialects, in which two of the radicals are 

the same, while the third is quite different, and yet the meaning of each 

word which exhibits the same two radicals, remains the same in all: 

e. g. the verb signifying to lich, is either 25b, 65b, t3$b, 0$b, P|5>b, 

ysb, or p5jb ; the letters 5>b being uniform in all. 
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But if biliteral roots were originally more numerous than at present, 

they had conformed to the common laws of the language at least as ear¬ 

ly as any of the written Hebrew now extant; since the written lan¬ 

guage every where presents the triliteral forms, as principally constitu¬ 

ting the radical words. 

§ 156. Quadriliteral and quinqueliteral roots are very rare in the 

Hebrew; such as afruitfid field, t)&n3 to devour, to be 

quiet. Those which exist, are formed by the addition or insertion of 

a letter or letters, to lengthen the triliteral root; in the same manner as 

triliterals are formed from biliterals, as described above in § 155. 

§ 157. The parts of speech in Hebrew are, the article, 

pronoun, verb (including the participle,) noun, adjective, ad¬ 

verb, preposition, conjunction, and interjection ; which will be 

treated of in their order. 

§ 158. The proportional number of roots in the various parts of 

speech in the Hebrew, may be thus arranged. (a) The verb is alto¬ 

gether most frequently primitive. (5) Only a small number of nouns 

are primitive, (c) The original pronouns, personal, demonstrative, etc. 

are all primitive. (d) Particles are some of them primitive, and some 

are derived from other parts of speech. The Hebrew has very few 

particles. 

Grammatical structure of words. 

§ 159. There are two ways in which case, number, gender, per¬ 

son, tense, etc. may be expressed in any language : (1) By the inflec¬ 

tion of the original words or ground forms. (2) By affixing other words 

or particles, which serve to express relation. The Hebrews, as the se¬ 

quel will shew, made use of both these methods. 

§ 160. Composite words, i. e. compound verbs, nouns, etc., which 

the Greek, Latin, and other western languages exhibit, are not usual 

in the Hebrew. Words properly composite are scarcely ever found in 

Hebrew, except in proper names; where, however, they frequently oc¬ 

cur. 

§ 161. The Hebrew also differs from the languages of the West, 

in the mode of writing many of its particles, and the oblique cases of 

personal pronouns. These, instead of standing by themselves, are 

commonly united with the verbs, nouns, etc., to which they belong, or 

on which they depend, so as to form with them but one word. 
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THE ARTICLE. 

§ 162. The Hebrew has but one article, viz. com¬ 

monly written H with a Daghesh forte after it. It cor¬ 

responds in a good degree, but not universally, with the 

definite article the in English. 

§ 163. In writing, the Lamedh of the article ^n is al¬ 

ways assimilated to the first letter of the noun to which 

it is prefixed, and expressed by a Daghesh forte in that 

letter, or by some equivalent. 
E. 2. “lUart the rain, instead of IDS bn ; tHNrt the man, instead of 

C'lN b?2, etc., § 107. 1. b. § 112. For the various pointing of the arti¬ 

cle, see § 152. a. 

Note. That the original form of the article was bn, seems probable 
from the form of the Arabic article btt, whose b is frequently assimila¬ 
ted in the same manner as the Hebrew. The only difference is, that 
in the Hebrew the assimilation, or some equivalent for it, is universal; 
in Arabic, it is usual only before the solar letters. 

PRONOUNS. 

I. Pronouns personal. 

§ 164. The Hebrew is rich in personal pronouns; not 

only distinguishing the masc. and fern, of the 2d and 3d 

persons, when they stand as the subjects of verbs, but 

possessing forms appropriate to the oblique cases which 

follow verbs, nouns, or particles. 

Nominative case or Ground-form of all the personal Pronouns. 
Singular. 

com. /, V* rue, 

mas. thou, nnss 
T 

nss 
T “ 

ye, 
fem. thou, nss ‘'FIN ye. 
mas. he i son they, 

fem. she (it) SOS! SOn (hi) they, 

Plural. 

tonati i:n] 

■jn» (jns*) nans 
on nan 

■jn nan 
Notes. 

[§ 165. (a) In pause, the pronouns assume the forms, 

etc., §144. (b) The in ann, fiOn hi), is paragogic §125. a, 
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and otiant §57. (c) The form tiurfa occurs only six times; only in 

Jer. 42: 6. (d) In JianiX (in some Codd. iisnN), SroSj, iian, the Sn_ 

is paragogic, § 125. h. (e) The forms , ntt , •'Pin (at), fcnft, 

(jnN), are probably for tifiaa, fiat*, , t3n3tt , *jnafij, § 107. a ; for 

the full forms, i. e. those with a, are found in Syriac and Arabic, (f) 

(hi) is anomalous, (the older form of the pronoun was which 

was both masc. and fem.); the marginal reading or Keri (§103) always 

supplying the form AOn (&On), as a correction. It is found only in the 

Pentateuch. 

N. B. The ground-forms of the pronouns above, though generally 
designating only the Nominative case, do sometimes stand in other 
cases, § 468.] 

§ 166. The oblique cases of personal pronouns in He¬ 

brew, are represented by fragments of primitive pronouns 

suffixed to verbs, nouns, and particles, so as to make one 

word, instead of being written separately as in the west¬ 

ern languages. 
For an account of these pronominal suffixes, as appended to the 

above mentioned classes of words respectively, see for verbs § 309 

seq., for nouns § 336, for adverbs § 405, for prepositions § 408, and 

for interjections § 410, Note. 

\ 

II. Pronouns demonstrative. 

§ 167. Of these there are but few in the Hebrew, viz. 
Singular. Plural. 

Masc. rlT fem. J1NT com. “I* this Com. nV^ these 

ritVn (”'?) IT tVn this these 

The usual forms are those in the first line ; those in the second, are 

unusual. For DtfT, the form snb.Ji is once employed, Ezek. 36: 35. 

Note. The pronouns of the 3d person, i. e. WPr, fcOtt, 'D'n, *jSrr, are 

also frequently employed as demonstratives; in which case they usually 

prefix the article, as tn*3, on that day. 

III. Pronouns relative. 

§ 168. The only proper one is w/io, which, what, 

of every gender and number 
[Note. This pronoun is contracted mostly in the later Hebrew, by 

dropping the K (§ 108. a), and assimilating the ^ (§107. c); as Nbw 

instead of ib T#Nf. The (the apocopate form) has various vowels, 

10 
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according to the nature of the word which follows; e. g. p, ID fol¬ 

lowed by a Daghesh, ID, p, as tiiTD Ecc. 3:18. In this last case, there 

is no compensation for the *n which is cast away.] 

§ 169. The demonstratives riT and 1?, are occasionally 

employed as relatives. 

IV. Pronouns Interrogative. 

§ 170. These are two; viz. ^53 who, and il!Q (ftD , 

what. 

Note. Before a Daghesh euphonic the form is used, as ; 

also before In , n , $ , not having Garnets ; before a Guttural with Ga¬ 

rnets, nJD , as na § 142. a; but sometimes 1nte also before such 

Gutturals, as in Ex. 12: 26, rrnDSM rta. 

VERBS. 

§ 171. Classification. They are distributed into (a) Primitive, 

i. e. underived from any other words; e. g. to reign * to sit, 

and so of most of the Hebrew verbs. (h) Derivative, i. e. such as 

come from primitives by the accession of formative letters. Such 

are all the conjugations of verbs excepting the first or Kal. (c) De¬ 

nominative, i. e. those which are formed from nouns (de nomine); e. g. 

iSnSJ to live in a tent, from briji a tent. 

Note. These divisions concern the origin of verbs, but not the mode of inflection. A great 

number of verbs is comprehended in the class 6, while very few belong to the class c. 

§ 172. Inflection; In respect to inflection, verbs are divided into 

regidar and irregular. Regular verbs are those which are analagous 

in their inflection, and preserve through all their changes their original 

trilitercd root. Verbs irregular are either pluriliteral, or those which 

drop or assimilate one or more of their radical letters. 

§ 173. Conjugation, (a) The term conjugation, in grammars of 

the Greek, Latin, and some modern languages, is employed to denote 

different classes of verbs, which are distinguished from each other by 

certain peculiar characteristics of form or inflection, which are there¬ 

fore said to belong to the first, second, third, etc. conjugation. In this 

sense, the Hebrew might be said to have several conjugations ; but this 

word is not so used by Hebrew grammarians. 

(b) In the Hebrew grammar, the word conjugation is applied to dif- 

* Literally, Ac reigned. The Infinitive in English is used in this work, merely for the sake of 

brevity, in preference to the third person of the past tense, which would exactly correspond to the 

Hebrew root. 
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ferent forms of the same verb, and corresponds in some degree with the 

term voice in Greek grammar, although it is employed in a much more 

extensive sense. The passive and middle voices, in Greek, exhibit the 

original idea of the verb under certain modifications, or with some ad¬ 

ditional shades of meaning. So the property of all the conjugations in 

Hebrew is, to vary the primary meaning of the verb, by uniting with it 

an accessory signification. The Hebrews were thus enabled to express, 

by means of their conjugations, all those various modifications and rela¬ 

tions of verbs, which, in most other languages, are expressed either by 

composite verbs, or by several words. 
Note. The most convenient arrangement is, to make as many conjugations as there are forms 

of verbs, original and derived. These are presented to view iu the following section. 

Usual Conjugations. 

ACTIVE. PASSIVE AND REFLEXIVE. 

Name. Form. Name. 

§ 174. 1. Kal 2. Niphal 

Form. 

3. Piel *xtpj5 4. Pual SI 
5. Hiphil 6. Hophal 

S Vopn 

7. Hithpael 
v -l; 

Peculiar Conjugations. 

§ 175. (a) 1 Poel DSID. 2 Poal MID. , 3. Hithpoel 

MIPlDil, without a sibilant letter, from ^5. “ f 
These conjugations are found in the class of verbs named Ay in 

doubled {?$), and very rarely appear in any other. They take the place 

of Piel, Pual, and Hithpael, as these appear in regular verbs; see § 262. 

(b) lPolel Dtnp. 2 Polal Mlp. 3 Hithpolel Q^ljpnn. 
In verbs Ay in Vav (*?? §269) these forms are the common substi¬ 

tutes for the regular Piel, Pual, and Hithpael. 

Note. Although the appearance of the two classes, a and b, is the 

same, yet the mode of formation is very different; e, g. , etc. comes 

from the root S5D , and is formed by inserting i between the two first 

radicals; while E’jip , etc. comes from tnp, and is formed by doubling 

the last radical. Most of the lexicons and grammars name the class b, 

Pilel, Pulal, etc., because, in regular verbs, the shape of these conjuga¬ 

tions would be like bbttp , , etc. But as these conjugations 

scarcely have an existence in regular verbs, (and have not even a simi- 
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lar corresponding one in the Arabic, excepting the very rare and pe¬ 

culiar conj. IX. and XI.), so it is much better, for the sake of perspi¬ 

cuity, to name them as I have done here. A potiori nomen Jit, is a 

good rule in making out artificial denominations of this nature. 

Unusual Conjugations. 

[§ 176. Most of these are of very rare occurrence ; and several of 

them occur not more than two or three times, in the whole Scriptures. 

They are as follows; viz. 

(1) Hothpaal or Huthpaal, , b tannin, both passive forms of 

Hithpael; comp. Pual in § 174. They are of very rare occurrence. 

(2) Pilel active and Pulal passive, bbtij? , bbtO£ (comp. § 175. b. 

Note), occurring only in five or six cases, in regular verbs. 

(3) Pilpel active and Polpal passive, formed out of verbs $$ and 

iV, by repeating the first and last radicals; e. g. from bba comes bibil, 

bib3 ; from b^3, b?b3 and b?b3. These are equivalent to the forms 

from the same verbs, described in § 175. a. b. 

(4) A form Tiphel seems to have been in existence; e. g. 

from rntt, bs^n a denominative (§ 171. c) from b^n . Once we have 

a Ptoel form; e. g. in in all respects a unu% leyopevov in 

Hebrew. 
Note. Other conjugations aro made by some grammarians ; but they are disputed ones, and It 

is of little or no importance to the student to insert them here, as his lexicon will give him the re¬ 

quisite information.] 

[§ 177. Pluriliteral verbs, i. e. verbs whose root consists of more 

than three letters, take the following forms; viz. , 

active; b?H3, passive.] 

§ 178. No one verb in Hebrew exhibits all the conjugations above 

mentioned; and very few exhibit even all the usual ones in § 174. 

Neither is the active or passive meaning always attached to the forms 

under which it is ranged; as will be seen in the sequel. Predominant 

usage directs the classification of the respective conjugations. 

§ 179. The names of all the derived conjugations are borrowed 

from the various forms of the verb b^S, which the old grammarians 

used in constructing paradigms; and are merely the modes of pro¬ 

nouncing those several forms. The first conjugation is called b£ Qal, 

or (as it is usually written) Kal, i.e. light; because it is not, like the 

derived forms, increased by the addition of any letter to the root. 

The other names are formed thus; b^Di NiphrVal; b?S Pi-Sel, Da- 

ghesh forte being excluded by the Guttural; b?S> Pu-Sal, Daghesh be¬ 

ing excluded ; b^sn Hiph-vil; b^Bfi Hoph-Sai; b£?n?} Hith-pa-Vel, 

Daghesh excluded; and so of the unusual conjugations. 
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§ 180. The third person singular of the Praeter tense in Kal, is re¬ 

garded as the root of all verbs ; one class (verbs *12) excepted, whose 

root is the triliteral Infinitive, e. g. tttp. 

Form and Signification of the usual Conjugations. 

§ 181. (a) Kal is generally active; but it may be either 

transitive or intransitive. 

(6) The root, which is the third person singular mas¬ 

culine, has three different forms, distinguished by the final 

vowels, Pattahh, Tseri, and Hholem. 

E. g. to visit, *Jpjr to he old, and to fear. 

Note 1. The form with final Pattahh is generally active and transi¬ 

tive ; but sometimes it is intransitive, as bia to he great. The other 

two forms are usually intransitive, but sometimes otherwise. 

Note 2. Some verbs in Kal have a. passive meaning ; e. g. to 

inhabit and to he inhabited; Tib'S. to elevate and to he elevated. 
T T ' 

§ 182. (a) Form of Niphal. It is formed by prefixing 

Nun to the ground-form of the verb, and dropping the 

first vowel of the same : e. g. 

Note. The real prefix seems to be 3if , (in Arabic it is 3tt). In the 

Infinitive this developes itself; e. g. bt2j>n=bt2p3il, Nun being assim¬ 

ilated in the first form, § 107. a. The appropriate pointing of the pre¬ 

fix Nun, in the Praeter, would be Sheva (3); but short Hhireq is neces¬ 

sarily substituted for it, inasmuch as the vowel under the first radical 

falls away, § 137, or an equivalent vowel in case the first radical is a 

Guttural, § 13S. 

(h) Significations of Niphal. (1) It is passive of Kal, when Kal 

is transitive. (2) Passive of Piel, or of Hiphil, when they are transi¬ 

tive and Kal is intransitive. (3) It is often a reflexive form, correspond¬ 

ing to the middle voice of the Greeks; as watch thyself\ btt‘233 

he asked for himself Such are the usual meanings; but, 

(4) It also has an intransitive sense, and often expresses passion or 

affection; as rfbn.3, he teas sick, in Kal rtbfr with the same sense; FJ3N3 

to sigh. (5) To show one’s self as doing a thing, or as suffering it to be 

done ; e. g. 1333 to shoio one's self honourable, 223 (=2235) to exhibit 

one's self as smitten, ^n23 to suffer one's self to he entreated. (6) To 

express reciprocal action; as to contend, viz. with another; Shb3 

to fight, viz. with an enemy; 2*n3 to confer with, viz. another. (7) 

Sometimes simply as Kal; e. g. 25*233 ffuravit. 
Note. It is often used in such a connection that it must be translated by a corresponding verb 

having can, way, must, ought, could, would, should, etc. before it; e. g. Gen. 6: 21. 16: 10. 20: 9, 
etc. 
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§ 183. (a) Form of Pjel. This is characterized by a 

doubling of the middle radical; as 

Note. In case the middle radical is a Guttural, and cannot take a 
Daghesh forte, the preceding vowel is prolonged as a compensation 
(§ 111. § 112); e. g. for etc. 

(5) Significations of Piel. (1) It is causative of Kal; e. g. 

to perish, to cause to perish. This is the predominant meaning. 

(2) To let any thing or person be or do thus and so; to regard or 

exhibit it or him, as being or doing thus and so; e. g. rTfi to let one 

live; ppc, to shoiv or pronounce one to he just; tf230, to pronounce one 

unclean. (3) It is intensive of Kal ; e. g. baraj to aslc, ‘jrfij/vp to heg; 

to break, ^59 to dash in pieces. (4) It has a privative sense; 

e. g. ""D: to know, ^53 to misapprehend; Hiph. to take root, 

Piel. ’d“Vvp to root out. (5) It often agrees in signification with Kal 

transitive; seldom has it an intransitive meaning. (6) Sometimes it 

has a reflexive sense; e. g. Gen. 41: 14, and he shaved himself. 

§ 184. Pual. This is simply the passive of Piel, and is characteri¬ 

zed by a Daghesh in the middle radical, (or a compensation for it when 

it is excluded), and by Qibbuts short or Qamets Hhateph in the first 

syllable ; e. g. , or qottal. 

§ 185. (a) Form op Hiphil. It prefixes He, and inserts 

Yodh before the two last radicals; e. g. Vop, Hiph. 

(b) Signification of Hiphil. (1) It is causative of Kal; as unj? 

to be holy, to make holy. This is the usual meaning. 

(2) Not unfrequently is Hiphil used in the same sense (transitive and 

intransitive) as Kal; e. g. rphttih to corrupt, 0“'J3*ph to be quiet, 

*p2brt to be white. 

Note. Seldom are the Piel and Hiphil of the same verb both used 

in a causative sense. When both are employed, it is generally with some 

shade of difference in their signification; e. g. ^33 to honour, T33h 

to render powerful. 

§ 186. Hophal. This is characterized by prefixed 

to the root, followed by the vowel Qamets Hhateph or 

short Qibbuts; e.g. or 

It is usually the passive of Hiphil; but it occasionally has an intran¬ 

sitive meaning, as Fut. Hoph. V?7,’’ he shall he able, from bb’j; some¬ 

times an active one, as ta“ns>n, serve them, Ex. 20: 5. Deut. 5: 9. 13: 

13 ; which, however, is capable of being rendered, that we may not be 

caused to serve, etc. 
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§ 187. (a) Form of Hithpael. It prefixes nil to the 

Inf. form of Piel; e. g. Inf. Pi. Hith. 

[(6) The characteristic nil undergoes several mutations, when it 

comes before the Sibilants, or the cognate letters. E. g. 

(1) Before a Sibilant, the n changes places with it; as in the follow¬ 

ing examples, viz. 

0 Kal Hithpa. ...... instead of baOfltt 
to — 3ato — nsnton — aatonn 
to — wto — — nsatonn 
£ — — — p'jsnrt 

In the latter case (£) the D is not only transposed, but changed into 

its cognate ts. This case, however, is very unfrequent in Hebrew, 

though common in the cognate languages. 

(2) Before a cognate letter the n is more commonly assimilated; e.g. 

instead of from 

^nann — 

tajgsgrt — 
“ T 

(3) The same usage of assimilation is occasionally extended to some 

other letters; e. g. 

instead of t 
r> 
a 

to 

as toTrt 

as 

as 

as 

as Mltofi 

wnh 
nsgnn 
aaanji 

ta&’-nnK .. . V 

fizaitonn 

from rot 
XX 

mn(§ 112) 

(c) Significations of Hithpael. (1) It isreflexive of Piel; as to^fa 

to sanctify, to^pnn he sanctified himself (2) It signifies to make one’s 

self be or do, or to exhibit one’s self as being or doing, that which the 

verb in its ground-form signifies; e. g. ESftnfT to show one's self cunning, 

from to be wise; i to behave one's self proudly, from to 

he great; 'rfe'nnri to represent one's self as sick, from Inbrj to be sick. 

Also with some slight modifications, as to think one's self wise, 

from to be ivise; toSftnil to make one's self to be sought, i. e. to 

conceal one's self from to&h to seek; ISftnn to ask favor for one's self 

properly to make one gracious, from “J2h to be gracious. These are the 

leading significations. 

(3) It is sometimes the passive of Piel; as to number, IjSSrSl 

to be numbered. (4) It is also intransitive ; as to be angry. (5) 

It is not unfrequently active and transitive; as ‘"iBQtott to keep or ob¬ 

serve, viz. laws, statutes, etc. 
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Signification of the unusual Conjugations. 

[§ 188. Poel, Poal, and Hithpoel, are merely substitutes for the 

daghesh’d conjugations (§ 175 a); as are also Polel, Polal and Hith- 

polel (§ 175. h); and likewise Pilel and Pulal (§ 176. 2). 

Note. When the regular Piel, Pual, etc. of verbs and *12 are em¬ 

ployed, together with the forms just mentioned, there is generally some 

slight distinction of meaning between them, such as is described in 

§ 185. h. Note.] 

[§ 189. Pilpal and Polpal are only another form for Piel and Pual, 

§ 176. 3,] 

[§ 190. Hothpaal and Huthpaal agree in meaning with Hithpael, 

when it is used in a passive sense. 
Note. The other unfrequent conjugations have generally an intensive signification. The plu- 

riliteral verbs are few, and of various significations.] 

MODE, TENSE, ETC. 

§ 191. The modes and lenses of verbs are very limited in 

Hebrew. The modes are the Indicative, the Imperative, 

and the Infinitive ; the tenses are the Praeter and Future. 

§ 192. The number, person, and gender of verbs, are ex¬ 

pressed with unusual fulness and accuracy. 

§ 193. The ground-forms of all verbs are (l) The Prae¬ 

ter, 3d pers. sing. masc.; which is the ground-form of the past 

tense and the present participle. (2) The Infinitive con¬ 

struct ; which is generally regarded as the ground-form of 

the Future and Imperative. 

Note. But in verbs with Future Pattahh, the Infinitive construct 

takes Hholem regularly; which seems to be at variance with this prin¬ 

ciple ; at least it is an exception (a large one too) to the maxim just 

laid down, see § 212. 2. § 230, respecting the Inf. const, as a ground- 

form. However, out of Kal the Inf. may well be taken as the ground- 

form of the Future and Imperative in all the conjugations; and even the 

participles in Piel, Pual, Hiphil, Hophal, and Hithpael, are derived from 

the Infinitive form in the same conjugations. 

§ 194. The Praeter is declined by adding to the root (the 

3d pers. sing, masc.) fragments of pronouns, in order to de¬ 

signate person and gender; e. g. 
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Singular. 

3 mas. -SB ground-form. 

3 fern. by adding . . . . fragment of . 
2 mas. $«B — ft ftft — — ftfttf. 
2 fern. — ft •’ft — — ftfiOftN. 

1 com. — 'ft ft prob. from obs. ^ft£*. 

Plural. 

3 com. iVup • JJT - 51 an derivation unknown. 

2 mas. Cniap — Eft fragment of Dfttf. 
2 fern. — )h ' nsft 

T • -m. 
1 com. — *13 — — 5)2tf. 

§ 195. The Inf construct in Kal (the ground-form of 

the Fut. and Imp. mood) has, like the Praeter Kal (§181. 

6), three forms; viz. MB), jD3. The Inf. in the 

derived conjugations, takes the * vowels peculiar to such 

conjugations respectively. 

Note. Besides these endings, the Inf. of regular verbs, specially in 

Kal, sometimes takes the form of a fern, noun, § 212. 3; and in some 

irregular ones, the fern, form in Kal is almost the only one in use, e. g. 

in verbs Pe Yodh, etc. 

§ 196. The Infinite absolute takes Qamets in the first 

syllable, and Hholem impure in the last; e. g. 

Note. This form is preserved even in most of the irregular verbs. 

In verbs] however, we have Dip for Dip. The derived conju¬ 

gations preserve, for the most part, the final Hholem impure; e. g. 

Niph. Stipn, Piel 5tajJ, Hoph. Jftap. Hiphil has Tseri; as b’tgprt or 

• The variations will be noted under the respective classes of 

verbs. 

§ 197. The Future tense is declined by prefixing frag¬ 

ments of pronouns to the ground-form, i. e. the Inf. con¬ 

struct ; and also by suffixing them, in some cases, in order 

to mark the gender, or number, or both. 

Compare the Praeter (§ 194), which is declined by the aid of forma¬ 

tive suffixes only. The following table exhibits the probable derivation 

of most of the Fut. formative prefixes and suffixes. 

II 
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Singular. 

Inf. const. Http ground-form. 

3 masc. Http*; by prefixing — 

3 fem. [Httpln. — IP) 

2 masc. Httpft. — ft 

2 fem. *^ttp3ri by suff. and pref., V — ft 

1 com. UttpN by prefixing — N 

Plural. 

( prob. from n for 1 
(to begin a word, 

deriv. uncertain, 

from ftftij. 

j pref. from ftN; suff. from 
\ fcTn to mark the fem. 

from . 

3 masc. •iHttp'; by suff. and pref., =1 — 11 

3 fem. n^Httpn. ] ns — ft 

2 mas. ^Httpn. *) — n 

2 fem. ftsbttpft. 1 ft; — ft 

1 com. HttpD by prefixing — 3 

deriv. of *1 uncertain, 

deriv. of ^uncertain; 
s-id from ftsn. 

T X 

pref. from Efttf . 

prefix from ; Si3 
[ from ft3n. 

from *13N. 

[§198. The praejor motive affixes to the Fut. would appropriately 

have a Sheva for their vowel-pointing, (as in Piel and Pual they 

have), but this receives various modifications, according to the point¬ 

ing of the letter which follows; §§ 136—139.] 

[§ 199. In the derived conjugations, Niphal, Hiphil, Hophal, and 

Hithpael, the praefor motives of the Fut. usually expel the characteris¬ 

tics of the conjugation, and transfer their vowel points to themselves, 

§118; e.g. 

Fut Niphal Http; instead of 
•■It • t 

from Inf. btjptt 

— — in verbs tip1; 

— Hiphil V*ttp: 

— Cprr — fiipft 
— V'Dptv — 

— — in verbs 1? tPji; — cpfp — o'pn 

— Hophal bttp; —■ 
- i«ap« 

— — in verbs p fcpV' — — Dj^lfT 

— Hithpael -^.£0? — itipnic — Vtapnn] 

§ 200. The final vowel of the Fut may be (like that of 

the Praeter and Inf.) either Hholem, Pattahh, or Tseri. 

E. g. Hholem; which is by far the most usual form, as Http*). Pat- 

tahh; which is common in intransitive verbs having a Praeter with 

Tseri, and also in verbs with a Guttural in the final syllable, and some 

others, as^sp;, , etc. Tseri; as 

etc. 

§ 201, The Imperative follows the same analogy as the 

Future, taking the same vowels in its final syllable, and for 
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the like reasons. It is declined by means of sujjix-irag- 
ments, like those in the Praeter and Future. 

Note. The Imp. has only the second persons. When an Imp. sense 
for the 1st and 3d persons was needed, the Hebrews employed those per¬ 
sons respectively of the Fut. tense. 

§ 202. The participles in Kal are both active and pas¬ 

sive ; in the other conjugations there is but one form, which 

follows the respective conjugations with regard to its 
meaning. 

E. g. Kaf scribens, !Mn3 scriptum. But in verbs with final 

Tseri and Hholem, the part, present retains the form of the Praeter, as 

Praet. ttba, part. KbB; Praet. part. so in verbs TP, Praet. 

Dj? , part. DjP . In Niphal the same principle prevails, with a slight va¬ 

riation ; as Niph. ^ Part* , i. e. with final Pattahh prolonged. 

Note 1. Intransitive verbs usually have but one form of the partici¬ 

ple in Kal; which may have either an active or passive meaning, as the 

case requires. 

Note 2. Beyond Niphal, all the participles are derived from the Inf. 

form of their respective conjugations, by prefixing 12, and dropping the 

characteristic where it occurs; e. g. Piel itajJT?, Pual itagfc, Hiphil 

iPUpg, Hophal Hithpael ifcjPntt. In the passive forms, the 

final Pattahh of the ground-form is prolonged, i. e. it becomes damets. 

Any departures from this principle will be noticed where they occur. 

Note 3. Particples are declined in the same manner as adjectives, 

having sing, and plur. forms of the masc. and fern, gender. 

Subjunctive and Optative Moods. 

§ 203. The Hebrew has neither of these in separate, 

regularly defined forms, as in Greek; but it employs in 

the room of them, and to a certain extent, peculiar forms 

of the Fut. tense. 
Note. In the Arabic, the usage of the Fut. in this way, is far more defined and general than in 

the Hebrew. In Syriac and Chaldee, the usage does not at all appear. The Hebrew use is a kind 
of medium between the two, as it is somewhat frequent, and yet far from being general. 

§ 204. The Future is varied, for the purpose of ex¬ 

pressing an optative or conditional sense, by paragoge and 

apocope. 

(а) By parag oge, viz. of S"U and sometimes InT.; e. g. Fut. 

with paragoge so with paragoge irT’VaTtt. 

(б) By a kind of apocope; which generally consists in rendering 
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shorter the final long vowel; and in some cases, in casting away the 

final letter and vowel; e. g. b^ttp; , apoc. btjp^; WEJ , apoc. nbj with 

Hholem pure, (which is shorter than *1); rfra*j, apoc. ba1) . 

§ 205. The paragogic Future is, for the most part, con¬ 

fined to the 1st person, singular and plural; the 2d and 

3d persons rarely exhibiting it. It is employed in all the 

conjugations except the passive ones, and is used, 

(a) As an Optative; e. g. inn *1238 let me die. (b) To express ex¬ 

citement, urging, assurance, strong determination; as ftDbtt ^ must 8°> 

rtWJJiJ let me rise up, ftnsntt I am resolved to speak, 1nab3 let us go, 

etc. (c) After the particles , 1 (that), it expresses the latter part 

of conditional sentences; as “JSfab, so that I may declare; 

ilbpfciai, that we may eat. (d) In some cases, it is used in this last 

(conditional) sense, where the particle is omitted. 

Note 1. Examples of paragoge in respect to the third and second 

persons of verbs, may be found in Is. 5: 19. Ezek. 23: 20. Ps. 20: 4. 

Note 2. Vav conversive (§ 208) frequently occasions the paragogic 

form of the verb in the first person to be adopted, particularly in the 

later Hebrew ; but not with any speciality of meaning ; as and 

I said, Gen. 41: 11 ftttbftSl and we dreamed; comp. §206. Note 1. 

§ 206. The apocopate Future, on the other hand, is 

mostly confined to the 2d and 3d persons, rarely making 

its appearance in the first; e. g. 

Reg. verb Hiph. b^tip; apoc. btjp^ b'Bpft apoc. 

waft — 
waft — 
rfran — 
nbaft _ 
ftbari — 

:&j?ft. 
nan. 
nan. 

ban (ban). 
£in (baft). 
baft (ban). 

Verbs Kal mw — nW 
T t 

Hiph. wa; — nw 

Verbs ftb Kal (br) 

Piel nbi1! — ^a1) (ba*;) 

Hiph. ft^.a: — $ (bl\) 

This Future is employed, (a) To express command, wish, prohibi¬ 

tion; e. g. him destroy; ftftDft btt, hide not. (5) After 1 
in a conditional sentence; as “Tipi , that he may tell. (c) After the par¬ 

ticles of negation, frib, btt ; as pjDin Aib, thou shaltnot add; ftnift btt , 

thou slialt not he preferred. 

[Note 1. Vav conversive (§ 208) connects itself very often with such 

apocopate forms, but frequently without any speciality of meaning; e. g. 

bW^2 , and he divided. Comp. § 205. Note ; also § 101. h. 

Note 2. The apoc. Future is confined to conjugations and forms, 

such as the table above exhibits. All Futures <lo by no means admit it- 

Note 3. The apocopate Futures, in poetry and in the later He- 
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brew, are not always of special significancy, but are often employed as 
the common ones.] 

§ 207. The Imperative, like the Future, has both para- 

gogic and apocopate forms, which give intensity to the 

meaning. 

E. g. Parctgogic; as ; tfip,!W)p; A- 

pocopate; as btjpn (for b^qp.il) ; so ilKl > apoc. ; bnfr, apoc. 5 73 ; 

apoc. of ttjwgip, 'janp’apoc. of !rw«-}j>. 

Future with Vav conversive. 

§208. Vav with Pattahh prefixed to the Fut. tense, 

and followed by a Daghesh forte, is called Vav conversive; 

because its usual effect is to convert such Future into a 

Praeter, in respect to meaning. 

E,g. he said, also ITDiTI he said, or and he said. If the prae- 

formative letter of the Fut. be , the Daghesh is omitted and the vowel 

is lengthened; as irOpiO, §112. If the praeformative letter of the 

verb have a Sheva simple, Daghesh forte is usually omitted after the 

Vav; e. g. , § 73. Note 3. 

[Note 1. Vav conversive is often connected with the paragogic first 

pers. Fut., § 205. Note; also with the apocopate 2d and 3d pers. Fut., 

§ 206. Note 1; in many cases without giving an Optative or Subjunc¬ 

tive meaning to them. 

Note 2. Vav conversive commonly (not always) makes the Future 

Mild, and consequently shortens the final vowel if it be long, § 101. b. 

Note 3. Vav conversive is probably a fragment of the verb to 

be. The first letter is dropped (as it commonly is in Syriac), and the 

fragment is united to the Future by assimilating the i"T, (as in 

STtS3=STT-ft?3); so that 5t3p*J=£t3y>'; it was [that] he hilled, 

i. e. he killed. So the Arabians make their Imperfect, only they write 

out the verb of existence in full; and so the Syrians, except that they 

employ the participle of the verb of existence.] 

Note 4. When Vav is not conversive, and is prefixed to the Fut., 

it has a different punctuation from the above ; e. g. in Gen. 1: 6, Vpl, 

with Vav conversive VT2; St3p*n, with Vav conversive 

Praeter with Vav. 

§ 209. Vav prefixed to the Praeter is merely a con- 

junction. But it often gives to the Praeter the sense of a 

Future, because it connects it with a preceding Future or 

Imperative. 
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Note. As Vav conversive prefixed to the Future, retracts the tone 

(§ 208. Note 2); so, on the contrary, Vav joined to the Praeter usually 

throws the tone forward, as , § 101. a. 

§ 210. General remark on the tenses. The tenses in Hebrew are 

real Aorists, capable of every variety of meaning as to designation of 

time. See this fully developed in the Syntax, § 503. § 504. 

Occasional peculiarities in the forms of Verbs. 

[§211. The peculiarities now to be noted are not confined to any 

one conjugation or class of verbs, but apply more or less, to all the dif¬ 

ferent conjugations and classes of them. 

(a) Paragogic letters are often suffixed to some of the 

forms ; e.g. 

(1) Nun, to persons ending in or %; as instead of 

instead of ■'panfc; rarely to the Praeter, as 'pbTJ instead of 

WV ; see § 109. c. § 146. b. (2) (a) n_, usually to the Fut. and Imp. 

active, § 204. §205. §207 ; rarely in the Praeter, as nnija for 3PTU2; 

Niph. Praet. fern. , with tt-- parag. Hiph. fern. 

SiapSfttl, with parag. nnJjatiln . (b) Sometimes is used instead of 

rr-; e.g. ISam. 28: 15, (3) Aleph paragogic or otiant, 

rarely ; as tobin, the same ; so for , § 125. a. (4) 

Participles sometimes take He or Yodh paragogic, especially the lat¬ 

ter, when they are in regimen; as rnfitnb . (5) Sometimes 

the Inf. mood takes it; as . (6) Also the Praeter 2d pers. 

fern., as ■•ftbDj}. 

(b) Forms with Quiescents are sometimes defectively 

written, §63. 

E.g. for , ttJJT’; for ^30 (comp. § 122. 1); but this usage 

is rare. Oftener *J is written for ilj; as ‘Jtpalri for . Sometimes 

n- for •'n-; as ftih; for Wi;, nips for* Wip*. So for nsn&j, 

etc. 

(c) The prepositions 3,3,1?, prefixed to the Inf. of Niphal, often 

(not always) expel the fi characteristic, and stand in its place; as 

bHj?2 for bDjtfra; comp. § 199. 

(id) Mempraeformative in participles is sometimes (rarely) omitted; 

as hj?b for ngba, daipns for daipnaa, etc.] 
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REGULAR VERBS TRANSITIVE.* 

NOTES ON PARADIGM I. 

The student is first of all to commit paradigm I. of the Verbs. The following notes will serve 

to explain variations and anomalies. The paradigms are, for convenience’ sake, thrown together 

at the end of the Grammar. 

N. B. The learner will be careful to note, that the tone is on the ultimate in all cases where it 

13 not marked with an accent over the penult. Particular care, at the outset, will enable him 

always to accent the verb3 rightly, without any trouble. 

Kal 

[§212. (1) Praeter. The unusual forms are 3 fem. sing, in ru, 
e. g. from iTN ; also 2 pers. masc. !nft*tt3 for ftttJS (n parag.), 

§211. 2; ^ftifttt f°r ^ pers. sing. fem. (Yodh parag.), §211. 6. 

(2) The example 55*1 exhibits the Fut. with Pattahh, (familiarly 

called Fut. A); but there are very few verbs with such a Future, un¬ 

less the last syllable has a Guttural in it, or the verb belongs to the 

classes with final Tseri or Hholem in the Praeter; §181. b. The Inf. 

of 33*1 is 33 ft; and so in other cases of the like nature ; which seems 

not to agree with the idea of its being the ground-form of such Futures 

and Imperatives as take Pattahh; § 193. 2. 

(3) Less usual forms of the Infinitive. Besides the usual forms in 

the paradigm, there are, (a) Inf. absolute i?Dp, Vav omitted; Inf. con¬ 

struct iotip , Vav fulcrum only, also bpp . (6) The Inf. has feminine 

forms also, though rarely; e. g. like Slbpp, iftpp, rfjpp ; (bppp, 

like the Chaldee, is doubtful). 

Note. The Hholem in the Inf. absolute is impure and immutable ; 
but in the Inf. const, it is pure and mutable. Hence it is shortened be¬ 
fore Maqqeph; as “bop qetol. Before suffixes it is both shortened and 
transposed; see the Inf with suffixes in Par. XXII. 

(4) Less usual forms of the Future. These are (Vful¬ 

crum), rarely as bpp? except in verbs with a Guttural in the final syl¬ 

lable, or verbs intransitive having a Praeter with Tseri; still more sel¬ 

dom as ft^p1;. First pers. parag. as fftppfi* very rare. In pause 

ftap*, i)33V, §146; with *} parag. the latter form (33*V) becomes 

^33^. Three times the 3d plur. fem. has a praeformative instead 

of ft; e. g. instead of Wife®, Dan. 8: 22, also the like forms 

in Gen. 30: 38. 1Sam. 6: 12. 

(5) Imperative; Vlttp (Vaw fulcrum), sometimes as bpp . Parago- 

gic, ilbpp, iftpp , rarely as tt?bp , rfbpp . Imp. 2d pers. fem. sing, 

seldom as ftpp, 1 Sam. 28: 8. Second pers. masc. plur. (sel¬ 

dom) ftpp ; in pause, sometimes as ft*3p , ft tap . The Hholem here 

* Some of the verbs here treated of are intransitive also ; but in general it is otherwise. A 
potiori nomen fit. 
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is pure ; as it is also in the Inf. and Future. A kind of apocopate form 

is not unfrequent of the 2 pers. fem. plural; e. g. with final furtive 

Pattahh, instead of . 

Note 1. As the Ilholem in the Future, Inf., and Imper., is pure, 
whether written without a Vav or with one, it is of course shortened 
when the accent is thrown off; e. g. before Maqqeph, -http1; qiq-tol, so 
before a suffix, ; Inf and Imp. qstol. 

Note 2. Some verbs have both Fut. O and A ; e. g. such as , 
etc. (see Lex.), without any difference in their mean¬ 

ing/ Otfiers have Fut. O and A9 with a difference in their significa¬ 
tion ; e. g. £, ttnh, ttbfr, **Vra, etc. (see lexicon). 

(6) Participles active. Frequently written itt’p, although the Hho- 

lem is impure, §63; very seldom as b^ip, bttip, or V’EJp. With Yodh 

parag., ^l?p, fem. ■'nbpj? (from the Tern, form iibt/p). Participles are 

declined as adjectives, having masc. and fem. as well as sing, and plu¬ 

ral forms; see parad. XXI. 

(7) Participles passive. Sometimes written (§ 41), seldom as 

b^tDp. The sense is not uniformly passive, but sometimes active; often 

so in neuter and intransitive verbs; as is the case also in Syriac.] 

Niphal. 

[§ 213. (1) The Praeter has no variations from the paradigm. (2) 

Inf. abs. for Ezek. 14: 3; for Ps. 68: 3. 

(3) The final Tseri, in the forms of the Inf. const., Fut., and Imp., 

is pure, and of course shortened when the accent is thrown off; e. g. 

"15^, Inf. -’inort. A disjunctive accent often changes the 

Tseri to Pattahh; as , § 129. d. § 145. The plur. fem. 2d and 3d 

persons more usually have Pattahh, even without a disjunctive accent, or 

the presence of a Guttural; as ttjbpttn, Jer. 24: 2; so that as to the 

forms with Tseri, as in the paradigm, it is somewhat doubtful whether 

they are the predominant ones. 

(4) Future 1st pers. sing, often takes Hhireq under the praeforma- 

tive ; e. g. as btiptt, , etc.] 

Piel. 

[§214. (1) Praeter sometimes with Seghol, as1-^; oftener with 

Pattahh, as “mb, specially before a Maqqeph, as . (2) Infin¬ 

itive fem. forms rather frequent, as lrn72t; with suff, as Tjnp^. (3) 

Imperative A, as &&. (4) Participle sometimes without 12, as fiSnB for 

Ecc. 4: 2. § 108. a. 3. The plur. fem. Future has sometimes 

Pattahh instead of Tseri, e. g. irjbppn instead of Snbapn; comp. 

§213.3. 

Note 1. The final Tseri throughout Piel is pure; and of course it 
should be shortened whenever it loses the accent; e. g. Nun 
parag. usually retains it, as 
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Note 2. Daghesh forte in the middle radical, is not unfrequently 
omitted in writing, when the middle radical has a Sheva; as TJjpE*! f°r 
TOjja?, § 73. Note 3.] 

Pual. 

[§215. (1) Praeter very rarely as bfcplp, a mere orthographic varia¬ 

tion. Once ilhpb for ilhpb. (2) Participle sometimes omits 7?; as 

npb for npbtt, tnh for tn&fc, etc. § 108. a. 3.] 
Note. Daghesh is sometimes omitted in writing here, as in Piel; see Note 2 above. 

HiphiL 

[§ 216. (1) Praeter sometimes with Seghol under the i“i, as 

instead of ttTablDti. Rarely K is put for tr, as *inbN3tt (Is. 63: 3) 1st 

pers. sing, for "'PibttSn. 

(2) Infinitive absolute frequently as bttpil, (once dEUitt Jer. 25: 3, 

Chaldee form for i"t), or b^ppn. (3) Inf construct seldom as 

btopii. With preposition, as b^topiib and b*Dpb, § 108. b. In a few 

instances the praeformative has Hhireq; as , like the Praeter. 

(4) Future apocopate bt3jP> and specially with as bttJPI, having 

a Tseri pure and mutable, § 206. This of course is shortened, 

when it loses the accent. A peculiar anomaly of the 3d pers. plur. 

here, is ^p^P}, to *"1^2, 1 Sam. 14: 22. 31: 2. Jer. 9: 2. This is the 

Aramaean form. 

(5) Imperative takes the apocopate form with Tseri, in the 2d pers. 

sing. masc. and 2d plur. fern.; but it sometimes has the form btopn 

here ; and with parag. fi-., and with suffix pronouns, it always follows 

this model; e. g. rfjtopii, JJiib/tDpii. 

(6) The apoc. form of the Part. (bttpfa) in the singular, is doubtful. 

But plural forms derived from such a singular, sometimes occur; e. g. 

Etobtto as from , Jer. 28:8, as from ‘"ipJTa, 2 Chron. 28:23. 

Remarks, We see that in the Praeter the V is held fast, not being 

exchanged, in the persons where it is used at all, for any other vowel; 

but in the Inf., Fut., and Imp., the apoc. forms, and those with 1 pre¬ 

fixed, or preceded by btt, take Tseri instead of which Tseri is for 

the most part pure and mutable. Instead of this, Pattahh is employed 

when the final syllable of the verb has a Guttural in it, § 236. § 230. 

§206.] 
Note. See respecting the tone-syllable in this conjugation, § 100. 

Hophal. 

[§ 217. Some verbs have both forms, i.e. as btipfj and bttprt; some 

the one exclusively, and some the other. No actual case of the Inf. con¬ 

struct occurs in this conjugation. 
12 
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In a very few cases, the Si characteristic of the conjugation remains 

after the praeformative, e. g. for ni3>3£J?Ja; so in Hiph. Sill!!? 

for nii"1, verb nb. Instances of Hoph. Inf. abs. occur in Ezek. 16: 4 

(bis)/Josh. 9:24.] 

Hitlipael. 

[§ 218. (1) The end syllable with Pattahh is frequent here, which 

of course makes Qamets in pause ; as > ‘^jpnn. (2) In the 

second and first persons of the Praeter (where the usual vowel between 

the second and third radical is Pattahli, as in the paradigm), if the tone 

is thrown off from this penult syllable, it occasionally takes IPiireq in¬ 

stead of Pattahh ; as •'rrtf^nrn , tjntthgnni , (3) Maqqeph shortens 

the forms with Tseri, as this vowel is here pure and mutable; e. g. 

hi~^!riin?i. (4) Nun parag. usually retains and prolongs the Pattahh, 

when that vowel is used; as ‘p^b^nin. (5) Daghesh forte in the mid¬ 

dle radical is sometimes omitted here, as in Piel and Pual; e. g. ^lljpsrp 

(for siljvSrr), Judg. 20: 15, the Pattahh being prolonged as a compen¬ 

sation. 

(6) The passive of Hitlipael, i. e. Hothpael, sometimes occurs; 

e. g. nijlgnJl, Num. 1: 47. 2: 23; so NHE)!T[ (for N72tinn), OMH (for 

DSSnn), with Qibbuts instead of Qamets Hhateph; comp. § 184.] 

Special Forms. 

[§ 219. Besides the conjugations of the regular verbs here noted, 

Poel and Poal, and Pilel and Pulal, sometimes occur; but they are ex¬ 

ceedingly rare. E. g. of the former, are ,J)liTZ5 and U71U7, part, tasfoa 

Job 9: 15, *pinbn (for so it should be pointed) Ps. 101*. 5, 1 Sam. 

21: 3; of the latter, bb&2, nn?2£, bbfctt .] 

REGULAR VERBS INTRANSITIVE. 

NOTES ON PARADIGM II. 

§ 220. The 3d pers. sing. Praeter is the principal one which ex¬ 

hibits a departure from the forms of the regular transitive verb; as will 

be seen by inspection of the paradigms. 

()221. Verbs final Hholem (of which there are not half a score), 

generally retain the Hholem in the derived forms; from , 

from bb^; but not always, as shd-khal-ti from bb'2). As 

the Hholem in these verbs is pure, so it is shortened when it loses the 

accent; as vtya-ghdr-ta. 

§ 222. In the same manner, those few verbs which retain Tseri 

in the derived forms, shorten it either into Hhireq or Seghol when the 

tone is removed; e. g. “ib^, ; btt‘13 , . 
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[Note 1. All the futures are with Pattahk, unless the Praeter has 
two forms, A andJE; as 'jS'.lj and Fut. only pUT, as in the 
paradigm. 

Note 2. In pause the Tseri of verbs intransitive most frequently 
makes its appearance ; e. g. , and so often. In a number of cases, 
a pause-accent makes the Tseri appear, which elsewhere does not ap¬ 
pear; as 'J3125 only in pause. 

Note 3. Out of Kal the intransitive verbs conform to the model of 
the transitive ones, and need no separate paradigms. The whole num¬ 
ber of them is very small; and the cases of departure in inflection from 
the model of Par. I., are comparatively very few. 

Note 4. The verbs called intransitive, are in some cases transi¬ 
tive. As before, a potiori nomen jit.] 

VERBS WITH GUTTURALS. 

§ 223. We have seen (§ 179) that the verb ijs, (the example 

for paradigms in the old grammars), is employed to give technical de¬ 

signations to the various forms of verbs. Accordingly, as D is the first 

letter in this verb, the second, and b the third; so verbs with Guttu¬ 

rals may be denominated D guttural, 2 guttural, b guttural, whose 

first, or second, or third radical letter is a Guttural. 

Verbs Pe Guttural; Par. III. IV. 

§ 224. Where other verbs would take a simple Sheva 

under the first radical, these more usually have a composite 

Sheva. This may be called the smooth enunciation. 

E. g. iw;, sfoa; , pjh;, 'iw, sj&a, pm, etc. 

Note. The praeformative letters must have the short vowel which 
corresponds with the composite Shevas, in such cases ; see § 139. This 
extends to the letters formative of conjugation, as well as of tense; e. g. 
Niph. , Hiph. TJDjn, Hoph. ifcjn, etc. 

Note 2. When the final vowel is Hholem, the preceding vowels are 
generally (_); but when it is Pattahh, they are usually ( ,..); e. g. 

, pTtl!!*. Yet such forms as Cnn?. do sometimes occur. *’ 

Note 3. As (,t_) seems to be shorter than ( ..), so the first is some¬ 
times put for the second, where a more rapid enunciation is required; 
e. g. ■WDW , but with *], . 

§ 225. But not unfrequently the Guttural retains Sheva 

simple; and then the vowel under the praeformative, etc. 

is the same as it would be in case a composite Sheva had 

been employed. This may be called the rough enunciation. 
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E. g. tianj, instead of qsru, 

izjlft*. Only the verbs rrn and Si*h make such forms in Pe Gut¬ 

tural as iiJSrP and iT.fr. 

§ 226. When, in the course of inflection, a simple She- 

va comes immediately to follow a composite Sheva under 

the Guttural, the Guttural assumes the corresponding short 

vowel; see § 140. 

E. g. nttar, not which would make an impossible syllable, 

§42. §140.* So ns&fcrf/not hbdn; ; mawri, not sH»*rj. 

§ 227. Where the first radical would regularly be 

doubled, (as in the Inf. Fut. and Imp. of Niphal), but this 

is prevented by its being a Guttural (§ 111), the preced¬ 

ing vowel is lengthened (§ 112), as the paradigm shews. 

Note. In this respect verbs Pe Resh agree with verbs Pe Guttural, 
§ 111; e. g. DftTj) instead of . 

Notes on the Paradigm. 

[§228. (a) KAL. (1) Inf. construct, receiving prefix-prepositions 

with a Sheva, causes them to be pointed as the praeformotives in the 

Future are; e. g. also irD^b . Inf. fern, like rtOttJK, 

ingttj, nbort. 
(2) The Future has two forms; as will be seen in the paradigm. 

Aleph here, whether a radical, or a praeformative of the first pers. 

sing., takes the Seghol vowels in preference to the others. The two 

forms _ _ and - _ are not unfrequently interchanged in the Fut. of the 

same verbs; and sometimes the singular has one form, and the plural 

another, just as adjunct words may require the pronunciation to be 

more or less rapid ; e. g. , plur. ^BpfcP • The reason of their ex¬ 

change for each other, in many cases, is not apparent to us. It de¬ 

pended, probably, on the niceties of viva voce enunciation. 

The Futures with the rough enunciation, i. e. with Sheva simple, 

are as SafT? bun*1. > having Pattahh in the first syllable when the last 

is O, and Seghol when the last is A ; so as to avoid the repetition of 

two Pattahhs. The declension of these forms is otherwise regular, as 

in Par. I.; excepting that where thefinal Pattahh falls away, the prae- 

formative may take, and sometimes does take, Pattahh ; asrpfP , plur. 
. 

(3) Imperative with tt, as qfc$, Th$. With H parag., as 

Imp. fern. sing. •'Biprt, VftK Ruth 3: 15, a peculiar form. 

(h) NIPHAL. The common vowel of the first syllable is of the Se- 
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ghol class; e.g. or (according to the rough enunciation) . 

But in the Inf. absolute with Hholem final, it is Pattahh (comp. a. 2. a- 

bove), as rpsna, ; very seldom with Pattahh in other cases,yet 

sometimes so, as naafia , Gen. 31: 27. Vav prefixed commonly occa¬ 

sions Pattahh ; comp. § 224. Note 3. The increased Part, forms also 

receive it; as t3b$J3 , ttttbsg , • In Est. 8: 8, we find Births , a 

Part, sui generis. 

(c) HIPHIL. (1) Sometimes with the rough enunciation, as ‘VDhrtl.. 

Peculiar is j §142. e. 1. Vav prefixed changes the composite 

Sheva to the A class ; e. g. > i« e. it hastens the pronunciation 

of the first part of the word, because the tone is thrown forward ; comp. 

§ 224 Note 3. (2) Inf. abs. and constr. are sometimes interchanged 

in their usage; e. g. (Josh. 7: 7) for Inf. absolute , 

Inf. abs. (Deut. 26: 12) for Inf. const. . (3) Future with rough 

enunciation > and so the Part. TDh73t. *pT!Gis for ‘pTKTj , § 119. 

e.l. 
(d) HOPHAL, With rough enunciation, *]?nr7; also (rarely) 

, § 142. e. 1; bnh'rj , Inf. abs. sui generis, Ezek. 16: 4. 

Note. The Daghesh’d conjugations (i. e. Piel, Pual, and Hithpael) 

are regular, because they can never have a Sheva under their first rad¬ 

ical.] 

Verbs Ayin Guttural; Par. V. 

§229. Where other verbs have Sheva simple under 

the middle radical, these take a composite Sheva, § 49. 

§230. Final syllables in the ground-forms of any of the 

conjugations, having Hholem or Tseri in them, may ex¬ 

change these for Pattahh. In Kal this is usual; in the 

other conjugations, less common. But the Inf. const, in 

Kal takes Hholem. 

E. g. Fut. j?5fP , rarely as Dn^; Piel 3hj , BhD; Hiphil Imp. prtnn, 

etc. Verbs Ayin Resh sometimes imitate this. 

§231. As the conjugations Piel, Pual, Hithpael, cannot 

admit a Daghesh in the middle radical, they prolong the 

preceding vowel in cases where analogy would require one. 

Verbs Ayin Resh imitate them in this; §111. §112. 

Notes on Paradigm V. 

[§232. (a) KAL. (1) Inf. fan. as hbhN; also as rtphrt, 

rips.T § 142. e. I. (2) Future anomalous phXh, § 142. e. 1. 
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(b) PIEL. Praeter with middle tf, takes either Tseri or Hhireq 

long before it; as “jfijd, . Middle rt prefixes long Hhireq; as . 

Middle ft and , long Hhireq and rarely Tseri; as OtT?, , 

Wn . Resh demands Tseri; as . 

The Future Inf., Imp., and Part., with middle and ^ , usually re¬ 

quire damets before them; as ‘"ifijd? , . But ^, n , , most com¬ 

monly prefix Pattahh ; as dfr'V, > etc. 

(c) PUAL. Here compensation is usually made for Daghesh exclud¬ 

ed, by Hholem, e. g. ; sometimes by dibbuts impure and 

long, as yfn, Dhn . 

(d) HITHPAEL. Here the vowel before the Guttural is varied, just 

as in the fut. Piel; see above under 6. The accent affects Pattahh 

here in a peculiar way; e. g. instead of "»r)dh2n!"|, which is 

explained by § 142. a, and § 144. y,fiJ37D=ypij:n« (§ 187. b. 3) is an 

instance of Hithpoel.] 

Verbs Lamedii Guttural; Par. VI. 

§ 233. Where by analogy the Guttural must have a 

Sheva, the vowel-points are regular. 

Note. The 2 pers. sing. fern, takes a furtive Pattahh under the Gut¬ 

tural ; e. g. instead of m'Ett, § 52. 2. If the Pattahh under 3? 

here was a proper vowel, the pointing would be n$72*p, i. e. with n 

Raphe. Punctuation like is very rare. 

§234. Where the Guttural is preceded by1,1,\_ 

immutable, it takes a Pattahh furtive, § 69. 

E. g. in the Inf. absolute and in the Part. pass, of Kal; in Hiph. 
throughout, where is usually retained. The Inf. const, in Kal com¬ 
monly follows the same usage, as compare (§230) a similar 
punctuation as it respects the Hholem. 

§235. In Kal, the Fut. and Imp. nearly always take 

Pattahh; also the fem. Part. Segholate; as nyOffl. 

Note. The Imp. appears to have Hholem sometimes; e. g. hit), 
Gen. 43: 16. " : 

§ 236. All the forms with pure final Tseri may retain 

it, and put a Pattahh furtive under the Guttural; or they 

may substitute a real Pattahh in their stead, e. g. y£)BJ 

or yftiij. 

Note 1. The prolonged forms, i. e. such as the Inf. abs., the forms 
with a pause-accent, etc., retain Tseri. The apocopate forms take Pattahh. 

Note 2. Verbs "lb frequently imitate this class of guttural verbs, as 
to their final vowel. 
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IRREGULAR VERBS. 

§ 237. Under this class are included all those, in which 

any of the radical letters are dropped, or assimilated, or 

in which they become quiescent. 

§ 238. These may be most conveniently distributed 

into (a) Those which are irregular B, i. e. in the first 

radical (§223). (6) Those which are irregular y, i. e. 

in their second radical, (e) Those which are irregular ^, 

i. e. in their third radical, (d) Those which are irreg¬ 

ular B and y, i. e. in their first and third radical. 

I. CLASS OF IRREGULAR VERBS. 

• mi • r. ft ft It 

§239. These consist of verbs fc*B, *©, and *JB, 1. e. 

whose first radical is either tf, or D. 

Verbs Pe Aleph ; Par. VII. 

§ 240. In most cases, verbs with for their first radi¬ 

cal belong to the class Pe Guttural, being treated as a 

Guttural. The verbs belonging to the class now in ques¬ 

tion, are those in which as first radical is quiescent. 

[Note. Of these there are only Jive, viz. “Dtt, , IftN, 

. Three more, viz. , ThfiJ , , sometimes exhibit a quies¬ 

cent K, and sometimes a guttural one ; e. g. ThN£. For other 

explanations, see under paradigm VII.] 

Notes on the Paradigm. 

[§241. (a) Kal. (1) The Picture drops quiescent of the root in 

the 1st pers. sing., and retains only the praeformative which desig¬ 

nates the first person ; e. g. ‘ink instead of , thus avoiding the 

occurrence of two Alephs. (2) In a very few cases, the first syllable 

takes a Tseri instead of a Hholem; as tiniO (not MrjfiO); in the 

Fut. has both forms, e. g. 1st pers. sing, ifth and . The last syl¬ 

lable in these verbs usually exhibits Tseri, specially when it has a dis¬ 

junctive accent; with a conjunctive one, Pattahh is very common in 

the same syllable; e. g. bSfiO, blDiO. 

Note. Quiescent here is not unfrequently omitted in writing; 
as p]for for n'nEfiO, etc; see § 63. 
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(3) Inf construct from nbttb for "VONb, § 119. c. 1. Imper¬ 

ative once !|DN for see § 119. d. 2. 

(b) Derived conjugations. (1) Niphal once as thaw. (2) Piel ad¬ 

mits contraction; as P|bft for pfgfijfc, ‘"ITQ for ; see §118. Note 

3. (3) Hiphil also admits contraction, in a little different manner; 

e. g. b^Dn for b^Nfl. Future, (with accent retracted § 129) 

instead of bS2N£2, VTtt for ‘pfNft ; see § 119. c. 1. Fut. once with 

Hholem, as Jer. 40: 8. Imperative, ipnft for spnNin, § 119. c. 1. 

(4) Hophal, tlbP;P (*) for § 122. 2.) for ^bPiO, like the contractions 

in § 119. c. 1.] 

Verbs Pe Yodh ; Pap. VIII—X. 

§242. These may be divided into three classes; viz. 

(l) Such as have (originally) a Vav for the first radical; 

e. g. (2) Those whose first radical is proper¬ 

ly Yodh ; as 2D11. (3) Such as follow the analogy of 

verds Pe Nun, in assimilating the first radical in the Fu¬ 

ture, etc. 

First Class of verbs Pe Yodh; Par. Fill. 

§ 243. (a) In Kal Inf., Fut., and Imp., the Yodh is for 

the most part dropped; the Praeter and Part, are reg¬ 

ular. 

(b) In Niphal, Hiphil, and Hophal, the original 1 ap¬ 

pears; but it is quiescent, except in the Inf., Fut., and Imp. 

Niphal, where it is moveable. 

§244. The Inf., Fut., and Imp. of Kal exhibit two 

forms ; viz. one with final Tseri, and another with final 

Pattahh. 
(a) The forms with final Tseri take Tseri in the first syllable also, 

and more generally omit the Yodh; as etc. in Par. VIII. 

[Note. The Fut. sometimes (rarely) retains the Yodh in the wri¬ 
ting of these verbs; as 1st. pers. sing. Fut. parag. (from ^jb^), 

(from ‘np^), with final Pattahh because of the ftesh. With a 
Guttural in the final syllable, Pattahh of course takes the place of 
Tseri; as , not SH?. • In the Inf. const, and Imp., Yodh disap¬ 
pears almost throughout, in the forms with final Tseri.] 

(b) The forms ivithfinal Pattahh more usually retain the Yodh in 

Inf., Imp., and Fut. of Kal, and the Fut. takes Hhireq prolonged in the 

first syllable ; as *]hr, tfj'V, ; see in Par. VIII. 
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[Note 1. Yodh quiescent is sometimes omitted here in writing ; as 
for VX'l, Ps. 102: 5, § 63. So for . 

Note 2. The Inf. construct of the masc. form, is not analogical here. 
It takes Hholem ; as ittp, 'jizp. One would naturally expect Pattahh.] 

§ 245. The derived conjugations of both these species 

of verbs are alike; the model is exhibited in the para¬ 
digm. 

[§ 246. Some verbs take both the forms above 

noted; 
E. g. Imp. p? and Fut. also or '■ijjv 

The lexicons note such.] 

Notes on the Paradigm. 

[§ 247. KAL. (a) The Inf. of the class Fut. Tseri has more usually 

the fern. Segholate ending, as in the paradigm. With a Guttural, 

Pattahh of course is used ; e. g. (not n^\) from , § 113. But 

sometimes the apocopate masc. form is used; as Sy from . Another 

fern, form of the Inf. is as i“nb4 from “ib^. The suffix Inf. fern, is as 

D^\z3, •'Watt) (^Uj) from so rrvj, from TV, etc. 

(6) The Inf. of the class Fut. Pattahh is regular; see §244. b. 

Note 2. The feminine forms are as nbh*1, from b^; from 

tt'V. A form with Vav fulcrum, pup. 

(c) The Future which has Tseri fined, is pure, so that it may be 

shortened ; as it is in Sup , with tone retracted, § 129, With parag., 

as 2*3?., 1151J. Altogether anomalous is the Fut. ST 2?. 

(d) The Imperative) (1) Where the Future is Tseri, commonly 

takes a paragogic letter; as STn , l"Db (^b), from ^[b masc. 

forms ; so with i"T_ parag., as 'nSfi, masc. yj, § 125. h. (2) The Imp. 

of the verbs Fut. Pattahh regularly retains its Yodh radical. 

(e) NIPHAL. (1) Future sometimes retains the Yodh, instead of 

exchanging it for the original 1; e. g. SYV*, bbP with retracted tone, 

§129. 

Note. It is peculiar also, that the first pers. sing, here retains Hhireq 
(like the other persons) in its first syllable, as 3*23-IN, , 
etc.; not , etc., as in most other analogous cases. 

(2) Part. plur. const. (instead of "M) from also with 

Tseri, instead of U3jp:? from . 

(f) PIEL. The Fut. here, preceded by Vav conversive, drops the 

first of its Yodhs, and writes it by a Daghesh in the second; e. g. ^312 

instead of *23 3^1, VTn for > etc* 
(^) HIPHIL. (1) The Future with retracted tone, as ‘tbvi. 

Sometimes the characteristic in is retained in the Future, as g'WST 

13 
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for Spun*'; so , £|01!"P, from 5YV, ; comp. § 199. (2) The 

Imperative sometimes retains its Vav moveable; as for iWgin, 

Gen. S: 17; so nTglft for tavr:lh, Ps. 5: 9. 

(h) HITHPAEL sometimes retains the original Vav, and uses it as 

moveable, e. g. STjnrr, rninn , r;?inn.] 

Second Class of Verbs Pe Yodh ; Par. IX. 

§ 248. These are such as have a Yodh originally for 

their first radical; which they retain in Hiphil, and thus 

distinguish themselves from the other class described. 
See remarks in Par. IX. 

Note. Only seven verbs belong to this class; viz. b 
p^, no;, "iut, ‘parn Hiph. 

§ 249. The Future Kal here is sometimes with Pat- 

tahh, and sometimes with Tseri; mostly written fully, but 

sometimes defectively. 
E. g. as in the paradigm; but also, 

. Of course this class of verbs agrees with the preceding one, 

as to the final vowel in the Fut. of Kal. No Inf. form occurs here. 

Notes on the Paradigm. 

[§ 250. Hiphil, as the paradigm shews, may be written either plene 

or defective. (1) The Future sometimes exhibits moveable Yodh, instead 

of Yodh quiescent; Prov. 4: 25; Hos. 7: 2. Comp. 

§ 247. g. 2. h. 

Note. Two Futures are altogether anomalous ; e. g. Job. 24. 

21; also The like to this, is in Kal Future, Ps. 138:0. 

§247. c. 

(2) Imperative once retains a moveable Yodh in the Qeri, T^Sj , 

Ps. 5: 9. So the Part, of Hiphil, as 1 Chron 12: 2.] 

Third Class of Verbs Pe Yodh ; Par. X. 

§ 251. The peculiarity of these verbs is, that they as¬ 

similate their Yodh in Kal Fut., Niph., Hiph., and Hophal. 

[Note 1. Only four verbs belong wholly here ; viz. 
. Five others partake partly of the peculiarities of these verbs, 

and partly of the other classes, viz. 10^, n?;, 
Note 2. Simonis and Eichhorn derive all the peculiar forms of this 

class of verbs, from roots *j 2. The question is one of etymology. It 
matters not for the student, which way it is decided. I follow the lex¬ 
icon of Gesenius, for convenience’ sake rather than from conviction. 
The fulness of the paradigm supersedes the necessity of additional 
notes.] 
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Verbs Pe Nun ; Par. XI. 

§ 252. The peculiarity of these verbs is, (a) That 

whenever 3 (their first radical) would analogically take a 

Sheva, in the course of declension, etc., it more usually 

becomes assimilated to the letter which follows, and is ex¬ 

pressed by a Daghesh forte. 

(6) That in the Inf. and Imp. of Kal, the Nun is some¬ 

times dropped, in the manner of verbs Pe Yodh. 

[In this case, the Imper. more commonly takes the parag. form, as 

till, trite; The Inf. commonly has a Segholate form, in 

cases of aphaeresis, i. e. where the first radical is dropped ; as mpa. in 

the paradigm. But abridged forms in these verbs either of the Inf or 

Imp., are not frequent at all. These Inf. and Imp. modes more gen¬ 

erally preserve the radical 3, even when the Fut. assimilates it; e. g. 

Inf. and Imp. Dp3, Fut. D’j?']; Inf. and Imp. yn?, Fut. V“n\] 

§ 253. Verbs whose second radical is a proper Quies¬ 

cent or a Guttural, exclude the peculiarities of verbs *j£}. 

The reason is, that the Daghesh (compensative of Nun) cannot be 
inserted in either of these classes of letters ; and therefore usage com¬ 
monly preserved the Nun before them. But in Niphal Praeter, where 
a Guttural is the second radical, and Nun would be repeated if it were 
preserved, it is dropped, as Dh2, not tJrtaa, the vowel in the first syl¬ 
lable being prolonged as usual, § 112/ Note. The verb nh3 more 
usually drops 3 in the Fut. of Kal; as fin?., but also 2d person. 
In other respects, the verbs just named are regular in respect to Nun. 

Notes on the Paradigm. 

[254. (a) KAL. (1) Inf. const, like rivpi, occurs only in six 

verbs. Once from , Ps. 89: 10. The reg. form £32,^233 

Dp3, is most frequent. Some verbs have both forms; as 3>t33 and nsfb 
I find no example of reg. Inf. with final Pattahh. Fern, form with suf¬ 

fix, as rnzfs, inute.. 

(2) Future Hholem is more frequent than Fut. Pattahh in these 

verbs. Fut. Tseri only in ]n3. Some verbs have both Fut. O and A, 

as Some at one time retain 3, and at another omit it, in 

different examples of the Fut.; as Fj'lj, ^£3, etc. 

(3) Imperative, like the Inf., seldom drops the radical 3, § 252. b. 

The abridged forms are like sSj, tfte (before Maqqeph -tfte), Vvlte; 

from “jn:. 

(b) NIPHAL. (1) Praeter appears like Piel, because it drops the 3 
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of the root, and inserts a Daghesh or prolongs the vowel; as tt&3, Piel 

and Niph. tiiTJ, Pi. and Niph. EhD, §253. Once with Hho- 

lem, as M^3. (2) Infinitive abs. sometimes as sq’iiia, Ps. 68: 3, 

pDSSrr Jer. 32: 4. (3) Participle once as ? with suffix *r[. 

(c) HIPHIL very rarely retains the 3 ; as •‘pPCtt, V&3b. So in 

Hophal, i)p]ron. The usual vowel in Hophal is short dibbuts, as in 

the paradigm. 

Note. The verb ftpb imitates ID in Kal; see lexicon. The verb 
*)n3 assimilates its final } also, before suffixes beginning with n or 3; 
as Pina instead of , etc. The Inf. is rtfi for nan (§ 107. 2), 
with suff. ■'nn, Tseri being shortened, § 129. a.] 

Remark. The great variety of usage in verbs of this class, shews 

that the sound of 3 was quite variable, and the letter less prominent 

and distinct than most of the consonants. The predominant usage in 

Kal, is regular; in Niph. Hiph. Hophal, irregular. Gesenius states 

the contrary of this, as to Kal, even in the latest edition of his Hebrew 

grammar, p. 106; but a minute examination of all these verbs will 

shew that he is mistaken. The daghesh’d conjugations are regular 

throughout; so that no paradigm is needed. 

IX. CLASS OF IRREGULAR VERBS, 

( Verbs irregular V.) 

§ 255. These comprehend such as are defective in respect to their 

middle radical; i. e. such whose middle radical either falls out, or be¬ 

comes quiescent. 

Verbs Ayin doubled (^); Par. XII. 

§ 256. This class comprises all those whose second and 

third radicals are the same letter, and which often (not 

always) drop the second radical in the course of inflec¬ 

tion; as DDD, Praet. SD, Inf. DD. 

These verbs might well be named contracted verbs, (not very un¬ 

like the Greek xipdco, ripen, (piltco, cpilin, etc.); for a great part of 

their irregularity arises from contraction. But dispute about names 

would not be important. 

First law of contraction. 

§ 257. This is, that the second radical is dropped, and 

with it the points of the preceding letter (whether a pro- 
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per vowel or a Sheva), and the vowel belonging to the 

second radical is then transferred to the first radical. 

E. g. igD SD; fiSD, , 5d^ , etc. The alterations occa¬ 

sioned in the formative praefixes, etc., by this, will be considered in the 

sequel. 

N. B. All the forms which have an impure vowel in them, or a 
Daghesh forte in the middle radical, are incapable of contraction ; e. g. 
MID, 5150,Sgg, etc. 

§ 258. Any accession to the end of a contracted form, 

(by declension or in any other manner), causes the second 

radical to reappear by a Daghesh forte, but does not re¬ 

store to the first radical its original vowel. 

E. g. 550 , contr. 50, with accession nab sab-bit (not 1550), Vnbo, 

*30 , lib; , etc. In all such cases, the middle radical, having lost its 

vowel, is written by a Daghesh in the last radical, and joined in a syl¬ 

lable with the preceding vowel. 

§ 259. In order to render more audible the doubling 

of the final letter of the root, the epenthetic syllables 1 

and (with the tone) are inserted before suffixes begin¬ 

ning with a consonant. 

In the Praeter l, as nibo,13150; in the Fut. and Imp. \i, as 

Slips Oft , SlpaD. The Arabian, while he tvrites the words fully regu¬ 

lar in these cases, pronounces them like the Hebrew. 

§ 260. The praeformatives of tense and conjugation, in¬ 

stead of the short vowel of regular verbs, in their con¬ 

tracted forms usually assume long pure vowels, § 130. 

Hophal only has an impure vowel following its characteristic ; e. g. 

501 in instead of 53DS1. 

Note. In most cases, the original ground-forms, from which the con¬ 

tracted forms seem evidently to be derived, are somewhat different 

from those of the regular verbs; e. g. Kal Fut. 50; appears to come 

from a full Fut. 53p; (like the Arabic Future); so that when 0 is 

thrown, by contraction, into the second syllable, and Pattahh under the 

Yodh praeformative comes to stand in a simple syllable, it of course 

becomes long, i. e. it goes into Qamets, § 130. So in Niph., where 

we have Up: apparently for 5303, and in the Fut. 50; for 53p;; in 

Hiph., 5051 from 530 Jr], etc. But in some few cases, the contracted 

forms appear to come from regular original ones; as Fut. IE,*, appa- 
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rently from ITO*}; so Niph. bh: as from Inf. bftn, as from 
btnn, etc. 

Second law of Contraction. 

§ 261. This is, to insert a Daghesh in the first radical 

after praeformatives, to give those praeformatives the re¬ 

gular short vowel, and then to omit the doubling of the 

last radical when the word receives an accession at the 

end. The epenthetic *1 and are also omitted in this 

case. 

E. g. Kal Fut. TO?, etc.; Hiph. EPP (from TOn) instead of Ervj; 

Iloph. rD? (from nn3) instead of TOV*. 
Note. In Kal Fut. this is not uncommon; in other conjugations it is rare. In Chaldee, thig 

is the reigning method of contraction. 

§ 262. The conjugations Poel, Poal, Hithpoel usually 

take the place of the regular daghesh’d conjugations 

here, but not always; and sometimes both exist together, 

either as synonymous, or with shades of difference, § 188. 

§ 175. a,. 

§ 263. Verbs with the second and third radicals 

guttural, lengthen the preceding vowel in cases where 

Daghesh forte should be inserted but is excluded by the 

Guttural, § 112. 

E. g. contracted TO, 3d pers. fern. 1st pers. “‘niTO. 

So *VTO, 3d. fern. InTO (not S-p}73), ‘WTO (not VnTO), etc. 

Note 1. The tone syllables in the usual contracted forms are pecu¬ 
liar. See an account of them in § 100./. 

Note 2. The student must not fail to note, that in Kal verbs 22 of¬ 
ten retain the regular form; specially in the Praeter, and sometimes 
in the Infinitive. In most other cases, they generally follow the models 
in the paradigm; with more anomalies, however, than most other clas¬ 
ses of verbs, as the sequel will shew. An instance of conformity to 
both models in the Fut. is ‘jjfr, Fut. and 'jDh}; so ■JDn, Hiph. 
*p3TO regular. 

Notes on the Paradigm. 

[§ 264. (a) KAL. (1) The Praeter of verbs final Hholem conforms 

to the law of contraction in §257; e. g. TO*}, 3plur. ?i?in; and so 

^ 2n, etc. Once, = Wei] , Ps. 64: 7; comp. § 266. 

(2) Infinitive const, sometimes with Pattahh ; as , ba. Inf. fern. 

Wh from 22P . The Inf., in a considerable number of cases, is writ- 
T - T 7 1 
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ten with a Vav fulcrum, § 64; e. g. dll, So Imp., even 

when it has a Daghesh, as ttip. Rarely has the Inf. a Shureq, 

as ^2, Ecc. 9: 1. 

In the suffix state, or before Maqqeph, the Inf. having a pure Hho- 
lem shortens it; as pft, Ipft ; tin, “Eft tom. 

(3) The Future usually has Hholem pure ; but sometimes it appears 

with Vav fulcrum (§ 64); as tis* for T3^. This Hholem is shortened 

by losing the tone: as , sjbsn?, Ps. 67: 2, or Is. 27: 11; 

J. 

The Fut. with Pattahh also occurs, which gives a Tseri to the 

praeformative ; as nfa*, bj??., firP, 1st pers. with Yodh fulcrum 

(§ 64) from Eton. 

The Fit. also has Shureq in a few cases ; as pV, • So the 

second kind of contracted Future ; as fcPiFi (=Wnn) instead of tin ft, 

from ban. 

4. Imperative also has Pattahh sometimes, as b4 ; with n parag. as 

ns?; with aResh, as . It also has Vav fulcrum, as fci", Josh. 10: 

12, (No. 3 above.) The Imp. with Hholem pure of course shortens this 

vowel when the tone is removed: as413 n , Ffibo •] 

Niphal. 

[(6) (1) Praeter sometimes with Tseri, as bpp also with Hholem, 

Is. 34: 4. The praeformative has sometimes other vowels be¬ 

sides Qamets; e. g. ‘jlj3 from pfl, from bbn; nh? from nnft; 

where the vowel under 3 is long, because the Dag. forte is omitted in 

the second radical; which conforms to the second mode of contraction 

described above, §261; comp. §260. Note, at the end; also §111. 

§112. According to these forms, we find nbfts (from bbn), Ezek. 

22: 16; inahj (from ph), Jer. 22: 23. 

(2) Infinitive ahs. with Hholem; as pizn, r.Sfl. Inf- const, with 

Tseri; as baft , bltn , § 261. § 112. 

(3) Future with Hholem as tir;; with Resh, yinn 2d pers., 

3d pers. plur., from ban. 

(4) Imp. with Hholem; as *173 nil. (5) Part, with Tseri, as DbJ.] 

Hiphil. 

[ (c) This conj. has a pure Tseri throughout, in both syllables; which 

is therefore liable to change, as is usual with all pure vowels; e. g. 

bb!Tj, Hiph., 2 pers. nizOSi, etc. 
(1) It should be noted here, that Hiphil not only takes a Pattahh 

final, in case it has a Guttural or a Resh in the last syllable, as nw, 

nail; and in pause, as ?nfj, § 145 ; but also (not unfrequently) with¬ 

out either of these reasons ; as pip, obii, Part. b^a. 
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(2) Procter once §261. Sui generis is n'TiDti for 

rnnto, Prov. 24: 28; unless it may come from iinD, which is more 

probable. (3) Future with tone retracted, atgjl, etc. 

(<d) HOPHAL has no special anomalies except the manner in 

which the praeform. is pointed, to-lln for Stott.] 

§ 265. Resemblance between verbs yy and *12. This 

is great. Hophal is the same in both; and the praefor- 

matives take, in the same way, a long pure vowel. Be¬ 

sides these general resemblances, there are many partic¬ 

ular instances, in which verbs yy exhibit the same ap- 
f( 1 

pearance as verbs iy. 
E. g. Inf. ttto from ttto, ipsitta (instead of iptts) from ppft. Fut. 

*1*1125;, etc. Hiph. Inf. ^'ntt (for Sjtott) from tott. 

Fut. top;, from ; ‘jrpftt (for from nntt. It may be justly 

doubted, however, whether the root is not in all such cases, §298- 

§ 299. I merely conform to the lexicons, in this arrangement. 

[§266. Peculiar Anomaly. Verbs yy, with the first 

form of contraction (§§257—260), sometimes omit the 

usual Daghesh forte in the increased forms (§ 258), and 

also the vowel which precedes it. 

E. g. Fut. ttVS(5 for tt , *1731; for suaf;; Inf. toft for toft; 

Niph. ttpr^ for , Is. 19: 3; Fut. ttto3 for , Jer. 8:14. But 

these anomalies are by no means frequent.] 

Note. The conjs. Poel, Poal, and Hithpoel, with their substitutes, 

Pilpel, Pulpal, and Hithpalpal, are declined regularly; the final Tseri 

in them being pure, and subject to changes as usual. 
Remark I.* Of the whole number of verbs Ay in doubled (124), 26 have only Piel etc. forms ; 20 

have only Poel etc. forms; 10 have only Pilpel etc. forms ; 11 have both Piel etc. and Poel etc.; 

2 have Piel etc. with Pilpal etc.; and 3, Poel etc. with Pilpel etc. The other 52 supply no exam¬ 

ples of any of these conjugations. It appears, therefore, that the regular form in Piel, is as fre¬ 
quent as any other. 

Remark 2. The lexicons are very irregular in designating the conjugations Poel, Poal, etc. 
The student must accommodate the designation to the actual form. The llholem in these conju¬ 
gations is sometimes omitted in writing, § 63. 

Remark 3. Almost all the anomalies perplexing to the student, arise from the peculiarities 
noted in §261 and §266. But those in §261 are altogether of the most frequent occurrence. If 

the student thoroughly possesses himself of the second mode of contraction there exhibited, ho 
will meet with but few cases which will trouble him. 
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Verbs Ayin Vav ; Par. XIII. 

§ 267. This class comprises all those whose second rad¬ 

ical is Vav, and whose root throughout becomes monosyl¬ 

labic by contraction. 

This species of verbs might also be justly called contracted, so that 

verbs may be named the first class of contracts, and verbs 12 the 

second. 

§ 268. The laws of contraction are essentially the same here as in 
* f 

verbs 22; the principal differences are occasioned merely by the nature 

of Vav as a Quiescent. 

(a) The last vowel of the full form is transferred to 

the first radical, and takes the place of its appropriate 

punctuation which falls out; comp. § 257. 

E. g. Uncontracted tip, contracted tp = tttp; the original 1 con¬ 

forms to the heterogeneous vowel (§ 117. 2), i. e. 1 becomes in or¬ 

der to conform to the Pattahh of the root, which Pattahh then coalesces 

with the substituted and therefore becomes Qamets. So Praeter£? and 

O; e. g. rn.?3, contr. n?2 = rP5a, Vav conforming to the final vowel 

Tseri (§ 117.2); ttlS ba-vdsh, contr. Uina bosh. In Hiph. Fut. t"np2, 

contr. , the Vav, after conforming to the vowel i. e. after becoming 

Yodh, falling out as superfluous before another Yodh in Hiphil, and the 

Pattahh under the praeformative being of course lengthened by coming 

to be placed in a simple syllable, § 130. In Hoph. t gl ft, there seems 

to be a transposition of the Vav to the first syllable, as if tpltt were put 

for tlpil. But see and comp. Hoph. of verbs 22, § 260. Note. § 264. d. 

Note. All the forms where Vav takes a Daghesh forte, and also 

where it is immediately followed by n as a third radical, are incapable 

of contraction ; e. g. *112, Snip , etc. 

0b) The praeformatives all take long pure vowels, in 

the contracted forms ; the kind of vowel being determin¬ 

ed by the original uncontracted forms, which appear to 

have differed from the common regular forms; like those 

in verbs §260 with the Note. 

E. g. Kal. Fut. tlp^, as if from Dnp2 (comp, the Arabic Fut. !:Dp2); 
Part. tp, as if from tip, an old Part, form; Imp. and Inf. tip, as 

if from tip. So in Niph. tipi, as if from tipi; Hiph. EPprj., as from 

tripn, etc. 
14 
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(c) In like manner as verbs VV (§259), these verbs in 

some cases insert 1 and ^ with the tone, in the Praeter 

and Future, before suffixes beginning with a consonant. 

E. g. Niph. Praeter, nVb'lp? , ; Hiph. mh^pn; Kal Fut. 

wbiptl. So far as the principle extends, it is developed in the same 

manner as in verbs VV. But in verbs 15? it extends only to the Praeter 

of Niph. and Hiphil as to the epenthetic 1, and only to the Fut. of Kal 

as to N|_; while in verbs it extends throughout the four contracted 

conjugations, Kal, Niphal, Hiphil, and Hophal. 

(d) The tone-syllable in these verbs is throughout anal¬ 

ogous to that in verbs PP; see § 100. g. 

§ 269. Piel, Pual, and Hithpael are here very rare; 

instead of them, Polel, Polal, and Hithpolel are employed, 

§ 175. b. § 188. 

Examples of Piel are 1-12?, nip. Most instances of Piel assume 

Yodh; as d*p , ir ft, for tip, Sift, etc. In regard to the difference 

between ttlO in verbs and D^ip here, see § 175. b. Note. 

Remark 1. The 2d and 1st persons in Kal praeter are peculiar, in¬ 
asmuch as they take a short vowel in their contraction. So it is also 
in the corresponding Arabic and Syriac. Hophal also takes a short 
vowel in the contracted root. Both these cases conform, indeed, to the 
general principle § 268. a; but they differ from the manner of contrac¬ 
tion in Kal Praet. 3d persons, and in Niphal throughout. 

Remark 2. The anomalous vowels in different tenses and conjuga¬ 
tions, may be easily accounted for on the principles developed in § 117. 
E. g. in the Fut. dlp^ (instead of Dip;; which we might expect), the 
vowel conforms to the Vav with the U sound. It might indeed take 
the O sound equally well, for ought that we can see; but its present 
form distinguishes it more clearly from the Fut. of verbs 5?$. So in 
Niph. Praet., Dip: (instead of dp:), the vowel having conformed to the 
Vav, § 117. 1. So also in the Inf., Fut., etc. of Niph.; the Hholem 
arises from the conformity just described. In Hiphil the Yav of the root 
conforms to the vowel (Hhireq), i. e. the Vav becomes Yodh, and then 
falls out before the Yodh characteristic of the conjugation. 

Notes on the Paradigm* 

[§ 270. {a) Kal. (1) Praeter rarely as ENp, Hos. 10: 14. Fern. 3d 

pers. once with n, as ndO (like the Chald., Syr., and Arab.) for ftDU), 

Ezek. 46: 17. In Mai. 3: 20, Snips comes from t.:S = lifts, comp. 

§181. 7). Very seldom is the 3d person with Tattahh; e. g. TD, nt3, 

as if from V TS, nfttt. 

The parad. exhibits a verb final Tseri. The final D of n73, (and of 

other verbs ending with n), before a suffix beginning with n, is desig- 
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nated by a Daghesh in the suffix letter, instead of being fully written, 

§ 293. 
Verbs final Hholem are also found among the class 12. They re¬ 

tain the 1 in the 3d. pers. Praeter, because it is homogeneous, and the 

third person is protracted ; e. g. 12)13, But in the other persons 

(which are shorter), they usually omit the Vav; e. g. 12313, 5112)13, 

Pbi, 211133, •'rjttSa — T£13, WiM3, jtt233, *32)3. Inf., Imp., Part, also, 

ajfa. 
(2) Infinitive const, sometimes with Hholem instead of Shureq; as 

21173, *03, 3123, etc. The Vav is sometimes omitted, as *t3b , etc. § 63. 

(3) Future sometimes with O instead of U; as *03^ , 12)13;, Dirp , 

DipV Forms defectively written, are Dp^,etc. Fern. plur. 

sometimes without the epenthetic "L-, as !n23iL;2l, or ‘jlSft, instead of 

npiign. 

Future apoc. as t5pj , with Hholem pure and mutable; e. g. 3p*l 

vay-ya-qom, *0-3‘30 ta-shobh-na. It is sometimes written as dip* 

(Vavfulcrum); sometimes it appears with Qibbuis, as With a 

Guttural or Resh, the apoc. Fut. usually takes Pattahh; as hl\l, 

*10’ 1. 

(4) Imperative also is sometimes defectively written, as 3p , n>Q, 

etc. §63. Paragogic forms; Snftlp, ii3i3, etc. Imp. apoc. as H73, 

like the Fut. with O pure. 

(5) Participle with O, as tO'313; with E, as n?3 , 'Q'2\, § 202. With 

& retained, as UK 125, 3^wT3 = 3^0U).] 

Niphal. 

[(6) (1) Praeter rarely with Tseri penult, as *1123. Out of the 3d 

pers., Hholem is usually exchanged for Shureq (§ 127. Exc. 1), as be¬ 

ing equally homogeneous with the Vav and somewhat shorter, and to 

be shorter is required because the accent is thrown forward upon the 

epenth. 1. Hholem rarely remains; as tarii3B3. 

(2) Infinitive const, rarely with U; as I23!n!ri. (3) Participle also 

has rarely U; tT333 for tP3132 = 3"l3;!35.] 

Hiphil. 

[(c) (1) Praeter written defectively is rare; 32^“ Sometimes 

the epenth. i is omitted; as 213*2 ii===niDDn, 'hbtiSYJ = ^niS^tilnQ; 

2i3pi, 'fth'n, instead of ril rPEJi, ■'nirPJan. So also, not unfrequently 

in the 2d and 1st pers., the forms are contracted; e. g. '•nan for 

Viirratl, fiJiEn for dnirran , etc. Sometimes Tseri is used instead 

ofHhireq; as 2iixnii|, 21121377, I21ttp)l, etc. Hhateph Seghol some¬ 

times stands under the praeform. instead of Hhateph Pattahh; as 

niVtoii. 
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Peculiar is , 9^n, and , as if from roots see lexicon. 

Once n"*Dn (from mo), like verbs 99 in the second form of contrac¬ 

tion, §261, The praeform, Si (in the derivates of W) takes Pattahh 

instead of a comp. Sheva ; e. g. nVPJJrt, mHyn, “'rnT'Stj. 

(2) Infinitive fern, once !nS2tl, apoc. form of masc. PpSJi. Infin¬ 

itive abs. once l^Sl because of the Guttural. (3) Future *13*^ 5 comp, 

forms in §261, which this imitates. The plural fern, is SlJEptt (in¬ 

stead of SiSTppn), because a mixed syllable with Yodh and Hhireq 

long cannot be penultimate, even if an accent supports it. Future 

apoc. shortens the Tseri whenever it loses the tone; e. g. 

tbri-bN. With a Guttural or Resh ; as , bc*i. 

(4) Imperative once with Tseri; as , 2 K. 8: 6. (5) Partici¬ 

ple rarely as rPOE, pb^, (for rPO», *pbtt), imitating verbs 99] see 

§261.] 

Other Conjugations. 

[(rZ) HOPHAL is sometimes written with Qibbuts vicarious; as 

nnja;, , instead of nriTsn-', ngin, §41. 

(e) POLEL, POLAL, and HITHPOLEL are declined, in all re¬ 

spects, like Poel etc. in verbs 99, i. e. like Piel, Pual, etc. in regular 

verbs, as the former stand in the place of the latter. Polal occurs in 

onlyjfcwr verbs. 

(f) HITHPOLEL, like Hithp. in reg. verbs (§218), often takes Pat¬ 

tahh in the final syllable ; which in pause becomes Qamets, as 

Once the 72 of the praeform. is omitted in the Part., as tJfciprja for 

Mipntta, Ps. 139: 21. 

(g*) PILPEL etc. are declined like Polel etc. Pilpel is found in 

only five verbs; Polpal only in b^S; and Hithpalpal only in b^tt.] 

§ 271. General remarks on verbs 19. (a) The great similarity of 

them to verbs 99 is very manifest, from § 268. a. b. c. d; and indeed, 

from many of the forms produced under § 270, specially under § 270. 

c. 1. It might indeed be doubted whether more less of these forms, so 

much like 99, have not a root belonging to that species of verbs. The 

resemblances in the general principles of contraction, are too manifest 

to escape notice. 

[ (b) The number of verbs 19 is about 141. Of these 13 are nb, 

and incapable of contraction, § 268. a. Note ; 6 resist contraction, viz. 

j rn^, HIX, n;n , and 91 v; the rest are contracted. Five 

only have the conj. Piel.] 
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Verbs A yin Yodh. Par. XIV. 

§ 272. These are such as have a Yodh originally for 

their middle radical, and which retain it in more or less 

of the forms in Kal. 

273. Out of Kal, verbs 13? in all respects are like 

those 13?. 

Notes on the Paradigm. 

[§274. Kal. (1) Praeter has Yodh only in three verbs, viz. ^3, 

; and where this is retained, the epenth. i is inserted before 

the formative suffixes beginning with a consonant, as the paradigm 

shews. All the other cases of the Praeter conform to that of verbs . 

(2) The Future in all respects resembles Hiphil, in regard to form. So 

the apoc. form also; e. g. , p/n ; t3ilP, (3) Participle in 

one case is regular, viz. from 
° * - 9 - t ' , 

Note. Very few verbs are exclusively most being also in 

Kal. The older grammarians and lexicographers admitted no class 

but ranked such forms as under Hiphil, with an aphaeresis of the 

S"». But as this is without other example, and as the kindred langua¬ 

ges exhibit verbs this class is now generally admitted.] 

III. CLASS OF IRREGULAR VERES. 

§ 275. This comprehends those, whose third radical becomes quies¬ 

cent, or disappears. 

Verbs LaiWedh Alepii. Par. XV. 

§ 276. Aleph at the end of words is usually quiescent, 

§119.6. Throughout verbs iO, Aleph is quiescent or 

otiant when it ends a word or a syllable. 

§ 277. The general laws of quiescence are, (a) In the 

Praeter of all the derived conjugations, before formative 

suffixes beginning with a consonant, it quiesces in Tseri. 

(6) In the Fut. and Imp. of all the conjugations, before 

formative suffixes beginning with a consonant, it quiesces 

in Scghol. (c) In all other cases, it quiesces (when at 
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the end of a word or syllable) in the regular vowel; ex¬ 

cepting that whenever it meets with Pattahh, it length¬ 

ens it into Qamets. 

E. g. nastt, wjms, iWWJjqh, etc. In Kal the Fat. 

with Pattahh becomes by reason of quiescent; in Niph. 

we have instead of tt££3; Pual, instead of . etc. 

§ 115. 

Note. But the vowels made long by such quiescence, do not remain 

immutable. The laws of declension supersede the laws of quiescence ; 

and Qamets, etc. (made by quiescence) fall away like any mutable 

pure vowels; e. g. fem. ; Fut. , 2d fern. 'Wifi 33 ft, etc. 

See § 127. Exc. 4. So Piel ttSMD, fem. , etc. 

Notes on the Paradigm. 

[§278. (a) KAL. (1) Praeter of verbs final Tseri usually retain 

the Tseri here ; as , fcrW'V, etc. The 3d pers. sing. fem. 

sometimes takes D (like the Aramaean); as nwftj? , Is. 7: 14. Some¬ 

times these verbs are written defectively; as ■'nkn for ‘'na&fifc, § 63. 

(2) Infinitive fem. also with n, as rwbfc = , 

mttnp (with 1 fulcrum merely) = nNftp; see § 119. c. 3. Infinitive 

tnasc. sometimes as It3ft = Anttft, § 63. 

(3) Imperative see § 118. In plur. fem., “jaftp 

apoc. for t-i3A*ftp ; for (from ttlfi^) is sui generis, Cant. 

3: 11; comp. § 118. Or is the root JiAJIfi ? 

(4) Participle fem. rwifib for ftflfkb, nlfil11 for § 119. c. 3. 

With suff. dan a, for dAHa* § US. 

(b) NIPHAL. (1) Praeter fem. nab£3; see under a. 1. above. 

Forms defective, dftfcttS for dnAttttdD. (2) Infinitive abs. . (3) 

Participle sometimes as d*W3S?23, seemingly from Ati£&3. 

(c) PIEL. Inf. sometimes as nttbfr, rriA^fc ; comp. a. 2. above. 

(d) HIPHIL. Praeter defective, as 'Eft ft =tt*>Eftft; Inf. also 't3ftft, 

Jer. 32: 35.] 

Interchange of forms between verbs Atb and ftb. 

§ 279. In the Chaldee and Syriac, these two species of verbs fall 

under one and the same category, and have the same forms throughout. 

In Hebrew, there is plainly an incipient tendency toward this idiom, 

which developes itself in the frequent interchanges of these verbs for 

each other, in regard to vowels, or consonants, or both. E. g. verbs ttb 

imitate verbs ftb: 
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(1) As to vowels. (2) As to consonants. 

[KAL tor 
• f T 

KAL. Imp. no'n for NB“1 
Part. ttka for akfc no? for N03 
PIEL Nbft for Fut. na^Vin for 

“TOi for NIPH. ’nih; for 
Fut. for nH33 for naas 
Inf. for ttb& Inf. const. !nEHH for NBnn 
HITH. nkrasin for 

-.it • 
tf3:n!r: PIEL. nbaj for 

(3) As to both vowels and consonants. Kal. for , ^bfr for 

sittbft, see § 118. Part. act. ini"1 for § 118. h^nk for H’&lnk, 

§ 118. Pass. for £Oto3, Ps. 32: 1. 

Nipii. W’atDS for ««»t33. rrnsns for fwjsns . Fut. for 

5)ttk/a’L §118. 

Piel. *i&*y*m for §118. 

Hiph. for spnacgari. Part, sisjjb for arspa. 

Hith. rPzsnVt for nabsnrj. rn3:nn for asann. 
**“;• t s • - : ■ ••- : • 

Compare with these resemblances to verbs Srrb, the similarities of 

those verbs to ttb, in § 290. See on the general principle of such in¬ 

terchanges, § 122.] 

Verbs Lamedh He. Par. XVI. 

§ 280. These comprise verbs originally with a final 

Yodh or a final Vav; both of which coming at the end 

of a word after a heterogeneous vowel (Pattahh), con¬ 

form to the vowel, i. e. become t] and quiesce in it, 

§ 117. 2. 

Note. Verbs originally lb are few; e. g. as !nb*£j for *)b'*l3, 1st pers. 

Praet. “wbuj; most verbs !nb are originally ’’b • Only the derivate 

forms develope the original root; e. g. ^3 from inp3 = >,p3,* from 

= Verbs with n Mappiq are verbs which originally have 

a final In, and belong to the class ofb Gutturals. 

§ 281. The final radical in these verbs either quiesces, 

or becomes otiant and falls out, both in conjugation and 

declension, every where with only two exceptions. 

These are, (1) Praeter 3d pers. fern., where the final radical is ex-* 

changed for n; as Ftfibs, nnb}3, etc. (2) Participle pass.; as ^biJ 

gd-luy, where the Yodh remains a proper consonant. 

§ 282. The rules of quiescence, and the form of the quiescent letter, 

differ in different persons and tenses. They are as follows : 



f 
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(a) The Praeler 3d masc. sing, in all the conjugations, 

requires f quiescent in Qamets; see paradigm. 

(b) The other forms without accession at the end, take 

H- throughout; excepting the Imp. 2 masc. sing, which 

has Sn_, and the Inf. abs. w'hich has ln_. 

(c) Before sufformatives beginning with a consonant, 

(l) The Praeler of Kal has (2) The Praeter of all 

the derived conjugations, has ‘1__. (3) The Fut. and Imp. 

throughout have ; see paradigm. 

(d) Before sufformatives beginning with a vowel, the 

Quiescent falls away. 

E. g. nba instead of ipba, 'ba for yba , etc. § 118. But a pause- 

accent restores the Quiescent and prolongs the original vowel which 

preceded it; e. g. ^b^P instead of -ib^P or ^bP , § 147. 
Note. The falling away of the Quiescent here, throughout, depends on the principle stated in 

§ 118 with the Note. 

Notes on the Paradigm. 

[§283. (a) KAL. (1) Praeter sometimes has the Chaldee form, as 

nto for IrrnipjP, comp. § 278. a. 1. With Vav moveable once, 'Wb^j, 

Job. 3: 26. Forms written defectively are rather unusal; as "‘nsa for 

(2) Infinitive abs. sometimes drops the , and takes the form ibi3 

for ^"riba , etc. Twice it takes n; as , nittn . Infinitive constr. 

(rarely) as , ritoaj. Fern. form. (infcn), retaining the Vav, 

Ezek. 28: 17. Once in Ezek. 21: 15. 

Note. The usual Inf. constr., as nibi?, is a fern. Segholate form, 
and is merely a contraction of nib a ; see‘§ 120. c. Comp. fern. Infin¬ 
itives, § 212. 3. 

(3) Future, (a) Kin, tin, (insteadof niNn, irtt/rn), 

are mere imitations of the Chaldee pointing in the Fut. of these verbs, 

and are probably errors of transcribers. 

(/3) The Yodh quiescent of the root is sometimes omitted before suf¬ 

fixes, as SriDmn for ; and sometimes it becomes otiant by rea¬ 

son of a Dag. euphonic, as and even falls out here also, as 
nfn‘n.] 

Apocopate Future of Kal. 

[(/) This is common to all the conjugations of this verb. It is form¬ 

ed by dropping the final il with the preceding vowel. It then appears, 

(1) Usually with a furtive vowel under the first radical. (2) Without 

one. E. g. 
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(1) Forms with a furtive vowel. (2) Third pers. without a furt. vowel. 

full form. apoc. form. full form. apoc. form. 

Sing. 3 Vi’l a i 
— o /W n ?3ri1 b 

V 
--rv ’n;, v«) j 

— 1 ViNI c 
V •• X 

n;rr T!?, ■’n;, (’hft) k 

(Plural) 1 stsjb; *|SV| d .... *3 ip l 
V gutt. 3 e nns? Job 31: 27. m 
— 2 vnhif rtN-r NP], in otio (§57. a) n 

o gutt. 3 g Ps* 72: 8. 0 
3 h aiipj P 

Note 1. The Segholate forms in verbs differ in one respect from 

those of nouns, etc.; inasmuch as verbs take short Hhireq for a 'penult 

vowel; whereas nouns, etc., allow only of Seghol, Tseri, Pattahh, Q,a- 

mets (in a few cases), and Hholem, all pure. In the above table, a, e, 

and h have short Hhireq for a penult vowel. 

Note 2. In the apoc. forms of the 2d and 1st persons sing, and plu¬ 

ral, the Hhireq is prolonged into Tseri, so b, c} d;,not tarn , , 
etc. On the other hand, the third person very rarely has a Tseri in 

the penult, like from ilbiD, under a. 

Note 3. When the second radical is a Guttural, the apoc. forms 

assume the usual Pattahh in the final syllable; as in e and/, § 113. 

When the first radical is a Guttural, both vowels more usually are Pat¬ 

tahh, as in g; but and n may take Hhireq, as in h. 

Note 4. The nude apoc. forms in No. 2, without furtive vowels, are 

not frequent; yet they occur sufficiently often to be distinctly acknow¬ 

ledged. In form they resemble such nouns as Dttp, etc. The 

learner will observe, that the Hhireq under the praeform. is occasion¬ 

ally prolonged, and so becomes Tseri; e. g. in i. In ?, the Pattahh in 

(yi-hhad?) is only furtive, as the Daghesh lene in T shews. 

Note 5. In the forms under/ k, the Segholate shape accommodates 

itself to the words which have a final Yodh; e. g. \1"P instead of 

or , etc. See the ground of this, in § 120. b. So also (writ¬ 

ten once fi^rP 6 125. a.), from irin. 

Note 5. All the apoc. forms of the Future more usually have a 1 

conversive before them; but some occur without it; and *) does not 

always occasion apocope, e. g. 2 K. 1: 10, IrnSP 2K. 6: 23. 

Remark. The student will observe, that none of the Segholates in 

Kal have the common form of two Seghols, like . In this respect 

the forms of Kal are distinct from those of Hiphil, which adopts the 

double Seghol wherever the nature of the word permits. 

(4) Imperative. For the forms “^3 , ^ , instead of pba , see 

§ 118 with Notes 1. 2. 3. 

15 
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(5) The active Part. fem. is SibiS (for rrbiil § 118). Sometimes 

it assumes the form rrjrii , plur. , as if from "bfi, of the form 

§ 212. 6. 
(6) The passive Part, rarely as for^iZJ^, for In 

Kethib, rvrttti mtu-voth, Qeri, rri^t33.] 

Restoration of the Yodh Radical. 

[§ 284. In the forms where Yodh radical is dropped, it is occasion¬ 

ally restored, either by a pause-accent, by Nun parag., or by the em¬ 

phasis required upon the word. See § 147 for pause-accent. With 

Nun, nrrV, and Emphasis rroft Ps. 57: 2. Imp. 

Is. 21: 12. With n parag. also, Fut. . 

Note. From these cases of restored and prolonged vowels, it is clear, 
that the Fut. and Imp. of verbs fib have, in the real ground-form, a 
final Pattahh, since the restored vowel goes into Qamets; § 146.] 

Niphal. 

[§285. (1) P raeter sometimes with Hhireq before **; as from 

, ^bbn. In pause from tttjj. 

(2) Infinitive abs. rarely as rribp. Infinitive const, very rarely as 

rianrt , Judg. 13: 21. 

(3) The Future apoc. merely drops the final M with the preceding 

vowel.] 

Piel 

[ § 286. (1) Praeter sometimes with Hhireq before **, as . (2) 

The apoc. forms in this conj. not only drop their final with its vowel, 

but also the Daghesh forte from the middle radical (see par.), because 

this letter now becomes a final one, § 72. The preceding vowel is 

sometimes prolonged, as = . 

(3) With Yodh restored ; Imp. (for § 73. Note 3). Fut. 

with suff. ^3=1 ^73 nn.] 

Hiphil. 

287. (1) Praeter sometimes with Hhireq ; as , Wnin. 

Sing. fem. 3d pers. sometimes as nbarr; comp. § 283. a. 1. In some 

cases the M prefix takes Seghol; as nba^, • Also the Chaldee, 

*>bhn for iibhfj ; comp. § 283. 3. a. 

(2) Infinitive abs. once as Infinitive const. once 

for rn&ptl, Lev. 14: 43. (3) Future 3d pers. plur. once VOftn Mm- 

siv, like the Chaldee TE") , etc. Once ■'ftJOlj for ohan, Jer. 18: 23.] 

[§28S. Futures Apocopate. Like those in Kal, they are divided 

into two kinds. (1) With a furtive vowel; e. g. b^Tj, 

Here the penult vowel is Seghol, or Pattahh when the first radical is a 
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Guttural. The usual forms of noun-Segholates are here prevalent, in 
distinction from those in Kal; Remark, p. 113. 

(2) With nude apocope ; as fiVV, ^^, etc. 

Note. The Imper. follows the analogy of No. 1; e. g. with a furtive 
vowel, always as Snn, instead of Jn2in, etc. With a 
Guttural, as b?n for hb^n/etc.] 

[§289. Peculiar anomalies. Such are the endings in ( ..) in 

the Infin., and Future; e. g. Inf. Kal, iTilfo he; Piel. Piss? opprimen- 

do; Hoph. In Kal Fut. Slih for Piel, rfr^ni. 

In Syr. and Chaldee, the Fut. ends in or in these verbs.] 

[§ 290. Imitations of verbs ttb; comp. § 279. (a) Imitation in 

respect to consonants ; e. g. for Inf. abs. for rfuij, 

Imp. So , for for njia Piel; 

for Ecc. 8: 1. (6) As to vowels; e. g. nbsn for nlbsn, 
for ; Piel Inf. Jrjsg for rnss>, Fut. Pi!p.5Pi for Part. 

Niph. wbro for 

§ 291. General remark on the usage described in §279, § 290. The 

number of these anomalies will be increased or diminished very much, 

according to the principles assumed by the lexicographer. If he con¬ 

stitute roots both in and in nb, with the same meaning, then the 

anomalies are reduced to a very small number. If he make but one 

root, then they are multiplied. I observe that Gesenius, (very rightly 

in my apprehension), in his latest works, increases the number of the 

roots and thus diminishes the anomalies. 

[§ 292. Pilel appears only twice, viz. in Pm: (contract. Pm: § 119. 

c. 1) from m:; and in *n Pitta Part, const, plur., from rtnu, Pilel 

pnPttt. 
t - ... . > . 

Hithpalel appears only in , Hith. InjhftXn, Fut. apoc. ^PirjttT 

instead of irirttP , § 120. h. Inf. with P: parag. ppjftpiiljpi, 2 K. 5:18.] 

Verbs Lamedh Tav. 

[ § 293. These are not strictly irregular; but in all the persons 

which receive a suffix beginning with n, the ft final of the root is in¬ 

serted by a Daghesh forte in the suffix letter; e. g. Pntt, ^PTO, 

tftft'D, etc. So also, na he died, ftb, , etc. as in the paradigm.] 

Verbs doubly anomalous. 

§ 294. These are such as have two radicals (usually 

the first and third) which may be dropped, or assimilat¬ 

ed, or may become quiescent; as Sins, 9 

WM etc. 
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Note. Very few cases occur like *02, where two irregular letters 
come together. Two cases only occur of verbs irregular a and 
e. g. Ti; , and DDJ; for which see lexicon. The verbs ^3 and , 
are regular as to the Nun, § 253. 

§ 295. In regard to the first radical, these verbs exhibit all the va¬ 

rious phases of verbs irregular D; and in regard to the third radical all 

the phases of verbs irregular b ; see Par. XVII—XX. 

[ § 296. The following examples and notes on the paradigms just 

mentioned, exhibit all the forms of these verbs in which the student is 

likely to meet with any difficulty. 

(«) Verbs ND and S“l^. 

nbN, Hiph. fut. apoc. *2 1 Sam. 14: 24, for tljrfciy * 

, Imp. Ex. 16: 23, by Syriasm for (119. d. 2); Fut. 

with suff. nn&ni 1 Sam. 28: 24, for 

JinN , Praet. in pause Jer. 3: 22; Imp. in pause, for 

(§119. d. 2. §147); Fut. Deut. 33:21, for rtn&ty, a 

change being made in both the final vowel and consonant; § 290. a. h; 

ntty Is. 41: 25, for rtljNy • Hiph. Imp. in pause, spnrt for § 

119."c. 1. § 147. 

(6) Verbs ^ and . 

, Inf. fern, for nttk, § 119. c. 1. Imp. , § 243. a. 

(c) Verbs and ?lb, Par. XVII. 

not found in Kal; Piel. Fut. Lam. 3:53. for 

Hiph. Fut. with 'n retained, tYl/idP Neh. 11: 17; 1st pers. with suffix 

Tpitt Ps. 35: 18, and in pause SJJJIN Ps. 30: 13. 

tin 9 ^ut-lst pers- plur-wit^ sn^’> 9 ps•74: 
SlB;, Fut. apoc. £p*2 ? Ezek. 31: 7; Popaal, , Ps. 45: 3. 

dry, Fut. lst pers. with suff. dy:, Num. 21: 30. Hiph. Fut. with 

suffi tn/i, 2 K. 17: 27; ‘rpitt Ps. 45: 8 etc. 

(d) Verbs ]S and N'V , Par. XVIII. 

The paradigm exhibits in Kal and Niphal the forms of KipJ; in 

Hiphil those of , because the former does not occur in Hiphil. 

Infinitive construct, nttto for Dttid , § 119. c. 1. Fut. dttWn Ruth 

1: 14, without Aleph. Hiph. Fut., Ps• 55: 16, Kethib for iO&h. 

(e) Verbs ]S and N& Par. XIX. 

The three verbs dj|3, diD3, diy, are all of this form. Kal. Fut. 

apoc. with Vav, tty an^ ~tt!12 ; <*2 9 K. 9: 33r Niphal of SittD Praet. 

3 pers. plur. in pause, *Ptt3 , Num. 24: 6; Fut. 3 pers., ditty, Zech. 

1: 16; 3 pers. plur. ’lay, Jer. 6: 4. didi, Praet. Niphal rD3 2 Sam. 11: 

15; , Job. 30: 8 (with N for dr § 290), or perhaps the root is . 

Hiph. Fut. with suff. 13^, 2 Sam. 14: 6; Job 36: 18, etc. 
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Fut. apoc. with Vav, tyn, etc. The Imp. also suffers apocope, 

and takes the forms , which are of frequent occurrence.] 

[ § 297. The verb £n2 has all the common inflections exhibited in 

paradigm XX. But it has many forms sui generis besides these; e. g. 

with suff, SJN3, MiwVz; Fut. iajj for Fem. 3d plur. ttnahln, 

with epenth. *•—. Also InnKiiFi Deut. 33: 16, for N2in; and YfcOn 

1 Sam. 25: 34, for Yin. Hiphil sometimes takes epenth. h; as 

, vrnaonn, tarjifipati. Defectively for . 

Note. The verbs fitw and are used only in Hiphil; where 

they are declined like £02.] 

Relation of irregular verbs to each other. 

§ 298. In the irregular verbs in general, only two of the radicals 

appear to be permanent and immutable. The other radical may be, 

and often actually is, supplied in different ways, according to the forms 

adopted by the different classes of irreg. verbs. E. g. from the biliteral 

v> have been formed qp'-j i of the same meaning. 

So also 2^ and 2£3; n^, 0^, and nn:£; anjj and 2iD and 

; and so, more or less, of a large proportion of the irregular verbs, 

much larger than has yet been generally noticed. This principle 

reigns extensively, also, in the kindred Shemitish languages. 

§ 299. In consequence of different forms having the same mean¬ 

ing, it happens in many cases that one form is employed only in some 

particular tense or conjugation, while another is employed exclusively 

in another. E. g. from Tjbn ivit, is derived the Praet. and Part.; while 

its equivalent fll furnishes the Inf., Fut., and Imp. So p£fi, as usual 

in Kal; but Pual Mjpll, and Hith. , come from nph. 
Compare in Latin, fcro, tuli, latum; Greek, (piou), otW>, i^rsyxa. It were to be wished 

that lexicographers would make a more extensive use of this obvious und widely extended prju- 

ciple in Hebrew etymology. It would greatly diminish the so called anomalies of the language. 

Pluriliteral Verbs. 

[ § 300. These are properly very few ; and they are declined like 

the conjs. Pilel and Pulal. The following list comprises the whole 

number that actually appear ; viz. 

(1) atjjfcq , 1 pers. with suff. nVkS'tYp , Is. 14: 23. (2) par¬ 

ticiple iznpp, 1 Chr. 15:27. (3) fcpnp, Fut. with suffix, n27bpn2* > 

Ps. 80: 14.: (4) rains, Job 26: 9. (5) tigon, Job 33: 25. (6) rnhn, 

2 pers. fut. fjnftnn, Jer. 12: 5; participle iinftnp, Jer. 22: 15. (7) 

A few other forms are noted in some of the lexicons, but in others they 

are more properly referred to the Pilel form, derived from a triliteral 

root; as Pilel 3 pers. fem. in pause , Job 15: 32. Cant. 1: 16, 

from .] 
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PARTICIPLES. 

301. Participles are treated as adjectives, i. e. they are 

declined as nouns; which is common in other languages. 

Participles in regard to case, tone-syllable, etc., follow the 

usages of nouns. Par. XXL exhibits the various phases 

and declensions of their absolute state. 

§ 302. All of them in the fem. may form Segholates, except the 

ground-form has an immutable penult vowel; e. g. , 

etc., are incapable of a Segholate form, because the penult vowels can¬ 

not be so changed as to conform to the laws of Segholates; see § 142. 

d. But in Hiphil the fem. Segholates are derived from an apoc. fem. 

form, like rfbttpfc, which resembles the apoc. Fut. 

VERBS WITH SUFFIX PRONOUNS. 

§ 303. Pronouns following verbs and being governed 

by them, are attached to them and united in the same 

word. This is effected by taking the fragments or parts 

of the pronoun, with an appropriate vowel of union 

(where one is needed), and adjusting the form of the 

verb, when necessary, so as to receive it. 

E. g. instead of *2$ j?, he hilled me; instead of 

tin , thou didst hill them. Comp. Latin eccum for ecce cum, etc. 

§ 304. Most of the suffix pronouns influence the tones 

of the verb, i. e. they move it forward or toward the 

left; and consequently they occasion more or less changes 

in the mutable vowels of verbs, usually (not always) ac¬ 

cording to the general principles of the vowel changes, § 

126 seq. In some few cases, the consonants of the verb 

suffer a change in order to receive a suffix, § 311. 

§ 305. As all the conjugations of verbs terminate in 

the same manner, they all receive suffixes in the like 

manner with Kal, with very little variation. But neuter 

verbs, and those which are passive or reflexive, do not 
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from the nature of the case admit of suffixes, as they do 

not govern words after them; 

Note. Verbs of the first and second persons do not receive suffixes 
of the same persons, because the reflexive forms of the verbs express 
the sense which would be thus conveyed. 

§ 306. The Inf. mode and participles receive suffixes 

either in the manner of verbs or of nouns. 

But not with the same meaning, as it respects the Inf. mode; for a 

noun-suffix appended to it, denotes the subject or agent of the verb; 

but a verbal suffix, the object of the action implied by the verb. E. g. 

Inf. *ip5, with noun suffix my punishment, viz. that which I in¬ 

flict ; with a verbal suffix ^ p , to punish me, 

§ 307. Differentforms of pronoun suffixes. Most of the verbal-suf¬ 

fixes or fragments of primitive pronouns have at least three different 

forms, adapted to the different ending or tense of the verb to which 

they are appended. 

(a) The most simple form of the suffixes is that in 

which they begin with a consonant. In this shape they 

are appended, through all the tenses and modes, to forms 

of verbs which end with a vowel; see Note below. 

(<b) To the simple form of the suffixes, i. e. to suffixes 

beginning with a consonant, is prefixed a vowel of the A 

class, viz. Qamets or Pattahh. In this shape they are 

appended to forms of verbs which end with a consonant, 

usually in the Praeter only. 

(c) To the same forms are prefixed a vowel of the E 

class, viz. Tseri or Seghol. In this shape they are ap¬ 

pended to forms of verbs in the Fut. and Imp. which end 

with a consonant. 
Note. The vowel which is thus prefixed to the suffixes, serves to 

connect them more readily with the verb, and is therefore called the 
union-vowel. When the verb ends in a vowel, that vowel of course 
serves as a union-vowel. 

§ 308. Between the suffix and the union-vowel there is sometimes 

inserted an epenthetic Nun, § 109. 6, which is usually assimilated to 

the first letter of the suffix and expressed in it by a Daghesh forte. In 

poetry, the Nun is sometimes fully written. This class of suffixes is 

limited principally to the sing, number of the pronouns, and to the Fut. 

tense of verbs. 
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[§309. The following table exhibits the, suffixes as appended, (a) 

To verbs ending with a vowel in all the moods and tenses, (b) To those 

ending with a consonant in the Praeter. (c) To those ending with a 

consonant in the Fut. and Imperative. (d) It exhibits also those suf¬ 

fixes which receive an epenthetic Nun. 

(a) 
Sing, common. 

(b) 
Praeter. 

(c) 
Future etc. 

i. rjL “I3_ in pause ‘'D 

2 m. 7j_ riD~ r) in Pausc Vfe 7 &c. nD_ 

2 f. p *0 
V. V V. ■}, V <- 

3 m. 37i- 1 3nt. i 
T 

•-1 i 

3 f. n_ n_ 
T T T V 

P). 1.33.1 331 331 

2 ra. Dp Dp DD 

2 f. Ip 

3 m. D poet. ID- D_D_ poet. 1p_ 
^ ^ 

D_ D_. poet. ID- 

3. f. ! 1- V It. 

Future with epenthetic Nun. 

(d) 
Sing. 1. ‘|3_‘'3_ for >’33_.&c. Sing. 3m. 33_ for 37I3_, also 13 

-2 m. HjI for 7)31 &c. - 3 f. n3lfor Tpl 

lst Plur. 33_ for 133- ] 

Notes on the table of suffixes. 

[§ 310. (1) In a very few instances, the Future has the suffixes 

t3_ like the Praeter; and vice versa the Praeter very rarely takes suffix¬ 

es like the Future, viz. and a few times "'si. 

(2) The original union-vowels would seem to be Qamets and Tseri; 

which shorten into Pattahh and Seghol when the tone is removed. Be¬ 

fore the epenthetic Nun, the two latter only are found. So also in 

which in pause becomes 'l-.. 

(3) The 2d pers. sing. fern. in b} occurs but seldom; the more 

common form in the Praeter is (without tone TJ-I), as in the Future. 

The form with paragogic Yodh (TD-.) occurs often in the later Psalms. 
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(4) The suffixes tp, p, never take a union-vowel; nor does the 

suffix ^ or PD , except in pause. The 3 pers. sing. fem. of the Praeter 

also takes suffixes either with or without a union-vowel; see below § 

312. 2. 

(5) The forms tel IftL V21 with a parag. 1, are common in po¬ 

etry. The form *173 is found as a suffix once, Ex. 15: 5; so in Ethio- 

pic. The form EPS- occurs in Deut. 32: 26. 

(6) Instead of the fem. suffix ] of the 3d pers. plural, the masc. 

form tJ appears, specially after the sufformatives *i and ; perhaps in or¬ 

der that the fem. suffix may not be confounded with the parag. ] ,* as 

, Ex. 2: 17, for ; tttnOfiOl, 1 Sam. 6: 10. Gen. 26: 

15. Num. 17: 3, 4. Josh. 4: 8. Hos. 2: 14. Prov. 6: 21. But *} is used 

in Jer. 48: 7. 

(7) The suffixes with epenth. Nun are occasionally found in the 

Imp., but rarely in the Praeter; see No 1. above. In Chaldee, an 

epeiith. Nun is always found before the suff. of the Fut., Imp., and In¬ 

finitive. 

(8) Wherever there is a union-vowel, it uniformly takes the tone. 

The suffixes tp and p always draw down the tone upon themselves, 

removing it two places if necessary; and are on that account denomi¬ 

nated grave suffixes. The others never move the tone more than one 

syllable, and are called light suffixes. 

The suffix ^ or Pp when appended to verbs ending in a consonant, 

usually takes the tone. The 3 pers. sing. fem. of the Praeter is ex¬ 

cepted ; see paradigm. 

(9) Some of these suffix-forms of pronouns are derived from primi¬ 

tive forms which are still in use ; as E, “J, from Stt , p , etc. Others 

would seem to come from forms which are now obsolete in Hebrew; 

as from PDN =Pp:ttT/«n/, like p5fij I; tp from tpfij etc. The 

form ^ still appears in Ethiopic, as a regular sufform. in the flexion of 

verbs.] 
Note. Verbal-suffixes are also united, in all their forms, with certain adverbs and interjec¬ 

tions ; in which condition they are in the Nominative case. 

§ 311. The changes in the vowels of the verb, occasioned by the 

suffix pronouns, are seen in the paradigm. In the consonants, the fol¬ 

lowing changes take place ; viz. Praet. 3 fem. Pi_ becomes ru (n_.); 

the fem. P1 (“'Pi) becomes “*Pi; 2 plur. masc. EP} becomes *1PI; as the par¬ 

adigm shews. The forms ending with Pireceive 3 in its room. 

Notes on the Paradigm. 

[§ 312. KAL, Praeter third person masc. singular. In “VjjbtDp, as 

the tone is moved forward, the first vowel falls away, § 133 ; the second 

16 
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vowel of the original word is thrown into a simple syllable, and becomes 

long, § 130; but where the syllable remains mixed, Pattahh continues, 

as tobpp. In such a way, the student will easily account for most of 

the changes made in the original vowels of the verb. Verbs final Tseri 

retain it, when a long vowel is required in the last syllable of the verb ; 

as topb. 

(2) Praeter 3 fem. substitutes n for the final ti, unites this (for the 

most part) in a syllable with the last radical of the verb, and always puts 

the tone upon the same syllable. It is only when a suffix begins with a 

vowel, (which occurs only in q„ Q_ ]_), that the fmal D is taken away 

from this syllable (§ 90.1), which of course prolongs the Pattahh, § 130. 

E. g. with suffi q_, ^fnbup, where the Tseri of the suffix is shortened, 

in consequence of falling into a mixed syllable without the tone, § 129 a. 

So D- make, by the same rules, EnSap, *jn?Dp. 

Note. The suffix and T\ sometimes assimilate their to the final 

nofthe verb: e.g. 1 Sam. 1: 24; 

Jer. 49: 24. 

(3) Praeter 2 fem. exhibits the form ■’jrfcpp before a suffix, (as stat¬ 

ed in § 311); and in this way it appears in the same manner as the 1st 

pers. sing, when it takes the suffix of the 3d pers. sing, and plural. The 

student will remark that here, and in the 2d pers. plural, a union-vowel 

is provided for the verb by adopting the forms ’’ripp, siFfrpp. 

(4) The Infinitive most usually takes suffixes in the manner of Se- 

gholate nouns, in Dec. VI; i. e. the final vowel is thrown back upon the 

first radical and shortened. If the verb be y Guttural, then the points 

are regulated by the usual principles, in § 114. § 128. See the exam¬ 

ples in the paradigm. The variety of punctuation with the suffixes q , 

to, “JD, may also be there seen. 

The Infinitive of a verb Fut. Pattahh usually takes Hhireq under the 

first radical before suffixes ; as D^pE in the paradigm ; but sometimes 

Pattahh, as q^.ptl, iasB, etc. Verbs Pe Guttural sometimes take a 

Seghol in the first syllable ; as , Ps. 102: 14. 

The Infinitive fem. Segholatc takes suffixes like nouns of Dec. XIII. 

Hhireq is the usual vowel in the first syllable ; e. g. rvpn , ; but 

sometimes Pattahh, as nib?, ‘’Mtj. 

(5) Future suffixes are provided with a union-vowel in most cases, 

where the verb ends with a consonant; in which cases the final Hho- 

lem or Tseri of the verb is dropped. But with suffi Tj, to, ]?, these 

vowels are retained, and shortened because they lose the tone. On the 

other hand, verbs Future Pattahh retain this vowel, and prolong it be¬ 

fore a union-vowel; as E&sb*1 from irsb*’. 
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(6) Imperative follows the analogy of the Future throughout; and 

this in regard to verbs final Pattahh, as well as others. 

(7) Participles follow the manner of the nouns to whose declension 

they belong, in receiving suffixes. 

(8) PIEL usually drops its final Tseri before a union-vowel, as in 

the paradigm; but before Tj, *jD, it commonly shortens it into Se- 

ghol or short Hhireq, as ,* rarely into Pattahh, as TjinS, 

Deut. 2: 7. Pattahh final here remains, as . 

(9) POEL, POLEL, etc., imitate Piel in their suffixes. 

(10) HIPHIL appends suffixes to its full forms, not to the apoco¬ 

pate ones. Very rarely is the final vowel of the veib dropped ; as in 

instead of 33 Vate1’.] 

Verbs Lamedh He with suffixes. 

[§ 313. Suffixes here cause the final letter and vowel to fall away. 

The union-vowel is then supplied, or omitted, as the nature of the case 

requires. 

Note 1. Praeter 3d sing. fern, rejects the final and then follows 

the analogy in regular verbs as to the n before the suffix. 

Note 2. Suffixes beginning with a consonant sometimes cause the 

original Yodh to be restored; as 7rp*n, WOE?, etc.] 

NOUNS. 

§ 314. Derivation. Most nouns in Hebrew are derived from verbs; 

and in general they have for their ground-forms the Inf mode or parti¬ 

ciples. A comparatively small number of nouns are probably primitive; 

but these conform, in their inflection, to the usual laws which regulate 

those derived from verbs. 

§ 315. Declension in Hebrew nouns differs much from declension 

in Greek and Latin. The plural and dual numbers are, indeed, distin¬ 

guished by appropriate endings added to the ground-forms; but casey 

properly considered, is not marked by any peculiarity of inflection in 

the noun itself. For the most part, it is designated by prepositions and 

the construct state of the preceding noun, § 332. But the plural and 

dual endings, the suffixes, and whatever increases the original ground- 

forms of the noun, and shift the place of its tone, occasion a variety of 

changes in the vowel-points and in the forms of nouns, which may not 

unaptly be called declensions. 

§ 316. Classes of nouns in respect to origin. Nouns, 

like verbs, are either primitive or derivative. Those of 
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the latter class are divided into verbals or those derived 

from verbs, and denominatives or those derived from norms. 

Three classes of nouns may therefore he reckoned. 

(a) Nouns primitive ; which are principally those that designate an¬ 

imals, plants, metals, numbers, members of the human and animal body, 

and some of the great objects of the natural world. But among the 

names of all these, are some of verbal derivation. 
Note. The form or primitive nouns is not distinguished from that of derived ones. They are 

treated, in their inflections, in the same manner as if they were derived. Only a knowledge of ety¬ 

mology, therefore, can enable the student to determine whether a noun is primitive or derivative ; 

and in some cases it may be doubtful to the best etymologist, whether a noun belongs to the first, 

second, or third class above specified. 

(b) Nouns derivative ; which are altogether the most numerous class. 

Very many of them appear to be derived either from participles, or from 

the Inf. mood. The former more commonly denote the subject or ob¬ 

ject of action or passion, (nomen agentis vel patientis); the latter denote 

action or passion, (nomen actionis vel passionis). The first class are 

named concretes, being used to designate some being or thing ; the sec¬ 

ond abstracts, denoting simple action or passion. But to this principle 

there are very many exceptions. 

(c) Nouns denominative; which are nouns derived from other nouns, 

either primitive or verbal. E. g. tHb a vine-dresser, from the primitive 

C'ns a vineyard; eastern, from the verbal the east. The 

forms of these resemble those of the other classes. 

[Note. Denominatives are usually formed, (I) By adding to verbals 

the masc. termination , or the fern. ST_; e. g. 35125 six, 'WW sixth ; 

a Moabite, from ; ■‘btt'nto*1 an Israelite, from etc. 

Several adjectives also are formed in this manner ; as fern. 

strange, from a stranger; first, from etc. 

(2) By adding rP_, which is usually of the fem. gender. E. g. ‘Xftn 

princeps, rPCCSfl principium. Words of this form are sometimes defec¬ 

tively written, as for , etc. 

(3) Rarely by adding the terminations t"U !r»_ and E. g. 

ST*.*!8 a ti°n, from fire-offering, from *'b'13 a deceiver, 

from a treasury, from 73a,.] 

{§ 317. Nouns composite and proper. Composite nouns are very 

rarely found in Hebrew, except in proper names. A few however oc¬ 

cur, which are made up of two nouns, or of a noun and a particle. E. g. 

njb&£=ri3a b? shade of death; worthless, from ^2 not and 

profit. 

Note 1. Proper names, in their formation, follow the general analo¬ 

gy of verbals as given in § 316. b. Very many of them are composite, 
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and consist usually of two nouns, or of a noun and a verb. E. g. lp23*2S 

Benjamin, or son of my right hand; Jehoiakim, or Jehovah 

will exalt 

Note 2. To the first word in composite proper names a Yodh is usu¬ 

ally added, as Gabriel or man of God, from and bij; 

sometimes a Vav, as Samuel or name of God, from Dtij and b$. 

The name of God (btt or iijh?) forms the beginning or the termination 

of a great multitude of Hebrew proper names.] 

Gender of Nouns. 

§ 318. The Hebrew has only two genders, viz. the 

masculine and feminine. These are distinguished sometimes 

by the form, and sometimes by the signification, of words. 

§ 319. I. Gender distinguished by form, (a) In gene¬ 

ral, nouns are masculine which end in one of the original 

radical letters of the word. 

(6) The feminine is distinguished by adding to the mas¬ 

culine, either H, fl_ or 

E. g. a king, a queen; a sinner ritttaft sin, and 

a Hebrew man rp"W a Hebrew woman; ‘Y'jDp, fem. rn Bp> in¬ 

cense; fem. nsnifa acquaintance. The fem. ri_ is appropriate 

to words with Gutturals at the end, § 141. 

[Note 1. The following terminations of the feminine actually occur, 

but they are rare; viz. (1) as for irrjiD, § 122. 1. (2) n_; 
as rn»T, poetic for rr"}»T . (3) n_ with the proper vowel Pattahh, and 

with the tone on the ultimate; as rnp2 emerald, nNfJ pelican Ps. 102: 6. 
Note 2. The endings rp_ and m are also feminine. They are con¬ 

tracted forms, for the full. fem. rr_ and ni-, neither of which the lan¬ 

guage permits, § 120. c.] 

§ 320. II. Gender distinguished by signification. (a) 

Nouns which designate objects such as the following, are 

masculine, although they have a feminine termination. 

(1) Names of men ; as Judah. (2) Offices of men ; as SrrtJB 

a governor. (3) Nations ; as the nation of Judah. (4) Rivers; 

as Amana. 

(6) Nouns which designate objects such as the follow¬ 

ing, are feminine, although they have a masc. termination. 

(1) Names of women; as phn Rachel. (2) Office or relations of 

women ; as ufc* mother. (3) Countries; as Assyria. (4) Towns; 
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as Tyre. (5) Female beasts ; as ‘pDJJ a she-ass. (6) Members of 

the body by nature double; as the ear. 

Note 1. The same word may be masc. in one meaning, and fern, in 
another ; as Judah or the Jews, masc.; but rn^rr, the country 
of Judea, fem. 

Note 2. There are some nouns which are feminine, although desti¬ 
tute of any distinctive sign of this gender either in form or significa¬ 
tion ; as IJja a well; *123 a talent, etc. These can be learned only from 
practice. 

§ 321. Nouns of common gender. A considerable num¬ 

ber of nouns are of common gender. Such are generally 

the names of beasts, birds, metals, etc. 

Note 1. These nouns are mostly masculine as to form. Some of 

them are more commonly employed as masc. nouns; others more fre¬ 

quently as feminine. These can be learned only from practice. What 

is of the neuter gender in the western languages, is generally designated 

in Hebrew by the fem. ; as n?, daughter of Tyre, i. e. city of 

Tyre. 

Note 2. Nouns of the dual number are universally of the common 
gender. 

§ 322. Gender of the plural In the plural, the appear¬ 

ance of nouns as to gender is in many cases dubious. A 

considerable number of masc. nouns form their plural as if 

they were feminine ; while many feminine nouns have plu¬ 

rals of the masculine form, § 327. 1. 

E. g. masc. a father, plur. n*)3M. Fem. wheat, plur. 
etc. 

Note. The gender of the plural, let the form be as it may, is, with 
few exceptions, regulated by that of the singular. Some words exhibit 
both the masc. and fem. forms of the plural, but the gender of both 
forms is the same, viz. it is the same as that of the singular. 

Formation of fem. nouns from masc. ones. 

[§ 323. The addition of fem. terminations (§ 319. b) to the masc. 

forms, usually occasions some change in the vowels of the masculine, 

because these terminations affect the tone-syllable of the ground-form. 

E. g. (a) 1. The ending draws down the accent, and consequently 

causes the penult vowel of the masc. form, if mutable, to be dropped ; § 

133. (2) In nouns, etc., of the form of Dec. VII., the final vowel is 

dropped. (3) Such nouns as Dec. VIII., in case they have a long 

vowel, exchange it for a short one with Dag. forte, or in case this is ex¬ 

cluded, substitute an equivalent for it, § 111. § 112. (4) Masc. Segho- 
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lates receiving Sri-, fem., assume the suffix-form in order to take it; see 

par. Dec. VI. (5) Nouns of declension IX. drop their final i"i and its 

preceding vowel, in order to receive the fem. All these principles 

are apparent in the following table of formations, in which those nouns 

not accompanied by a common numeral mark, form the fem. by the 

mere addition of the fem. to the masculine ; those marked 1, 2, 3, 

4, 5, correspond in their formation to the rules given in 1,2, etc. above. 

The Roman numerals mark the declensions to which the masc. nouns 

respectively belong. 
Dec. Masc. Fem. Dec. Masc. Fem. Dec. Masc. Fem. 

I 0*ID VL (4) n 
■jiWin nrinnn 25 \ wia (4) VIII. an (3) 

II. rnaa (4) n (3) 
III. b'ns 

T 
i-ibina (1) rtbi? (4) t? (3) 

pin* (1) bPS nbpfij (4) pn (3) 
B*IX» iram; (1) Prpth 

D ; t (4) 72 Pi -T3 (3) 
ions (1) b* T 

rfbis (4) is Sisa (3) 
trjjjg (1) t.x i-i-pr (4) nip rntp (3) 

IV. DP,i MM (1) VII. nnfc (2) IX. 
V T (5) 

V. 1BI (1) ip/ia (2) rana • . - (5) 
(irreg.) M 

Note. As nouns of Dec. V. not unfrequently imitate those of Dec. 

VI. in their const, form (see par.), so among the feminines derived from 

ground forms belonging here, are some that imitate the fem. of Dec. 

VI.; e. g. fem. J'lPV, b?^ fem. tibs£. For the form pinft, fem. 

under Dec. III., comp. § 127. Except. 1. §270. b. 1. 
(6) The ending n makes no change in the original word ; e. g. 

fittah, nfittsh; rfnn?, etc. 

(c) The Segholate endings, n__ n_, (1) Affect the penult vowel in 

the like manner with ; see above, a. (2) They change the ultimate 

mutable vowel, according to the rule in § 142. d. (3) If the final vowel 

be impure, they substitute a pure one in its room; e. g. uPN, nftfij; 

vibv , ; rr^n:, ntirfb ; *p:aa , rvjih? , etc.; § 127 Exceptions. 

Note. The Fem. Segholate form is usually chosen for the construct 
state; while S"!-. is more common in the absolute state. In the fem. Inf. 
and Part., the Segholate ending is the usual one. Nouns in Dec. VI. 
and IX. are not susceptible of fem. Segholate endings. Nouns in Dec. 
VIII. omit the Daghesh in the double letter, when they assume the Se¬ 
gholate form ; e. g. , rvp*p.] 

Formation of the Plural. 

§ 324. The Hebrew, like the Greek, has three num¬ 

bers, the singular, dual, and 'plural. The plurals of masc. 
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and fem. nouns are usually, but not always, distinguished 

by appropriate forms, 

§ 325. Plural masculine. The plural of masc. nouns is 

formed, (a) Usually by annexing to the singular, (l) 

(2)0 simply, in some words ending in 
E. g. (1) plur. tTWD. (2) also-as ^b, t^lb . 

But the plural ending, as might be expected, is sometimes written de¬ 

fectively; as tnrsft, also ttt/’Sjn, § 63. 

(b) The unusual forms of the plural, are (1) *p_ ; e. g. 'rfeh, plur. 

■psbft, Prov. 31: 3. (2); e. g. ■pbn, ^ibh, Jer. 22: 14; ’nis Nah. 

3:17. (3) Perhaps ; e. g. “jfr, ^373, Ps. 45: 9. The forms 1 and 2 

coincide with the Chald. and Syr. plurals. 

§ 326. Plural feminine. The plural of fem. nouns is 

formed, (a) By changing the terminations fU H— of 

the fem.sing.into Hi, and by corresponding vowel changes. 

E. g. Jinin, plur. rnnin; rH\&, plur. rn'istt ; , plur. 

. The n of the fem. ending sing, is, in a few cases, retained in 

the plural as if it were a radical; e.g. masc. bU, fem. nb^., fem. plur. 

rrinj?*?. 

(6) By annexing m simply to those feminines, which 

in the singular have a masc. form; as plur. STlTI^S , 

§ 320. Note 2. 

(c) By changing nh_. into rn\_., as rVHSIP plural 

ni^W; and n*l into D1V, as plur. HVbbft • 

Note. The plurals under c appear to be derived from obsolete forms 

of the sing, in and Irp-.. Nouns of these classes sometimes also 

form their plural after the usual manner; as rPart, plur. DW3]n and 

rrirP:h ; n*l2T , plur. BV132T. The plural ending of the fem. form, also, 

is sometimes written defectively; as ribp for rnb’p, etc. 

Heteroclites. 

[§ 327. Thus we may, in the manner of the gramma¬ 

rians, name those nouns which specially depart from usual 

analogy. They arc of five classes. These are, 

(1) Such as have a masc. singular, and yet have a plural of the fem. 

form and masc. gender, e. g. Ztt, mn£$, § 322 and the Note ; also such 

as have a fem. singular, and a plur. of the masc. form and fem. gender, 

e. g. JlZib, tPDlab. (2) Such as have two forms of the plural, while the 
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gender of both follows that of the singular, e. g. irrj'D fem. a year, plur. 

fc,,:U5 and rn2d fem., § 322. Note. (3) Some nouns have only a plur. 

form ; e. g. tr:s, the face. (4) Some are found only in the singular; 

e. g. fowl, J]U children, etc. These have a collective and plur. 

sense, as well as a sing. one. (5) Some words exhibit (like many in 

the Arabic) a pluralis pluvalium, i. e. a plural formed by a second plu¬ 

ral in addition to the first one ; e. g. ITOS a high place, plur. raft's, plu¬ 

ralis pluralium D^rnTDS.] 

Formation, use, etc. of the Dual. 

§ 328. The dual is usually formed by adding the termi¬ 

nation (*J\_ ) to the forms of the singular ; e. g. (a) To 

masculines without change. (b) To feminines in , after 

changing the final H into n. 
E. g. (a) Di">, frjSbi'. (&) In nouns of Dec. VI. 

the dual ending is appended to the suff form, as ban, see 

paradigm. 

Note. The dual endings appear, in some few cases, to suffer con¬ 

traction ; e. g. ]rn for tansn* for tTrO-p ; ^ for 

These contracted forms are limited mostly to proper names. 

§ 329. Use of the dual It is used principally to de¬ 

signate such objects as are double either by nature or by 

custom. 
[E. g. the two hands ; trbV: a pair of shoes, etc. The names 

of members of the human body which by nature are double, have also 

a plural as well as a dual form ; but the dual is generally taken in a lit¬ 

eral, and the plural in di figurative sense; as U*hands, D handles. 

Note 1. In a few instances the dual form stands, instead of the 
plural, for a greater number than two; e. g. trd six wings; 

three teeth. It hardly needs to be remarked, that the dual 
is of course essentially plural, requiring a plural verb, adjective, etc. In 
some cases it is difficult to show the reason of the dual form; as 

mid-day, etc. Perhaps it is intensive. 

Note 2. The words heavens and wh ivaters, though appa¬ 
rently dual, are used as plurals.] 

§ 330. Gender of the dual It is of common gender; 

and it is found only among nouns, and not among adjec¬ 

tives or participles. 

§ 331. The dual ending is sometimes annexed to the plural; e. g, 

rn 72 in ivalls, dual B*Ti?2n two ivalls etc. Comp. § 327. 5. 
17 
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DECLENSION OF NOUNS. 

Construct state. 

§ 332. The Hebrew has no cases, in the sense in 

which we speak of cases in Latin and Greek. But when 

two nouns come together, the second of which is to be 

translated as a Genitive, this relation is indicated, contrary 

to the usual custom of other languages, by some change 

in the first noun (if it be susceptible of change) instead of 

the second. The first noun so situated, is said to be in 

regimen or in the construct state ; while any noun not thus 

placed before a Genitive, is said to be in the absolute state. 
Two nouns in such a relation, are supposed to he uttered nearly as if they were one word; for 

which reason the first noun is usually contracted in tho utterance, (if it bo capablo of contraction), 

so that the stress of voice may be transferred to tho second. 

Changes of Consonants in declension of Nouns. 

§ 333. The consonants of the ground-form or absolute 

state, are modified in regimen or the construct state as fol¬ 

lows ; viz. 

(а) In all classes of masc. nouns sing, (not having a 

fem. form, § 320) the const, is like the abs. form as to its 

consonants. 

(б) Feminines singular in change this ending into. 

n_ ; as SINT, const. . Other feminines singular 

suffer no change of their consonants. 

(c) The plur. ending Dl'_ and the dual O'jL become 

; as const. ‘’DID; tJVTi, const 

0d) Plurals in nh suffer no change in their consonants, 

in the construct state. 
Remark. The vowels of words are also affected by regimen or con¬ 

struct state ; see § 341 seq. 

Suffix state. 

§ 334. This is that form of nouns to which are ap¬ 

pended or suffixed fragments of pronouns, equivalent in 

signification to our pronominal adjectives in English. 
E. g. a horse, with suffix, 10*10 his horse, etc. So blp vo*ce> 

lip vox ejns. 
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Note. Pronouns or fragments of pronouns thus suffixed, may be 
considered as equivalent in general to nouns in the Gen. case, and as 
putting the noun to which they are suffixed into a kind of regimen or 
const, state. Frequently the suff. state requires the same vowel-chan¬ 
ges as the const, state, but not always; as may be seen by the para¬ 
digm of nouns, where both states are exhibited. 

§ 335. Most of these suffixes (like those of verbs, § 

304 seq.), cause the tone of the word to which they are 

appended to be moved forward, and of course produce a 

change in the vowel-points; see § 129 seq. 

§ 336. Noun-suffixes (like those of verbs, § 307 seq.) 

have generally three different forms, adapted to the end¬ 

ing or number of the word to which they are appended. 

(a) The most simple form of the suffixes is that in which they be¬ 

gin with a consonant, and are appended to nouns singular ending with 

a vowel. 

(b) To this form of suffixes is prefixed a union-voted, in which shape 

they are appended to nouns singular ending with a consonant. 

(c) The third form of the suffixes is peculiar to nouns plural. Here 

all the suffixes take a union-vowel; and all of them, except that of the 

1st person sing., insert a Yodh between the union-vowel and the suffix. 
[The following table exhibits the suffixes as appended to the various forms of nouns ; the first 

column (a) containing those which are attached to nouns singular ending with a voted ,■ the se¬ 
cond (b) those which are attached to nouns singular ending with a consonant; the third (c) ex¬ 
hibiting the suffixes as thoy are attached to nouns plural. Several unusual forms of suffixes are 
subjoined. 

(a) (c) 
Sing. Simple form. With un. vowel, etc. SuflT. to nouns plural. 

1. my 

2 m. thy ^ % T'- (=k) 

2 f. thy It. 'rpl “'S*'! *?p_ 

3 m. his l ml i ri in 1 poet, in'1- 

3 f. her nl Fi- nl rf- 

PI. 1 .our Ml Ml 

2 m. your os OS OS’1- 

2 f. your 'jS 1}\. 

3 m. their on 0- poet, iol ojtl. poet, io\_ 

3 f, their n in. ■}_ nal rial Wt. 
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Notes. 

Note 1. Unusual suffixes to nouns singular. Sing. Suff. 2 mase. 

r»D_ Ps. 139: 5, Ps. 10: 14.—2 fern. sing. *p_ Ezek. 5: 12, lT|_ 

Ezek. 23: 28, ^5- (f°r u-) w^h parag. Nah. 2: 14, *0-. Ps. 103: 3. 
—3 fem. in- without Mappiq Num. 15: 28, Ezek. 36: 5 for >T_ 

Plural. 1 pers. Ruth 3: 2. Job 22: 20.—2 fem. Ezek. 23: 

48, 49.—3 masc. tirL 2 Sam. 23: 6.-3 fem. n:nl 1 K. 7: 37. 

Note 2. Unusual suffixes to nouns plural. Sing. Suff. 3 masc. 

Ps. 116: 12, Chaldaic.—3 fem. ttrpl Ezek. 41: 15, for i“pl. Plural. 

2 fem. Ezek. 13: 20.—3 masc. !rs»n\_ Ezek. 40: 16.—3 fem. 

Ezek. 1: 11 ; all with iT— paragogic. 

Note 3. The suff. V joined to a noun ending with ', usually co¬ 

alesces with it; e. g. "Ha a nation, my nation; but sometimes as 

my fruit. 

Note 4* The sing, forms 3 per3., ril are appended to nouns 

of Dec. IX. is parag. for D-, § 125. c. 

Note 5. ANOMALIES. (1) Yodh in the plur. suff is sometimes 

omitted in writing; as ^^.‘n,=7 for , ‘jrizbln f°r Gen. 4: 4. 

for Vnin, etc. (2) Sometimes a sing, suff is attached to a plur. 

noun ; for "'n;75, Ps. 132: 12; Sjnbfc for *phls», Deut. 28: 59; 

tnilnN for DppnhN , etc. (3) Vice versa, plur. suffixes are sometimes 

appended to the singular; e. g. ‘rpnjrriFi for thy 

building, for -jnnSs, Inf. noun from !"J33 , Ezek. 16: 31. Nos. 2 and 3 

are doubtless oversights of transcribers. 

Remark. The suffixes CD, *JD, tn, *jn, are called grave, because 
they always bring down the tone upon them ; while other suffixes are 
called light, because they do not affect the tone uniformly in this man¬ 
ner. With nouns singular, they take no union-vowel. With nouns 
plural they have one, but do not allow it to take the tone. In all other 
cases, without exception, the union-vowel takes the tone upon itself. 
The sing. ^ takes the tone when preceded by a consonant; and loses 
it when preceded by a vowel.] 

§337. Feminines in IH_, in order to receive suffixes, 

change the final S”i— into H—. 

§ 338. Nouns dual take the suffixes of nouns plural. 

§ 339. The plural and dual, in order to receive suffix¬ 

es, drop the appropriate endings of the abs. state, and 

take the suffixes in their place. 

E. g. nin, plur. , with suff ’rpnin , where the ending fiV is 

dropped, and the suffix Tp- taken in its room. So PJS, dual , 

with suff. dropping tn_ and taking . 
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Notes on nouns with suffixes, Par. XXIV. 

[§ 340. This paradigm shews the manner in which the suffixes are 

attached to masc. and fern, nouns. No. I. exhibits the usual suffixes, 

in connection with a masc. noun ending with a consonant. A fern, 

noun terminating in a consonant, receives suffixes in the same way. 

No. II. exhibits the manner in which suffixes are attached to nouns 

ending with a vowel or quiescent letter. The noun in its abs. state 

ends, indeed, in a consonant, but it is in this respect irregular. The 

const, and suff. state has a Yodh, as if from a form "‘Stt ending with a 

Quiescent. The suffixes are of course of the simple form, i. e. ivithout 

a union-vowel. The plur. of is which takes suffixes like the 

plural of 

No. III. exhibits suffixes in connection with a fern. noun. For fem¬ 
inines in D- and n_ with suffixes, see §390 and Dec. XIII. in the 
paradigm of nouns.] 

Changes of vowels in the declension of Nouns. 

§ 341. As regimen and the suffix state usually either 

change the tone of words, or occasion contraction in the 

method of uttering them, it follows of course that the 

vowels must be affected by them. But in almost every 

case of this nature, only the ultimate and penult vowels 

are affected. 
For the changes in the consonants, see $ 333. 

§ 342. Vowel changes, (a) When any accession begin¬ 

ning with a vowel, by means of declension or suffixes, 

moves the tone forward one place, the penult mutable 

vowel of the ground-form falls away; in nouns, etc. of 

the form of Dec. VII., the ultimate vowel falls away. 

E. g. plur. ,* with suff. and so with all 

the suffixes which are either monosyllabic, or being dissyllabic have 

the tone on thq penult. Examples of Dec. VII., where the final vowel 

falls away, are iritt, , etc. See paradigm of 

nouns, Dec. VII. 

Note 1. Nouns of Dec. VI. i. e. Scgholates, inasmuch as their abs. 
form is an artificial one (§ 141), assume their original ground-form in 
order to receive suffixes, or to make the dual; e. g. abs. TjbJj, with 
suff. "’3773 , dual . 

(6) When the tone is moved forward one place, by a 

syllabic accession beginning with a consonant, and when the 
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word is in the const, state, the penult vowel is dropped, 

and the ultimate one usually shortened. 

E. g. (1) By syllabic accession, viz. the grave suffixes (§ 336. Rem.), 

as ‘nM , • (2) In the const, state ; as > ^ie word of 

God. But in Dec. VI. the const, state remains unchanged, on ac¬ 

count of the artificial form of the word (supra Note 1). In Dec. VII., 

words in the const, state for the most part (but not always) remain un¬ 

changed ; see par. of Dec. VII. 

Note 2. The suff. allows of two different forms in the noun to 
which it is appended ; e. g. (1) It shortens the ultimate vowel; as 
name, thy name. (2) It places it in a simple syllable, by combining 
the final ‘letter of the root in a syllable with itself, and of course it then 
requires the previous vowel to be long ; as thy ivord. 

(r) When the tone is moved forward two places, and 

in the const, state of plur. nouns, both the ultimate and 

penult mutable vowels fall away. 

E. g. (1) By plur. grave suffixes ; as (2) By const, state; 

as the words of the people. For the mode of supplying new 

vowels, see § 137 seq. 

§ 343. All fern, nouns having forms like masc. ones, 

are declined in the same manner. Besides the usual 

changes in the penult vowel (as in masc. nouns), feminines 

in ru, (l) Before a suffix beginning with a vowel, 

merely change 75 into n . (2) Before a suffi beginning 

with a consonant they not only change the 75 into T\, but 

also shorten the vowel immediately preceding the H. 

E. g. (1) with suff. inDip. (2) Fern, plurals and 

Segholates follow the analogy of masc. nouns, as to their vowel chan¬ 

ges. 

General rule respecting plural suffixes. 

§344. (l) In masc. nouns plural, light suffixes are at¬ 

tached to the absolute state abridged; grave suffixes 

(§ 336. Remark) to the construct state. (2) In fern, 

nouns plural, all the suffixes are attached to the construct 

state. 
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DECLENSION OF NOUNS MASCULINE. 

First Declension. 

§ 345. This comprehends all nouns, whether monosyl¬ 

labic or pollysyllabic, whose vowels are all immutable. 

E. g. W, Ep, ins, p'Stt, , etc. The single circum¬ 
stance that the vowels are immutable, marks this declension; not the 
hind of vowels, nor the number of syllables. In many cases it is easy 
to decide whether the vowels are immutable, in others not. Thus in 
bip , etc., the vowels are obviously immutable; but the vowels 
in ifiO, ttihs, etc., can be known to be immutable only from a lexi¬ 
con, of fronTa knowledge of etymology. 

[346. Notes on the paradigm. (4) As the vowels are immutable 

here, additions to the ground-form of course occasion no change. (2) 

Some few nouns are treated sometimes as belonging here, and at other 

times as being of Dec. II.; e. g. h} const. , Dec. II.; but plur. 

const. ■’tti'nfl, Dec. I. The lexicons note such. (3) Some few nouns, 

having i in the abs. state, exchange it for *1 in some of the derived 

forms; see Par. Dec. I. c. also § 127. Except. 1. § 270. b. 1. In the 

Par., d presents the manner in which nouns with a final Guttural and 

Pattahh furtive are declined.] 

Second declension. 

§ 347. This includes nouns with final Qamets or Pattahh 

pure and mutable, whether monosyllables, or polysyllables 

with preceding vowels immutable. 

§ 348. Changes. In the const, state singular, before 

the grave suffixes, and sometimes before final Qamets 

goes into Pattahh, § 342. b. In the plural, the final vowel 

falls away in the const, state, and before the grave suf¬ 

fixes, § 342. c. 
Remarks. (a) The penult vowel in nouns of this Dec. being im¬ 

mutable, of course it is not affected by either regimen or suffixes, (b) 
Final Qamets is also immutable in many words, although it cannot^ be 
distinguished by the mere appearance ; e. g. ttniB, plur. const. 
etc., of Dec. I. Etymology and the lexicons ^determine such cases, 
(e) Some nouns with final Qamets mutable belong to Dec. VIII.; 
e. g. tT, plur. tFJal, etc. The mode of declension, or of appending 
suffixes, etc., enables the student easily to distinguish cases of this na¬ 
ture. 

[§349. Notes on the paradigm. (1) Under a, EE£^ (for EEOT) is 

sni generis. So from T hand, we have both EID'P and EE*P . (2) Ca- 
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ses like c and d (with final Pattahh) are rare. Only the forms of the 

plural determine the declension to which they belong. (3) Some par¬ 

ticiples in Niphal from verbs ixb, seem at first view to belong here; 

but they drop their Qamets in the plural, e. g. , instead of 

; and such forms of participles as probably have a 

ground-form like ■] 

Third declension. 

§ 350. This comprises all nouns which have an im¬ 

mutable vowel in the final syllable, and Qamets or Tseri pure 

and mutable in the penult. 

§ 351. Changes. Out of the abs. state, the mutable 

vowel of the penult falls away. 

Remarks, (a) Polysyllabic nouns, like‘[V'Vp, etc., belong here, as 
well as dissyllabic ones. (h) In many cases, the penult vowel is appa¬ 
rently mutable, but really immutable; e. g. ^">^3, Dec. I. 
The lexicons, etymology, and declension, determine cases of this na¬ 
ture. Sometimes they are quite unexpected; as in mira, rrtTh, etc., 
with Qamets impure. 

[ § 352. Notes on the paradigm. (1) Such nouns as the examples 

in d and e, more generally omit the Daghesh forte in the const, state, 

etc. as in the Par.; but they sometimes retain it, as the nouns in small¬ 

er print shew. (2) The Seghol under n in const. is occasioned 

by the Guttural; so etc. But 9 also takes Hhireq short, as 

const. (3) As to exchanging Hholem for Shureq in f, see 

§ 346. 3. § 127. 1. (4) In g, the Tseri under in the sing, is immut¬ 

able, only because it is a supposititious euphonic vowel, § 119. d. 2 ; 

the plur. is regular. The word, however, can scarcely be considered 

as really belonging to Dec. III. (5) In A, the short form in the const, 

state (^2 gedhot) is rare, § 127. 3. It is used only before a Maqqeph. 

(6) In such rare cases as plur. tT2Vi73, it is probable that the 

ground-form of the plural is ; only the singular properly belongs 

to Dec. III. (7) A very few nouns fluctuate between Dec. I. and III. ; 

e. g. CP'-iD, const. D^np, as of Dec. III.; but plur. EPp^D, as of 

Dec. I.]’ ’ 

Fourth declension. 

§ 353. This includes all dissyllabic nouns ivith Qamets 

pure in the ultimate, and Qamets or Tseri pure in the penidt. 

§ 354. Changes, (a) Out of the ground-form the pe¬ 

nult vowel always falls away. (6) In the const, sing., be¬ 

fore the grave suffixes, and sometimes before , the final 
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Qamets shortens into Pattah, § 342. 6. (c) In the plur. 

const, and before thl plur. grave suffixes, both the vowels 
of the ground-form fall away (§ 342. c), and then a new 

vowel, viz. Hhireq or Pattahh, is inserted, § 137. § 138. 
[ § 355. Notes on the paradigm. (1) The vowels here as in other 

cases often present an ambiguous appearance. The lexicons will de¬ 

termine their nature. (2) The examples c, d, e, conform to the prin¬ 

ciples of pointing Gutturals, § 138. § 139. In e9 however, the const, 

and suff. plur. conform to the analogy of other consonants, in the first 

vowel; as the Gutturals sometimes do. (3) So, on the contrary, other 

letters sometimes conform to the usage of Gutturals; e. g. const, and 

suff. plur. of P]33 in f9 with a Pattahh for the first vowel. (4) Nouns 

of the form g9 derivates of ttb, belong in general to Dec. III., having 

the final immutable. But in some few cases, like SO!£, the final 

Qamets is dropped in the const, and suff. plural; in which case they 

are of Dec. IV. (5) Cases like li and i9 with a const. Segholate form, 

are not frequent in this declension ; yet they occur often enough to de¬ 

mand a distinct recognition.] 

Fifth declension. 

§ 356. This comprehends dissyllabic nouns, with Tseri 

pure in the ultimate and Qamets pure in the penult. 
§ 357. Changes. The vowel-changes follow the anal¬ 

ogy of Dec. IV., even in the const, and suffix forms. 
[§358. Notes on the paradigm. (1) This declension might have 

been ranked with Dec. IV.; but I conform to the present usage. (2) 

The Segholate forms of the sing, const, in c and d, are like those in h9 

i, of Dec. IV. (3) The assumption of Pattahh in the const, sing., and 

before the grave suffixes, etc., is peculiar to this declension, and can 

be accounted for only by the near relation of the vowels Pattahh and 

Seghol. (4) Derivates of ttb (like which apparently belong here, 

have a Tseri immutable and belong to Dec. III. The same is the 

case with a considerable number of other nouns and participials; e. g. 

u;, , V?.fr, bncj, iTrr , rjnti, etc., all of Dec. III., having 
their Tseri immutable. (5) A few words fluctuate between Dec. III. 

and Dec. V.; e. g. ips, const. Spy , Dec. III.; but. plur. const.^zp^, 

Dec. V.] 

Sixth declension. 

§ 359. This comprises dissyllabic nouns, which have the 
tone on the penult and a furtive vowel in the final syllable. 

IS 

i 
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In other words, this declension includes all Segholate nouns of two 
syllables; excepting a few nouns and Infinitives with the fern. Segho¬ 
late endings D— n_., which belong to Dec. XII. The furtive vowel 
of the final syllable is Seghol, Pattahh, or short Hhireq, § 141. 

Note. All Segholate forms are factitious and merely euphonic. 

They appear only in the abs. and const, states of the singular ; for all 

nouns of this species, when they receive an accession, neglect the fur¬ 

tive vowel and develope their original state, which is a monosyllable 

ending with two consonants; as Tjbb, original form 22, with suff. 

12^72, etc. 

§ 360. Changes. («) The const, sing, is generally the 

same as the absolute. (A) The suffixes of the singular 

are usually appended to the original form of the noun. 

(c) The plur. absolute assumes a form like that of nouns 

belonging to Dec. IV. (d) In the plur. const., and before 

the grave suffixes, the penult vowel of the plur. abs. is 

dropped, and the original vowel of the ground-form in the 

first syllable is restored. 

Note. The plur. abs. of this declension is quite anomalous, and can¬ 

not be derived from either the original or factitious form of the singular, 

by any of the usual laws of declension. 

§361. The original vowel of the monosyllabic ground- 

forms is pure in all cases, and mostly short. It is either 

of the A, £,or O class; as(1)^52 . (2)'")£0, ^£0, 

(3) , ID'lp , ttnp. In the 'factitious forms, the ori¬ 

ginal vowel (if not of the O class) is mostly changed into 

Seghol by the influence of the furtive vowel, § 142. d. 

§ 362. Segholate nouns may be divided into three clas¬ 

ses, according to the original vowels of their ground-forms; 

and may be called Segholates of the A, E, or O class. 

[§ 363. Notes on the paradigm of the A class. (1) All these hav¬ 

ing Pattahh under their first radical for their original vowel, assume it 

in the suff. state, § 360. h. (2) The examples 6, c, shew the manner 

in which the Gutturals influence the form of these Segholates, § 141. 

(3) The const, form in c, viz. 2^7 (like that of Dec. V.), is not usual. 

(4) A few words belonging here, retain the original ground-form ; 

e. g. , ami, (not etcJ 
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[§364. Notes on the E class. (1) In such cases as dtf h3 we 

might naturally expect that the Tseri would be changed into Seghol, 

§ 142. d; but Tseri often appears in the first syllable. (2) The exam- 

ples/, g, exhibit the influence of 5? Guttural; the example h, that of 

the final Guttural. Sometimes, however, Hhireq short is used in the 

const, and suff. plural of words Pe Guttural, like 'npP; from pn. (3) 

The student must not fail to note, that although such nouns as "top, 

V:?n, etc., exhibit in the abs. state the same appearance as those of the 

A class, viz. ^jbft; yet in the suff. state the difference in the original 

vowels is at once discerned; e. g. , but * ‘'Sba , etc. 

(4) Original forms are sometimes found here; as Nttfr, ^3 , etc. 

Remark. Some nouns, by usage, are treated as belonging both to 
the A and E classes; e. g. , *1 b^, etc. see Lex.] 

[§365. Notes on the O class. (1) The examples i,j, exhibit Q,a- 

mets Hhateph (in the suff. state), which corresponds to the Hholem 

of the abs. state, and from which this Hholem is derived. (2) In kf 

the influence of V Guttural is seen. For the form of the suff. state 

CabSQ pb-ol-hhem, see § 140. Sometimes this form appears without a 

Guttural; e. g. ^ZDp, from EDp, etc. (3) In l, a comp. Sheva is as¬ 

sumed under the first radical, in the plur. abs. and plur. light suff. state; 

an occurrence very rare among nouns of this class. 

Anomalies. The nouns unb, zj'Vp, bnk, exhibit some anom¬ 

alies in regard to their vowels; plur. shd-ra-shim, 

qo-dd-shim, D^bintt, etc. Also 'jtiz , Pi53 , PiZb , have anomalous plu¬ 

rals ; see the Lex. on these words. 

An original form here is D *3p.] 

[ § 366. Segholates of verbs ■?$> and . (a) Those of the A class 

have two forms, viz. with middle *1 (as in m, n), which out of the abs. 

state quiesces in Shureq or Hholem, as in the examples; or with 

middle ^ (as in 0, p), which out of the abs. state quiesces in Tseri or 

Hhireq. The forms like Dlft, , with damets for a penult vowel 

without the influence of an accent, are sui generis, and belong only to 

Segholates with middle 1 in proper Hebrew nouns. Some of the forms, 

like , have a regular plural. 

(b) Those of the E class all belong to Dec. I., and quiesce in Tseri 

or Hhireq; as 'pa, p“, etc., the Segholate form not being admissible 

here. 

(^) Those of the O class all quiesce in Hholem or Shureq in the 

singular, which belongs to Dec. I.; as q, r. But the plur. is occasion¬ 

ally regular; as in these examples. The form W is equivalent to. 

ivf, and ^=^2.] 
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[ § 367. Segholates derived from verbs tlb , imitate the Inf. Segho- 

lates. The root of verbs nb is properly ■'b or lb, § 280. Hence, as 

neither nor 1 at the end of a word will bear a furtive vowel before 

them (§ 120. b)} so that we cannot write , IlnzT, the form of the 

word is changed so as to accommodate the nature of the final n or 1, 

i. e. the Inf. Segholate form is chosen, and the final vowel becomes 

homogeneous with the Quiescent, § 117. 1. The examples s—w ex¬ 

hibit the modes of declining these peculiar nouns. They appear all of 

them to belong to the E or O class of Segholates. The paradigm ex¬ 

hibits the change which a pause-accent produces upon them. The 

examples w, v, w, exhibit the regular plurals which they occasionally 

form. 

Note. The final quiescent ** and 1 here, do not make their vowel 
immutable. The general law of the vowel yields here to the law which 
respects the form of the noun in the suff. and plur. state. Forms like 
*1513 = ins, are not found in the suff. or plur. state, in our present He¬ 
brew.] 

[ § 368. Infinitive Segholates. So I would choose to call such as 

are monosyllabic in their ground-form, with the vowel after the second 

radical; which is the established form of the Inf. construct, so often 

employed as a mere noun. The class of simple nouns with such forms 

as *£3^, BDtt), *1*0, is not large; but the Inf. forms of this kind are 

very numerous, and the majority of them take a Hholem, as bftp . The 

examples x, y} z, exhibit the mobes of declining nouns of this sort; yy 

and zzf the method of declining the const. Infinitives. See also in Par. 

XXII. the Inf. with suffixes, etc. 

Note. The reason of classing these nouns and Inf. forms among 
the Segholates, is, that in the suff. state, etc., they conform altogether 
to the model of Segholates.] 

[§ 369. Anomalous plurals of Segholates. Of these there are a num¬ 

ber, which in the plur. absolute take in the first syllable the vowel ap¬ 

propriate to the plur. construct; e. g. nipb , instead of trntoi*; 

so wiig, tPWti ; 159, D*nbtt; for Vb^j. Forms like tTIDpll) for 

for tP23n, etc., sometimes occur. 

Note. In the plur. construct, Daghesh forte euphonic is not unfre¬ 
quent; as ^pbn for npbrt, niaufa? for DiaOT, §77. Some other sing¬ 
ularities of particular words are* noticed in*the lexicons.] 

[ § 370. Segholates with a paragogic i"7__. This is appended, like 

the light suffixes, to the original form of the word; e. g. yifi*, ; 

; bfb , Jibfb ; , tiasfc, etc., the tone uniformly re¬ 

maining on the penult.] 
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Seventh declension. 

§ 371. This comprises nouns with Tseri pure (in a few 

cases with Hholem pure), which are either monosyllabic, or 

have the preceding vowels immutable. 
§ 372. Changes. (a) The const, singular is generally 

like the absolute; in a few cases it exchanges final Tseri 

for Pattahh. (6) In case of accession, the final Tseri (and 

the Hholem also) generally falls away; except in the plur. 

abs. of monosyllabic words, (c) Before suffixes beginning 

with a consonant and taking the tone, the final Tseri is 

shortened into Hhireq, Pattahh, or Seghol, according to 

the nature of the word. 

[§373. Notes on the paradigm. (1) This declension includes 

most of the active participles in their masc. forms, which are declined 

like 6, c. The Part, of verbs b Gutt., are declined like d. (2) The 

forms like di e, with Pattahh final (instead of Tseri) in the const, state, 

are not confined to nouns b Guttural, but appear in several other nouns; 

e. g. 7BC72, const. 73072 . It is peculiar here, that a number of nouns 

which take a final Pattahh in regimen, throw away the preceding Pat¬ 

tahh in such a case, and take a Hhireq; e. g. frn072; y0072 

y 5*5 73 , etc. Probably this is in order to avoid two Pattahhs in mixed 

syllables, in immediate succession. (4) The case e presents Seghol 

before the consonant-suffix 00. etc.; as in some few cases is the usage. 

(5) The final Tseri in this Dec. is not unfrequently retained, in the 

plur. absolute, as though it were immutable. Usually it is retained in 

monosyllabic words, as in the example g. Comp. § 358. 4. 

(6) Some nouns, as "Va, *JT , M72 (obs. root), lose their vowel in the 

suff. state and when they receive an accession, as if they belonged to 

this declension ; e. g. "no, O^DT , OV172 . 

(7) But few nouns which have final Hholem pure, are inflected in 

the manner of this declension; e. g. bottN, plur. rnbOtfitt; 7p7j2, 

suff. T7j07j2 . Peculiar is plur. rn720, plur. pluralium .] 

Eighth declension. 

§ 374. This includes all nouns which insert Daghesh 

forte in the final letter of the groundforms when they receive 

an accession. 
§ 375. Changes. (a) The construct state is generally 
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the same as the absolute; but before Maqqeph, ultimate 

long vowels are shortened. (6) Any accession causes the 

Daghesh forte of the final letter to appear; and if such 

accession takes the accent, the final long vowel (when pure) 

of the ground-form is shortened, (c) Penultimate vowels, 

if mutable, conform to the rules in § 242 seq. 

The following classes of words fall under this declension. 

(a) Nouns derived from verbs ; as jin, 19, b*2, etc.; and 

also the participles of these verbs in Niphal, Hiphil, and Hophal. 

(6) Other words in which the penult letter is dropped, or assimilated to 

the final one; as db for lib ; Inf. Dtt for np.rj, etc. (c) Some words 

which are primitive or are derived from a Pilel form of verbs ; as b*J2 , 

, etc. 

[ §376. Notes on the paradigm. (1) In a, h, c, the const, state is 

generally with Pattahh. In a few cases where the ground-form is as 

tT, Qamets is retained. (2) In c the exchange of Pattahh for Hhireq 

in the suff. state, e. g. , ^72, is peculiar, and is found in but few 

cases. (3) In d the Tseri sometimes goes into Pattahh; *J3, ill; 

rn;, , but with rr- parag. . In like manner Seghol goes into 

Hhireq short; asbfcf"!?, (4) In e,f, the short vowels may 

be either short u or o, § 128. b. (5) Polysyllabic nouns regulate their 

ultimate and penult syllables in conformity with the laws of other de¬ 

clensions ; as in the cases g, h, the former with a pure penult vowel, 

the latter with an impure one. (6) Nouns of the forms in i, make the 

const, in V, except in the phrase rni"P 'T}. Nouns in %. double the 

Yodh; as “'lb, d**^b. 

Note 1. When the final letter is a Resh or a Guttural and cannot 

be doubled, the compensation for Daghesh excluded is as usual; see 

§ 112. This brings the words in question within other declesions; e. g. 

const. , with light suff. (for § 112), plur. tPnto, const. 

*‘‘1115 etc. with Qamets immutable, i. e. the sing, belongs to Dec. II. 

c, dy and the plur. to Dec. I. So hb, const, fib , with suff , plur. 

tfihb (for trnb § 112), belongs to Dec. I., the vowel throughout being 

immutable. 

Note. 2. A few nouns belong to this declension in some of their 

forms, and to other declensions in others; e. g. nfij, ta’V3‘TOD, etc.; for 

which, see the lexicons.] 
General Remark. Noun9 of various declensions a8 to their vowels, belong to this declension. 

It is only the doubling of the final consonant, which makes the peculiarity of it. The vowel- 

changes are all governed by laws, belonging to the general principles adopted respectively in other 

declensions. 
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Ninth declension. 

§ 377. This comprises all those words ending in 

which are derived from verbs . 

§ 378. Changes. (a) In the const, singular, final Seghol 

is changed to Tseri. (b) Witli suffixes, etc., the ending 

is dropped, (c) Penultimate vowels, if mutable, con¬ 

form to the usual rules respecting the vowel-changes. 

[ § 379. Notes on the paradigm. (1) It is only the final ending ti- 

which characterises this declension. The penult vowel may be im¬ 

mutable, as in a; or mutable, as in b. It is treated according to the 

general laws of the vowel changes. (2) With suffixes, these nouns 

imitate the verbs from which they are derived, and throw away their 

final consonant and vowel, as in a, b. (3) The const, vowel Tseri, 

(longer than the Seghol of the ground-form), is altogether a peculiarity 

in the phenomena of declension. 

NOUNS FEMININE. 

Tenth declension. 

§ 380. This includes all nouns with the feminine ending 

!l— and the preceding vowels immutable. 

§ 381. Changes. In the const, state H— becomes n_ ; 

before suffixes it becomes D-. or J"U. The plural is 

usually m. 

[ §382. Notes on the paradigm. (1) In regard to the fern, ending 

tl- in the abs. state; although its vowel coalesces with a Quiescent, 

and on general grounds would be immutable, yet in this case the law 

of the vowels yields to the demands of case or relation, i. e. a change of 

the vowel is effected by a more imperious law, which requires a change 

in order to designate the relation in which the noun in question may 

stand to other parts of the sentence connected with it. (2) The reader 

will see that Qamets is retained under the penult letter, whenever it 

stands in a simple syllable ; according to § 130. 

Eleventh declension. 

§ 383. This comprehends all nouns with the fem. end¬ 

ing n_ and a mutable Qamets or Tseri in the penult syl¬ 

lable. 
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§ 384. Changes. These are the same as in Dec. X; 

except that here, the vowel of the penult being mutable, 

it falls away in the const, state and before suffixes. 

[ § 385. Notes on the paradigm. (1) The cases a, h, simply follow 

the analogy of Dec. X., with the exception, that the penult vowel un¬ 

dergoes the mutations which the general laws of declension demand. 

(2) In c} dy ey after the penult vowel falls away, there would remain 

two Shevas at the beginning of a syllable ; which being impossible, a 

new vowel arises, agreeably to §§ 137, 138. (3) Many nouns of Dec. 

XI. as to the absolute state, conform out of this altogether to Dec. XIII; 

so that only the abs. state belongs to Dec. XI., and all the rest to Dec. 

XIII. Such are /, g; and such are many which are noted in the 

lexicons.] 

[§386. Remarks. (1) Many fem. nouns apparently belong here, 

but in reality to Dec. I., because the penult vowel is immutable; e. g. 

ilbtf, rtbW , PDl?, etc.; all such a good lexicon notes. 

(2) A few nouns (by usage) are employed as belonging both to 

Dec. X. and XI.; e. g. , const. nSP, with suff. , Dec. X.; so 

rfjS? •> with suff. ? Dec. X., but commonly the const, is as nbiD, 

with suff. irfbia, etc. The lexicon should designate such.] 

Twelfth declension. 

§ 387. This includes all those fem. nouns in in_ which 

are derived from Segholates of Dec. VI. 

The feminine ending is attached to the original masc. form of the 

Segholate, as , original form , fem. ilSbn ; so that these nouns 

have the appearance of belonging to Dec. X. 

§ 388. Changes. Nouns belonging here are declined 

exactly like those of Dec. X. in the singular; but the ‘plu¬ 

ral conforms to the model of the plurals in Dec. VI. 

[389. Notes on the paradigm. (1) The example a is a derivate 

of the A class of Segholates; b, c, of the E class ; d, of the O class. 

(2) The form in e exhibits the effects of Ay in Guttural upon the vowel- 

points of a word. 

Remark. There is a number of nouns which in appearance belong 

to this declension, e. g. , ^f))2, etc., but which in reality belong 

to Dec. X. The plural at once distinguishes them ; e. g. plur. rnUfcfc , 

not rritttt}, etc. as it would be in Dec. XII.] 
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Thirteenth declension. 

§ 390. This includes all fern. Segholates in nL and nl; 

i. e. all those which have the tone on the penult and a furtive 

vowel in the final syllable. 

The furtive vowel here is Seghol or Pattahh; and as it is factitious, 

it appears only in the abs. and const, state. The original vowel re¬ 

appears, as in Dec. VI., whenever the word receives any accession. 

All fem. Infinitives and participles in D- or n-, fall under this de¬ 

clension. 

§ 391. Changes. The sing, number is declined as in 

Dec. VI. The plur. absolute is quite anomalous, some¬ 

times dropping the original final vowel of the ground- 

form, and sometimes retaining it. 

[§392. Notes on the paradigm. (1) The example a exhibits the 

manner of Segholates belonging to the A class ; b, c, those of the E 

class; d, e, those of the O class, whose short vowel may be short o or 

u. (2) The fem. Inf. const, forms are declined as in f9 g, h. 

Remark. Some nouns of the E class take Pattahh in the syllable 

which precedes a suffix; e. g. npon’', ; Inf. form, DiU?, 

Ps. 23: 6.] 

NOUNS OF THE DUAL NUMBER. 

[§ 393. These are exhibited in Par. XXVII. (a) From the para¬ 

digm it appears, that the construct state of the dual is the same as that 

of the plur. masc. in . To this form the grave suffixes are attach¬ 

ed, as in the plural; see § 344. (b) The dual in general causes the 

same contraction of the vowels of th£ sing, ground-form, as the plural; 

but in Dec. VI., the contraction is still greater; e. g. , dual 

; the plur. would be tPS'ia. 

Note. There are but a few nouns of the dual form. Dec. IX. ex¬ 
hibits none. Of those that actually occur, some have no singular; 
others have no construct form. The nouns tpbtij and are of the 
dual form, but are used as plurals.] 

ANOMALOUS NOUNS. 

[ § 394. Such are , fifij, nm*, rnhij, H*\K, , W, rpa , 
*j3, D3, Eh, Dl"1, *5, D*;b, *vs, J-I5, the peculiar derivative 

forms of which the lexicon exhibits.] 
19 
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NUMBERS. 

[ § 395. Cardinal numbers. (a) From 1 to 10 the forms of cardinal 

numbers have the distinction of gender, and generally also that of the 

abs. and const, states. From 3 to 10 however, the primitive forms are 

of the fem. gender; while the derivative forms (in and n_) are of 

the masc. gender. 

(b) From 11 to 19, the cardinal numbers are of a compound form, 

i. e. they are made up by joining the word in the masc., and 

in the fem., to the units. These numerals thus formed have no const, 

state, but are put in apposition with other nouns, or are used adverb¬ 

ially. 

Note. The words and are found only in the above con¬ 
nections, and are evidently derived ‘from ‘Yto ten; somewhat like the 
termination -teen for ten, in the English thirteen, fourteen, etc. 

(c) From 20 to 90, the cardinal numbers are the plural forms of the 

corresponding units; except that the form for 20, is the plural of the 

form for 10. All these are of common gender, and have no const, state. 

Note. When intermediate units are to be expressed, they may 
either precede or follow the tens: as 
— yy ' ‘ f 

(d) Hundreds are expressed by the plural of the word preced¬ 

ed by the nine units; thousands, by the plural of 5)*:N with the same 

units; ten thousands in a similar manner by the forms of Mijp , 13^ 

or inr-n; see in the Par. under D. E. 

Note. In expressing a sum of hundreds, with intervening tens and 
units, the smaller numbers may either precede or follow the hundreds; 
as^njti? trn;p=162 years, Gen. 5: 18; or 

ni&5==37S* Ezra 2: 4. The latter mode prevails in 
the later Hebrew. 

In expressing thousands with intervening smaller numbers, the for¬ 
mer are placed first; as tnttE tttom n:bi2is=8580. 
Num. 4:48.] ; " ; 

[ § 396. Ordinal numbers. The ordinal numbers extend 

only from two to ten. Beyond this last number, and some¬ 

times also below it, the cardinal numbers are used as or¬ 

dinals. 

The .ordinals are derived from the cardinals by annexing to them 

the termination . Most of them likewise insert before the final 

letter of the ground-form. 

Note. The ordinals sometimes have a fem. form in , and some¬ 
times in iT-. In this shape, they are commonly employed to denote 
part; as rf’TiBS, the tenth part. J 
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[§397. Notes on the paradigm. (1) The class A exhibits the usual 

forms of the cardinals from one to ten. The fern, nfrtt is for n'rnjtt. 

The form is dual, as if from ; the fern. tPrrOj (for is 

also dual, as from an obsolete root ttjui. The Daghesh in is re¬ 

garded as Daghesh lene, or rather as a Daghesh compensative for the 5 

which is dropped. (2) There is a dual form of masc. cardinals, which 

is used adverbially ; as dfn^du; sevenfold, Gen. 4: 15, 24, etc. 

fourfold, 2 Sam. 12: 6. (3) The plurals of some of these forms like¬ 

wise appear; as trqftN, Gen. 27: 44; tens, Ex. 18: 21, 25, 

etc. (4) A few of these cardinals are also found with suffixes; as 

Wlp, both of us; ddWlilbip a ye three, quasi trias vestrum. 

(5) The class B presents the forms of cardinals from eleven to nine¬ 

teen. Those for eleven and twelve have two forms; and and D'lri) 

coincide with the Aramaean dual. The form fiDbui, eighteen, 

occurs once, Judg. 20: 25.] 

[ § 398. Method of notation. The Hebrews made use of the letters 

of the alphabet, in order to denote numbers. Like the Greeks, they 

divided the letters (including the final ones) into three classes; of 

which the first denoted units, the second tens, the third hundreds. 

After 400 the final letters were sometimes employed, as in the para¬ 

digm. To express thousands and higher numbers, they began the al¬ 

phabet anew, placing two dots over each letter. When more than one 

letter was employed, the accent called Garshayim or double Geresh 

was sometimes used to mark them as numerals. In designating com¬ 

posite numbers, the letters which represent the larger numbers are 

placed first; as t:dn = 429; n!£5p = 4893; 1831. 

Note. Fifteen is denoted by IB = 9+6 = 15; never by TO, be¬ 
cause this last is the contraction for the word i-ri!"!*’.] 

» i j 

ADJECTIVES. 

§ 399. Hebrew adjectives have no peculiar and appro¬ 

priate forms, but only such as are common to nouns. The 

fem. form of the adjective is derived from the masculine 

in the same manner as the fem. nouns, § 323. The dual 

number does not occur here. 
Whatever has been said of the forma of nouns, in the preceding sections, applies also to adjec¬ 

tives ; so that the latter do not need to bo treated of separately. 

Note. Comparison in adjectives is formed by periphrasis, for which 

see § 454 seq. The const, state of adjectives appears most frequently 

when they are used as nouns, or with a noun understood; as 

the upright of heart, Ps. 6: 11. 
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PARTICLES. 

§ 400. Under the general appellation of particles, are 

comprehended adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions, and zWer- 

jections. 

§ 401. Like nouns, some of these are primitive, but 

most of them derivative. Of the derivates some have an 

ending appropriated solely to the form of particles, as 

D353&, truly from 153St truth; while most retain the form 

of verbs, nouns, or pronouns. 

Note 1. Compound words are more frequent among particles, than 

among the leading parts of speech. Apocope is also more common ; all 

the prepositions, etc. which consist of only one letter, being doubtless 

apocopated words ; as b for btt , for 'JTD, etc. 

Note 2. The older grammarians have, for the most part, considered 

all the particles as derivative nouns; but this is hardly probable, as 

primitives are found in all other parts of speech. It is, however, very 

difficult to draw the exact line between the primitive and derivative 

forms, as the etymology is often much obscured by the changes which 

the particles have undergone. 

ADVERBS. 

[ § 402. Some derivative adverbs have appropriate endings ; e. g. (a) 

In ; as tMN truly, from truth, (b) In ; as ENJlD sudden¬ 

ly, from the winlc of an eye. (c) In n\- ; as rP3T£, a second time. 
(d) In ntt, from TN then.] 

[ § 403. Many derivative adverbs have the forms of other parts of 

speech ; e. g. (a) Of nouns with a preposition ; as before, 

upwards, etc. (b) Of nouns in the Accusative, either sing, or plural; 

as sing. ftDa securely, plur. uprightly. Some of these forms 

are no longer used as nouns; as *]*;?* not. (c) Of adjectives ; as masc. 

ivell} fem. quickly, plur. fearfidly, in the const, state 

much. These are used in a neuter sense, like multum, noXXa, etc. 

(d) Of the Inf. absolute, especially in Hiphil; as again literally 

redeundo, much lit. multiplicando, bbtiin early. Sometimes with 

a preposition; as abundantly, (e) Of pronouns ; as ilT here, 
how, etc.] 

[ § 404. Some adverbs are compounded of other words, (a) Of pre- 
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positions and adverbs; as 'j3~b3 wherefore, how long ? (h) 

Of two adverbs; as where, from “W and ris, etc.] 

[ § 405. Several adverbs receive after them verbal suffixes; in which 

connection the suffixes are generally in the Norn, case; e. g. isli3 I 

[am] yet, *15*313 he [is] yet; *153***$ he [is] not; l*i$ ivhere [isj he? 

Gen. 3: 9, (for where [art] thou ? The suffixes are usually 

those with an epenthetic Nun, which belong to the Fut. tense.] 

PREPOSITIONS. 

[ §406. Four prepositions, 3, 3,b, ft, (-ft), consisting of only one 

letter, are united with the words which they govern. Probably they 

are all derivates of roots which were of a more complete form. This 

is certain as to ft (which comes from ‘jft), and probable as to the oth¬ 

ers ; see the articles in the lexicon. For the various vowel pointing of 

these prepositions, see § 152. b. 

[§407. Derivative prepositions making words by themselves, (and 

most of them are of this kind), have the forms of other parts of speech; 

viz. (a) Of nouns sing, in the Acc. case, or const, state ; as causa, 

on account of 1.53. before, Dhn, under, etc. (b) Of nouns plural in 

the const, or suff. state ; as bfij, to, for, poetic ; “Jft, *’373, etc. Se¬ 

veral prepositions take suffixes of such a form as are usually attached 

to the plural, as well as such as are attached to the singular ; as nftn, 

••rjhft, VFihn, but also with sing, suffi so Y1bfi<, to him, etc. 

In like manner b? upon, plur. const. **53 poetic, with suff. *^3, *pb3, 

tJftib?. (c) Of nouns in the const, state with prefix-prepositions ; as 

1^3 by, igsb before, etc. (d) Of adverbs with prefix-prepositions ; as 

*pN3 , “>nb3b without, TNft since, etc. (e) Of adverbs followed by a 

preposition, so as to denote but one idea; as b 3 “3 3 around, b b?ft 

above, fft ‘ph without, etc. (f) Of a double preposition ; as D3ft 

from witli, *p373 between, nHn bfij under; like the French cPaupres, 

de cliez. (g) Of a paragogic letter or suffix, viz. !!-. towards, to; as 

Si73’“ID towards Sodom, to the ground, etc. So also Si- and Si-, 

in a few cases ; as Sip. JD to Syene, Ezek. 29: 10; Sip3 to Nob, 1 Sam. 

21:2. 

Note. Prepositions take noun-suffixes, in the manner of both sing, 
and plur. nouns; very seldom are verbal-suffixes appended to them, 
like ^nnn, nsnftn, 13133, etc.] 

[ § 408. Several prepositions and particles are united with the pro¬ 

nouns in a peculiar way. The following table exhibits a view of these 

peculiarities. 
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ft (1733) 3 in 
■>b ■>31&3 • T 

(n?,) n? 1JS733 

n? .... •J7373 

ib =1711733 
=171373 ) „ 1 =137373 

=i7i:73 ) ' • 

fiift Tib 711733 7157373 

=13 b' 131733 
▼ =137373 

fifift 
V » nab 

V t 
(33.1733) 3333 333 

V » 

m .... inn 
na inb, nnb 

t ' v » 3713 3713 3711733 (371373) 37173 

(I1?.?) in? in? .... inn 

D2$ of the Acc. nk with. 

•’niN, ani< =i:nN =pij< =i3ntt 

(sr?**) 337137, Bank 
V • V > V 1 

(?jm) ijm 33RN 

nn> .... .... 

ink fink,finnK 
T ’ V l V 

inN BnN 
T * 

r»nk 
▼ 

nm 
T • 

.... 

Notes on the paradigm, (l) The suff. ^ sometimes takes the parag. 

Iru; e. g. = = Sjb, etc. (2) Before suffixes, fi requires 

the parag. ifr as a union-syllable ; as in the table. (3) becomes ‘jTjfc 

(—i- e* doubled) before most of the pronouns ; not before all, 

e. g. = CtD273 , etc. (4) DN the sign of the Accus., (also standing 

sometimes before other cases, § 427. Note 2), in union with pronouns, 

always assumes the form nk, or (as it is often written plene) nik. 

(5) DfiJ with appears to be derived from a root h?3?, or to stand (as Gese- 

nius supposes) for n*k. It is imitated throughout, in its Daghesh and 

its mode of taking suffixes, by fiy with; as *733?, ^73 3?, etc. 

Note. The parag. forms, fifth, fitsn, take prepositions without 

change; as fifths, fifths, fiTfth?3, etc.] 

CONJUNCTIONS. 

[ § 409. Of primitive conjunctions there are only a few ; and most 

of these are monosyllabic. Derived conjunctions have the forms, (a) 

Of pronouns; as (-U3) because, that, like on, quod, etc. (h) Of 

pronouns preceded by prepositions; as ’1*^N""J3>* because, 
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until, etc. (c) Of a double conjunction; as '3 tJ a although; EN ‘■S but, 

unless.] 

INTERJECTIONS, 

[ § 410. Interjections being exclamations expressive of joy or sor¬ 

row, are for the most part ‘primitive. 

Derived interjections have the forms, (a) Of verbs in the Impera¬ 

tive, both of the sing, and plur. forms ; as SnEin age ! plur. , from 

EEP ; hush, be still! plur. ^OSrr in Piel, from EjDm ; JnfiJ'n l8ov, ecce ! 

(ib) Of nouns; as O the blessedness of! in be it from, 

God forbid ! '3 O hear; enough, hold ! 

Note. The interjection inj>M takes after it verbal suffixes in the Nom. 

case; as '•a\n, ^\in ecce ego! ^Sin ecce tu! etc.] 



PART IV 

SYNTAX. 

In the syntax etymological arrangement is not followed, but that 

which is most convenient and simple in the natural order of sentences. 

ARTICLE. 

The article in Hebrew, like that in Greek, seems ori¬ 

ginally to have been a demonstrative pronoun, this, that; 

and sometimes to have been used also as a relative pro¬ 

noun; in both which senses it is occasionally employed 

in our present Heb. Scriptures; see §412. Note 1. 

Insertion of the Article. 

§411. In general the Hebrew article (§ 162), like the 

in English, is used in speaking of a definite, before-men¬ 

tioned, well known, or monadic object. 
E. g. the king; Gen. 2: 7, the man before mentioned; 

the sun; etc. But in poetry, definite objects are often 

designated without the article ; as Ps. 48: 3, ‘ the city 3^ of the 

great Icing;' Ps. 72: 1. In a similar manner the earlier Greek poets 

omit the article where the Attic prose writers insert it. 

§ 412. The article is commonly (but not always) used in cases such 

as the following, viz. 

(а) Before a noun in the Genitive, when the first noun 

requires the article. 
E. g- the kings of the land; the men of 

idar, i. e. the warriors. 

(б) Before a noun of multitude in the singular. 
E. g. the wicked, p^aSn the righteous, the Canaanite. 

(c) Before generic nouns, when used with a particular, 

individual signification. 
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E. g. the river, i. e. the Euphrates ; the desert, i. e. 

the Arabian desert; the adversary, i. e. Satan, 6 didfiolog. 

(d) Often before the Vocative. 

E. g. O heavens! O sea! Frequently omitted in poetry. 

Note 1. The article is sometimes used as a pronoun, either demon¬ 

strative or relative; e. g. this day, this night, biJSn this 

time. So also Jos. 10: 24, ‘ the warriors 1DN who accompanied 

himJudg. 13: 8, ‘the child which is horn;' etc. 

Note 2. The Hebrews sometimes joined the article with a noun 

which we should use in an indefinite signification (prefixing the article 

a or an); e. g. 1 Sam. 17: 34, ‘nNtf'J a lion; Num. 11: 27, ‘VSti a 

youth; Ex. 2:15, a welly etc. So in Is. 7: 14, may, in con¬ 

formity with such usage, be rendered a virgin and not the maiden, as 

Gesenius and others have translated it. It should be remarked, however, 

that we can hardly believe the Hebrew article to have been employed, 

in cases where to the mind of the writer the object was wholly indefinite. 

E. g. Gen. 19: 11, ‘he smote them tynTSDia (for with blind¬ 

ness; not a blindness (as we might say), but the blindness, i. e. the dis¬ 

ease of blindness; just as we say, the pestilence, the plague, etc. So in 

cases of this nature, where we may employ the indefinite article a in 

translating Hebrew words with the article n, it seems quite probable 

that circumstances rendered the object definite in the mind of the 

writer. Such may have been the case in regard to the prophet’s 

mind, in Is. 7: 14. 

Where a properly indefinite sense is designed to be expressed, the 

article is omitted; as Job. 1: 1, ‘there was a man' 

Note 3. The indefinite article a or any is sometimes expressed by 

one; as 1 Sam. 1: 1, ‘there was ‘£\\; a many etc. 1 Sam. 16: 18. 

25: 14. Job 2: 10. Ex. 29: 3. 1 K. 19: 4. This construction is usual 

in Chaldee and Syriac. So in Greek, Matt. 21: 19, avatj plot, a fig- 

tree ; Mark 14: 51, rfg xig vtavfaxog, a certain young many etc. 

Omission of the article. 

§413. (l) Proper names, especially those of persons, 

countries, rivers, mountains, and places, frequently omit it, 

although they might have it. 

There are so many exceptions to the omission, that it can by no 

means be regarded as a general principle of the language. Thus rnS 

the Euphrates always omits the article, but ‘JVvn the Jordan almost 

always has it. So Wo Sinaiy Siony etc. are always without it ; 

but 'pDbTrSl Lebanony Carmely etc. usually with it. 
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(2) It is omitted before a noun in the const, state fol¬ 

lowed by a Genitive. 

E. g. i“nrp the word of Jehovah, instead of i"nS"P *1 • But 

there are some exceptions here, which shew that the usage is variable. 

Thus (a) When the following Gen. is a proper name which excludes 

the article, the first noun may take it; as Gen. 31: 13, ifijnrV'a bttn, 

the God of Bethel; Gen. 24: 67, inbn&rj, to the tent of Sarah, 

{b) So where two Genitives come together; as Ezek. 45: 16, tosn ib 

nw, all the people of the land. (c) In some other cases also, it is 

used without any such reasons; e. g. Mi'ii n?ri3“, the coat of fine linen, 

Ex. 28: 39; mgnstt fiSpa?!, the altar of brass, 2 K. 16: 14. Jer. 32: 

12 (comp. v. 11). Ps. 123: 4. In most cases of such a nature, the Gen¬ 

itive relation that follows, is made by b, § 421. d. 

(.3) Before a noun which has a suffix pronoun. 

But here also the article is sometimes used, especially before a word 

in the Genitive, or for the sake of emphasis, etc.; as Josh. 7: 21, 

tn the midst of my tent, Mic. 2: 12. Lev. 27: 23. Before 

participles with a suff. pronoun, the article is very common; Deut. 13: 

6, 11. 8: 14—16. 20: 1. etc. 
Note. Before the predicate of a sentence, it is more usually omitted; but still, it i9 often insert¬ 

ed when definiteness is required. 

General Remark. In all the cases where the article is omitted, and in which the object still 

is definite, either the nature of the thing itself, or of its adjuncts, marks that definiteness. E. g. 

in No. 1. ahove, a.proper name makes the noun definite; in No. 2, the following Gen. makes it 

definite ; in No. 3, the pronoun does this; and so in other cases of omission which from their na¬ 

ture are definite. The reader will see, moreover, that there are scarcely any cases in which the 

omission of the article is uniformly a matter of necessity. 

Article before adjectives. 

§414. (l) In general where a noun has the article, 

the adjective or pronoun-adjective agreeing with it, must 

also have the article. 

E. g. Gen. 10: 12, rtMlW the great city; Num. 11: 34, 

this place. But this principle is not uniform; for some¬ 

times the noun has an article, and the adjective omits it; as Gen. 29: 

2, tibfi'lii the great stone; 2 Sam. 6: 3, rfr^.n, the new 

wagon. 

(2) The article is usually omitted before adjectives, 

(a) When the noun to which the adjective belongs, omits 

the article ; i. e. a tame lamb, etc. 

Note. But when the noun omits an article required by the sense, 
merely through the influence of a suffix pronoun, or of a Gen. which 
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follows it, the adjective which belongs to it may still take the article ; 

as2Chr. 6:32, b'VUrt thy great name; Deut. 11:7, SitoM 
fnart ttjrp, the great work of Jehovah, 

(b) When the adjective is the predicate of a sentence. 

E. g. tPribiJH STD, God is good; hirn taign *J*n2, the name of 

Jehovah be blessed. Compare § 413. 3. Note. 

N. B. Practice is not uniform in regard to the article, in any of the 

cases under §414. Instances are not rare, where the noun omits the 

article (without any of the reasons for it assigned in § 413 above), and 

the adjective still has it; e. g. 1 Sam. 19: 22, the great cis¬ 

tern ; Jer. 38: 14. 46: 16. 50: 16, etc. In some cases apparently of 

this nature, the article is to be rendered as a pronoun; e. g. ‘Vja 

[like] 1 a wall which is tottering.’ 

NOUNS. 

Case absolute, 

§415. By this is meant, the case of a noun or pro¬ 

noun which stands in the beginning of a sentence, without 

any verb or predicate directly belonging to it. The case 

absolute is more commonly, but not always, of the form 

of the Nominative. 

§ 416. Modes of construction, (a) When the noun in the case ab¬ 

solute is the real subject of the sentence which follows, a Yav copula¬ 

tive succeeds it; as Job 36: 26, ttbl ■prtf , 6 as to the num¬ 

ber of his years, surely there is no computation/ i. e. his years cannot 

be computed. (b) The case absolute is sometimes used where the 

sense requires an oblique case, and then the oblique case is most com¬ 

monly made by a pronoun ; e. g. Ps. 18: 31, D'VM b$fl, ‘as to 

God, perfect is the way of him/ i. e. the way of God is perfect, 

where as to the sense the Gen. of bNH is required ; for the Accusative, 

Ps. 74: 17, tjpn^ v)~jrn y*;j5, ‘ as to summer and winter, thou 

hast made themSo Jer. 6: 19, HI Vnin, 6 as to my law, 

they have abhorred it.’ (c) Sometimes a participle is joined with the 

Nom., like the English case absolute; as 1 Sam. 2: 13, 

J-DT J"QT , ‘ any man offering a sacrifice, the servant of the priest came, 

etc} 1 Sam. 9: 11. Gen. 4: 15. 
Note. Pronouns are often found in the case absolute, as well as nouns. 

§ 417. The case absolute is sometimes made, (a) By the Acc.; as 
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Gen. 47: 21, b3tfy“r)tf, ‘as to the people, he led them from one town to 

another.’ (b) By the Dat.; as Ps. 16: 3, , ‘as to the saints 

who are in the land, all my delight is in them.’ (c) By the Abl.; as 

Gen. 2: 17, nhD nsf-in ‘in respect to the tree of knoicledge of 

good and evil, thou shalt not eat of it,’ etc. 

Cases relative. 

§ 418. Declension in the Latin or Greek sense of the 

word, the Hebrew has not. The case of a noun is mark¬ 

ed therefore, as ir\ English, either by the relation which 

it sustains to the sentence, as subject, object, etc.; or by its 

relation to some specific part of it, as regimen or const. 

state ; or by prepositions connected with it, either ex¬ 

pressed or understood. 

Nominative case. 

§ 419, This is known by its being the subject of a sen¬ 

tence. 
This may be either one noun or several, either sing, or plural; and 

the nouns may be of the ground-form, or in the state of regimen which 

belongs also to all cases, § 434. See also § 426. Note. § 427. Note 2. 

Genitive case. 

§ 420. This is most commonly made by a noun or ad¬ 

jective preceding it in the const, state, § 332 seq. The 

noun itself which is in the Genitive, undergoes no change 

of form. 

The Gen. is nearly always placed immediately after its antecedent, 

i. e. the noun, etc., which causes it to be put in the Genitive; but in a 

few cases, some word closely connected with the clause is inserted be¬ 

tween the Gen. and its antecedent. Thus Gen. 7: 6, £3‘’JO irpr? btefc , 

a flood of waters was, [Heb. a flood was of waters] ; Hos. 14:3, tttoPrio 

*j W, thou wilt forgive all transgression, [Heb. all thou-wilt-forgive 

transgression]; Is. 40: 12. Job 15: 10. Is. 19: 8. One can scarcely 

refrain from believing that such cases, so contrary to the common usage 

of the Hebrews, must have originated from error in transcribing. 

§ 421. Besides the usual method of expressing the 

Genitive, as designated in § 420, it is often marked by the 

particle b, to, belonging to, of. 

In many cases the expression of a Gen. is needed, where no noun 
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preceding it in regimen is employed, or where the usual form of re¬ 

gimen would mark a closer connection than the writer designed, or 

where the preceding noun is so conditioned as to render the usual form 

of regimen undesirable or inexpedient. In all such cases, the He¬ 

brews usually expressed the Genitive by the use of!?. E. g. 

(a) Where the preceding noun is omitted ; as Ynb, [a psalm] of 

David, (this is called b auctoris); so where ]!3 (son) is omitted, as 

ilbarb , Ilhream [the son] of Eglah. 

(b) Where the first noun is an indefinite one, the second a definite 

one ; as ,Vp']b a son of Jesse, would be, the son of Jesse). 

2 Sam. 9: 3. ‘ 1 K. 2: 39. 2 Sam. 2: 8 bw^b_-fig, a leader of 

Saul's. Is. 37: 13. Num. 1: 4. 

(c) When several nouns follow each other in succession, where the 

sense of the Gen. is required, it is usual to put b before the second 

Gen. case; e. g. TS?hb Dj?bh, a field-portion of Boaz, (in the 

const, state it would mean, a portion of the field of Boaz), Ruth 2: 3. 

Note. In such cases, however, is very often inserted before the 

b, e. g. Ruth 4: 3. Gen. 41: 43. Cant. 1: 1. Ezra 1: 5. Judg. 3: 28. 

12: 5. 1 K. 15: 20. 22: 31, et saepe. See General Remark below. 

(d) As the article is usually omitted before the first of two nouns in 

regimen (§ 413. 2), so where it is inserted because the sense impe¬ 

riously demands it, the following Genitive is usually made by b, in or¬ 

der that the form of regimen may be dispensed with in respect to the 

first noun. E. g. 1 K. 4: 2, Tb , these are the princes 

which ivere his (Solomon’s); 1 Chron. 11: 10, n^ib , the 

heroes who were David's. 1 Chron. 11: 11. 27: 31. Ruth. 2: 21. 2 Sam. 

14: 31. Gen. 29: 9. 47: 4, et alibi saepe. 
Note. In nearly all cases of this nature, the article is expressed before the preceding noun. 

In poetry there are a few exceptions, by virtue of poetic license. 

(e) When a Genitive by anticipation precedes its natural place, it is 

made by b; e. g. Jer. 22: 4, TiNpp b? V^b, lit. of David on his throne, 

i. e. on the throne of David. 

(f) When an adjective intervenes between the first and second 

noun; e. g. ^b^hNlb "intt “jp, a son of Ahimelek; especially after a 

numeral, as Hag. 1: 1, , in the second year of Da¬ 

rius. Gen. 7: 11. 1 K. 3:'18." 

{g) In designating time, after a numeral when tn"1 etc. is omitted • 

Deut. 1: 3, Tli^nb IftNZ, on the first [day] of the month. Ezek 1: 2. 

(h) In describing the materials of which a thing consists; e. g. 

Ez. 1: 11, ilrrb tPb?, vessels of gold. Lev. 13: 48. 

General Remark. It will be seen by a careful inspection of the 

above examples, that the Hebrew very often admits a Gen, relation to 
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be expressed, without the form of regimen. Strictly speaking, however, 

there is no case of this sort which does not admit of another solution, 

viz. one which resembles the Greek, Latin, and French methods of 

expressing possession or property; e. g. iarl poc, est mild, c'est d moi. 

The later Hebrew, which frequently employs b nigN to express a Gen. 

relation, proffers the solution in question. Thus Yyib is an elliptical 

expression for "rnb ; *'£rb is used instead of ^ 

■'ttrb ; bw^b the watchers which belonged to Saul, is used for 

bWtfb 'pn tPBisn, etc. The very frequent cases where W&tt is 

actually employed in this way, point us of course to such an obvious 

solution. 

As to the b auctoris (a above), however, Gesenius solves it by ren¬ 

dering b by, through, thus designating the efficient cause ; which seems 

to be well supported by analogies. See his Lex. art. b. 

§ 422. In Hebrew the Gen. frequently stands where 

we might naturally expect apposition. 

E. g. rns *1^2 , the river of Euphrates, i. e. the river Euphrates ; 

1 K. 10: 15, ‘’itiDN, the men of the merchants, i. e. the merchant¬ 
men. 

§ 423. The Gen. frequently follows such adjectives or 

participles, as express qualities belonging to the subject 

designated by such Genitive. 
E. g. 2 Sam. 4: 4, trbn , lame of feet, i. e. in his feet; Ps. 24: 

4, ^3, pure of hands, i. e. of pure hands ; Prov. 6: 32, ^b*noft 

deficient of [in] understanding. So in Latin, integer vitae scelerisque 

purus, etc. 

§ 424. Significations of the Genitive. This case marks 

a great variety of relations and dependencies in Hebrew; 

which are generally comprehended in the expressions, Gen. 

of the subject, and Gen. of the object. 

Note. These two designations, viz. the Gen. of the subject and oi- 

ject, do not by any means convey an adequate idea of all the various 

relations which the Gen. sustains or expresses. These may be better 

distributed thus: viz. (1) Genitive of the subject; e. g. rni-P the 

anger of Jehovah, i. e. the anger which he feels, or of which he is the 

subject. This is frequent. (2) Genitive of the object; e. g. Prov. 1: 

7, nirp nan?, the fear of Jehovah, i. e. the fear of which Jehovah is 

the object; Prov. 20: 2, the terror of the Icing, i. e. the ter¬ 

ror of which the king is the object, (this may be ranked under No. 5); 

the memory of thee, i. e. of which thou art the object. This 
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class of meanings is of wide extent. (3) The Genitive of possession, 

not merely as property, but as quality, attribute, etc. etc.; e. g. "T 

ln^ , the hand of Jehovah, i. e. which belongs to him ; the soul 

of David. (4) The Genitive of material; e. g. F|M ‘'bs, vessels of 

silver, i. e. made of silver, Ex. 11: 2. (5) The Genitive of cause 

(Genitivus auctoris); 1 Sam. 14: 15, tPpbtt > the terror of God, 

i. e. what God inspires, or of which he is the author ; Ezek. 12: 19, 

ETnttW Stth, the injury of the inhabitants, i. e. the injury of which 

the inhabitants were the cause or authors. There is a great variety of 

shades under this head of meaning. (6) The Genitive of consequence ; 

e. g. Ezek. 35: 5, Y'j?. “p?, the sin of the end, i. e. the sin which is fol¬ 

lowed by consummation or destruction. (7) The Gen. of relation ;* 

e. g. Is. 54: 9, ha "‘73, the waters of Noah, i. e. to which Noah stood 

related, viz. as described in the history of the flood, or waters in the 

time of Noah; 1 Sam. 16: 20, fcflb SEH, the ass of bread, i. e. the ass 

which carries bread. There is a great variety here. (S) The Genitive 

of quality; i. e. icords of truth, i. e. true words. This is a 

widely extended usage ; see § 440. Other divisions of meaning con¬ 

veyed by the Gen., might be added; but these are the leading ones. 

The attentive reader of the Scriptures will soon find, that the Genitivus 

subjecti et objecti is very far from expressing all relations designated 

by this case; and indeed, that no formal divisions can reach all the 

niceties of the examples which now and then occur. In fact, almost 

every and any kind of relation of one thing to another, is expressed by 

the Genitive case. 

§ 425. Sometimes the Genitive following an adjective, 

is used as a noun of multitude, and the adjective then de¬ 

notes a part of this multitude. 

E. g. Prov. 15: 20. 21: 20, tntt , the foolish of men, i. e. fool¬ 

ish men; 1 Sam. 17: 40, ‘five "‘jTpbft, smooth of stones,’ i. e. 

smooth stones; Job 41: 7, the strong of shields, i. e. 

strong shields. 

Dative case. 

§426. This case is marked by h signifying to or for. 

Note 1. In a few cases b stands before the Nom.; as 1 Chron. 3: 2, 

‘ the third was tnb'iQttb , Absalom.’ Sometimes before the Acc.; as 

Ezra S: 16, ‘I sent ^tspb^b, Eliezerl Lam. 4: 5. 2Sam. 3: 30. Job 

5: 2. The latter usage is common in Syriac. 

* AH Genitives express relation, and this name might therefore be given to all. But as more 
specific names are here assigned to other Genitives, I have used relation to designate a sui generic 
connection which I can find no other word satisfactorily to express. 
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Note 2. The Dative case is very common after the verb i"Tn, either 

implied or expressed, when it signifies possession, belonging to; like 

sum put for habco> in Latin. 

Accusative case. 

§427. This is sometimes designated by 

otherwise it is without any distinctive sign. 

Note 1. The use of DN with the Acc. is limited, (a) To nouns 

with the article. (6) To nouns having a Gen. or suffix after them. 

(c) To proper names. Consequently it is used only in cases where a 

definite idea is conveyed by the noun. But in poetry, this usage is not 

observed with any strictness. 

Note 2. Sometimes D2J is used before the Nom.; as 2 K. 6: 5, 

, ‘ and the iron fell into the water.’ Especially before the 

Nom. of passive verbs ; as Gen. 17: 5, ^l72U3“nfc$, ‘ thy name shall no 

more be called Abram.’ Sometimes before the Nom. of neuter verbs; 

as 2 Sam. 11: 25, nTSl , (this matter, may it not displease 

thee;’ Ezek. 35: 10, ‘the two nations are mine.’ See 

ncj in the Lex. 

§ 428. Use of the Accusative case. This commonly, as 

in other languages, denotes, (l) The object of a transitive 

verb. (2) In a great number of cases, it forms adverbial 

designations of time, place, measure, etc. (3) It is also 

used in all those cases where the Greeks understand 

xaid, and the Latins, secundum, quoad, etc. E. g. 

(a) Place whither; as 2 Chr. 20: 36, n2bb, to go to Tar- 

shish. (b) Place where; as Gen. 18: 1, , at the door of the 

tent. (c) Time when and how long; as 2*}y, in the evening; 

in the morning. So Gen. 27: 44, , during certain days. 

(d) Measure; as Gen. 7: 20, ‘ the waters rose fifteen cubits.’ 

(e) The material from which any thing is made; as Gen. 2: 7, ‘God 

formed man of dust from the earth;’ §511. Note, (f) Cases 

where Kara would be implied in Greek; as 1 K. 16: 23, ‘lame 

as to his feet;’ Ps. 3: 8, ‘ thou hast smitten all thine ene¬ 

mies , as to [on] the cheek bone.’ (g) Cases where a noun is 

taken in an adverbial signification; as Deut. 23: 24, , volunta¬ 

rily; Ezek. 11: 19, 2b, unanimously; Ex. 24: 3, inp, unan¬ 

imously, etc. 
N. B. It will be very convenient to name these various cases, the Acc. of place; of time; 

of quantity; of material; of manner. The student has only to recollect that all these are de¬ 

signated by the Acc., and this without its bearing a special relation to any active verb. 
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(4) The Accusative is sometimes put after participles, 

or verbals with an active signification, and is governed by 

them. 

E. g. 2K. 4:1, ftirpTlN N"V , fearing Jeliovali; Is. 11: 9, W-?. 

rnn’-nN, the knowledge of Jehovah, lit. to cognoscere Jehovam. 

Vocative and Ablative. 

§ 429. The Vocative sometimes has the article to de¬ 

signate it; but not always. It can be distinguished only 

by the sense of the passage. 

§ 430. The Ablative case takes ‘jlD from, out of; 2 in, 

by; 03? with, etc. In many cases, the preposition is 

merely implied. 

Construct State. 

§ 431. A noun is said to be in this state, when it pre¬ 

cedes another noun in the Genitive. This rarely admits 

any intervening word, § 420. Note. 

As to the changes in the form of the noun in the const, state; see 
§333. 

§ 432. The form of the const, state, however, is not 

limited to nouns before a Gen. case; it often appears, (a) 

Before nouns in other cases governed by prepositions. (6) 

Before verbs and parts of sentences which express the 

same sense as nouns might express, (c) Before adjectives, 

(d) Before ")i2N!. (e) Before *1 copulative. 

(a) Before nouns governed by prepositions; e. g. (1) Nouns with 

2; as Is. 9:2, the joy in [of] harvest; Is. 5: 11, 

"np.bs , who rise early in the morning. (2) With b; as Is. 56: 

10, mb *5*3^, lovers of slumber. (3) With btt ; as Is. 14: 20, , 

, going down to the stones of the pit. (4) With as 

Jer. 33: 22, the Levites Vift , who served me. (5) With ; as 

Jer. 23:23, VrbN, a God near at hand. (6) With b?; as 

Judg. 5: 10, "Obn, who go on the way. 

(b) Before verbs and parts of sentences expressing ideas that might 

be designated by nouns; as 1 Sam. 25: 15, all 

the days of our walking with them, where W is in the const, state be¬ 

fore the verb that follows. Job 18: 21, bi$ aW ttb taip», the place of 

21 
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him who knows not God. Is. 29: 1, TH , the city of David’s 

dwelling. The like in Lev. 14: 46. Is. 30: 29. Hos. 1: 2; also in Ex. 

6: 28. Lev. 7: 35. Num. 3: 1. Zech. 8: 9. Jer. 36: 2. 48: 36. Lam. 1: 

14. Ps. 81: 6. 

(c) Before adjectives ; as 2 K. 12: 10, ‘ifrK , one coffer (§ 440. 

a); Is. 17: 10, igoa, pleasant plants ; see § 445. § 440. 

(d) Before ; as Lev. 4: 24, filpfc , the place which. Gen. 

40: 3. See also 1 Sam. 3: 13. 

(e) Before *1 copulative; as Is. 33: 6, nfiSh, wisdom and know¬ 

ledge. So also, Is. 35: 2. Is. 51: 21. 

§ 433. In a few cases, the const, form seems to be 

employed where we might naturally expect the absolute. 

But most of these are cases of such a nature, as to shew that some 

noun in the Gen. after such const, form is implied, although not expres¬ 

sed. E. g. 2 K. 9: 17, 41 see , cc multitude,’ i. e. the multitude of 

Jehu, as the preceding part of the verse shews. Ps. 74: 19, ‘give not 

rpftb, to the leasts’ i. e. to the beast3 of the forest or to the 

wild beast. Both of these cases, however, may be mere examples of 

the unusual fern, in n_, see § 319. Note 3. So in Ps. 16: 3, ‘'"VHN is 

probably for , as supplied from the preceding part of the 

verse. 

For the supposed use of the abs. instead of the const., see § 435. 

§ 434. Const. state or regimen has reference solely to 

the relation of the two nouns, etc., connected together in 

this state ; but not to the relation these may sustain in 

regard to the rest of the sentence. 

Hence the const, state is found in all the cases of nouns; e. g. (a) 

In the Norn.; as 1 K. 12: 22, tPirbftbJ ‘ the word of God came 

to Shemaiah.’ (b) In the Gen.; as Job 12: 24, > 

the heart of the princes of the 'people of the land; where is in the 

Gen. in regard to 2lb, and in the const, as it respects fc§; while E2 is 

in the Gen. with regard to , and in the const, as it respects 

(c) In the Dat.; as Job 3: 20, 1255.3 ^jab, to those who are grieved in 

spirit, where the former word is in the const, state and Dative, (cl) In 

the Acc.; as 1 Sam. 9: 27, ‘that I may show thee teVrbtt the 

word of God’ where n!:n is in the const, state Accusative, (e) In the 

Voc.; as 2 K. 1: 13, DTrbttrj , O man of God. (/) In the Abl.; 

as Ps. 17: 4, -15*12, by the ivorcl of thy lips, where the first 

noun is in the const, state Ablative. 
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Apposition. 

§ 435. In Hebrew, two nouns designating the same 

thing, are not only placed in apposition (as is usual in oth¬ 

er languages), but apposition is frequently employed where 

the Gen. might be used and would naturally be expected. 

E. g. Prov. 22: 21, Dtttt words [which are] truth, i. e. 

words of truth ; Zech. 1: 13, , ivorcls [which are] consola¬ 

tions, i. e. words of consolation; Ex. 24: 5, , offerings 

[which are] peace offerings. 
Note. Of two nouns thus placed, one is frequently used as an adjective; as in the examples 

above, we may render true words, consolatory words, etc. See $ 440 seq. 

§ 435 a. Nouns are apparently, but not really in ap¬ 

position, which designate weight, measures, time, etc. 

E. g. 2K. 7: 1, nb.b ft&D, a seaJi [of] fine meal; 2K. 5: 23, 

two talents [of] silver; Gen. 41: 1, d*^ trn2\p, two 

years [of] time; 1 K. 7: 42, 'Tp, two rows [of] pome¬ 

granates; Ezek. 22: 18, P]dd trap, dross [of] silver. Comp. § 463. 
N. B. In these instances the second nouns are all the Acc. of measure, material, time, manner, 

etc.; comp. § 428. N. B. 

Note 1. Sometimes nouns are put in apposition, where the latter 
noun designates a whole or genus, of which the former designates only 
a part or species; e. g. Judg. 5: 13, D5? the nobles [of, among] 
the people. 

Note 2. Some examples occur of apparent apposition, in which the 
latter noun is probably in the Gen., by reason of a word implied; e. g. 

[nrfbtt] dndp, Jehovah [God of] hosts. So probably, Is. 30: 
20, yhb [■»&] tPE, water [water of] trouble; [nEft] ^xe 
glow [the glow of] Ids anger. 

Gender of Nouns and Adjectives. 

§ 436. The Hebrew haying no neuter gender, it com¬ 

monly employs the fern, to express it; but sometimes the 

masculine, § 321. Note I. 

E. g. Ps. 27: 4, ‘I have asked , one thing;’ Ps. 12: 4, rrib'IS, 

great things ; Gen. 42: 30, nV^jP, hard things, etc. Less often is the 

masculine employed ; as Prov. 8: 6, , noble things. 

Note. The fern, is sometimes used also in a collective sense, for ob¬ 
jects which are properly masculine; as Mic. 1: 11, 12, inhab- 
itress, i. e. inhabitants; Mic. 7: 8, 10, enemies. So y? a tree, 

a grove of trees, etc. So in Arabic, the pluralisfractus, which is 
used as a collective, very often has a fern. form. 
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Number of Nouns. 

§437. (l) The Hebrews often employed nouns sing. 

in a collective sense, especially national denominations. 

E. g. small cattle, Hfjt gold, the Canaanite, i. e. the in¬ 
habitants of Canaan, etc. 

(2) For the sake of emphasis, the Hebrews commonly 

employed most of the words which signify Lord, God, 

etc. in the plur. form, but with the sense of the singular. 

This is called pluralis excellentiae. 

Examples, (a) lord, is so used in all the forms of the plural, 

except my masters. The form is always used in the sense 

of the singular for God. (b) God, in all the forms of the plural. 

(c) lord, in all its forms, (r?) tTMiPip, the most Holy One, Hos. 12: 

1. Prov. 9: 10. 30: 3. Jos. 24: 19. (e) the Almighty, is probably 

of the plural form, § 325. b. (f) tTDPft household god, as sing. 1 Sam. 

19: 13, 16. (g) Occasionally a few other words are used in the like 

way ; as Job 35: 10, ‘ God my MakerEcc. 12: 1, thy 

Creator. See also Is. 22: 11. 42: 5. Ps. 149: 2. Comp. §484. 

(3) The plural, especially in poetry, is not unfrequent- 

ly used where we might expect the singular. 
E. g. Job 6: 3, ‘ the sand , of the seas’ i. e. of the sea. Even 

where only one can possibly be meant, is this the case ; as Judg. 12: 

7, ‘ he was buried , in the towns of Gilead,5 i. e. in a town; Gen. 

8: 4, ‘the ark rested ‘n-ina , on the mountains of Ararat,5 i. e. on the 

mountain ; Job 21: 32, rnp:n£, the graves, i. e. the grave. Ps. 46: 5. 

Peculiar significancy attached to nouns in certain cases. 

Repetition of nouns. 

§ 438. The Hebrews frequently repeated nouns with¬ 

out the copula 1 between them, for various purposes; viz. 

(a) To denote multitude; e. g. Gen. 14: 10, rri^tfa rnntfa, 

pits pits of bitumen, i. e. many pits, etc.; see d below, (b) To denote 

distribution ; e. g. Gen. 32: 17, ^1?,flock flock by itself, i. e. 

each flock by itself, (c) To denote all, every; e. g. Deut. 14: 22, 

, year year, i. e. every year. Sometimes also with a copula; as 

Deut. 32: 7, generation and generation, i. e. all generations. 

(d) To denote intensity; e. g. Ecc. 7: 24, pbJ> pb^, deep deep, i. e. 

very deep; comp, a above. So earnestness in warning or threatening, 

in grief, joy, etc., is usually expressed by repetition. 
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Note. In order to denote intensity, it is not always necessary that 
the same word should be repeated; but a synonymous word, or a word 
of similar sound and signification, is often substituted with the same 
efFect; as Ps. 40: 3, clay of mire, i. e. the miry clay ; Job 
30: 3, nfiJlU), wasting and destruction, i. e. great wasting, 
etc. 

§ 439. Repetition with the copula T, usually denotes 

diversity. 

E. g. Deut. 25: 13, , stone and stone, i. e. different stones 

or weights ; Ps. 12: 3, abl aba, with a heart and a heart, i. e. with 

different hearts, with deceit. 

Nouns employed as Adjectives. 

§ 440. Of two nouns in regimen, one is frequently em¬ 

ployed as an adjective, in order to qualify the other. 

The principle is regulated thus : (a) The second or Gen. noun com¬ 

monly qualifies the first; e. g. ^3, vessels of silver, i. e. silver ves¬ 

sels; &bis> riTfitt, possession of eternity, i. e. everlasting possession; 

Is. 24: 10, , city of desolation, i. e. desolate city; Gen. 34: 

80, , men of number, i. e. which can be numbered, few 
men. 

(6) Sometimes the first noun qualifies the second; e. g. nftip 

the tallness of his cedars, i. e. his tall cedars; the 

fatness of his flesh, i. e. his fat flesh; E^Sjn-bs, the whole of men, i. e. all 

men. Ex. 13: 3. But this construction is less frequent than the other. 

Note. This principle is more or less common to all languages, spe¬ 
cially the one designated under a; but the Hebrew having only a few 
adjectives, resorts to it more frequently than almost any other language. 
In particular, the Hebrew is almost entirely wanting in adjectives de¬ 
signating the material of which any thing is made. Hence ^bs, 
vessels of silver, and other expressions of the like nature, are a matter 
of necessity. But this form of expression is sometimes used where 
there is no necessity, i. e. where adjectives might be employed; e. g. 

garments of holiness; priest of the head, i. e. 
high priest, instead of ‘jnbJi. 

§ 441. When two or more nouns are connected by the 

verb of existence (iYiI) expressed or understood, such 

nouns as designate quality are usually employed as adjectives. 

E. g. Gen. 1: 2, ‘ the earth iriai sirin limn, was desolation and 

emptiness,’ i. e. desolate and empty; Ps. 10: 5, high¬ 

ness [are] thy statutes, i. e. they are high, out of sight; Job 8: 9, blEft 

3N, yesterday [are] we, i. e. of yesterday, hesterni sumus. Lev. 21: 6. 
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§ 442. Nouns with prepositions prefixed, are sometimes 

used as adjectives. 

E. g. Ps. 77: 14, UJ^pa, in holiness [is] thy way, i. e. thy 

way is holy; 1 Chr. 26: 14, iotoa , a counsellor with wisdom, i. e. 

a wise counsellor; Ps. 17: 9, ttfssa my enemies in respect to life, 

i. e. my deadly enemies. 

§ 443. When two nouns are connected by a conjunc¬ 

tion, one of them is occasionally employed as an adjective. 

E. g. Gen. 4: 4, fliabnfc/l rri'llMJa, of the firstlings of his 

floclc and of the fat of them, i. e. of the fat firstlings, etc.; Gen. 3: 16, 

qphtt'l thy pain and thy conception, i. e. thy painful concep¬ 

tion. Perhaps Ps. 119: 168. The construction may be called Hendi- 

adys, ev dca dvoiv. 

§ 444. To express qualities which in other languages 

are usually designated by adjectives, the Hebrews em¬ 

ployed the words IZJNtf, *j3, D3, followed by a noun 

expressive of quality. 

Examples, (a) man; as D'Hiyj a man of words, i. e. an 

eloquent man; ‘iDft , a man of piety, i. e. a pious man. (5) 

men; as a?*} ■’ntt, men of hunger, i. e. hungry men. (c) b^a lord, 

possessor; as , possessor of hair, i. e. hairy ; "tea , pos¬ 

sessors of a covenant, i. e. bound together by a covenant, (c?) fa son, 

and nn daughter; as son °f strength, i. e. a hero; son 

of death, i. e. condemned, worthy of death ; Jij'J) fa, son of a year, i. e. 

a yearling. So VSKi nisa, the daughters of song. i. e. singing women, 

Ecc. 12: 4; see Lex. The student will see that these cases are only a 

peculiar modification of the principle in § 440. a. 

Note. The first noun in constructions of this kind is sometimes 
omitted, and can be supplied only from the sense of the passage; as 
Job 31: 32, way, for rnk fa, son of the way, i. e. a traveller; 
Prov. 17: 4, falsehood, for a man of falsehood, i. e. a liar. So Gen. 
15: 2, pto73/3, for son of Damascus, i. e. a native of Damascus. Job 34:18. 

ADJECTIVES. 

§ 445. The Hebrew, like other languages, often sup 

plies the place of nouns by adjectives taken in an abstract 

or neuter sense. 

E. g. Jos. 24:14, tPElj, integrity, lit. upright, innocent; Job 20:22, 

bay, trouble, lit. troublesome, etc. Ps. 10: 10. So rVijM, a woman 
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of evil, i. e. an evil woman, where is constructed as a noun in the 

Gen.; 'ft, waters of fulness, i. e. full streams, instead of tTfc 

Comp, in Greek, to nctlov, to GoqooV, etc. 

Note. In this way some adjectives are constantly used as epithets 

of persons or things; as ^5*$ strong, for ‘God;5 ‘■pzfc strong, for 

4 bull, horse, hero i“T73h hot, for ‘ the sun;5 fljib white, for ‘ the moon* 

etc. So for Gael, we say in English, the Almighty, the Omnipotent, 

etc.; in French, VEternel, etc. This is called the epitlieton ornans. 

Adjectives as predicates of a sentence. 

§ 446. (a) When an adjective is the predicate of a 

sentence, and the verb of existence is omitted, the 

adjective stands regularly before the noun, and is usually 

Avithout the article. 

E. g. Gen. 4: 13, > great [is] my iniquity. In a very few 

cases the adjective seems to stand after the noun ; as in Gen. 19: 20. 

1 Sam. 12: 17. But in the first case, the expression seems to be ellip¬ 

tical, viz. [*Tn] in the second, is probably a verb. Hab. 

1: 16. 

(b) Such adjective generally agrees in number and 

gender with the noun to which it relates ; but there are 

many apparent exceptions. 

Note. These exceptions may be explained on the principle, that 

when adjectives are used as predicates, they are often to be taken in 

an abstract sense as nouns of the neuter gender ; § 445. Thus Ps. 73: 

28, sio 'b fc'rrbtt , approach to God [is] to me delightful, lit. a 

pleasant or delightful thing, the noun being in the fern., and the adj. in 

the masc. and used as a neuter noun, § 436. So Gen. 27: 29, 

the cursers of thee [are] cursed, lit. an accursed thing; Ps. 119: 

137, ‘Atth , upright [quoddam rectum] are thy statutes. Ps. 

66:3. So Virgil, Aen. iv. 569, varium et mutabile semper femina; 

Statius, Theb. ii. 399, blandum potestas; Achill. Tat., novtipov piv 

yvvrj. So to nav, rd navxu, the universe, rational or material. 

§ 447. Article before an adjective ttsed as a predicate. 

When this occurs, the verb of existence , or its 
t r 

equivalent the pronoun , is usually inserted. 

E. g. 1 Sam. 17: 14, “ipr David ivas the smallest, i. e. 

the youngest. In cases of this kind, the adjective is placed after the 

noun to which it relates. 
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Note. In like manner, participles used for the Pres, tense of verbs 
sometimes stand as predicates after the noun, and take the article; 
e. g. Deut. 3: 21, thine eyes see. 

Adjectives qualifying nouns. 

§ 448. Adjectives used as epithets, i. e. simply qualify¬ 

ing nouns, (so also participial and pronominal adjectives), 

generally agree with the noun in gender and number. 

§ 449. Exceptions. (a) The pluralis excellentiae, commonly but 
not always, takes an adjective singular, § 437. 2; e. g. Is. 19: 4. 
naSp a hard master. On the contrary, Jos. 24: 19, tPJrbtt, a 
holy God, falling in with the general analogy. (b) Nouns of multitude 
in the singular, commonly but not always, require a plural adjective ;* 
e. g. Jer. 50: 6, nilziN a wandering flock. 

§ 450. Dual nouns take plural adjectives; e. g. 

, weak hands. 

§451. Nouns of common gender, having more than 

one adjective, admit both the masc. and fern, forms in the 

adjectives. 

E. g. IK. 19: 11, pjSYl rfpha hVl, a great and strong wind. 

Position of Adjectives. 

§ 452. When they qualify nouns, they are usually put 

after them. 

The number of apparent exceptions to this rule is so very small, and 

some of them so equivocal, that it appears dubious whether real excep¬ 

tions are to be admitted. See however, Ps. 89: 51, C'ag all 

the numerous people; also Is. 53: 11. Jer. 3: 7, 10. 16: 16. 

Note. The pronominal adjective this, not unfrequently precedes 

the noun with which it agrees. 

§ 453. When an adjective serves to qualify two or 

more nouns, it is usually put after them; and the gender 

of it may be either masc. as the more worthy, or the 

same as the gender of the last noun. 

E. g. Neh. 9: 13, D'BIB CPpft ,good laws and statutes; Ezek. 

1: 11, their faces and icings were separated. 

Here rrtl'TB, a part, adjective, is fern.; as is the noun also which next 

precedes it. 

* Note. When the concord is directed by the sense, as in a, &, rather than by the grammatical 

form of the noun, we may call it construdio ad sensum. 
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Construct state of adjectives. 

§ 453 a. They are often put in this state, even when 

they qualify the noun with which they stand in regimen. 

E. g. tn©3 ■'p? , clean of hands; Mb ^3, p/re of heart; iiD*' 

beautiful of form, etc. This construction is of wide extent in Hebrew^ 

and is often used in respect to participles partaking of the nature of 

adjectives. Ps. 19: 3, 9. Jer. 1: 8. 

Comparison of adjectives. 

Comparative degree. 

§ 454. (a) The comparative degree in adjectives, is 

made by using p (prae, in comparison of) after the ad¬ 

jective, and before the noun with which the comparison 

is made. 

E. g. Judg. 14: 18, pin», sweeter than honey ; Ps. 19: 11. 

Note. In the same manner also is used, to make a comparison 

after nouns or verbs signifying condition or quality. E. g. Is. 52: 14, 

‘ his visage UTNE nnttfa, was marred more than any man's ; Gen. 41: 

40, JJ7373 b^3 N, I ivill be greater than thou. 

(b) But p before the Inf. mood, implies a negative. 

In this case it may be translated so that not, or than that, according 

as the sentence is constructed ; e. g. Gen. 4: 13, b 

iniquity is great so that it cannot be pardoned, or greater than that it 

can be pardoned. 

(c) Sometimes the adjective necessary to make out fully the com¬ 

parison, is omitted; as Is. 10: 10, ‘ their gods ab'[were more 

powerful] than those of Jerusalem.’ 

Note. In the Rabbinic, comparison is made by ^iryp, more. In the 
N. Test., the positive degree of adjectives is not unfrequently used for 
both the other degrees; an imitation of the Hebrew, which does not 
vary the form of adjectives for the sake of comparison. 

Superlative degree. 

§ 455. The Hebrew has no appropriate form to mark 

this, but expresses it by various circumlocutions. 

E. g. (a) By the article prefixed to an adjective of the positive 

degree ; as 1 Sam. 16: 11, ‘ David was the smallestJ The Ara¬ 

bian makes his superlative, by prefixing the article to the comparative 

form. (6) By a Gen. or suffix following the adjective ; as 2 Chr. 21: 

17, v:a , the smallest of his sons; Mic. 7: 4, toiu, the best of 

22 
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them, (c) A superlative of intensity is formed, when a word is repeat¬ 

ed and put in the Gen. plural; as tihp, holy of holies, i. e. the 

the most holy place; Ecc. 1:1, irdrr, vanity of vanities, i. e. 

exceedingly vain. So 1 K. 8: 27, heaven of heavens, i. e. the highest 

heaven; Gen. 9: 25, servant of servants, i. e. a most abject servant; 

Deut. 10: 17, God of gods, i. e. the supreme God, etc. (d) The com¬ 

parative degree sometimes necessarily expresses the sense of the su¬ 

perlative ; as Gen. 3: 1, ‘now the serpent was rrh if373 frn?, 

cunning above all the beasts of the field,' i. e. the most cunning of all. 

(e) Some iiouns necessarily imply a superlative in themselves; viz. (1) 

tiiiH head, as Ps. 137: 6, ttin, the head of my joy, i. e. my 

highest joy. (2) ‘"nSa, first born, as Is. 14: 30, "n/ldd ,first born 

of the wretched, i. e. most wretched ; Job 18: 13, nTB , the first 

born of death, i. e. the most terrible death. 

§ 456. Besides the above modes of expressing a super¬ 

lative, the Hebrew exhibits a variety of methods by which 

intensity of meaning is denoted. 

E. g. (a) dNtt very, or dkd dNTJ very very; as Gen. 7: 19, ‘the 

waters increased dto , very exceedingly,' etc. (Z>) By repeating the 

same word ; see § 438. (c) By two synonymous words, see § 438. d. 

and Note, (d) By repeating the same word and putting it in the Gen. 

when repeated ; as Hos. 10: 15, , the evil of your evil,i. e. 

your base wickedness. Sometimes a synonyme is used in the Gen., 

instead of the same word being repeated, § 438. d, Note, (e) The 

name of God placed after a noun sometimes makes it specially inten¬ 

sive ; as Jonah 3: 3, a great city D'Vrbftb before God,' i. e. really or 

truly very great; Gen. 10:9, ‘ Nimrod was a mighty hunter rni"P *'3 si?, 

before Jehovah,' i. e. exceedingly expert in hunting. So Acts 7: 20, 

‘ Moses was uozeiog zto Gsm, fair to God,' i. e. very fair ; Luke 1: 6, 

‘righteous ivwmov tov Geov, before God,' i. e. really or eminently 

pious. 

NUMERALS. 

§457. The cardinal numbers 2—10, are commonly joined with 

plural nouns, and follow the same gender. They may be put (a) In 

the const, state with nouns to which they relate; e. g. D"1^ 

three days, lit. a threeness of days. (6) In apposition, or perhaps ad¬ 

verbially, with the nouns to which they relate, and either before or af¬ 

ter them ; e. g. three sons , rn32 three daughters. 

The position of the cardinal number after the noun, is less common, 

and belongs rather to the later Hebrew. 
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§ 458. The cardinal numbers 11—19, are put in apposition, or 

rather adverbially, with nouns plural or singular, and commonly stand 

before the noun, but sometimes after it. The gender is usually the 

same as that of the noun. E. g. Num. 1: 44, , twelve 

men; 2 Sam. 9: 10, 9 fifteen sons, etc. 

§ 459. The tens (20—90) are of common gender; are put in ap¬ 

position with nouns either sing, or plural; and may stand either before 

or after the noun. E. g. Judg. 11: 33, twenty cities; Gen. 

32: 15, tiptop , twenty rams. 

§ 460. Numbers composed of tens and units (e. g. 26, 34, 48, etc.), 

when standing before a noun, require it to be in the singular; but 

when the noun precedes, it is in the plural. In both cases the gender 

of the smaller numeral is the same as that of the noun. E. g. Deut. 

2: 14, iiri) thirty and eight years; Jos. 19: 30, 

, cities twenty and two, etc. 

§ 461. The numerals a hundred and a thousand, may be 

put in either the abs. or const, state with nouns either sing, or plural, 

and may stand either before or after the noun. E. g. Gen. 17: 17, 

TOu5 -ftNJg, a hundred years; 25: 7, 17, DNfa, a hundred of 

years; 2 Chr. 3: 16, 100 pomegranates ; Is. 7: 23, £|bi$ 

, a thousand of vines; Ezra 8: 27, Pjbtf , 1000 Darics. 

§ 462. Numbers composed of thousands and smaller numbers, fol¬ 

low the same rule as composite numerals in § 460. 

§463. In many cases the numerals are used alone to designate 

weights, measures in common use, and time, the noun being omitted. 

E. g. Gen. 20: 16, a thousand [shekels] of silver; Ruth 3: 

15, <23tt5, six [measures] of barley ; 1 Sam. 10: 4, , two 

[loaves] of bread. The word cubit, commonly takes the preposi¬ 

tion 2 after the numeral; as Ex. 27: 18, froijS ftiJE, one hundred in 

cubits, i. e. 100 cubits. Gen. 8: 5, ‘IftfiJS, on the first [day] of 

the month. Comp. § 551. 

§ 464. The cardinal numbers beyond ten are also used 

as ordinals; and they are either put before the noun and 

in apposition with it, or are put in the Gen. after the 

noun. 

E. g. Gen. 7: 11, tn' JrTJbttte, on the seventeenth day; 1 K. 16: 

10,u^T252 n2&2, in the year of 27, i. e. the 27th year. 

For the ordinal numbers below 10, see § 396. 

§ 465. The cardinal numbers below ten are also used 

as ordinals, in designating years, and days of the month. 
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E. g. 2 K. 18: 10, njtfj, the sixth year, lit. the year of six; Gen. 

8: 5, unhb “JftSJS on the first [day] of the month; Lev: 23: 32, rwana 

on the ninth of the month, etc. as in English. 

§ 466. The cardinal numbers are used distributively, 

when repeated without a copula. 
E. g. Gen. 7: 8, tratf, two and tioo, or two by two; Gen. 7: 3, 

n^’13 djyd'ZJ , seven and seven, or by sevens. 

PRONOUIVS. 

Primitive pronouns. 

§467. These are more usually omitted before verbs; 

but when employed, they seem intended to give more 
energy to the expression. 

Such pronouns are commonly found only in the Nominative; but 
occasionally they occupy the oblique cases as the following section 
shews. 

§ 468. When a pronoun of any form is to be repeated 

for the sake of emphasis, it is done by using the primitive 

form ; and this form thus repeated, is in any case requir¬ 

ed by the nature of the sentence. E. g. 
(a) In the Nom.; as Ps. 0: 7, Fie ft d^dt “DN , the memory of them 

of them has perished, i. e. the very memory of them, etc. (b) In the 

Gen.; as IK. 21: 19, ‘the dogs shall lick da ^lc Wood 

of thee even of thee' (c) In the Dat.; as Hag. 1: 4, dfrtt ddb , is 

it a time for you yourselves? (d) In the Acc.; as Gen. 27: 34, 

“qfcj da , bless me even me. (e) In the Abl.; as 1 Sam. 25: 24, *3 

, with me even me [be] this evil. 

Note 1. The primitive pronoun is sometimes placed first; as Gen. 

49: 8, c Judah ‘rphtt , thee thee shall thy brethren praise.' 

Note 2. The primitive pronoun appears sometimes to be used by 

way of emphasis, instead of repeating a noun; e. g. Gen. 4: 27, nuib^ 

^b*1 da, and to Seth even to him was born a son. 
***** 

§ 469. Primitive pronouns used for the verb of existence. 

(a) When a personal pronoun is the subject of a sentence, 

it implies the verb of existence ({"PH) after it; the verb 

itself being usually omitted. 
E. g. Gen. 42: 11, TairiSN d^d, we [are] righteous; Gen. 29: 4, 

Dm ‘pijft, whence [are] ye ? Gen. 3: 10, “'pbij th^g, / [am] naked. 
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Note. Personal pronouns of the tiiird person, sometimes stand sim¬ 

ply in the place of the verb of existence ; e. g. Gen. 9: 3, ‘ every thing 

which moves “'ft , which is alive ;J Ps. 16: 3, ‘ the saints ftttNf 

who are in the land;1 Zech. 1: 9, !TOft 1*1)2, what are 

these ? Plainer still is this principle in such cases as follow ; viz. Zeph. 

2, 12, ‘ ye Cushites, victims of my sword Sign DftN , are ye2 Sam. 

7: 28, tPn'VKft MSTWig, thou art God/ Ezra 5: 11, “ the servants of 

God i?afi K3ft3N (Chaldaic), are we/ answering to the Heb. ^ftJK 

. In Syriac and Arabic, this use of the personal pronoun is very 

common. 

§ 469. a. Primitive pronouns of the third person, viz. 

Mfl, D!l, “Jin, are very frequently employed as 

demonstrative pronouns. 

E. g. fcttftn in that day; Enft tFiatJ those nations. Comp. 

§ 167. Note." 
Suffix Pronouns. 

§ 470. In general the pronouns suffixed to verbs are 

in the Acc. case; those suffixed to nouns are in the Gen. 

case. 

§ 471. Exceptions as to verbal suffixes, (a) These sometimes ex¬ 

press the sense of the Dative; as Jos. 15: 19, n:ttn3, thou hast given 

to me; Zech. 7: 5, “’Dtf “qFiESn , have ye fasted for me for me, i. e. 

on my account; Job 10: 14, ‘if I sin “'Dnnmft, then thou watchest 

it for me, i. e. on my account; Prov. 13: 20, ftC}23 iftftup, he seeks 

for him correction; Ps. 94: 20, ^ftift?, is it bound to thee? (b) They 

sometimes denote relations which are usually expressed by particles; 

as Is. 65: 5, ’Tprfiplp, I am more holy than thou; IK. 21: 10, 

S)n!}5r'] > aud caused them to testify against him; Ps. 42: 5, tJTjaj, I 

moved along with them, etc. This usage is more frequent in Arabic. 

§ 472. Exceptions as to the suffixes of nouns, (a) These sometimes 

express the sense of the Dative ; as Ps. 115: 7, tTpyi—, they 

have hands—they have feet, for fcftb tP V, hands are to them, etc. 

(b) They express the sense of the preposition ; as Ex. 15: 7, 

those who rise up against thee, instead of . So Ps. 53: 6, 

^3n, him who encampeth against thee. 

Note. The suffixes of nouns may have either an active or a passive 
sense : e. g. {a) Active; as *'0£ft, my violence, i. e. that which I do; 

, my book, i.e. that which I possess. This sense of the suffixes 
is the common one. (b) Passive ; as Jer. 51: 35, "'Dttft , my violence, 
i. e. that which is done upon me; Ex. 20: 20, his fear, i. e. 
which he inspires; Is. 56: 7, Vi^Sn, my prayer, i. e" the prayer offer- 
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ed to me ; Ps. 56: 13, * thy vows, i. e. vows made to thee ; Is. 
21: 2, nnfiDtt, her sighing, i.‘e. the sighing over her, or on her account. 
Comp. § 424. 

N. B. For the pleonasm and ellipsis of personal pronouns, see §543 
seq. § 552 seq. 

Position of pronouns. 

§473. (a) When a noun in the Gen. is used merely to 

qualify a preceding noun, the suffix pronoun (which as to 

sense belongs to the first noun) is usually placed after the 

second. 

E. g. Dan. 9: 24, “F? , tty holy city, lit. the city of thy holi¬ 

ness ; Is. 2: 20, IBM , his silver idols, lit. the idols of his silver ; 

Zeph. 3: 11, thy proud exulters, lit. the exulters of thy 

pride, etc. 

(6) In a very few cases, the suffix is attached to the 

first noun. 
E. g. Ps. 71: 7, , my strong refuge, lit. my refuge of 

strength. Ezek. 16: 27. Lev. 6: 3. But this construction is not alto¬ 

gether certain, as it admits of another solution, viz. by the ellipsis of 

the first noun before the second. 

§ 474. Pronouns usually stand after the noun to which 

they relate. 
But sometimes this noun is not mentioned until after the pronoun, 

either immediately, or perhaps at the distance of several sentences; 

and sometimes it is to be supplied only from the general sense of the 

passage, e. g. Ps. 87: 1. ttnp ltiTiD? , its foundation [is] in the 

holy mountain, i.e. Zion’s, as appears from v. 2; Is. 8: 21, ‘"jilJ, 

he passes through it, i. e. the land, see v. 22; Ps. 9: 13, < when he tak- 

eth vengeance for blood TDJ Qnitf , he remembereth them,’ i. e. the af¬ 

flicted, as in the second part of the parallelism ; Ps. 65: 10. 68: 15. 18: 

15, comp. v. 18. Job 37: 4. 

Note. Sometimes, although the pronoun is immediately preceded 
by a noun, it does not refer to that noun, but to one which must be 
supplied from the sense; as Ps. 44: 3, £ by thy hand thou didst drive 
out the nations, Mtinn and didst plant them,5 i.e. the Israelites, as 
appears from v. 2. So Ps 81: 16, comp. v. 14. Ps. 105: 37. Gen. 10: 
12, where probably refers to Nineveh in v. 11. 

Nouns used for pronouns. 

§ 475. (1) In addressing a superior, the Hebrews commonly em¬ 

ployed words descriptive of the relation which the speaker, or the person 
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addressed, sustained, instead of using pronouns; e. g. Gen. 44: 16, 

1 what shall we say to my lordV i. e. to thee ; Mo, we are servants to 

my lord1 i.e. to thee. Verse 19, ‘my lord asked his servants1 etc. i.e. 

thou didst inquire of us. 

(2) The place of the personal pronouns, especially in 

a reflexive sense, is often supplied by the most distinguish¬ 

ed and essential parts of either the external or internal man. 

E. g. (a) By ttJBj soul, most frequently ; as Job 9: 21, Kb , 

IJcnow not myself; Ps. 7: 3, ‘ lest like a lion ? tie rend me;1 

Ps. 3: 3, “VDEob , to me; Ps. 11: 1. 16: 10. 35: 3. Amos 1: 8, ‘ Jehovah 

hath sworn T&D3D', hy himself1 (h) By CPIS person; as Prov. 7: 15, 

Sp:3 to seek thee; Ezek. 6: 9, E^EE , they abhor them¬ 

selves, etc. (c) By Ebt heart; as Ex. 9: 14, 'TjDb, thyself; Ps. 16: 9, 

"'zb, I myself, etc. (rf) Occasionally by several other words; as Ps. 7: 

6. 16: 9, life, and EIDD heart or soul; Is. 26: 9, spirit; Ps. 

6: 8, “pS eye; Ps. 16: 9, flesh; Ps. 17: 14, *jt3D belly; Ps. 6: 3, 

ESS? bone; 1 Sam. 20: 17, T hand, etc. The same usage prevails very 

extensively in Aramaean and Arabic. 

Anomalies of pronouns. 

§ 476. Departures from concord in respect to gender, number, etc., 

are called anomalies here. These are somewhat frequent, and may be 

ranked under several heads; comp. §§ 484—496. 

E. g. (a) In regard to number ; for a pronoun sing, not unfrequent- 

ly relates to a noun plural, i. e. it is used in a collective sense, like a 

noun of multitude ; as Deut. 21: 10, ‘when thou goest against 

thine enemies, and God gives him (sing.) into thine hand,5 etc. 

Josh. 2: 4, ‘ and the women took the two spies, and hid him1 

So Deut. 28: 48. Ps. 5: 10. Mai. 2: 2. Jer. 31: 15. ‘ Ecc. 10: 15. Is. 5: 

23, et saepe passim. 

Note. Pronouns singular being often employed in a generic or col¬ 
lective sense, in the same way as nouns of multitude, they exhibit the 
like appearances in regard to concord with verbs, adjectives, etc. 

(5) In regard to gender. (1) The masc. is used for the feminine; 

as EnN for *jnK , Ezek. 13: 20. \for nspr, Ruth 1: 22. Cant. 6: 8. 

Zach. 5: 10. So the suff. ED for ]D , Ruth 1: 8, 11, 13. E^ for 'Jrt , 

Ruth 1: 19. Ex. 1: 21. Is. 3: 16. Dan. 8: 9, 2. Ezek. 1: 6, 7, 8 saepe. 

E_ for ‘J_, Judg. 19: 24. E_ for ]_, 2K. 18: 16. 2 Chron. 29: 3. 

(2) The fern, for the masculine; as instead of HTa'n , 2Sam. 4: 6. 

Jer. 50: 5. ftK for EittK , Deut. 5: 24. Ezek. 28: 14. In Arabic and 

Rabbinic such anomalies are very frequent. 
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(c) In respect both to number and gender; e. g. Job 14: 19,n*WS&, 

where the antecedent of ft- is tTfc plur. masc. Is. 35: 7, [in] the 

laier of her, i. e. of the plur. masc. 

Relative pronouns. 

§ 477. The relative "ItpiSt (also JIT and *]? when used 

as relatives, § 169) is used in respect to antecedents of all 

persons, numbers, and genders, § 168. 

§ 478. The relative TtQN is often joined in sense with 

other Avords, merely to give them a relative meaning ; e.g. 
(a) With nouns and pronouns; as Gen. 13:16, l-|D3-—ON , which 

dust; V? “pa8, to whom; infc t ,whom; Deut. 28:49, TUN, 

whose language; Ps. 1: 4, , which the wind scatters, 

etc. (b) With adverbs ; as fittj ivhere; 'D'tift *T45a, whence, etc. 

Note. The word is commonly, but not always, separated 
from the word which it qualifies, by another intervening word. The 
word qualified, moreover, is often omitted; as Ezek. 21: 35, ‘in the 
place [13] , where thou wast created; Ex. 32: 34, “bK 
[sipTj] to what ’[place]; Is. 43:4, [m;] from what 
[time], etc. For the ellipsis of this pronoun, see § 553. * 

Note 2. not only designates a relative sense, but often includes 
with it the sense of these or those; e. g. those whom thou 
shalt curse, Num. 22: 6; , to those which, etc. 

VERBS. 

Usual principles of concord. 

§ 479. In general a verb agrees with its Nom. case in 

number, gender, and person. 

§ 480. Nouns of multitude in the singular often take a 

verb in the plural. 
E.g. Gen. 33: 13, *inJ3l, then all the flock ivill die; comp. 

§449. b. Sometimes verbs in the’singular only are employed after 
nouns of multitude ; in other cases, a sentence begins with a verb sing., 
and proceeds with plur. verbs; e. g. Ex. 1: 20. 33: 4. Is. 2: 20. Ps. 
14: 1, etc. See further on nouns of multitude, § 500. 

§481. Several connected Nominatives, either all masc., 

or of different genders, usually take a verb in the plur. 

masculine. 
E. g. Ex. 17: 10, ‘and Moses and Aaron and Hur *lb^ ascended;' 

Ps. 85: 11, W3UB2 nJQftTIOfr , mercy and truth aremet together; Gen. 
8:22, etc. ’v 
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Note. Exceptions. Cases occur rarely, where a verb sing, is used 
after several Nominatives; e. g. Ex. 21: 4 nra&til, the 
woman and her children shall he, (verb sing.) 

§ 482. When the subject and predicate of a sentence 

are connected by the verb of existence (SrPil), this verb 

often agrees with the latter. 

E. g. Gen. 27': 39, \y, rich countries shall 

be thine abode; Gen. 31: 8. Lev. 25: 33. Ezek. 35: 15, etc. 

§ 483. Dual nouns take verbs like nouns plural. 

Anomalies in the concord of verbs. 

I. As to number. 

§ 484. The pluralis cxcellentiae commonly, but not 

always, takes a verb in the singular, §437. 2. 

E. g. Gen. 1: 1, t3'l!rbN , God created; Ex. 21: 29, rtfa’P 
his oivner shall he put to death. But in a few cases the pluralis cxcel¬ 

lentiae takes a verb in the plural; e. g. Gen. 20: 13. 31: 53. 35: 7. 

Ex. 32: 4, 8. 2 Sam. 7: 23. 

§ 485. Plural Nominatives of the fem. gender, which 

relate to beasts or things and not to persons, frequently 

take a verb singular whether it precede or follow them* 

E. g. Ezek. 20: 2, rnnb'i STrsitia, broken is [are] the gates; Joel 

1: 20, the beasts cry [cries] ; Gen. 49: 22. Jer. 4: 14. 48: 

41. 51: 29*56. Ps.‘ 119: 98. 87: 3. Job 27: 20, etc. 

§ 486. Vice versa, the plur. fem. of verbs is sometimes 

used, where the usual concord would demand the singular. 

E. g. Ex. 1: 10, '3, when there shall happen war; 

Judg. 5: 26. Job 17: 16. ‘is. 28: 3.‘ Obad. 13. 

§ 487. When a Nom. plural is used in a distributive 

sense, viz. to denote each or every one of the subjects in 

question, it often takes a verb in the singular. 

E. g. Ex. 31: 14, DEsp hPb.bhft, they who profane it, i. e. every one 

who profanes it [the Sabbath], shall be put to death; Prov. 27: 16. 

3: 18. 28: 1. Gen. 47: 3. Ex. 31: 14. 

§489. When the verb precedes a plural Nominative, it 

* Note. This construction of the feminine plural with a verb singular, is technically called the 

pluralis inhumanus. Compare the Greek neuter plurals, as joined with verbs singular. 

23 
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is not unfrequently put in the singular ; and sometimes 

when it follows one. 

E. g. 1 Sam. 1: 2, tP^b* ttsr&b VP], and there was to Peninnah 

children, i. e. Peninnah had children; Is. 13: 22, , the jack¬ 

als shall howl; Deut. 5: 7. Judg. 13: 12. 2 Sam. 21: 6. Ps. 124: 5. In 

all such cases, the verb is used in a kind of impersonal way, like the 

French ilvient des homines, there comes some men. So occasionally, ev¬ 

en when the verb follows a plur. Nom.; as Ecc. 2: 7, ’’b rrs 

there were slaves to me, i. e. I had slaves; Gen. 46: 22, ‘ these were the 

sons of Rachel which were [lit. was] horn to JacobGen. 35: 

26. Dan. 9: 24. Is.* 64: i(>. 

Note. Sentences not unfrequently begin with a verb singular, and 
then proceed with a verb plural; as Gen. 1: 14, *,rP, let there 
he lights, . . . spm and let them he for signs, etc.’ Num. 9-. 6. Ezek. 
14: 1. Esth. 9: 23?. 

II. As to gender. 

§ 490. Feminine Nominatives, either sing, or plural, 

sometimes take a verb masc. whether it precedes or fol¬ 

lows them. 

E. g. 1 Sam. 25: 27, , thine handmaid brought; 1 Chr. 

2:48, the concubine bore; Judg. 21: 21, , 

if the daughters go out; Ruth 1:8, ‘even as ye [Ruth and Orpah] 

Erpipy have done to the dead;’ Is. 57: 8, and thou hast 

made a covenant for thyself where the subject of the verb is fem. So 

Lev. 2: 8. 11: 32. 1 K. 22: 36. Ecc. 7: 7. 12: 5. Jer. 3: 5. Cant. 3: 5. 

5: 8. 8: 4. 2 K. 3: 26. Gen. 15: 17. 

Note. In a very few cases, a masc. Nominative singular is followed 
by a verb fem.; e. g. Ecc. 7: 27, nb.np JVjEK saith the Preacher, 
where the verb follows the grammatical form of the Nom. rather than 
the sense of it; Judg. 11: 39, jin ""Vjrn , and it became a custom, where 
the verb is employed in an impersonal manner. 

§491. Nouns of common gender take either a masc. 

or fem. verb; and sometimes both, in the same construction. 

E. g. Is. 33: 9, ypN nbbtttt b5N, Ike land mourns and is withered; 

14: 9. Job 20: 26. Lev! Z\l. *5: 1. etc. 
Note. There are more nouns of the common gender in Hebrew, than has been generally sup¬ 

posed, (Ges. Lehrgeb. p. 472); which accounts for many supposed anomalies of gender. 

§ 492. Nouns of multitude, (among which the names 

of nations may be ranked), frequently take a verb femi¬ 

nine ; and in some cases they admit no other; comp, §480. 
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E. g. Ex: 5: 16, ^05 thy people have sinned. So the name 

of a nation, as Ps. 114: 2. This construction resembles that of the 

pluralis fractus in Arabic, which often takes a verb feminine, whatever 

the sense of the noun may be. 
Note. The names of nations, countries, and towns are of the masc. gender, when they are used 

to denote the inhabitants ,* but they are fern., when they only designate place ; comp. $320. 

§ 493. When several Nominatives of different genders 

are connected, the verb sometimes agrees with a masc. 

noun as the most worthy; and sometimes it conforms to 

the noun which stands nearest; e. g. 

(a) With a masc. noun; as Prov. 27: 9, ib ftjsnzr rnbj^ , 

ointment and perfume make [makes] glad the heart; Hos. 9: 2, etc. 

(b) With the nearest noun ; as Num. 12: 1, ^^^2? 

then spake Miriam and Aaron; Num. 20:11, SrWH 30*2/133, and 

the multitude and their cattle drank; Gen. 7: 7. 1 K. 17: 15. Esth. 9: 

29. 2 Sam. 3: 22. Comp. § 481. 
For the general rule respecting the composite Nominatives, see $481. 

Note. Where there are several Nominatives connected, and the 
sentence begins with a verb singular, it commonly proceeds with a verb 
plural; as Gen. 21: 32. 24:61. 31:14. 33:7. Comp. §489. Note. 
§480. 

III. Number and gender. 

§ 494. Feminine nouns of multitude in the singular, 

often take a verb in the plur. masculine. 

E. g. 1 Sam. 2: 33, ‘ all n12“ia the increase of thy house sin!l»', 

shall die;’ Jer. 44: 12, rPnNO ‘the remainder of Judah who ittafc} set 
' • •• : t 

their facesZeph. 2: 9. Gen. 48: 6. This is constructio ad sensum, 

§ 449. 5. Note.* 

§ 495. (a) Plural Nominatives of the fern, gender 

sometimes take a verb in the sing, masc., whether they 

precede or follow the verb. (b) Vice versa, nouns plur. 

masculine (specially a pluralis inhumanus), sometimes take 

a verb sing, feminine. 

E. g. (a) Job 42: 15, niEP ftb, there icere [was] not 

found women so beautiful; Jer. 48: 15, her towns ascended 

in the flames; Ex. 13: 7. 1 K. 11: 3. Is. 17: 6. Mic. 2: 6. Hab. 3: 17. 

Ps. 57: 2. 87: 3. Job 22: 9. Comp. § 489. § 490. (b) Vym K*b, 

his steps totter [totters] not; Job 14: 19, TT'hpDp its floods over¬ 

flow [overflows]; also when the verb follows, as Jer. 49: 24, fc'bpft 

iTOThfiJ distresses take [takes] hold on her. 
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§ 496. Peculiar Anomaly. When the subject of a verb, 

is a noun in the const, state followed by a Genitive, the 

verb sometimes agrees in number, or in number and gen¬ 

der, with the noun in the Genitive. 

E. g. 2 Sam. 10: 9, < and Joab saw that inttftbE iirpln > the front 

of the battle ivas against him;’ where the verb agrees with ftttftbtt. 

Is. 22: 7, wbfc > the choice part of thy vallies, i. e. thy 

choice vallies, shall be filled; where the verb agrees with So 

Job 29: 10. 3S: 21. Is. 2: 11. Jer. 10: 21, etc. 

Note. The solution of this seems to be the intimate connection or 
oneness of two nouns in regimen ; § 332. 

§ 497. Anomalies as to the Dual. We have seen that the dual 

takes a verb in the same manner as the plural, there being no dual 

number of verbs, § 483. Like the plural too (§ 489), it can take a verb 

in the singular, whether it follows or precedes the verb ; e. g. Ex. 17: 

12, Y'V VTn , his hands [was] were, Josh. 8:20. Mic. 4:11. So 1 Sam. 

4: 15, , and his eyes [was] ivcrc dim; Deut. 27: 7, Kethibh. 

Note. For anomalies of the like character with these in §§ 4S4— 
496, in regard to pronouns, see § 470. 

Impersonal verbs. 

§ 498. These are made in Hebrew by the 3d pers. 

masc. or fem. sing, of either the Praet.or Fut. tense; and 

sometimes by the Inf. mood. 

E. g. W, and it happened; “'b "IE, it is bitter to me; ^ h^, I 

am quiet, lit. it is quiet to me ; lb *1^, or ib ^’2, it was grievous to 

him ; 1 Sam. 30: 6, THb , and it was grievous to David; Job 4: 

5, 4 but now it comes upon thee ;* Ps. 18: 7, Inf. '’b 

when it was ill ivith me. In Gen. 4: 26, bft^ln (pass.) it was begun. 

§ 499. Impersonal verbs commonly take after them a 

Dative case with the preposition . 

E. g. 'b it is grievous to me, i. e. I am grieved; **b , when 

it was ill to me. 

§ 500. Verbs with indefinite JYominatives. These arc 

frequent, e. g. 

(a) The third pers. sing, or plur. of the verb is used in this way ; 

as Gen. 11: 9, [one] called; Gen. 48: 1, ta,i73ri,'2 and [one] told; 

1 Sam. 26: 20, Pp“p [one] pursues; 16: 23. Is. 9: 5. 64* 3, f from ev¬ 

erlasting rib [they] have not heard;* 47: 1, rib [they] 
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shall not call thee> etc. Dan. 1: 12. Hosea 2:9. This construction an¬ 

swers to the use of ony tout le monde, etc. in French, or to the Greek 

Ityovoi, etc. and is quite common in Hebrew. 

Note 1. Sometimes the Nom. is expressed by , Snij, etc.; and 

sometimes the act. Part, of the verb is employed as the Nom., as Is. 16: 

10, ^rr the treader shall tread, i. e. one shall tread; Is. 28: 4, 

the seer sees, i. e. one sees; 2Sam. 17: 9. Deut. 22: 8. 

So plur., Jer. 31: 5, the planters shall plant, i. e. one 

shall plant; Nab. 2: 3. 

Note 2. The 3 pers. plural, or a Part, plural used as a verb, is often 

to be rendered passively in such cases; as Job 34: 20, ‘V2N 

the mighty one is removed, lit. they remove the mighty one; Prov. 9: 

11, ‘ for by me are increased [lit. they increase] thy days, and 

years are added [lit. they add] to thee Gen 39: 22, c all which 

fcttj was done there,3 lit. they did or were doing there. Job 4: 19. 

7: 3. 17: 12. 19: 26. 32: 15. Comp. Luke 12: 20, rrjv xpvyfv aov 

anaixovac, thy soul shall they require, i. e. thy soul shall be required ; 

16: 9, that when ye die di'^wvTcu, ye may he received, lit. they may re¬ 

ceive you, etc. 

(b) Occasionally the second person of the verb is employed in a sim¬ 

ilar way; e. g. Is. 7: 25, frail? ttidn Nib , one shall not come there, lit. 

thou shalt not come ; Job 18: 4. Lev. 2: 4. Also in the common phrase 

with the Inf., ^503 *15 until thou contest, i. e. till one comes. 

TENSES. 

§501. As the Hebrew has but two distinct forms of tense, it is ob¬ 

vious that these must have had a diverse, various, and extended use. 

§ 502. The Praeter and Future forms can be used indifferently, in 

a great many cases, to express the same idea. Both of them may be 

made Aorists by prefixing Vav, §208, § 209, and by some other par¬ 

ticles placed before them; but the predominant use of the Praeter is 

to express past time of some shade or other; and the predominant use 

of the Future is to designate some shade offuture time. 

§ 503. The Praeter tense of verbs is used to designate 

the meaning of various tenses. 

(«) For the Perfect tense, which is its appropriate use ; e. g. Gen. 

3: 13, Svhat is this which rV'W, thou hast done? 3: 11, ‘who 

has told thee V 3: 14, 17, 22. 

(6) For the Pluperfect tense ; e. g. Gen. 2: 2, ‘ God finished the 

work , he had made; 2: 5, ‘ Jehovah ttb, had not caused 

it to rain 3 

9 
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(c) For the past tense of narration or historic tense; e. g. Gen. 1: 

I, ‘God created;’ 1: 2, ‘the earth inrprr was;’ 29: 17, ‘Rachel 

nttrrnp'j , was beautifid in appearance ’ 

The Fut. with Vav conversive commonly follows the Praeter, in the 

same sentence or in a succeeding one, in order to avoid repeating the 

Praeter. This form of tense is common, where a subsequent narration 

is connected with a preceding one. Comp. Gen. 4: 2—5. 1 Sam. 7: 15, 

16. 

(d) For the present tense; (1) In verbs signifying quality or condi¬ 

tion ; as btl^ lie is great, EDft he is wise, etc. (2) When the object of 

the verb is to express a state of acting; as Ps. 119: 28, ‘my soul fipb’n 

weeps for trouble;' 119: 30, ‘the way of truth I choose;’ Is. 1: 

15, ‘your hands Ttfbtt are full of blood.' (3) In general propositions 

designating action at any time; as Ps. 1: 1, ‘blessed is the man who 

ttb walkcth not—ttb treadeth not—ttb sitteth not; and 

so often. The Fut. is employed in the same way. 

(e) For the Fut. tense; (1) In prophecies, protestations, and assur¬ 

ances; as Is. 9: 1, ‘the people who have walked in darkness (see) 

shall see a great light;' Is. 2: 2, JVpn and it shall come to pass ; 2: 3,4, 

II, 17, 19, et saepe. (2) When a Fut. form (with a future meaning) pre¬ 

cedes the Praeter in the same construction; as Is. 1: 30, 31, V’nftyg 

shall be as an oak—an^ ^ie miglity man shall be, etc.; 

3: 25, 28, ‘ thy men ^bp? shall fall by the sword—and her gates 'ttfcO 

‘b^iO shall mourn and lament;’ and so often. 
; it ; 

Note 1. The conjunction Vav in such cases may precede the verb 

itself, as in e. 2.; or precede the Nom. when this stands before the 

verb; e. g. Job 19:27, ‘ I shall see *1$$^ Tpsn and my eyes shall behold’ 

where is made Fut. by the Vav before its Nominative. In some 

cases Vav is omitted, particularly by poetic license, and the Praeter 

still designates the sense of a Future. 

Note 2. Any word expressive of Future time and standing in con¬ 

nection with any construction, requires the Praet. that follows (with a 

Vav prefixed) to be rendered as a Future; e. g. 1 Sam. 2: 31, ‘ behold 

the days tPNS are coming, when I will cut off\ etc. So with an 

Inf.; as Deut. 4: 30, ^b when thou slialt be troubled, and 

these things shall overtake thee; Gen. 2: 5. So also, Ex. 17: 4, 112 

yet a little time, 'pbj^p5) and they will stone me; Ex. 16: 1, ‘ at evening 

ye shall know ’ 

(f) For the Imp. mood; (1) When an Imp. precedes, and the 

Praet. is connected with it by Vav; as Gen. 6: 21, ^b ftjj take for thy¬ 

self, tjippfiO and collect; comp, above in e. 2. (2) Sometimes when 
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Vav is prefixed without a preceding Imp.; as Gen. 33:10, ‘ if I have 

found favor in thine eyes, nhpb? then take, etc. Ruth 3: 9. Gen. 47: 

23. Deut. 29: 7, 8. 

(g) For the Subj. mood in all its tenses, especially when a Fut. 

with a Subj. meaning precedes in the same construction, § 504. h; 

e. g. (1) For the Present; as Gen. 3: 22, lest he put forth his 

hand, ngbl and [lest he] take, b?SO and [lest he] eat, etc. (2) For the 

Imperf.; as Is. 1: 9, 4 we should he as Sodom, ice should he 

like Gomorrha;’ Gen. 13: 13, —tnpST*, should one hurry them— 

then they would die; Ruth 1: 12. Judg. 8: 19. (3) For the Pluperf.; 

as Is. 1: 9, ‘unless Jehovah ‘"pnin had left us a remnant, etc.’ 

2 K. 13: 19, ‘ then rysn thou wouldest have smitten the Syrians.’ Job 

10: 19. Num. 22: 33. (4) For the Futurum exactum or Fut. perfect, 

as it is named ; as Ruth 2: 21, until they shall have fin¬ 

ished; 3:18. Is. 4: 4. Gen. 24: 19. 

§ 504. The Future tense of verbs Is used with a variety 

of meaning; viz. 

(a) To indicate future time; which is its appropriate use. 

(b) For the present tense ; e. g. rib, I know not; b?*)** bri, I 

cannot; tfianwhence comest thou? , ivhat seekest 

thou ? Also in general propositions; as ‘ a wise son makes glad 

his father.’ Such a use of the Fut. is very common, and agrees with 

the common use of it in Arabic. 

(c) To designate past time; e. g. (1) Often when preceded by 

particles that indicate past time, (a) By TN then; as Jos. 10: 12, Ttt 

, then spake he. (h) By tntt, not yet; as Gen. 2: 5, tntt 

was not yet, or before it was. But sometimes the sense is future after 

these particles; as Ex. 12: 48. Job 10: 21. (2) Sometimes (not very 

frequently) it indicates the past time of narration, i. e. it is employed 

as the historic tense ; e. g.*Gen. 2: 6, ‘ and a mist iib.?2 went up, etc.’ 

2:10, ‘and thence Yns*' it ivas divided, etc.’ 2: 25, TB'iiiarP ribl 

and they were not ashamed. Is not this occasioned by the Vav which 

precedes? Comp. § 503. e. 2. Note 1. 

(d) With Vav conversive the Fut. forms a common historic tense. 

Note. Vav does not always stand before the verb itself in such cases, 

but may stand before some word intimately connected with it; e. g. 

Gen. 2: 10, and thence it ivas divided. 

(e) Without such Vav it is sometimes employed to denote habitual 

or continued action ; as 1K. 5: 25, ‘ thus much Solomon ‘jFP gave to 

Hiram yearly;’ Job 1: 5, ‘ thus Job continually ; 2 Sam. 12: 

31. 2 Chr. 25: 14. 
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(/) For the Imp.; viz. (1) Always where the first or third person 

of the Imp. is needed; as Gen. 1: 26, fcltt let us make man; 1: 

3, -m—let there he light, etc. Where excitement, urging, entrea¬ 

ty, etc., is to be expressed, the parag. Fut. is usually employed; as 

let me rejoice noio; fifcsipfcj, let me arise now. (2) In prohibi¬ 

tions ; because the Hebrew Imp. is not used with negatives; e. g. Ex. 

20: 15, aw in <Srb , steal not, lit. thou shalt not steal. 

(g) For the Optative; especially when the particle N3 is subjoined ; 

e. g. Ps. 7: 10, O that it might come to an end! Cant. 7: 9, 

O may they he! 1 K. 17: 21. Is. 19: 12. 47: 13. For the 

Optative use of the parag. and apoc. Fut., see § 203. seq. 

(h) For the Subjunctive; especially after particles signifying that, 

50 that, in order that, etc. E. g. after that, that, *] that,'3 

that, b that, “Dijfijt ‘jsjgb. in order that, bN that not, b? that not, *j3 that 

not. But the Fut. often follows particles such as the above, when a 

Subj. sense is not required but a Fut. one.' 

(?) The Fut. designates all those shades oF meaning, which we ex¬ 

press in English by the auxiliaries, may, can, must, might, could, should, 

would, etc. E. g. Gen. 3: 2, bp.N3, we may cat ; 30: 31, 

ivhat must [shall] I give thee ? Judg. 14: 16, "P3ij ^b] , and should I 

tell thee? Prov. 20: 9, , who can [will] say? So Job 10: 18, 

I should have died; Gen. 31: 37, , that I might take 

my leave of thee ; 28: 8, ‘until that all si&DN* shall have been gathered; 

comp. § 503. g. 4. 

(j) The Fut. with Vav conversive (which commonly indicates past 

time), is sometimes used as a proper Future, the Vav being rendered 

merely as a conjunction; e. g. Is. 9: 5, ‘ to us a son shall be given, and 

the government shall he upon his shoulder, etc.3 Is. 9: 10, 13, 15, 

17. 51: 12, 13. 

(k) The Fut. with Vav is sometimes also used, (1) For the Present 

Indie.; as 2 Sam. 19: 2, c behold the king weeps and mourns; 

Ps. 102: 5, , and is dried up. (2) For the present Subj.; as Jos. 

9: 21, ‘ let tfiem live, and let them he, or may they he, etc.3 Job 

14: 10. But such uses of the Fut. with Vav conversive, are not fre¬ 
quent. 

Note. In respect to the forms, etc., of the Fut., comp. § 203. seq. 

Imperative mood. 

§ 505. The Imp. mood and the Fut. tense are nearly 

related to each other, and often they are used almost in- 
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discriminately ; comp. § 5Q4.y? § 201. The Imp., besides 

its jproper sense, is employed for the Future; viz. 

(a) When two Imperatives immediately succeed each other; in 

which case the latter often has a Fut. sense, and the former a condi¬ 

tional one; e. g. Gen. 42: 18, =1 to, do this and live, i. e. do this 

and ye shall live; Prov. 3: 3, 4, 7. 4: 4. 7: 2. 9: 6. Is. 8: 9. 36: 16. 
45: 22. 55: 2. 

(h) When an Imp. is connected with a Fut. in the same construc¬ 

tion, it often has a Fut. meaning; e. g. (1) Sometimes when it stands 

before the Fut.; as Is. 45: 11, ^bN'i? will ye inquire of me—and 

will ye prescribe to me ? 6: 9. (2) When it stands after the Fut.; 

as Gen. 45: 18, !"r:nK/) and I will give you .... *ibpN1 and ye shall eat, 

lit. eat ye. Gen. 20: 7. Is. 54: 14. Ruth 1: 9. 

Use of composite Verbs. 

§ 506. The Hebrew does not form composite verbs, 

like the Greek and Latin, by prefixing prepositions to 

them; but it inserts a preposition between them and the 

noun or pronoun which follows them. 
Different prepositions aro used in order to vary the shades of meaning; and in this way a great 

variety of forms of verbs are made in Hebrew, Aramaean, and Arabic, which may bo called com¬ 

posite ; like our English, put, put by, put up, put in, put down, put aside, put away, etc. 

E. g. bos to fall; b? b?3 to fall over to, to fall away; b?5 to 

leave, to depart from; bsj to fall down before any one. to 

call; 3 to call to, to invoke; b to name, btt'ti to ash with 

an Acc. of the person; b&'ti to demand, with an Acc. of the thing de¬ 

manded ; 3 b£J'^ to consult any one. 

§ 507. No definite rules can be made out, for the very various usage 

of prepositions in these cases. The lexicons and practice only can 

give the requisite information. The following distinctions may aid 

the learner, in a few cases; viz. 
(a) The preposition 3 is often put after verbs signifying to be an¬ 

gry, to trust, to hold, to sin against, to reprove, etc.; also to pray to, 

to invoke, to worship, to testify against, to look upon, to hear or listen 

to, to smell, to touch, etc. 

{b) The preposition b is often put after verbs signifying, to make, to 

attain to, to become any thing : as 2 Sam. 7: 14, ‘I will be to him 3ttb, 

for a father [a father], and he shall be to me *J3b, for a son [a son] 

1 Sam. 4: 9, , be ye for men, i. e. be men, act coura¬ 

geously ; Gen. 2: 22, (and Jehovah made the rib iltob, for a woman,’ 

24 
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i. e. a woman. The later Hebrew makes more frequent use of i? in 

this way, than the early; e. g. Jon. 4: 6, comp. Ex. 12: 27. 

Note. This is the habitual construction after the verb S“Prt signify¬ 

ing to become; e. g. Gen. 2: 7, rrrt tBBjb Srprt, became an animated 

being. 

(c) The particles 3, bg, *p3, "152, 'rthN, etc. are of¬ 

ten put after verbs ; and they modify, in various ways, the simple 

meaning of them. 

Cases governed by Verbs. 

§ 508. Active transitive verbs govern the Accusative 

case. 

Note. Many verbs have both a trans. and intrans. sense; conse¬ 

quently they are sometimes with, and sometimes without an Acc. after 

them; e. g. SrDs to toeep, and to bemoan; to go, and to pass 

through, Gen. 2: 14; niBJ to dwell, and to inhabit; Ps. 22: 4, *)73t to 

sing, and to celebrate with praise ; so , etc. 

§ 509. Many verbs in Hebrew govern an Acc. directly, 

without any intervening preposition, which we can trans¬ 

late only by inserting a preposition before the noun. 

E. g. to bring good tidings to any one, to be refractory 

against any one, to give a pledge for any one, etc. Among 

these are, verbs of putting off and on, of ornamenting; of plenty and 

want; of dwelling in or among; of going out, coming in, coming upon, 

happening to, etc. Verbs of overflowing, overspreading, etc. take the 

Acc. of the thing with which they overflow, etc.; as Ex. 3: 8, 4 a land 

which Art nit overflows with milk and honey; Joel 4: 18. Jer. 

9: 17. Lam. 3:"48. ~T 

§ 510. Neuter verbs sometimes take an Acc. case.-. 

E. g. Jh Jjrt, to celebrate a feast; fi'T'rt lift, to propose an enigma, 

etc. Comp, the English, to run a race, to fight a fight, etc. Gen. 27: 

34. Neh. 2: 10. Ps. 25: 19, etc. 

§511. Verbs governing two Accusatives. All verbs which 

have a causative meaning, (of course the conj. Piel and 

Hiphil generally), may govern two Accusatives; the one 

usually of a person, and the other of a thing. 

E. g. Ezek. 8: 17, DErt ynNrpnN } Ate, they filled [caused to be 

full] the earth with violence; Gen. 41: 42, ink , and 

he clothed him with [caused him to put on] garments of fine linen, etc. 
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Note. Many verbs in Kal have a kind of causative meaning, or one 
kindred to it, and may therefore govern two Accusatives; e, g. such 
as signify, to anoint, to sow, to plant, to stoncy i. e. cover with stones, 
to nourish, to furnish, to rob, to do good or evil to any one, to call or 
name, to command, to convert one thing into another, as Job 28: 2, 
iTiJillrT? , stone he fuses into brass; Gen. 2: 7, ‘ God made 
man rtOlNrt ]h with dust [out of dust]/row the earth, where 
is the Acc.* of the material, as grammarians speak. 

§ 512. But the insertion of appropriate prepositions, such as 3, \ , 

, etc. before the latter noun in cases like the above, is not un¬ 

frequent ; so that the Hebrews practised both methods of constructing 

a sentence. 
Many of tho cases above may be regardod as having a preposition implied before the second 

noun in the Accusative. 

Passive Verbs. 

§ 513. The passive forms of verbs which govern two 

Accusatives, retain but one of them; the other being 

usually made a Nominative. 

E. g. Ps. 80: 11, ~, the mountains were covered with 

the shadow of it. Ex. 25: 40. 28: 11. 

Note. Sometimes verbs of a passive form have an active sense; and 

in this case they may govern an Acc., like active verbs ; e. g. Job 7: 3, 

NV23 , I have inherited months of vanity, where the verb 

is in Hophal; Ex. 20: 5. Deut. 13: 3. 

Infinitive absolute. 

§ 514. (l) This is usually put before a finite tense of 

the same verb, and in this position serves to qualify its 

meaning in various ways; viz. 

(a) It marks intensity of various degrees; as 1 Sam. 23: 22, 

verlJ subtilely will he deal; 20: 6, , he has ur¬ 

gently requested; Amos 9: 8, VEpplr: tfb, I will not utterly de¬ 

stroy. Gen. 31: 30. 43: 3, 7, 3HJ , could we indeed know ? 37: 8, 

shall thou indeed reign? 

(b) It denotes assurance, certainty; as Gen. 2: 17. rrtttn rnft, thou 

shalt surely die; 3: 4. 37: 33, Pj^b PpD, he is surely torn in pieces; 

Judg. 15: 2, surely I thought, or said. 

(c) In general, it gives intensity, energy, animation, vivacity, or some 

coloring of this nature, to the expression; although it is difficult always 

to express it in an English version. 
So the intensive particles of the Greek, German, etc., cannot be well expressed in a translation. 
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(2) Put after a finite tense, it marks continued action. 

E. g. 2 Sam. 15: 30, rib^ they went up continually weep¬ 

ing; Gen. 8: 7, and it continued going and return¬ 

ing ; Gen. 19: 9, 1 he is continually acting the part of a judge.5 Is. 6: 

9. Jer. 23: 17. 1 Sam. 6: 12. 1 K. 20: 37. 2 Sam. 3: 24. 26: 5. In 

such cases a participle is sometimes used as a second Inf., 2 Sam. 

16: 5; or a noun, Is. 29: 14. 

N. B. Although continued action, etc., is usually designated by the 
Inf. abs. placed after the finite verb, yet there are examples of this po¬ 
sition which do not appear to differ from the cases under No. 1 ; e. g. 
Is. 22: 17. Jer. 22: 10. Gen. 31: 15. Dan. 11: 10, 13. 

Note 1. The Inf. abs. is commonly of the same conjugation as the 
finite verb with which it is joined, but sometimes of a different one ; 
as Job 6: 1, bp^? bipttj, with Inf. abs. in Kal and finite verb in Ni- 
phal; Ezek. 16: *4, Fibrin ttb.bniftn, Inf. in Hophal and finite verb in 
Pual. 1: 

Note 2. The Inf. abs. is sometimes taken from a kindred synony¬ 
mous verb ; as Is. 28: 28, 125T1N, he loill thoroughly thresh hi?n, 
roots and both signifying to thresh. 

§ 515. The Inf. abs. is sometimes used adverbially. 

E. g. bene faciendo, for bene; 1 Sam. 3: 12, Fib.p*) bhJi, in- 

cipiendo etfniendof i. e. utterly. 

§516. In a few cases, the Inf. const, is used as the 

Inf. absolute. 

(a) Adverbially ; as Is. 60: 14, rnftcj incurvando, for Jliftaj; Hab. 

2: 10, ni£j? for ri^p. (b) With a finite verb ; as Num. 23: 25, ip 

tfb, thou shalt not curse at all, for : Ruth 2:16, ^biirrbi;, 

for bl*bd ; Ps. 50: 21, iiTrNTnTl for FPn, etc. Instances of this na- 

ture are so rare, that one hardly knows whether to rank them under 

the head of established usage. 

§ 517. The Inf. abs. is sometimes used instead of a 

finite verb; and this for any mood, tense, or person. 

E. g. Deut. 5: 12, simply, instead of ‘ntouj, as it is 

in Deut. 6: 17; Ex. 20: 8, ‘rnDT for "nbTFi *ibt, as in Deut. 7: 18; Job 

40: 2, an contendendo ? for inn, as in Judg. 11: 25. So Dan. 

9: 5, ^101 *12^*173, we have rebelled and apostatized; Est. 9: 6. Jer. 14: 

5. Gen. 41: 43. Judg. 7: 19. Ecc. 8: 9. 9: 11. Ezek. 1:14, ‘ the living 

creatures ran and returned; Ecc. 4: 2. Jer. 32: 44, ‘ fields 

shall they buy, Snnp1] and they shall write bills of sale, ‘isw—Einhl 

and they shall seal them—and take witnesses’ etc. Num. 15: 35. Deut. 
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14: 21. Is. 5: 5. Ezek. 11: 7, you will I bring out,1 etc. 1 K. 

22: 30. 2 Chr. 18: 29. 
For the Imper.; Deut. 5: 12, keep; 1: 16. Jer. 2: 2, ^jibn 

go; 13: 1, etc. Num. 25: 17. See the first examples above. 

Note. The Inf. abs. is in some cases to be translated in a passive 
sense ; as Prov. 12: 7, ‘the wicked , are to be destroyedThis 
is elliptical; the full phrase would be toDSTP . So‘ion, Prov. 
15:22 ,n-) T 

§ 518. The Inf. abs. is also employed in an energic sense, 

as a kind of nomen actionis, or to denote the practice of 

doing any thing. 

E. g. sjSJB dajl ^bN, cursing, and dissembling, and 

murdering, and stealing, break out, Hos. 4: 2. Is. 21: 5. 59: 4. Jer. 

7: 9. 23: 14. 8: 15. 2 K. 4: 43. Prov. 12: 7. Ps. 22: 9. 
Note. As the Inf. abs. has generally an intensive sense, whether employed with a finite verb 

or standing alone, it may be called tbo energic form of verbs. The usage advorted to in $ 517, 

$518, shews that the Heb. language possesses a most striking power of brevity and energy. 

§ 518 a. The Inf. abs. is sometimes employed simply 

as a verbal noun in the Acc. after an active verb. 

E. g. Is. 42: 24, WN iib,they icould not go. Is. 7: 15, 

Ditfa, until he know how to refuse. Jer. 9: 4. 

Infinitive construct. 

§ 519. The Inf. const, being a sort of verbal noun, it is 

used like one in respect to construction, position, govern¬ 

ment, and even form; the plural forms excepted, which 

it has not. 

§ 520. Like nouns, the Inf. const, is used in the various 

cases ; viz. 

(a) In the Nom. case ; e. g. Gen. 2: 18, fiNn ‘ the being of 

the man alone is not good;7 29: 19, (Inf of ]nD) ‘my giving is 

good;5 11: 6. 30: 15. (b) In the Gen.; e. g. Gen. 29: 7, PlD&Jrt r»V,, 
the time of collecting; 2: 4, tVz , in the day of making, Num. 

9: 15. Ps. 128: 2, et passim, (c) In the Dat.; e. g. Num. 7: 5, , 

*ini>b and let them be for serving, i. e. let them serve. 8: 11; Ezek. 30: 

16, s/ja// be for being pierced through, i. e. it shall be 

pierced through ; comp. § 523. d. (d) In the Acc.; e. g. 1 K. 3: 7, 

‘ I knew not , the going out or coming in;’ Jer. 5: 3. Gen- 

21: 6. The Acc. here commonly has b before it; as Gen. 11: 8. Ex. 

2: 15. Pomp. §522. §523. (c) In the Abl.; e. g. Ps. 39: 2, T will 

guard iny way fcODtyj/row sinning 
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§ 521. Like nouns, it takes prepositions before it, and 

suffixes after it. 

In translating such Infinitives we must generally give them a finite 

sense; e. g. (a) With 3 ; as Gen. 2:4, when they were created, 

lit. in the being created of them; Ex. 16: 7, WJttka because he heard; 

Is. 1: 15. (b) With 3; as Gen. 44: 30, when I come; 30: 18, 

when I lifted up. (c) With b ; Gen. 2: 3, when he 

made it; Is. 7: 15, until he know; I K. 16: 7, 'to provoke him 

by his doings, in that he was, or in respect to Ms being. In like 

manner, with *}tt, b?, *j2ftb, etc. 

Note. The preposition *[73 has often a negative sense in such cases ; 

e. g. Gen. 27: 1, 'his eyes were dim , so that he could not see, 

lit. from seeing; 16: 2. Ex. 14: 5. For before the Inf. in compar¬ 

isons, see § 454. b. 

N. B. For the use of the Inf. const, instead of the Inf. abs., see § 516. 

§ 522. The Inf. const, with ^, in many cases, answers 

to the English Inf. preceded by the particle to. 

E. g. Gen. 2: 5, ' and there was no man ‘nsb, to till the ground ;’ 

v. 10, ' and a river went out from Eden rnpipiib, to water the ground;’ 

11: 6, 'all which they may purpose Dltob to do,' etc. When ■'ftba 

(not) comes before an Inf., the b is put before it; as Gen. 3:11, 'which 

I commanded thee “b^N ‘’fibiib not to eat ;' i. e. the Inf. is used as a 

noun in regimen with ^ba. 

§ 523. The Inf. const, with , and with the verb of 

existence (fl"1!"!) expressed or implied, constitutes a peri¬ 

phrasis expressing the meaning of several forms of the 

finite verb, viz. 

(a) Of the Praeter; as 2 Chr. 26: 5, fc'VT'btt "ifpi, and he 

sought God, lit. and he was for seeking God ; Gen. 15: 12, ' the sun 

fcTDb was about to go down,' lit. was for going down; 2 Chr. 11: 

22. Ezra 3: 12. 

(b) Of the Present; as Is. 44: 14, nb“Dl^^b he hews down 

for himself lit. [he is] for hewing down. Prov. 19: 8, ‘ he that is wise, 

itettb \fFt\\ifindethprosperitylit. is for finding; Is. 21: 1. 

(c) Of the Future ; as Is. 38: 20, nilrVj, Jehovah 

will deliver me, lit. will be for the delivering of me ; Ps. 25: 14, ' Jeho¬ 

vah [tlW] will teach them,' lit. will be for the teaching of 

them; 49: 15. 62: 10. Ecc. 3: 14. So Ps. 101: 8, 'soon will I 

destroy the wicked of the land, I will cut off' etc. 
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(d) Of the Passive ; as Jos. 2: 5, ‘ and it came to pass *uob 

when the gate was to he shut/ lit. at the shutting of the gate ; Deut. 31: 

17, b*DNb , and they shall he devoured, lit. and it shall be for de¬ 

vouring them ; Is. 6: 13. 

(e) Of the Latin participle in -dus, or the English auxiliaries shall, 

can, must, etc.; as 2 K. 4: 13, rntob [i“pn] i172, what [is] to he done 

for thee ? 2 Chr. 19: 2, Ht?b [in^ln] ytij'lbtl, shoidd one help the wick¬ 

ed? Judg. 1: 19, [S"Pn] ttb, he could not dispossess them; 

Hos. 9: 13. Amos 6: io. 2 ChV 20: 6. 

§ 524. The Inf. const, (sometimes also the Inf. abs.) 

governs nouns in the oblique cases, like finite verbs. 

The Inf. const, sometimes takes verbal suffixes, i. e. it governs pro¬ 

nouns in the Acc. The Inf. abs. also, in a very few cases, takes an 

Acc. after it; as. Is. 22: 13, bbfiO ^£3 :htt, cuedendo 

hones, ctjugulando oves, et edendo carnem, etc. 

§ 525. The subject of the Inf. const, (corresponding to 

the Nom. of finite verbs), is usually put in the Gen. after 

the verb. 

E. g. Judg. 13: 20, drib»j nib??, in the mounting up of the fame, 

i. e. when the flame mounted up; 1 Sam. 23: 6, in the 

flying of Ahiathar, i. e. when Abiathar fled; Ps. 66: 10. Here, also, 

belong those cases in which the Inf. const, takes noun-sujjizes, i. e. suf¬ 

fixes in the Genitive. 

§ 526. Besides the subject in the Gen. after the Inf. 

construct, it also takes the object, i. e. an Acc. case, and 

evun two Accusatives. 

E. g. Gen. 2: 4, EPfttth ttiST] rnto? tnTa, in the day of Jeho¬ 

vah's making the earth and heavens, i. e. in the day when Jehovah 

made, etc. 1 K. 13:4, UJ'W ’ndT-rifi* -jljzart sbttte, when the king heard 

the word of the man, etc. Is. 58: 5, ‘ a day V23B3 rn3§, when a 

man will afflict his soul/ etc. So with the subject and two Accusa¬ 

tives; as Gen. 41: 39, n>?T-b3“n$ d\-rbtf ^YiS-t , since 

Gods showing you all this, i. e. since God hath shewn etc. 

Note. The Gen. or subject usually stands next to the verb ; but in a 
very few cases the Acc. is put first; as Is. 5: 24, *££$ ‘ptd!? bd>N3, 
as the flame of fire devours the stubble; 20: 1. Gen. 4: 15. 
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PARTICIPLES. 

§ 527. Active Participles are often used in the place of 

finite verbs ; viz. 

(a) For the present tense; e. g. Ecc. 1: 4, ‘one generation tjbh 

passcth away, and another generation cometh? 1: 7, 8. Ps. 1: G. 3: 

2. 4: 7. Is. 1:7. In this manner participles are used with pronouns of 

any person instead of verbs, in order to express the present tense; as 

'Sht* SO; , I fear; fifrN thou fearest; Whas , we fear; 

etc. In intrans. verbs this use is very common. 

(b) For the past tense in all its gradations; e. g. Gen. 2: 10, ‘ and 

a river JOT* issued from Eden;5 Deut. 4: 3, ‘your eyes have 

seen? Gen. 31: 17, 18, 19. 

(c) For the Fut. in all its varieties ; e. g. Gen. 17: 19, f Sarah rnM 

shall bear a son,5 etc. 19: 13, tPrPntitt ‘ we are about to destroy the 

city ;5 6: 17,1 behold I fiOSE will cause to come a flood ;5 48:4. Ex. 9:18. 

1 K. 11: 31. 14: 10. 

§ 528. Participles, when used as verbs, are subject to 

all the anomalies of concord which are found in verbs. 

E. g. Gen. 4: 10, ifcn blp, the voice of thy brother's 

blood cries [cry]. 

§ 529. The two Hebrew participles, active and pas¬ 

sive, often have the sense of the Latin participles in -rus 

and -dus. 

E. g. Gen. 19: 14, ftj!rp Jehovah is about to destroy 

the city; Ps. 76: 8, , metuendus ; Ps. 18: 4, bb\?£ , laudandus, etc. 

§ 530. The verb of existence (rPJl) added to the par¬ 

ticiple, makes an Imperf. tense descriptive of continued 

action or condition. 

E. g. Job 1: 14, ‘ the cattle W, were ploughing ;5 Neh. 1: 

4, bb5n7.P , I ivas fasting and praying; 2:13,15. 2 Chr. 24: 

14. 36: 16. Gen.’4: 17. Deut. 9: 22, 24. 

Note. In like manner UP there is, and there is not, either with 
or without suffixes, are often connected with participles, and form a 
periphrasis for the Pres, tense of the finite verb ; e. g. Judg. 6: 36, ‘if 

^JUP thou savest ? Gen. 24: 49. 43: 5, ‘if hbujE thou dost 
not send away ? Ex. 5: 16, ‘ straw •jnD *p£$ is not given? Lev. 26: 6. 

§ 531. Active 'participles may govern the same cases as 

their verbs ; but it is a more common construction to put 

them in regimen with the noun that follows. 
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E. g. Ps. 84: 5, , inJiabiters of thy house; Ps. 28: l^T^V* 

the descenders of [i. e. those who go down into] the pit; 5: 12, 

the lovers of thy name ; 19: 8. Prov. 2: 19. Such a Gen. 

is capable of all the varieties of rendering which belong to the Gen. 

after nouns, § 424. It also admits intervening prepositions, like nouns, 

§432. 

§ 532. Passive participles are constructed with cases 

in various ways; viz. 

(a) With an Acc.; as Ezek. 9: 2, 13^3 uitob, clothed [with] linen 

garments; 1 Sam. 2: 18, ‘inDfiJ , girded [with] an ephod. So in 

Greek avaideh'iv inuiptvos, II. a. 149. (5) With the Gen.; as Ezek. 

9: 11, tt5tob, clothed [of] linen garments; Joel 1: 8, 

girded [of] sackcloth; Ps. 32: 1, ,pardoned [of] sin, etc. 

Note. When there is but one form of the participle, as (from 
rrttt to die), this is capable of all the meanings and constructions of 
both the act. and pass, participles. 

§ 532 a. Active participles are very often employed as 

mere nomina agentis vel patientis, i. e. are mere nouns in 

the sense of agents actively or passively considered. 

Verbs used as adverbs. 

§ 533. When two verbs immediately follow each other, 

either with or without the copula between them, the first 

of them may serve merely to qualify the second, and 

must then be rendered adverbially. 

E. g. 1 Sam. 2: 3, btt, do not make much [and] speak 

i. e. do not say much; Job 19: 3, *11255n tfb, ye are not 

ashamed ye stun me, i. e. in a shameless manner ye stun me; Gen. 26: 

18, , and he returned and dug, i. e. he again dug ; 19: 22. 

27: 20. 30: 311*31: 28. Hos. 1: 6. Ps. 51: 4. 71: 20. So rTtTfi is us¬ 

ed for well, skilfully, Ps. 33: 3, fpDin for again, once more, Gen. 4: 2. 

8: 12. llblD for ad finem, entirely, Gen. 24: 15. nilft for hastily, 

quickly, Gen. 27: 20. Ex. 2: 18. Sia'nft for much, often, 2K. 21: 6. Ps. 

51: 4. for again, 1 K. 19: 6. Job 7: 7. The same is true of some 

other verbs. In some cases the second verb is the Inf., as Gen. 27: 20. 

Ex. 2: 18, etc. 

ADVERBS. 

§ 534. Adverbs in Hebrew are often used in the plac^ 

of nouns. 
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(a) In apposition with the nouns which they qualify: as Gen. 18: 4, 

, a little water; Neh. 2: 12, , few persons ; Is. 30: 

33, muck wood, etc. (6) In the Gen. after nouns; as 

IK. 2: 31, t3*n , innocent blood; Ezek. 30: 16, , daily 

persecutors; Deut. 26: 5, XZ'JT2 ,few men, etc. 

§ 535. Adverbs standing in the place of nouns, some¬ 

times take prepositions before them in the manner of 

nouns. 

E. g. Ezek. 6: 10, ESfr bri. , gratis; 2 Chr. 19: 36, trines, suddenly; 

l K. 22: 20, JTD2 , so, [lit. in the so]; Esth. 4: 16, pa > so > Neh. 9: 

19, ta»sp3, daily. 

§ 536. The repetition of adverbs marks intensity. 

E. g. Gen. 7: 19, very much; Deut. 28: 43, nb^ obstt, 

higher and higher; , deeper and deeper; IK. 20: 40, nsn 

HSmI , hither and hither, i. e. here and there, all around. 

§ 537. Two negatives in Hebrew strengthen the nega¬ 

tion. 

E. g. 1 K. 10: 21, ^toft: rib pi*, silver was not at all regarded. 

In the parallel verse, 2 Chr. 9: 20, rib is omitted. Ex. 14: 11, 

r« > because there were no graves at all. Zeph. 2: 2. etc. 

§ 538. A negative particle is often joined with nouns 

and adjectives, to qualify the sense of them. 

E. g. Deut. 32: 6, rib ,not wise, i. e. foolish; Ps. 43: 1, TDft rib, 

unmerciful; Job 30: 8, tti3 ^b3, disgraced; Deut. 32: 21, bri“rib, no 

God; ttt-rib, not a nation, i. e. not worthy of this appellation ; Is. 31: 

8, ttj^-rib, not a mortal; 10: 15, fsprib, no wood at all, etc. This 

mode of expression is called foron??. 

Note. A negative is frequently implied in an interrogative sentence; 
e. g. 2 Sam. 7: 5, wilt thou build me an house ? i. e. thou shalt 
not; as in the parallel verse, 1 Chr. 17: 4. So Is. 27: 7. Prov. 24: 28. 
Ezek. 18: 23, comp. v. 32. 1 K. 8: 27. Gen. 30: 20. Job 16: 6, 4 if I 
keep silence ?[brn , what departs from me? i. e. I am not re¬ 
lieved; Cant. 8:’T Prov. 20: 24. Dan. 1: 10. 

PREPOSITIONS. 

§ 539. Prepositions both simple and composite govern 

the oblique cases of nouns, pronouns, etc. 

For the pleonasm and ellipsis of them, see §547. § 559. 

Note. The Hebrew language sometimes compounds two or more 

prepositions together, and employs them at one time in the sense of one 
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part of this composite word, and at another in the sense that each of 

the prepositions separately used would convey; e. g. = , 

b3>£ = b2, 1^ = ^ , etc. Yet in most of such cases, the first prepo¬ 

sition seems to indicate some relation which could not be expressed 

without it; e. g. ‘jftb means from [something] to [something], an idea 

different from that conveyed by simply. 

CONJUNCTIONS. 

§ 540. As the Hebrew language possesses but very 

few conjunctions, some of them are necessarily employed 

in a great variety of significations. This is particularly 

the case with the copulative 1. But the various uses of 

this and others, are best learned from the lexicons and 

from practice. 

For some peculiar uses of Vav, see §558. Note. For the ellipsis 

of conjunctions, see § 5G1. 

INTERJECTIONS. 

§ 541. Interjections simply expressive of calamity or 

imprecation, often take a Dative after them. 

E. g. 1 Sam. 4: 8, , too to us ! Ezek. 30: 2, .fci*b fin, too for 

the day ! 

§ 542. Interjections which have the forms of other 

parts of speech, take after them the cases required by 

those forms. 

E. g. Ps. 1: 1, with a Gen. after it; 29: 1, 2, to'n, with an 

Acc., etc. 

PLEONASM. 

§ 543. Personae Pronouns. Verbal suffixes are not 

unfrequently pleonastic, being immediately followed by the 

noun to which they have relation. 

E. g. Ex. 2: 6, ‘ib/^-nfi* , she saw him the child; 1 Sam. 

21: 14, he changed it his understanding; Job 33: 20, 

Eftb. irpft "MnV, liis soul abhors it bread; Ps. 83: 12. Such is the 

predominant construction in the Chaldee and Syriac. 

§ 544. The suffixes of nouns are sometimes pleonastic. 

E. g. Is. 17: 6, in the twigs of it the fruit tree; Prov. 

14: 13, nHEto ftrynfrtf, the end of it joy; Cant. 1: 6, W, my 
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vineyard which [is] to me. Such also is the general usage of the Chal¬ 

dee and Syriac. 

§ 545. The Dative case of pronouns after verbs, and 

especially verbs of motion, is often pleonastic. 

E. g. Gen. 12: 1, ^“^b, go for thyself , i. e. go ; Cant. 2: 11, *jbrj 

lb , it has gone for itself \ i. e. has gone; Gen. 27: 43, ^b“rns, flee 

for thyself i. e. flee; Is. 31: 8, ib DJ, he has fled for himself, i. e. he 

has fled; Job 39: 4, Vlb , they turned not bade for themselves, 

i. e. turned not back ; Cant. 2: 17, ^b JnOT , compare for thyself i. e. 

compare; Job 12: 11, ‘ the palate Tb“"D3>t2*], relishes for itself’ i. e. re¬ 

lishes ; 15: 28, * houses which 172b , they do not inhabit for 

themselves ’ i. e. which no one inhabits; Prov. 13:13, ib bifT, he shall 

perish for himself, i. e. shall perish; Job 19: 29, tpb fear for 

yourselves, i. e. fear ye. The Arabic has the same idiom; and it is 

also very common in Syriac. 

§ 546. The Dative pleonastic also occurs after partici¬ 

ples .and adjectives; but more seldom than after verbs. 

E. g. Hos. 8: 9, ‘ a wild ass ib Vp, lonely for itself’ i. e. alone, or 

lonely ; Amos 2: 13, nb f“l£$b.73, full for itself, i. e. full; Ps. 144: 2, 

■’b^abstt, my deliverer for me, i. e. my deliverer. 

547. Of Prepositions. The prepositions 3 and *j53 are 

sometimes pleonastic. 

(a) a; as Ex. 32: 22, ‘ thou knowest this people that 

they are evil,’ lit. that they are in evil; Hos. 13: 9, for 

my help is in thee, lit. in respect to me [I am] in thy help; Ps. 29: 4. 

Prov. 3: 26. Is. 26: 4. 45: 14, b£$ p , only thou [art] God, or only 

in thee [is] God; Job 18: 8. Ezra 3: 3. In the three last examples, it 

stands even before the subject of a sentence. This is technically cal¬ 

led Beth essentiae. 

Note. The name of Beth essentiae is also extended to 3 used in 

cases like the following; as Ps. 118: 7, 'ntbs ttiJYj, Jehovah is among 

my helpers, i. e. Jehovah is my helper. Ps. 54: 6. 99: 6. Job 24: 13. 

Judg. 13: 35. 

(b) 172; as Deut. 15: 7, ‘ a poor man , one of thy breth¬ 

ren,’ lit. from one of thy brethren; Lev. 4: 2. 5: 13. Ezek. 18: 10. 

This idiom is common in Arabic. 

ELLIPSIS. 

§ 548. Of Nouns. The Nom. case is sometimes omit¬ 

ted before verbs. 
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(a) Before verbs used in an intrans. way, in order to denote condi¬ 

tion or state of feeling; e. g. Gen. 31:36, lb it was hot to him, viz. 

anger, i. e. his anger burned; Gen. 34: 7. comp. Gen. 30: 2. Ex. 

4: 14, etc., where >]tt is expressed. So 1 Sam. 24:11, Spljj? , and 

it pitied thee, i. e. mine eye (TW) pitied; comp. Gen. 45: 20. Deut. 7: 

16, etc. where y? is expressed. (h) Words such as the mind of the 

reader will spontaneously supply, are sometimes omitted, viz. such as 

iTjrP, tTJrbtt, etc.; e. g. Prov. 10: 24, the desire of the righteous he 

will grant, i. e. Jehovah will grant; 12: 12. 13: 21. 21: 13. Job 3: 20. 

Ecc. 9: 9. Ps. 10: 4, comp. v. 13, and see below in § 555. 

§ 549. The Acc. case after several verbs which are in 

frequent use, is often omitted as being unnecessary to ren¬ 
der the language intelligible. 

E. g. ErEb* she bore, i. e. children; rn3 he concluded, viz. rY'-jS an 

agreement; !"iD2 he inclined or spread, i. e. *jTN the ear, or bElfc the tent; 

he lifted up, i. e. bip the voice; he arranged, i. e. tPbtt words 

in prayer, etc. These omissions are sometimes supplied; but more 

generally the noun is omitted. 

§ 550. When the subject of a proposition is required 

by the sense to be repeated in the predicate with some 

addition, the actual repetition of it rarely takes place. 
E. g. Cant. T. 15, thine eyes Tare the eyes] of doves; 

Ps. 13: 34. 48: 7. 55: 7. * Is. 52: 14. 

§ 551. In the designation of weights and measures, the 

ordinary words which express the standard of them, are 

commonly omitted; days and months, also, are in like 

manner occasionally omitted. 
E. g. qp3 a thousand [shekels] of silver; ten 

[shekels] of gold; six [ephahs] of barley; Enb two 

[loaves] of bread; comp. § 463. So in respect to time; as 

Einhb on the first [day] of the month. Gen. 8: 15. Ex. 12: 18. Comp. 

§465. 

§ 552. Of Pronouns. The personal pronouns are often 

omitted; e. g. 
(a) In the Nom. most commonly, as in Greek and Latin, (b) In 

the Gen. after the Inf. nominaseens, or after a noun ; e. g. Gen. 6: 19, 

rn'h^b, to preserve [them] alive, etc., instead of ErrPftlnb; Ex. 15: 2, 

‘ Jehovah is my strength, rnttn and [my] song,’ for ; Ps. 40: 
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10, 11. 66: 6, etc. (e) In the Acc. after verbs; as Ex. 2: 25, ‘and 

God observed them/ for ] so perhaps Ps. 137: 5, ‘ let my 

right hand JrD'ttnyforget [me] / 139: 1. 17: 11. Gen. 9: 22, etc. 

§ 553. The relative pronoun TiJSi is often omitted in 

various constructions; viz. 

(a) In the Nom.; as Gen. 15: 13, ‘ in a land tJib ftb, [which] is 

not theirs ;’ Is. 40: 20. 51:2. 54: 1. 55: 5. 61: 10, etc. (6) In the Gen. 

after a noun in the const, state ; as Ex. 4:13, ‘send [T»s5fcj] - 

by the hand [of him whom] thou wilt send’ See §433. (c) In the Acc ; 

Prov. 9: 5, ‘ as wine [which] "‘nDDft I have mingled;’ Gen. 3: 13, 

rpto , what is this [which] thou hast done ? 

(d) When used to qualify pronouns, adverbs, etc. (§ 478); as Ex. 18: 

20, ‘the way ni [in which] they go;’ Job 3: 3, ‘ perish the day 

T2 ‘ib^ft [T£tf], [in which] I was born;’ Ps. 32:2. Is. 1:30. 23: 7, etc. 

Ecc. 1: 5, EUj h^iT [T25N], [where] he arose. {e) Sometimes 

even the pronoun which would qualify, is also omitted; as Ps. 4: 

8, ‘ more than in the time [;,a] 1["V^tt], [in which] 

their corn and new wine increase, etc. Comp. § 478. Note. 

if) in the sense of that which, he who, those who, etc., is often 

omitted; e. g. Job 24: 19, ‘Sheol takes away TNlJh [those who] have 

sinned;’ Ps. 12: 6, ‘I will place in safety lb IT'D’ [him whom] one 

puffs at’ i. e. who is contemned, (g) In an adverbial sense ; as IChr. 

15: 12, lb bi< to [the place which] I have prepared for it; 

comp. § 478. Note. 
Note. The omission of is much more common in poetry than in prose. In prose, it i3 

generally inserted after a definite noun, and omitted after an indefinite one, as in Arabic. (De 
Sacy, Gramm. Arabe II. § 363.) 

§ 554. Of Verbs. The verb of existence (nvt) is 

commonly omitted between a subject and its predicate, 

especially when the predicate stands first; see § 446. 
E. g. Gen. 3: 11, , for naked [am] I; 4. 13, iota 

■qi?, great [is] my iniquity, etc. 

555. When the words of any one are repeated, the 

verb l")lQX (which marks quotation) is very often omitted, 

and must be supplied from the sense of the passage. 

E. g. Ps. 8: 4, when I behold the heavens, [^fij I exclaim], 

Lord, what is man V 10: 4, ‘ the wicked in his pride [^£N has said], 

[Jehovah] will not punish;’ comp. v. 13, where the ellipsis is 

supplied ; Ps. 52: 8, 9. 59: 8. Job 8: 18. Ecc. 8: 2, ‘qi* , i. e. [ntt/itf] 

“ON . 
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§ 556. When a finite verb would be preceded by an 

Inf. abs. of the same verb, the former is sometimes omit¬ 

ted; comp. § 517. 

Note. Besides the above common cases of ellipsis in respect to the 

the verb, there are many others, especially in poetry, which cannot be 

made the subject of rules, but must be supplied in conformity with the 

context; e. g. in Job 39: 24. Is. 66: 6. Ps. 3: 9. 4: 3. 6: 4. 7: 9. Jer. 

11: 15. 2 Sam. 23: 17, comp. 1 Chr. 11: 19. 1 K. 11: 25. 2K. 6: 33. 

Hos. 8: 1. Prov. 6: 26. 

§ 577. Of Adverbs. The interrogative Jl is often omit¬ 

ted. 

E. g. Gen. 27: 24, ^3 tiT art thou my very son, for InftNn; 

3: 1, '3 7|N , is it so then that, for '3 ; 1 Sam. 16: 4. 30:8. 2 Sam. 

9: 6. 18: 29. Job 40: 25. Such ellipsis often takes place in a negative 

interrogation before N;b; as Jon. 4: 11, ftb ‘'-.SO , and should not 

I spare Nineveh ? instead of frtbij; Lam. 1: P2. 3: 36. Ex. 8: 22. 2K. 

5: 26. Job 14: 16, ttb}, and wilt thou not keep icatch over my 

sins ? So also before btt, 1 Sam. 27: 10. 

§ 558. When two negative propositions follow each 

other in the same construction, especially in poetic paral¬ 

lelism, the negative adverb is sometimes omitted in the 

second proposition, and must be supplied. 

E. g. 1 Sam. 2: 3, ‘ speak not proudly, pnb [not] amJ ras^1 

thing proceed from your mouth Ps. 9: 19, ; for he will not always for¬ 

get the poor, the expectation of the afflicted shall [not] always 

perish; Ps. 75: 6. Job 28: 17. 30: 20. Is. 23: 4. 38: 18. 

Note. When a negative is expressed in the first member of a par¬ 
allelism, and the second has a Vav prefixed to it, that Yav should be 
rendered disjunctively, viz. nor, hut, etc.; e. g. Ps. 44: 19, ‘ our heart 
has not turned back from thee, toftn, nor our steps declined; Is. 
41: 28, nor did any answer i or but none gave answer; Job 3: 
10. Is. 28: 27! Deut. 33: 6. 

§ 559. Of Prepositions. The prepositions 3,^, etc., 

are not unfrequently omitted where the sense requires 

them. 

(a) The prefix 3; as Ps. 66: 17, Vbtt, I cried to him 

[with] my mouth, for -M; 12: 3. 17: 10,13*14.’ 60’: 7, ‘ help me 

[with] thy right hand; i08: 7. 109: 2, etc. Note also that the prefix 

3, when used as a conjunction, usually excludes 2; as Am. 9: 11, 

i 
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fcbte TO, as [in] the days of old, for *V:P33. (b) The prefix b ; as 

Prov. 27: 7, i"D?n ttiSjjJ, [to] the hungry soul, for •Jtoj.b; 13: 18. 14:22. 

Jer. 9: 2. (c) The preposition ; Ecc. 2: 24, ‘ nothing is better for a 

man b3tf*Uj [than] that he should eat,3 for b3ttv$£. 

§ 560. Of Conjunctions. Conjunctions which would 

express some particular relation of the latter part of a 

sentence to the former, are sometimes omitted, and their 

place is supplied by the copulative Vav* 

§561. Conjunctions which serve to connect words and 

phrases are often omitted.f 

(a) The copulative Vav,* as Gen. 31: 2, &Vj5btt5 blfttt yesterday 

[and] the day before; Judg 19: 2, tTMlHh EW, a year [and] 

four months; Hab. 3: 11, ftV <2:73$, sun [and] moon; Nah. 3: 1. Is. 

63: 11. Ex. 15: 9. Judg. 5: 27. Ps. 10: 3. The asyndetic construction 

occurs principally in poetry, or in the phraseology of common life. 

(b) The disjunctives 1, itt, or; as 2K. 9: 32, tttijbttj two [or] 

three eunuchs; 1 Sam. 20: 12. Is. 17: 6. (c) The sign of comparison 

3, lvijN3, as; Is. 21: 8, anj?*} he will roar [as] a lion; Ps. 11: 

1, ,fly to your mountain [as] a bird; Is. 51: 12, * who 

shall be made [as] grass; Job 24: 5. Ps. 40: 8. Nah. 3: 12, 13. 

Especially when the second member of a sentence has *j3 so, the first 

member often omits 3; as Is. 55: 9, ‘ for [as] the heavens are higher 

than the earth, *J3 so are his ways,3 etc. Ps. 48: 6. Job 7: 9. Judg. 5:15. 

(d) The particles \3, *Yr&, that; as Ps. 9: 21, ‘ the nations shall know 

Iroti , [that] they are mere men;3 50: 21. 71: 8. Job 19:25. Lam. 

1:21. 

Ellipsis in poetic parallelism. 

§ 562. In poetry, a noun, pronoun, verb, adverb, or pre¬ 

position, expressed in the first member of a parallelism, is 

frequently omitted in the second member; and vice versa. 

In the second member, (a) A noun ; as Ps. 24: 1, * Jehovah3s 

is the earth and all that is in it, [Jehovah's zs] the world and they who 

dwell therein.3 (6) A pronoun ; Ps. 22: 6, ‘I am a worm and 

no man, [/am] the scorn of men;3 so in v. 10. (c) A verb; as 

Ps. 23: 3, ‘ O my God, I call all the day, .... and all the night 

* In technical language, that part of the sentonce which in cases like the above precedes Vav, 

is called protasis ; that which follows, apodosis. 

f This is called the construct™ asyndelicaox asyndetic construction) i.e. without the OvvfetifiOS 

or conjunction. 
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[do I call];’ 13: 3, SrjDitt , * liow long shall I have anxiety in 

my soul, [how long shall I have] sorrow in my heart V Is. 49: 7, ‘ kings 

shall behold and rise, princes [shall behold] and do reverence, 

etc. (d) An adverb; as Ps. 10: 5, ftzjb, 'why, Jehovah, standest thou 

afar off, [wluj] hidest thou thyself;’ IS: 3. 22: 2, etc. For the omis¬ 

sion of fc;b, see §558. (e) A preposition; as Job 12:12, , 

with the aged is wisdom, •‘p.fiO and [with] length of days is understand¬ 

ing;’ 15:3. Is. 28: 7. 44:28, ‘saying to Jerusalem—and [to] 

the temple, * for ; 28: 6. Job 34: 10. Gen. 49: 25, ‘from 

the God of thy father—D2J1 and [from] the Almighty/ for DN73 ; 

Ps. 22: 2, c why art thou distant [from] the words of my cry/ for 

Job 30: 5. Is. 48: 9. 49: V. 61: 7. 

In the first member; e. g. Is. 48: 11, ‘for how how shall [my glory] 

be profaned, for I will not give my glory to another?’ And so 

often. 

Remark. These principles of ellipsis are by no means limited to 

poetry; oftentimes they for substance occur in prosaic parts of the He¬ 

brew Scriptures; e. g. Ex. 6: 3, 4. A multitude of obscurities in the 

English translation of the Old Testament might be removed by the aid 

of these principles, and much light diffused over the sacred writings. 

CHANGE OF CONSTRUCTION. 

563. When a sentence begins with a verb in the Inf., 

preceded by a preposition and used in a finite sense, it of¬ 

ten proceeds with a finite verb. 

E. g. Ps. 60:2, 52P1—Tni!£tl3, when he strove—and returned; 

Gen. 39: 18, NTpN'i i p , when I raised my voice and cried; 

Is. 18: 5. 30: 12/49: 5 Qeri. Amos. 1: 11. 2: 4. Gen. 27: 45. Job 28: 

25. 29: 0. 38: 7. 

§ 564. Sentences often begin with a participle, and pro¬ 

ceed with a finite verb. 

E. g. Prov. 19: 28, QN , he who abuses his father, 

[and] chases away his mother; 2: 14. Is. 5: 11. 48: 1. 57: 3. Gen. 27: 

33. Ps. 15: 2, 3, etc. 

§ 565. Sentences often exhibit a change of person, es¬ 

pecially in poetry; viz. 

(a) A transition from the third person to the second; and vice versa. 

E. g. Is. 1: 29, ‘ for they shall be ashamed of the groves, which ye 

have loved;’ Gen. 49. 4, ‘ tiiou wentest up to thy father’s bed—he 

went up to my couch / Mic. 7: 18. Mai. 2: 15. 
26 
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(b) A transition from the first person to the third. E. g. Is. 42: 24. 

44: 24, 25, 41 am Jehovah who made the universe,—he frustrates the 

signs, etc. This transition, however, is not very frequent, and for the 

most part it is altered in the Qeri. 

Note. The same changes of person occur also in the use of suffix- 

pronouns, a transition being often made from the first or second person 

to the third7 and vice versa; as Prov. 8: 17 (Kethib), 41 love tn'railfc, 

her lovers, i. e. those who love me; Mic. 1: 2, 4 hear ye people, EbS 

all of them, i. e. all of you; Job 18: 4. Is. 22: 16, etc. 

CONSTRUCTIO PRAEGNANS. 

§ 566. The name of constructio praegnans is applied to 

phrases, which imply more than the words literally ex¬ 

press, although there is no direct ellipsis. 

E. g. Ps. 22: 22, answer [and deliver] me from 

the horns of the wild bulls, comp. v. 13 ; Ps. 74:7, SjlDU) 

to the earth have they [cast down and] defiled thy dwelling; 1 Sam. 10: 

9, , and God changed [his heart and gave] to 

him another heart; 1 Chr. 12:17, hut if to deceive [and 

betray] me to my enemies; Ps. 118: 5. Is. 38: 17. Jos. 4: 18. 2 Sam. 

18: 19. Hos. 1: 2, etc. 

ZEUGMA. 

§ 567. The name of Zeugma is applied to a construction, where two 

subjects have a verb in common, but this verb expresses action, etc., 

which can with propriety be predicated of only one of the subjects; 

e. g. Job 4: 10, 4 the voice of the lion, and the teeth of the young lions, 

are brolcen out/ i. e. the roaring of the lion [is made to cease], and the 

teeth, etc. Gen. 47: 19, 4 wherefore should we die, we and our land/ 

i. e. we die, and our land [become desolate]; Is. 55: 3. Hos, 1: 2. Jer. 

15: 8. Est. 4: 1. 

§ 568. The figure Zeugma also includes those cases where nouns 

are grammatically connected with preceding nouns, when in respect 

to sense strictly considered such connection cannot be admitted; e. g. 

Ps. 65: 9, 4 thou makest , the outgoings of the morning and the 

evening to rejoice, 4 where outgoings cannot be predicated of evening; 

Gen. 2: 1, 4 the heavens, and the earth, and all the host of them, 

i. e. the host of the heavens, viz. the stars. Compare Neh. 9: 6. 
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HENDIADYS. 

§ 569. The name Hendiadys is applied to a construc¬ 

tion, in which two nouns are put in the same case, and 

connected by a copula, while in respect to sense one of 

them must be taken as a Gen. following the other, or as 

an adjective qualifying the other, § 443. 

E. g. Gen. 1: 14, ‘ and they shall be for signs, and for 

seasons,* i. e. they shall be for signs of seasons, etc. 3: 16,1 will multi¬ 

ply thy sorrows and thy conception, i. e. I will multiply the pains of thy 

conception ; Job 10: 17, misfortunes and a host, i. e. a host of misfor¬ 

tunes ; 4: 16, stillness and a voice, i. e. a low voice ; comp. 1 K. 19: 12. 

2 Chr. 16: 14. Jer. 29: 11. The origin of the word is, ev dux dvolv, 

one thing by two. 

PARONOMASIA. 

§ 570. The name paronomasia is given to an expres¬ 

sion, which contains two or more words selected in such 

a manner that they may resemble each other in sound, 

while in sense they may differ. 
Paronomasia ia a very favorite figure of rhetoric among the Hebrews, and is common in all the 

oriental languages. It differs from our rhyme, inasmuch as the words which constitute it do not 

necessarily stand at the end of parallelisms or strophes, but may be placed together in any part of 

a sentence, and are found in prose as well as poetry.* ’ 

§571. There are various modes of constructing paronomasia, of 

which the following are the principal. 

(a) By placing together like sounding words; as Gen. 1: 2, *lriPi 

, desolate and empty; 4:12, njT , a fugitive and a vagabond; 18: 

27, ‘lEiO ist and ashes; Job 30: 19. Is. 2S: 10, 

law here and law there, precept here and precept 

there ; 24: 17, fiS] nhDl "Til?, terror and a snare and a sling; Ps. 18: 

8. Lam. 3: 47. Jer. 48: 43. Ys. 24: 3, 4. 

(b) By using like sounding words in different parts of a sentence; 

as Hos. 8:2, the stalk yields no fifap. meal; Is. 5: 7, ‘ and he look¬ 

ed UB'tiftbfor equity, and lo shedding of blood, for JljTjS right¬ 

eousness, and lo Sijjyifc the cry of the oppressed;’ 7: 9, ‘if rib 

ye will not believe, then rib ye shall not be established;* 61: 3, 

‘he shall appoint ‘IDN “INS, beauty instead of ashes;* Ps. 40: 4. 

52: 8. 68: 3. Zech. 9: 5.~Gen.42: 35. Amos 5: 26. 

* Besides the name TzaQovofiaala, the Greek rhetoricians also called this figure 

naQyX'l01? and naom'vfLia ; the Latins, agnominatio. 



204 §571. syntax; paronomasia. 

(c) By changing sometimes the ordinary forms of words, in order to 

produce similarity of sound ; as Ezek. 43: 11, VWSjhfc, where 

into stands for £033; Ps. 32: 1, Sifijtjh-'nD:? , where 

stands for Nltoa. See Mic. 1: 8. Ezek. 4: 11. Amos 5: 26. 

(cl) By employing, in some cases, a word sounding in some degree 

like another; as Joel 1: 15, ‘ it shall come *’TvD3 ‘ito, as destruction 

from the Almighty;' Jer. 51: 2, ‘I will send against Babylon E'nT bar¬ 

barians, rn^n and they shall scatter her;' Is. 32: 7, Tbs *3, ‘ the ar¬ 

mour of the crafty is evil;’ Ezek. 7: 6, y’p.tj V’jvlri N3 £0 yp, 

the end is come, come is the end, it is waked up against thee ; Is. 1: 23, 

thy princes are revolters, comp. Hos. 9: 15. Is. 57: 6. 

Amos 8: 2. 

(e) By repeating the same word in a different signification ; as Ecc. 

7: 6, ‘like the noise [crackling] tT^Oln of thorns under a pot;' 

Judg, 10: 4, ‘ Jair had thirty sons, and they rode upon thirty tT'V??, 

asses' colts, and had thirty , cities;' 15: 16, ‘ with the jaw bone 

‘"f'lEnin of an ass, have I slain one heap two heaps;' 

1 Sam. 1: 24, ‘ and *123 the lad was yet a lad;' Jer. 1: 11, 12, 

‘ what seest thou, Jeremiah ? Ans. A rod “ip/i? of the almond tree. 

Then God said, Well, for 1 watch over, etc. 

(f) Proper names are frequently made the occasion of .parono¬ 

masia; as Mic. 1: 10, btt 133, in Acco weep not, tT33 in 

Beth Leaphra roll thyself 352 in the dust; 1: 14, ‘the houses 333N! 

of Achzib 3T3N}? are liars;' Zeph. 2: 4, i"DW IT72, Gaza is forsaken; 

Gen. 9: 27, ‘ God r)5?.b wkll enlarge Japhct49: 8, nWl'J ( O Ju¬ 

dah, thy brethren *pTP shall praise thee;' 49: 16, *pk‘P , Dan shall 

judge; 49: 19, -ma 32 , Gad, a host shall press upon him; Ruth 

1: 20. Neh. 9: 24.' Num. 18:'2. Is. 21: 2. Jer. 6: 1. 48: 2. Ezek. 25: 

16. Hos. 2: 25. Amos 5: 5, 6. 

Note. Paronomasia is very common in the New Testament; as 
Matt. 8: 22, aqeq rovq vtxQovq rovq iavrcov vexQQvq let the 
dead bury their own dead; see above in e. In Latin are found capia- 
tur Capua, cremetur Cremona; and Cicero exclaims (in Verrem IY. 24), 
quod nunquam hujusmodi everriculum in provincia ulld fuit. In the 
writings of the monks of the middle ages, and of the older English di¬ 
vines, paronomasia abounds to excess. 



VERBS AND NOUNS 



206 Par. I. Regular Verb transitive. §§212—219. 

Kal. Kal. Niphal. Piel. 

Praet 3 m. <sins*-> b^P nan ^_P3 (-tap) bttP 
3 f. nbup nnpi sib&M (eic)- rfctap 
2 m. raDi npbpD 
2 f. nVt3j? rnbi n’rjp] r&ap 

1 •‘pnbn Tjbbj?3 *»S]Vb£ 

3 Cplur.) SVop $Bp3 ^rqp 
2 m. cnirtfp) a naan anpDpo QPl^bp 
2 f. ■jnVaj? inV’jp] ]n^p 

1 toVoj? ttaai 
J " T 

toVbpI i^bp 

Inf. abs. Vlt3p aiano>b|M)b’t3p?i (tep.) Vcas? 

const. VS3p ±n 5>“En bup_ 

Fut. 3 m. (Bins-) aaT ■ 
3 f. Vapn aann 
2 m. Vupn ns-jn ^j?ri 
2 f. -yopn ‘qa-iri ^;opn '»bBj?n 
i Vbpx aina bipj?N 
3 m. (plur-) *D3T 
3 f. nDpbpn fwaann fijpbpn n^bpn 
2 m. Ipqp’n i’snn ^Dpn 

J Ijx * 

2 f. nabbpn nplpn n&ojjn riD^bpn 

i Vojjj asns ' ^j» bE>£3 

Fut. apoc. 

Imp. 2 m. (sing-) nap Vopn bl3j? 
2 f. ipqp w ^ap_ 
2'm. (piut-) l^tDp ‘Dpi fcrapn 

;'it • &bj> 
2 f. rnpbp rwaai 

-r • • 
rijVbpn n^bp_ 

Part. act. ^Dlp 2511 

pass. p^lwp DDT 
T 

VopD 



Par. I. Regular Verb transitive. §§ 212—219. 207 

Pual. Hiphil. Hophal. Hithpael. 

r^i?) bap b^apn C?Oi?rt) papn (Rupnn) bapnn 
(etc.) j-ibap nbpapri (etc.) nVapfi (etc.) nbapnn 

nbap npapn nbapri nbapnn 
nba j? nbapri nbapri nbapnn 

•,riSap' ^ribapn ^nbapn ''fibaprin 
iSap ib^apn ibapn Vpapnn 

anbap' aribaps-i onbapri nnbapnn 
)riSap' iriVapn i#?i=n inVapnn 
^bap' ]]papn wb’bpsrj ^baprin 

bapo-i bapri 
bap bhapn -ain bapnri 

am:) ba_pp b^app (^r:) Rap) (Vap.ni) bapnp 
(etc.) bap.n b^apn (etc.) Vopn (etc.) bapnn 

bapri b^apn ba_pn baprin 
^bapri ^apn ^bapn •'bapnn 
baps* b^apa bapa bapiix 
Vpap) ^ap) ‘Sapp lb a pry) 

rabapn robapn rabapn nabaprin 
]bapn ^apn ib'apn ibapnn 

nDPapri nipapn rabapn rabapnn 
Sap.3 v% bap] Sapnq 

Vop: 
bapri (Viipnn) bapnn 

(wanting) ^‘iapn (wanting) (etc.) ■'bapnri 
^apn ibapnn 

rabapn rnbaprin 

p^apa bapna 
(Rbrr) bapfc Oupa) bapa 



208 Par. II. Reg. Verbs intransitive. §§220—222. 

Kal. Kal. Kal. Kal. 

Praet. 3 m. (sing.) ^*0 
3 f. rfcsis r&NO 

t |t 
rdi*1 

^ I It 
!T12£ 

2 rn. nVba nbxd (!?“]>';) rnV; rn5^ 

2 f. ■ uVaffl n$»ti (*?■&;) rnip 

1 ,'Fi$ba 

3 (pi™.) 

2 m. dfiVmbj cm£ nn-jS 

2 f. ■jnVBtti ]V)bm 1^1 1W, 
1 

! ~T • T 
W#5' 

t : ▼ 

Inf. abs. Wbo y^tti 
(The other forms in these two words 

belong to the irregular verbs.) 

const. ^Bffl 

Fut. 3 m. (sing.) ■P*£ 

3 f. ijMtin ■pon 

2 m. ^MTDF] etc. 

2 f. (derived from *}5^, *j5^) 

1 Vbujm 

3 m. (pi™-) 

3 f. rabjhbn na^jMcn 

2 m. $Btif) 

2 f. na^son 

1 ^BUJ] ^1233 

Imp. 2 m. (sing.) ^Stlj ^123 

2 f. ^Bti 

2 m. (plur.) nVNO 

2 f. rjabSti 
t • ; t ; “ 2 

Part. act. ^BO ^ 20123 

pass. 
*r 



Par. III. Verbs S Gutt., smooth enunciation. §224. 209 
Kal. Niphal. Hiphil. Hophal. 

Praet. 152? 
T 

153?3 I*15331 15331 

112? 1153?! 1115331 “15331 

nib? 
T • “ T 

11233 115331 115331 

112? 115233 115331 115331 

1112? 111233 1115331 1115331 

Plur. 11523? 
: It 

11233 1115331 115331 

2112? El12?3 u 115331 E115331 

■jni53? ]ii53?3 ]ni53?n ]ni53?n 

1312? • "" T 
13153?! 1315331 131231 

; _t; t 

Inf. abs. 1153? 1153?? 115331 

const. 153? 
A! 

15331 115331 1231 
“ r; t 

Fut. 153?! pm? 1523? 11533? 1533? 

I53?n pmi 15331 115331 15331 

I53?n pmi 15331 
• * T •• 

115331 .15331 

11231 ipmi “'15331 
• ;it •• 

1115331 11231 

1*5338 pTIN 1533$ 1i53?N 1533N 

Plur. 1153?! Iptl? 11533*1 
•|T*» 

111533? 112?i 
* T -r 

131231 i3pmi 1315331 
■r j •• t •• 

131231 1315331 
T * T • "T* T 

H53?n ipmi 115331 
! It 

1115331 11231 
; t -r 

i 13123.1 nip inn 1315331 
T J *• T •* 

1315331 131231 

I53?i pin] 15333 115333 1233 
“ r;*r 

Put. apoc. 

Imp. 153? pm 15331 
*• T «• 

15331 

■'153? ipm *’15331 
• J tT ** 

1115331 

Plur. 1153? ipm 115331 
; It 

1115331 

ilia? isp.ii 1315331 1315331 

Part. act. 1531? 1153353 

pass . 1153? 
T 

15333 1232 
t r: t 



210 Par. IV. Verbs D Gutt., rough enunc. §225. 

Kal. Kal. Niphal. Hiphil. Hophal. 

Praet. (?“n) nan — T ■sjEna -innn nn 
3 f. nb'in nn an nsBna n-ponn 
2 m. nVin etc. etc. etc. etc. 

2 f. nVnri 
1. ‘friftiri 
3 (plur.) ^nn wena nnnn WBna 
2 tn. onVin etc. 

2 f. inVin 
1. ttV'rri ; " t 

Inf. abs. Vnn nan nnnn 
const. • Vnrf ian Tjann nonn nsnn 

' * T 

Fut. bin: nan in: nnrp in: 
3 f. ^nnn n'ann T|snn innn inn 
2 m. ^nn iann* etc. etc. etc. 

2 f. n“nn nann 
1 iaria 
3 m. (r'O nnrn nan 
2 f. nainnn nanann T J J 
2 in. ^nnn nann 
2 f. na!?nrin 

t ; - ; v nanann 

1 inna n'ana 

Imper. 2 m. b'l’ri' ian Tjsnn nDnn 
2 f. nan nann • : IT •' etc. 

2 m. (pio n^n nan nsnn • It •• 
2 f. nD^nn 

■r ; — naian naasnn 

Part. act. b*in lain nnna 
pass. nan in? mB. 



Par. V. Verb y Guttural. §§229—232. 211 

Kal. Niphal. Piel. Pual Hithpael. 

P*4 pyta (aw) apa (ynn) ajna npann 
npyra (etc) nana (etc.) nan a nanann 

■r • It • • 
npy; -r* j *r n pB?r3 nana nana nanann 

np'yta nana nans nanann 
^n‘p>T ‘’pipjra ^nana pans “rianann 

w. apy?a aana aans isnann • it • • 
anpyr anpyra anana anana ananann 
]npyr ■jnpyra ]nana pans ananann j v ; — ▼ ; • 

*»J*4 ttjpyM naans ttans nanann 

pin 
0 

py> 
* pnn TO TO rpsnn 

nnr 
Ht 

pyr pyr (;n^) rjnpr (vtn’JTO'] TO/]? 
aanan j pyrin pyjn (etc-) ^nan (etc.) “nan npann 
anan pyrin py?n t «»T * 

apan njnan rpann 
^nan ij‘ ?yfn ipyrn *>anan • : It ; •onhri •onarin • : IT ; • 
ana a pyra py?» ■spas Tps^ ip an a 
la nr ■ ipyv 'PS aana^ • it ; lanar isnsrr r It ; • 

ss'WD napyrh 
*r • •• tI ♦ " • • 

rwpyjn naan an naanan naansnn 
?anan i p?TF) ?py?n aanan 

;|t ; 
?anan Nanann 

I It ; • 

laarian napyrn napyrn 
tr * «*-r • 

naanan 
T • *“ T • 

naanan 
-r • *“ • 

naansnn 
T • T • • 

anaa P?T3 py-ra TO? TO? ■Hiana 

m P?*1 (an?) apa TH™1. 
y?i ^pyjn (etc.) iana 

• : it 

’Siann 
* : it : • 

^p.1 
apy-rn aana 

! It 
aansnn 

napy. napyrn naana naansnn 
-r# ; — ; T-l . --T • T • "* T t : - t ; • 

py it (3t32») tjnna Tpama 
pw pm ' ■Jjnbn 



212 Par. VI. Verb 'j_ Guttural. §§ 233—236. 

Kal. Niphal. Piel. 
Praet. 3 m. (singo yad yaria (5?3ip) yad 

3 f. rwfitp nyads etc. n^ad 
2 m. riyad nyada nyad 
2 f. nyaa nyada “✓ad 
1 ■wad wad: \nyad 
3 (plur.) lyad wada ■✓ad 
2 m. cnyaS nnyada anyad 
2 f. ■jaya® ■jdyada -riyad 
1 layada ayad 

Inf. abs. ✓ lad yada yad 
const. yai yadfi yad 

Fut. 3 m. (sing.) pad;? yad? (5?3ar) ■?adI; 
3 f. yadn yadn etc. yadn 
2 m. yadjn yadn yadn 
2 f. vatin ‘'yadn 

• • It • 
^yadri 

1 JJ3tD» yada yada: 
3 m. (plur.) WtitD'J lyad** : i-r • wad’’ 
3 f. nayadn nayatpn nayadn 
2 m. lyadn ^yadn 

• Jt • a>adri 
2 f. rayadn rayadn nayadn 
1 ’yank yada yada 

JFwf. opoc. 
Imp. 2 m. (sing.) warn yadn (573.1b) yad 

2 f. ■>yad ■'yadn • • It • 
eu. •'✓ad 

2 m. (plur.) ^yadn • It • 
‘'✓ad 

2 f. rayad nay a dn nayad 
Part. act. (saw) yad (57315a) yada 

pass. 



Par. VI. Verb ^ Guttural. §§ 233—236. 213 

Pual. Hiphil. Hophal. Hithpael. 

Pad ptadn padn (saeain) pandn 
npad np^adn npadn ^c.) npandn 
npad npadn npadn npandn 
npad npadn npadn npandn 

tnpad ■aipadn ■'dpadn ^npandn 
WBB wadn ipadn •pandn 

anpad anpadn anpadn anpandn 
■jnpad 1 npadn ■j npadn 1 npandn 
wad wadn wadn npandn 

padn 
pad p*>adn padn pandn 

pad1] pw; pad^ (?«’) pand^ 
padn p^adn padn 

* T 
(etc.) pandn 

padn p^adn padn pandn 
■'padn wadn ■'padn tpandn 
'PBIEIK r>ada pad# panda 
ipae^ wad^ ■)pad^ 

2 ; -r 
ipand^ 

n:padn n:padn n:padn n:pandn 
ipadn w adn ''ipadn npandn 

n:padn n:padn n:padn n:pandn 
pad: p^ad: T pad: panda 

padn (yan-an) pandn 
wadn (etc.) npandn 
ipiadn ipandn 

n:padn n:pandn 

p*>ada (?73w:jn) panda 
pa da pada 



214 Par. VII. Verbs tfS §§240. 241. 

Kal. Kal. Niphal. Hiphil. Hophal. 

Praet. 3 m. Vaa n»a “ *r Vaa] Vnan Vaan “ r; -r 
3 f. (regular) (regular) (; as &Gutt.) (a s DGutt.)(as&Gutt.) 

Inf. abs. Viaa nraa 

const. Vaa ' naa Vaan V^an Vaan " r; -r 

Fut. 3 m. Vaa'1 naa^ Vaa' 
.* T. • 

Vnai. Vaan 

3 f. VaaPl naan Vaan 
• • T 

(etc.) (etc.) 

2 m. VaaFl naan Vaan 

2 f. iVaan naan ■6aan 

1 Vaa naa Vaaa •• X •• 

Plur. 3 m. naa' iVaa1' • jT«* 

3 f. n:Vaan nnaan naVaan 

2 m. iVaan naan iVaan 

2 f. naVaan nnaan raVaan 

1 Vaas naan Vaa] »• T< ♦ 
Fut. apoc. bsco 

Imp. 2 m. (sing.) naa Vaan 
•• T •• Vaan 

* 

2 f- ^a naa (etc.) 

2 m. (piur.) iVaa inaa 

2 f. rnVaa nnaa 

Part. act. Va'ia (uatOnlQia Vnaa 

Pass. Viaa 
T 

Vaa] Vaasa 
t r; -r 

The derivative conjugations of verbs fcD are declined in the same 
manner as those of & Guttural; £* being treated (out of Kal) as a Gut- 
tural, and not as a Quiescent; see Niphal, etc., in the paradigm. In 
like manner, Piel , Pual , Hithp. bSNni"!; compare verbs B 
Guttural, and pth, for the mode of inflection. 



Par. VIII. Verbs orig. *13; 1 [. Class 13 . §§243- •247. 215 
Kal. Kal. Niphal. Hiphil. Hophal. 

Praet. 3d^ dm sana 3min 3dm 
3 f. (regular) (regular) n3d*13 nmdin n3dm 
2 m. naans rndin roam 
2 <: nbdis rpdin red in 
1. *Tlddl3 ‘Tid’d in mddm 
Plur. 3. ibdis wain 13dm 
2 m. onadia srndin orndm 
2 f. IMBia inbdin ■jnp’dm 
1. isqdis i33din i33dm 

Inf. abs. DID"* din) dmn 
const. n3d (tia',) ndn 3dm 3^din 3dm 

Fut. (^t) idt1) 3di“] 3^di1' 3b> 

3 f. nan (etc.) fflYpl 3dm 3 “'din 3din 
2 m. 3 tin dnm 3dm 3“>din 3dm 
2 f. ' md n “>dmn mdin mmsn “adm 
1 3B« BTS am» 3''dlN‘ 3318 
3 ni. (piur.) ID IIP id“m «bV • [t • 13mm I3di^ 
3 f. npdn nadmn t; “ • nmd’m naaain H33:dm t 
2 m. wain idmn 13 dm • |t • i3‘'din i3din 
2 f. nmjpn nrdnm nanain naaain naaain 
1 baa ’dm3 bdi3 •• T * 3^dl3 3dl3 
Flit. apoc. nuiV' 

Imp. m. (sing.) 3d (tai) or 3 din 3din 
f. md “'Em mdm • j it • “md’m 

m. (u.) md vdm warn ; |t • wain 
f. naao 

T • •• nsdm t ; ; n 331B in n as Bin 

Part. act. 3d"l‘1 amp 3*»B1B 
pass. nViir dim 

f 
3dl3 

T 
3dm 



216 Par. IX. Verbs *S. II. Class* Par. X. fe. III. Class. 
Kal. Hiphil. Kal. Kal. 

Praet. 3 m. (sing.) 2S1 (I'tarj) a^n 
*T * • • i ns^ pS"1 

3 f. regular na^n 
T • - • 

“ -r 

regular. 

f “T 

etc. 

3 (plur.) la^n 

Inf. abs. nro’1 nis^ 
T 

pis? 
const. dil' a^irn ps? 

Fut. 3 m. (a-'ts;) 3^. ns? ps? 

3 f ata^n a-’tnn nsn psn 
2 m. ata^n a^n nsn psn 
2 f. ■'apb^n ■'nsn 
1 nb^$ a^q\^ nsa pStf 
3 m. (pd wb^ ’ins? 

3 f. nanb^n naabpn nansn napsh 
T < • • 

2 m. Saa^ia insn ipan 

2 f naab^n naab^n 
T • M •• 

nansn 
-r ; — • 

napsn 

1 ata^a a^ta^a nsa psa 

Fut. apoc. stri 
t 

Imp. m. (sing.) aiapn 
f. ^rpbpn . 
m. (pi lur.)l 13EP • ^crn 

f. naas1; naabpn 

Part. act. 3ZJV a^tyn ns/p j>sV> 
pass. ara; 

T p«: 
Remarks. Niphal, in verbs of this spe¬ 

cies, does not occur. The daghesh’d con¬ 
jugations are regular throughout; e. g. Piel 
3to?, Pual Sta.^, Hithpael SEPnrt. Hophal 
conforms to the model in Par! VIII; e. g. 

, etc. Only Hiphil, therefore, distin¬ 
guishes the II. class of verbs is from those 
of the I. class. 

Remarks. The conj. 
Niphal, Hiphil, and Ho¬ 
phal, are declined in the 
same manner as these 
conjugations are in verbs 
Pe Nun, Par. XI. E. g. 
Niph. n-12, Hiph. rp£t"l, 
Hoph. DSfcVj, etc. 



Par. XI. Verbs "jS. §252. 217 

Kal. Kal. Niphal. Hiphil. Hophal. 

Praet. 3 m. ^53 1253 12333 121371 123371 

3 f. [regular] [regular] 7112333 
T J » 

najian “123371 

2 tn. 2112333 2112371 11 dan 
2 f. 211233 2112371 2112371' 

1 1211233 12112337! 12112337! 

3 m. (plur.) 112333 11231371 1123371 

2 m. 2321,1233 D2112337! nndan 
2 f. ]I1.1233 ] 21.22571 121.12371 

1 131233 la a a 7i 1312371’ 

Inf. abs. VlSD 123153 1233371 1231371 
to « 

const. ^>S3 711133 1231371 123371 

Fut. Vsi izj2p 123331 123131 12331 

3 f. Vsn oan 1235321 1231521 12321 

2 m. VbFJ 123521 1233321 
• •t • 

121521 123321 

2 f. ^sn 112521 12333 21 11213.II 112321 

i Vsn 12 3 N 1233 3it 12313N! 1233N 

3 rn. (piur.) l^gi 112351 1123331 1123131 1123i 

3 f. naVsn 713123321 7i a 12 3 :n 71312321 71312321 

2 m. fen Vl25Pl 1123321 11231311 112371 

2 f. naVsn 
T • • 

71312521 71312 3 321, 713123321 
T • •* — 

71312371 
T • "### 

i 9sa 12353 T *12333 
••r • 

12133 "l2333 

-Z^Z. <2p0C. iaai 

Imp. m. Vs3 1235 1233371 
•»T • 

123371 

f. [regular.] 11235 1123371 
• JIT * 

1121371 

m. (plur*) 1125 1123371 
;ir * 

ii2'i an 
f. 7131235 

t ; 
71312 3 321 

•r ; *'t • 
71312371 

Part. act. ^£>13 123313 1231353 

12133 1233 23553 
T T • T*.. 

28 



218 Par. XII. Verbs 3>P. §§ 256—266. 

Ka!. Kal. Niphal. Hiphil. 

Praet. 3 m. 20 220 (bn:) 203 (son) 200 

3 f. 020 0220 0203 0200 

2 m. 0120 0220 01203 01200 
2 f. 0120 0220 01203 01200 
1 1D120 10220 in'1203 101200 
3 (plur.) 120 1220 1203 1200 

2 m. 00120 20220 201203 201200 

2 f. ini 20 10220 101203 101200 

1 13120 13220 ; — -r 131203 • 131200 

Inf. abs. 2120 200 200 
• • Y 

const. (ba) 2*0 (bnn) 200 200 
a. ——^ 

Put. 201 201 (dV) 201] (on1’) 201 
**T 

3 f. non boo bp-1?. 200 200 •• T 
2 m. bon TT 2 OP] Vpo 200 200 

2 f. 13100 i2pn ^p_o 1200 1200 

1 320# 
T 

2 ON Ppjst 20# 20# 

3 m. (piur.) ibOi I2pi iV|i 
031 v,jpn 

120i (5i»*?^) 1201 

3 f. na^apn 03200 031200 031200 
T V • • 

2 m. 13300 120P1 13100 1200 

2 f. 031200 03 2 DP] 03iVp_P] 031200 031200 

1. 203 -r 203 T hi 203 203 
• * -r 

-FW. corcv. 5D * T 
T T— 

213*1 
V* 

Imp. m. 20 200 200 

f. 120 1200 1200 
• •• T 

m. 120 (aann) 13100 1200 

f. 013120 
f V*. 

031200 
T V " * 

031200 

Part. act. 2210 200 

pass. 2^120 203 



Par. XII. Verbs §§ 25b—266. 219 

Hophal. Poel. Poal. Pilpel. PulpaL 

(Btfrt) aam aaia aaia aaaa aaaa 
naain naala naala naaaa naaaa 

niasin naala naala naaaa naaaa 

nlaain naala naala naaaa naaaa 

'nlaain mjiala 'naala ‘’naaaa 'naaaa 

kiaa!in iaala iaala laaaa laaaa 
anlaam anaaia anaaia anaaaa anaaaa 

■jnlaain 
iDlaain 

1 naala 
iDaala 

1 naala 
IDaala 

?naaaa 
iDaaaa 

] naaaa 
iDaaaa 

aam aaia aaia aaaa aaaa 

(n?:) apl' aaiai aaia? aaaa? aaaai 
aain aalan aalan aaabn aaabn 
aain aalan aalan aaaari aaabn 

'aain 'aalan 'aalan' 'aaaari 'aaaari 
3D1» aaiax aalaa aaaaa abaax 
laai' iaala? iaala? laaaa? laaaa? 

nD'aain niaaian nDaaian naaaaari nDaaaan 
laain laalan laalan laaaan laaaan 

nD'aain nDaaian 
T J " • 

nDaaian nDaaaan nDaaaan 
T J * J#% • 

no’ia aaiai aaiai: aaaai banal 

aaia aaaa 
'aaia 'aaaa 
ia ala laaaa 

nDaala nDaaaa 
T • 

aalaiq aaaaa 
aaia aalaa aaaaa 

t -r ; t ; 



220 Par. XIII. Verbs iV. §§267—271. 

Kal. Kal. Niphal. Hiphil. 

Praet. 3 m. (sing.) Dp na n)p: D^pn 
3 f. “Dj? nna -Hip: t 1 r nmpn 
2 m. nap_ nna 

T *“ niaips ni^pn 
2 f. nap. na niaipi nia^pn 
l inaj? TlD ''niaip: ‘'nimpn 
3 (plur.) IDp ina iaipD la^pn 
2 m. nnap_ ana oniaipD Dniaipn 
2 f. jnaj? ■jna )riiaip3 ■jnia^pn 
i i3ap 13 n a iiiaipi liimpn 

Inf. abs. Dip nia BErj 
const. Dip, nia Dipn D'ppi 

Fut. 3 m. (sing.) Qlpi nia1' 
T 

Dip1] i=t: 
3 f. Dipn (etc.) Dipn 
2 m. Dipn Dipn n’pn 
2 f. ^aipn “•aipn ’H'pn • M T 
1 D1p8 Dipfi^ 
3 m. (piur.) laip11 iaipi iaip^ 
3 f. n^aipn niapn niapn 
2 m. IDIpn laipn laipn 
2 f. nraipn naapn niapn 
i mp3 • VlpD 

Fut. apoc. Dp^ HE*1 nP.: 

Imp. 2 m. (sing.) Dip (nn)nia Dipn m 
2 f. ^aip (etc.) ■'aipn ^mpn 
2 m. (piur.) IDIp laipn iaij?n 
2 f. ri3Dp niapn nsapn 

Part. act. Dp na D*>pa 
pass. Dip Dip: 



Par. XIII. Verbs VJ. §§267—271. P. XIV. fy. 221 

Hophal. Polel. Polal. Kal. 

ap_in aaip aaip 
napkin naaip naaip “OB 

-r T 

nap’in naaip naaip nil 
napjin naaip naaip nia 

inapin ipiaaip iriaaip ini a 
lapin iaaip iaaip iia 

anapin anaaip anaaip ania 
]nap_in ■j naaip 1 naaip 1^3 
na’pin naaip i iaaip IDS 

li3 
apjn aaip aaip 

T* 
DJ5^ aaip? aaip? r* 

apm aaipn aaipn ra 
apin aaipn aaipn ran 

' iapin iaaipn ■<aaipn aian 
apia aaipa aaipa ■paa 
iap]i iaaip? iaaip? 1]131 

niapin niaaipri niaaipn n]i]ian 
T • • 

lapin iaaipn iaaipn i]iqn 
niapm niaaipri niaaipn mi] inn 

T V * * 

ap a aaip]’ aaip] raa 
n: 

aaip ra 
■'aaip ipa 
iaaip l]i3 

niaaip 
aaipa la 

oya aaipa T 



222 Par. XV. Verbs $L?. §§ 276—279. 

Kal. Niphal. Piel. 

Praet. 3 m. (sing.) *2ttJ3 $2)2' 

3 f. JiaXlM naxa 

2 m. nasa naxtjq ima 

2 f. naia n»S!33 naxa. 
1 •,nK2B3 ■*rlaXB 
3 (plur.) ma 

2 m. DnaiS anaias onaxti 

2 f. inNsa ■jn»Sl33 •jrma 

1 13N2S53 
t -r 

lma*3 I3i*|a 

Inf. abs. axa 

const. «SBfl aXB 

Fut. 3 m. (sing.) axi£ WB1! $2)2) 

3 f. asan Msapj axari 

2 m. Naan MXBt] axtiri 

2 f. •man man man 

1 ai&a «ia» aXBa 

3 m. (piut.) ma? ma*1 
• |t • man 

3 f. nrnan nman nsaxan 

2 m. man man J It • 
man 

2 f. nrnan ruaaan nman 

1 #2533 
t ; • ,# T • 

JPut. apoc. 

Imp. 2 m. (sing.) asan 
•• T i 

$2)2 

2 f. ma man 
• • It • 

mB 

2 m. (piut.) ma man m’a 

2 f. rwaxa 
▼ v ; 

nsasan 
-r V t • 

n3aS:B 
T V " 

Part. act. asia aXttD 
pass. aisa 

T 
$2)22 

T J • 



Par. XV. Verbs N&. §§ 276—279. 223 

Pual. Hiphil. Hophal. Hithpael. 
(aara) asp t^aan («£»») astifi • • • T 

aaann 
etc. n»aa 

T •*., 
na^an 

T ' J * «c. naaan 
t ; j#«# naaann 

n aaa naaan naaar1 naaarin 
rma naaan naaan naaann 

*m‘aa viaStaVi vjaxan ■'naaann 
}«ajB wxan }axajn laxann 

DnMSB anaxa'n anaxan anaxarin 
■jnaxa ■jnxaan ]naaari ■jnaxann 
WfilXa waian aaxan Naaann 

axaii 
&£!□ aiaan aaan 

t ;■., 
aaann 

(asa?) ^2^1 a^xa^ (nse»;) aaa1' aaan1; 
etc. «Stin a^aan etc. aaan aaann 

aaan a^an aaan aaann 
'waan wian •'Mxan \vaann 
ttXaM a^aa’a aaaa 

*r j\ 
aaaria 

*i«ia^ wia^ *iaxa;; laaair 
nsKxan raaxan rwaian nsaaann 
iaiari waan laaari Naaann 

nsaxan raaaan nsaxan naaaann 
MSJ33 f*., : a^aaa aaaa 

t ; **• axara 

axan aaann 
\\>'2an \yaann 
wxasi . naaann 

raaka’ii raaaann 
-r v - : • 

a^aaa aaana 
(Nisaa) tfxaa (NJiaa) aaaa 



224 Par. XVI. Verbs Tib- §§ 280—292. 

Kal. Niphal. Piel. PuaL 

Praet. 3. m. r4a Tib 33 nVa nVa 
3 f. (nba) nn^a nn^aa nnja nnja 

2 m. n4a (w*5m) n^33 (n^a) n4a n4a 
2 f. rv!?j» etc. n^aa «c. n^Va n4a 
1 ‘'IT'S \n4a3 “>n,’Ja ^n4a 
3 (pi.) (^)4a 4a: ' 4a 4a 
2 m. nn4a nirjaa nn;Va an4a 
2 f. •jn^aa }n.4a *jn4a 
1 

* T 
44aa 44a ia4a 

Inf. abs. r4a: (n>3) nVa riVa 
const. nih ri^ah 

T • 
niVa nVa 

Fut. 3 m. nja^ Tibj^ nVa^ r4a? 
3 f. njan njan nVari nVari 
2 m. n|an nSan njan nVari 
2 f. ■jan. 4an 4an 4 a n 
1 njaa njaa njax njaa 
3 m. (plur. 4^ 44 44 4.4. 
3 f. na^ah nr1 Jan na^Van na^an 
2 m. 4an 4an 4an Vjan 
2 f. na4an na^Jan n^Van na^Vari 
1 Vfeaa njaa 

V T • 
ViVa: njaa 

/W. apoc. by* V • 
Vr 

T • 

Imp. 2 m. (sing.) Jl^a njan (ba) nVa 
2 f. 4an 4a 
2 m. (piur.) ^3 4 an 4a 
2 f na4a t v ; naajan na4a 

Part. act. nVia njaa 
pass. ^a nja_3 nVaa 



Par. XVI. Verbs rib- 280—292. 225 

Hiphil. Hophal. Hithpael. Hithpalel.^ 

nban nban nbann ninndn 
nnban nnban nnban n 

• 

(*r5art) rnbbn n'ba’n n'Jann n'annpn 
n^'ban n'ban n'bann * 

Tpban 'n'ban 'ra'bSrin 'n^nnuan 
^ban aban ibann aannpn 

Dn*>ban Dn'ban Dn'barin nn^nnan 
■jrnban ]n;ban l^ba.nn 
^bban aa'b'an ; t 

aa'bbnn 
nban nban nbann 
ri^in nban ; ▼ nbann riannpn 

nbab nba; nban1; nannur 
nban nban nbann nanndn 
nban nban nba_nn nannuin 
*>ban “•ban ■'barin 
nbaa nbaa nbana nannoa 

abaj abarn abnnp^ 
nrSan na'b'ah na'b^ann 

aban ib an bbann aanndn 
na^an na-'ban na'Varin • 

Vibaa nb’aa 
%• ; t 

nban: nannria 
!>U ban? nl-imj*] 

(ban) nban nbann 
'ban 'b'arin •’annrnn 
aban abarin aannrnn 

na'ban na^Vann 
T ... — » f 

nbaa nbana ninnda 
nbaa 

29 

/• 



226 Par. XVII. 
II o 
^ & r6. Par. XVIII. Verbs f& & &. 

Kal. Hiphil. Kal. Niphal. Hiphil. 

Praet. n t rnin Mia a Miaa 
T * *M^n 

3 f. nnT ninin nMiaa t ; |t nMiaa nifian 

2 m. tt rplto (as &?) nMiaa DMian 
t *• • 

2 f. tt nnin nates n Men 

1 nnin Tj»ffl3 TMtan 

3 [plur.] rp nin iMiaa iMMian 

2 ra. dtt tannin nnMiaa tanMtan 

2 f. in |TTn ■jnMiaa ■jn.M-jan 

1 * T ibnin iaMiaa iaMtsn 

Inf. abs. riT N'Vu3 t Mia an Mtan 

const. nin rnin n«to M^ian 

Fut. rrr rnv Mia? Miaa? MV^2 

3 f. nnn nnin Mian (as «V) 

2 m. nn;n •nnin Mian T • 
2 f. ■nTi nin \Mian 
1 htm nTa MEM 

3 fplur.] IT? nr* iMia? iMiaa? iM^E? 
3 f. rrTn T • nanin T V naMian 
2 m. nn nin iMian iMiian 
2 f. • h^tfi T V • nsnin T V naMian 
i flT3 HTD Mia 3 
Fut apoc. -ri*i 

Imp. rn? rnin Mia 
2 f. *>t nin ■'Mia 
2 m. [plur.] IT* nin iMia 
2 f. rrT nanin naMia t 

Part. act. HT*' nnia Miai * (From Niaj, not 

pass . “PT 
T 

Miiaa T 
NiU3.) 

T ? ' 



Par. XX. Verb 4413. 227 Par. XIX.]B&nV 
Kal. Hiphil. Kal. Hiphil. Hophal. 

Praet. naa 
T T 

nan 442 44'ian 442m 
3 f. nnas 

▼ :it 
nnan n»2 “44 ■'an n442“ 

2 m. (as nb) n^an 
T • • 

naa naian nn/an 
2 f. n“>an n«a 
1 Tj^an 10443 inaian 
3 (plur.) ian (lKa)1443 i44‘ian 144210 
2 m. oiran Qn»a Qnaan 
2 f. ]rvan • . • . . . • 

1 laian 13443 
T 

i34oan 

Inf. abs. riaa 
-r 402 

const. niaa nian («a) 4413 44130 
• T 

Fut. ni£ nai 44121 44^ 44211 
3 f. nan nan 44ian aian 
2 m. nan nan atari 44 ■’an 
2 f. ‘•an ian 144120 
1 naat na» 441344 441344 
3 (plur.) iai iai 144121 144131 144311 
3 f. wan 

T V • 
naian 

T *.* 

T 

naaan naiatan 
2 m. ian ian 144 an latari 
2 f. naian naian 

T V " 

T • t 

• • • • 

1 naa naa 44123 44123 
jFW. apoc. £P 

Imp. naa. (tssj) nan 4413 (*wi)4Pan 
2 f. (as r&) ian \\i£ i40an 
2 m. (plur.) ian 14412 i44ian 
2 f. naian 

T *,* — • . • • • • • 

Part. act. naia naa 443 4412a 443123 
pass. 11B3 



220 Par. XXI. Participles. § 301. 

Verbs final Pattahh act. 

Kal. 
Masc. Fern. 

Voip (r&up) nVop 
Fem. Segh. 

nbbp 
--- pass. nbrop 

— Tseri act. simt mm) 

— Hholem act. ia** 
T 

min -r • 
y gutt. act. py':t np?;T nppt 
^ gutt. act. yrfoj nytfri 

T • r\yjy£ 
ft 

act. nap 
* act. Sibil (rnH) nbb 

pass. ’’W 
T 

mibs 

regular 

Niphal. 

P'Op.3 nbopa nbbp3 
£ gutt. iftyj 

T V 
nwD maw 

it 
yy ddd 

T T 
nabi 

tr 
i y DipD nahpi 

regular 

Piel. 

bapjq nbiapjq nbbpa 
£y 

rb nViq 
na-iab 

nbSq 
nbnab 

V v t ; 

Poel of yy Mhos’ naoboa naaiDS 

regular 

Pual. 

bops nbopa nbbpa 

regular 

Hiphil. 

nb'rapa nbbpa 
£ gutt. T'laya n-pa?a niabb 
tt 
yy aba naoa 
ft 
iy o^ps na^pa 

regular 

HophaL 

^p,b. nVtapa 
T T» J T 

nbbpa 
Hithpael. 

regular n^pTl/G rbbpj\^ 



Par. XXI. Participl es. § 301. 229 

Kal. 
Plur. masc. 

a^ap 
D'*3tp,j 
anv> 
a^pp'r 

aa>a'ri 
a^ap 

Plur, fem. 

niVap Dec. 
niprap 

niaapp 
n'vpj'i 
nippj 

nteato* 
niap 
ni^ 

ni^Va 

Masc. 

VII. b. 

III. c. 
V. c. 
III. c. 
VII. 
VII. 
I. 
IX. a. 

III. c. 

Fem. 

Dec. X. XIII. 
X. 
XI. XIII. 
X. 
X. XIII. 
X. XIII. 
X. 
X. 
X. 

a^apa 
Niphal. 

niVapq II. XI.XIII. 
play's niiaja II. XI.XIII. 

D**3D3 niab] VIII. X. 
a^aipa niaipD III. c. X. 

a^apa 
Piel. 

mVapa VII. c. X. XIII. 
a^a-ha nia-jaa VII. X. XIII. 

a^’rq ni^a IX. X. 

arnica niaaiaa VII. b. X. XIII. 

a^apa 
Pual. 

ni^apa II. XI.XIII. 

a^apa 
Hiphil, 

ni^apa I. X. XIII. 
a^-papa nii^apa I. X. XIII. 

a^aa'a niaaa VIII. X. 
a^ppa nia^pa III. X. 

a^apa 
• T * Z T 

Hophal. 

niVopa 
f 1 • T 

II. XI.XIII. 

a^apna 
Hithpael. 

mVapna VII. c. X. XIII. 



230 Par. XXII. Verbs with suffix-pronouns. §§ 303—312. 

Suffixes. Sing. 1. 2 masc. 2 fern. 3masc. 3 fern. 

pfcqp 

taVbp$ : 
^nVqp > ‘innVop} 

2m- -rAr-^S _ - 
^nVop) 

21 rr'^K 
1 — rpq^qp fr&qp. vq^qp rpqVqp 
3 (plur.) qfrqp ^p. imVjp n^qp 
2 ra. ■'j’irnVup — — w^hVqp rririVqp 
1 — sqfrqp ^abqp ‘irvdbqp n^Vop 

^qp 
^pj’i 

Inf. ^(WiqVjqj? 
*“p. 

nVqp 

C’™*) ^“p. Chops) (ri3]n) 

Fut. qqqpq p^p,’ ^.qpl ‘inpqpp (npqpp 

(tf?qpq 

— isVqpq ns^p*' 
tv 

3 (plur.) ■qfrqpp ^qpq q^qpq *inftqpq qfpqpp 
(■r£pr:) (WibDpf) 

Imp. — — mpqp r#bp 
T'*1 *lf 

Piel qb'qp 
i^p. 

i!?qp 
*#>P 

Hiph.r»t.^>Dp^ qi^qpp ^pqp! ^in^qpp n^qp: 

iVqp 

f±L' 

rr “m^qp 

3 f. ‘'Dn^BP qn^Dp •nnSap 
innjqp 



Par. XXII. Verbs with suffix-pronouns. §§303—312. 231 

Plur. 1. 2 masc. 2 fern. 3 masc. 3 fem. 

13$ap aabap i=>:« abap 

ttn^ap apnbap anbap ln-?^ 

isnb.ap — — anbap 

wr&ap — — apnbap 

— appribap ppnbap apnbap 

^b^p aaibap l?Aujj a'lbap 
wnbpop — — a^inbap 

— Q pi 3b “op fppsbap D33b‘pp I'ubap 

apbap; 1pb“op; abap- i 

apbap appa ■ 1'“?. 
(«: m apbap. Ipbap. (aariN): > 

‘IDp’jpp apbapp i=>:sp.’ abapp, 

^bapp 

cesw) aaa^p < l *jbapp_ 

“IDlPupp apbapp a^app ■pbap? 

’Aop. — — — 

apbap i^p 

^“Opp apbapp ]pbpapp abpapp i^p; 



232 Par. XXIII. Verbs rb with suffixes. § 313. 

Suffixes. Sing. 1. 2 masc. 3 masc. Plur. 3 masc. 

Kal. Praet. misy 
-r T 

atoy 
X X 

3 I: ^n©y • • - T 
sjnS; Wray 

- -r 
array 

“ X X 

w’oy. ) imay ) 
2 m. ■orvaiy $ — inrpay ) amtoy 

x • 

rri^toy) 
1 — spn'uBjp invito? $ 

a^rptoy 

3 (plur.) ‘aiiay 
• X 

irrtiay 
X 

afey 
X 

irfey) 
Inf. ‘’nffly sjnto? WtBy $ antoy 

X 

itorO 
Fut. 3 m. 

Tniry^ ator 

3 m. with 
epenth. a } ‘•ft??- 
1 — ^iay» inipya aiayN 
3 m. (plur.) SjVmyi ai'tu’y^ 

Imp. m. *i3D? — wpy apy 

Piel. Praet. 3 m. *0^2 TO inn 
T * 

ais 
-r * 

Fut. 3 m. apap 
3 m. with 
epenth. a } 'TOI itfrj — 



Par. XXIV. Nouns with suffixes. § 334—340. 233 

No. I. Noun masc. ending with a consonant. 

Abs. (sing.) D^D a horse. (piur.) O^DiD horses. 

Suffi 1 1'090 my horse, ’’DIO my horses. 

2 in. SjDjto thy — ipDiD thy — 
2 f. TjDiD thy — ‘•pO'lD thy — 
3 m. iDiD his — VDiD his — 

3 f. nDiD her — n^OiO her — 

1 (plur.) 

— 

MDiD our — iD^DiD our — 
2 m. OSDiD your — C^DiiD your — 

2 f. ]pDiD your — your — 

3 m. □DID their — DiT'D!)& their — 

3 f. ]DiD their — ■jn^DiD their — 

No. II. Noun maso. ending with a Quiescent. 

Abs. (sing.) Dit father. Abs. (sing.) 'ZS father. 

Suff. (sing.) ‘OS* my father. Suff (pi.)iD^3ii our father. 

2 m. thy — 2 in. Dpi'DX your — 

2 f. thy — 2 f. fi/OM your — 

3 m.in'qa, V»a» Am — 3 m. 0!Y'3fc{ their — 

3 f. her — 3 f. their — 

No. III. Noun feminine. 

Abs. (sing.) min a law. (piur.) ninin laws. 

Suff. 1 “THin my law. *,ninin my laws. 

2 m. Tjnnin % — spn'nhn % — 

2 f. ijrnin thy — ^ninin thy — 

3 m. innin his — V’ninin Ms — 

3 f. nrnin her — fT’iVnim her — 
1 (plur.) iDrnin our — iD^niiin our — 

2 m. narnin your — Danilin your — 

2 f. ■jannim your — •j^ninin your — 

3 m. Dmin their — Danilin their — 

3 f. ■jiinnin their — 
30 

■jn^niiin their — 



234 Par. XXV. Nouns Masculine. §§ 345 seq. 

Sing. abg. Const. Light sufF. Grave sufl". 

Dec. I. Singular. § 345. 

(a) 030 010 •'030 03010 

0) ni33 ni3a “Hi 33 03ni33 

(0 OlBd BlBd *>DiBd ' oobisd 

w niVia niV* "‘HiV* obniV* 
v "! VI 

Dec. II. Singular. § 347. 

(«) O'5! on (once) Q30n 

(6) 3313 0013 *>3313 
• -r 

00001*3 

(<0 j>3i3 pois vai3 032313 
(J) no no ^nd 

• Y 
bond 

Dec. III. Singular. § 350. 

(a) Tf* ITS nTi?s tn-pp© 

(*) Y^a Y’i® ‘'2^0 obb^o 

(0 V** 'Vlt3p* 03 Vi Dj? 

(4) lit?’ ■jinst •'Dinot oobinot 
v • • • 

(«) ■PT! (paw) wn 
• : v 

oosinn 
v: • v 

(/) 0130 0330 •'DIDO 030130 

(g) 013* DION ’’DIDJSt 03013* 

0) Vina 
T 

-Vna 
t- ; 

Dec. IV. Singular. § 353. 

(a) non non ‘non oonon 

(^) aaS 
T •• 

03*5 *•03*5 
• T • 

0333^ 

(0 oon 
▼ T 

oon hoon ooobn 

GO n?to 
▼ •• 

n?o ’ntfo obnbd 

(«) TO pay TO 03j?02 

(/) 5)30 5533 
• Y J 

03033 

to *32 
T T 



Par. XXV. Nouns Masculine. § 345 seq. 235 

Plural abs. Light suif. Const. Grave suff. 

Dec. I. Plural. 

DWD i&to "•DID aa^DW 
D'ntea •niaa ■niaa aantaa 

aa^aiao 
QinVs ^n'V« ••nV» E3;>n'Vi$ 

Dec. II. Plural. 

B’W ■w na^ 
a*»aa‘ia •Data ■oate aa'oa'o 
0^212 vate aava'ia 

tMO " 
• -r 

’’11D 
“ T 

iT»3 aarim 

Dec. III. Plural. 

B'TfcB ■'T£B aa^rpB 
a^a ir^a aa^rtya 

■%WR aa^aj? 

aa'nai ■’ana? 'fir&i ca^iiai 
v •• : • 

(rriatatin) rnaVw. (as Dec. X.) 

awaa “'DIDft ■»M313 aa^awa 
ima* ■»Ma« DD“lD!iaji 

v •* *: 

Dec. IV. Plural. 

a*na“ ■'121 Ba^ai 
a^aaV -aa$ aa^aaS 
n^aari naari •'aan aa^aan 
D*n3?to 'IBfa ■nato aa^ato 
a^aa m w 03^533? 
a^Bsa ■'Baa *>B33 aa'fiaa 
ni»as niaas (aniiqs) 



236 Par. XXV. Nouns Masculine. §§ 356 seq. 

Sing. abs. Const. Light suff. Grave suff. 

0) f T T (1#,) 1ffl> 

(0 'j&s 

Dec. V. Singular. § 356. 

(a) 
m IP-t “*3}?T 

(*) nsri •nan Danin 

0) t)n| ‘©nsj D3BH3 

(d) 133 •• T (ins) ‘ini ^33 03*733 
V • “ • 

Dec. VI. Singular. /I class. § 359. 

(«) rfch 'tbp_ 033*50 

(*) ■w •nay abw 

(0 nr (»i») ant. ‘•ant ooani 

J5 class. 

(rf) ISO “1BD 'nBD 03“700 
v : : • 

0) n"*P =:'=i- 

00 pbn ft* aspbn Vt • • v 

(g) nbri. Q33bn 

(h) nsa nsB ,»ns3 osnau 

' 
O class. 

(*) ipS IP* ^“)p3 •t: t 03“)p3 

0‘) T»l W? 
0320p 

(*) (vr?>) 
* r; t 03ba>5 

V J T t 

(0 ®1P O'Ip ’^JP. Dsnhp 



Par. XXV. Nouns Masculine. §§ 356 seq 237 

Piur. abs. Light suff. Const. Grave suff. 

a^o? •»3ffl* ’’30? a a\3ffly 

. T • “ t ; 
03^2 

Dec. V. Plural. 

BBjH “Ojr? B3*'3p'? 

B*nxn ■nxn ■nsn aa’nxn 

nisna (as Dec. XI.) 

a^ns; ■'‘1B3 ^33 aa^aa 

Dec. VI. Plural. A class. 

B’OljB •oVa •»^B D3^3!?a 

B'Htt)’ ■nii ■n?3 aanjs 

aijni “>nt •»nt aa^rit 

E class. 

anBD • T J 
*nBD 

— T J 
■nsB B3^“)D3> 

■nap. ■naj? aa*naj? 

a^n ■»J?Vn (^.RnJ i Ba^Vn 

‘■‘iVn aa^Vn 

a^nsD “■JTM bbtem 

O class. 

onpa 11R3. ■npa : t 
ornpa 

B^Bfc naisap 

B*£?B * T J 
^*B ~ r ; •*r» t 

aa^3>B 
V * * r; t 

B^jnp 
• Tfr: '?1R, "51P. 

B^iaij? 



238 Par. XXV. Nouns Masculine. §§ 371 seq. 

Segholates of roots 1J> and V (q) const, , pi. jjviy* 

(m) nia, const, nia (r) - niia - tn^nsi 

(«) Ijln - qin Segholates of roots nb. 

(o) b?n - (s),’ns(''“jB)const.,<*5D,sufF. 

(p) - -TO, pl.ff'vs (0 ■am ("in)-"rft- —i'Sh. •, ■/ J ! : ; v 

Dec. VII. Singular. § 371. 
Sing. abs. Const. Light suff. Gravo suff. 

(a) OB M) ao ■»ao caao 
(b) a^a a^ia naahia 
(<0 bapa i®pa. *>bapa nabapa 
(d) nata nata “'riata aanata 
08) bj?a bpa 'Vm aabpa 

(f) ptnaa nnaa — — 

fe) k k “'ay D0EJ> 
v ; *• 

(h) bapa 

Dec. VIII. Singular. § 374. 
(a) 0^ (t>:) a* •»B2 naai 
(b) S|« si» *©i< cabs* 
(c) na na ^na oaha 

(<9 aV (-ay ab 'ab aaab 
(c) j?n (-pn) pn oapn 

00 (-») fy (•'*.?) 'ip oat? 
V* J T 

(g) baa 
(K) •jaa 'mb 

* • f dawa 

(*) •’ll •’n 

Dec. IX. Singular. §377. 
(a) nth nth *>th oath 
0b) nito '‘■no aania 

v :it 



Par. XXV. Nouns Masculine. §§ 371 seq. 239 

Segholates of nb continued. Inf. Segholates. 

(«) 'bn (^n), const, 'bn, sufF. i^n (a:) las-i, const. , suff. iujrn 

(w) ■na , plur. [Pl-B'^n] (y) tail! — dD'ij — 

(w)'3S,- Cl'^2? (z) nija — nsta, pi. ninaa 

(yy) bt:;?, ibt2[5. (zz) ass, iass 

Dec. VII. Plural. 

Plural abs. Light suff. Const. Grave suff. 

map '•niati map aa^niap 
aa;mik 

a^iqjja *6ap_a ^aj?a BD^ajba 
mnata ■'ninara ninara Ba;ninaTa 

(as Dec. XIII.) 

a^nnsa 
a*i iv *»» ''IV Baas? 

amn'Vapx 

Dec. VIII. Plural. 

a^m ‘’m DBiSP 
a^aa ^BN ‘'Bit BB'Ba 
a^a ^a ^a Ba^a 
nia^> •ma’? maV Ba^nia^ 
a^n 'in BB^pn 

a^as •'Vm •’Vm DB^Vas 
a^Mti aaa ipsa BBaaa 
a^n ■*n BB^n 

Dec. IX. Plural. 

a^h *>Th •'tn DBpTh 
BifO •>*1*0 BB^iB 



240 Par. XXVI. Nouns Feminine. §§380—392. 

Sing. abs. Const. Light suff. Grave suff. 

Dec. X. Singular. § 380. 

(a) rnin nnin ■’nn'im aarnin 

(*) n^na 
T l 

nVina nn^na • T J 
nan^na 

Dec. XI. Singular. § 383. 

(a) H3B 
T T 

n a® ■T13B 
• T J 

canao 

(0 nati ▼ •* nari Tiao 
•t i 

taanaft 

(0 npis ■’npias * *•* • • nanjpis 

(<0 naan naan ■’naan aanaan 

(0 n*?aj> a'an^a? 

(/) napaa na^aa ■,nai?aa(etc.) asDec.xiii. 

Or) nnsiria 
T T J * nn|da '’nnada (etc.) asDec.xm. 

Dec. XII. Singular. § 387. 

(«) na*?a na^a ■>na^a □anapa 

(A) n^aia 
T • • n^ato ■’nbato aanpaia 

(0 nsnn 
T J %• nsnn Tisnn nansnn 

(«9 nann 
T • T 

nann “ i «r ^nann 
* T J T 

taana-in 

(«) maa 
T "J** nnya Tnya • T 

oannya 

Dec. XIII. Singular. § 390. 

(a) n"13&53 nnaaa innaaa oannapa 
(0 maa nnaa *»tinaa sjnnaa 
(0 r\m[ ■’noa sjnoa 
(0 nana nana “>naha 

• • T’*, 
sjn’ana 

0) nona nona ‘’Fiona sjnona 
00 na| ■,na^i sjnaV 
Or) nao ■’nap 
(0 nnj? ■’nrij? we 



Par. XXVI. Nouns Feminine. §§380—392. 241 

Plural abs. Const. Suffix sing. Suff. plural. 

Dec. X. Plural. 

niain niain *<ntn‘in airnhain 
nh^na nii^na ^ni^na aa^nipana 

Dec. XI. Plural. 

ni3d ni3d ^ni3d aa^nisd 
niDts ni3d ■'ndd aa^ivad 

nipns nipas 'mpas aa^nipaa 
nhaan niaan *»niaan aa^niaan 
n'foy ni^y aa^ni^y 

rna^a 
Dec. XII. Plural. 

nia^a 'nia^a • na^niaba 

ntead nipad *»ni^ato aa^ni^ad 

niaan niaan *'niann aa^niann 

niaan niaan miann ~ ; ▼ aapniann 

ninja niny? *>niny3 aaininja 

Dec. XIII. Plural. 

rina&fi ni"aaa ^niaaaa aa^ninaaa 

nisna 
t;*». 

niDna 
l T 

•'nisna 
** • T 

aa^nana 

31 



242 Par. XXVII. Nouns Dual. § 393. 

Sing. abs. Dual abs. Const. Sing. abs. Dual abs. Const. 

I. “iris onns 
~ * — r; t 

ta'p 3333 03:7. ■W 
nian 23012-1 ' Tib Q33nb 

II. VII. 
13 2 313 T.3 D33T«tl 13T8B 

VIII. 
III. 5)3 Q3I3 ■>22 

yiao 03*20 ■jo 23312 1333 

IV. X. 
23232 ■>232 nsaa 23008 

ui&n; 'sbn XL 
V. 0233 2T233 

T T ‘ “ T ; 
T233 

*11 232 ]T> “Op? 082 2T18B 
t •• * — t ; 

T82 

VI. XII. 

A Q3^1 -fen n2T DTid-p 
t j- * “ t 

T2“]3 

£ nk 232*32 1202 ndjn QTdpn. 

0 Q3ln53 ‘•anti 
•# * *T 

XIII. 
b?3 o???? ndriD 2300113 



Par. XXVIII. Numerals, etc. §§ 395—398. 243 

(A) Cardinals etc. from 1 to 10. 

No. Signs. Masc. abs. Const. Fern. abs. Const. Ordinals. 

1 a (-m) ™ “ina nna nn» 
2 a 0UP Up o?np tP up 
3 naVa na£a 

T : : aVa 
T 

P?p “ip^rp 
4 fan 

l nyaTN__ny|"i» ?3pi< ?3P» Upap 
5 n naan nPbn 

t • “! V M “J Pun " X 
Pan (^anitpan 

6 i nap npa a a PP vpp 
7 T n?ap n?aa ?aa ?ap u^aa 
8 n rub id rob a npbp uujb 

9 D n?pp pypp yen ?Pp t^Pp 
JO rnip? nppy pa? pp? tpd? 

(B) Cardinals from 11 to 19. 

Masculine. Feminine. 

J] 
It 

& iP? pna 
T T — — 

rnP? nn» 
iP? Tip? 

x x ; " 
rnP? ’’pp? 

12 
11 

“lip? oup rnP? dtp 
“)P? Up rnP? ■'pp 

13 
ft 

V pa? nsfta 
T T T ; rnP? P!?P 

14 
f f 

T “P? n?2"iN‘ 
XX T T J “ rnP? ?apa 

15, 
It 

, VO t; s“ -iP? naan rnP? Pun 

16 
l' 

V -lip? nap rnip? a a 

17 
It 

V “fa? n?nP 
-r t t j • 

rnP? ?ap 

18 
If 

m pp? rubP 
xx x * 

rnP? nab a 

19 
it 

“iP? n?Pn 
xx x ; • 

rnP? ?an 

*• 
* • a -r 4 vviK. n1 u. ev i f '-■nr , “A/wvn- n ^ il JW <&/ C 

1 ^JL 



244 Par. XXVIII. Numerals, etc. §§395—398. 

(C) Cardinals from 20 to 90. 
20 3 antoy 6o o a^mm 

30 
* s r aimpm 70 y a “'yarn 

40 a a^ysna so d aaam 

50 D □''man 90 a a^ymn 

(D) Hundreds. 

100 ? n» a ▼ *0 eoo an (a) niaa mm 
200 1 ffriixa 

* “ T 
700 ton (]) ni^a yam 

300 m rma mpm 8oo nn(f))ni«an3am 

400 n rma yam 900 jpnn (y) niaa yon 
500 pnO]) rma man 

(E) Thousands. 

1,000 a t) bh 10,000 naan, ian, aian 
-r t • • . 

2,000 a 20,000 niaa ,'nm 
3,000 3 a^aba nmVm 30,000 man mi?m 

4,000 n d^spn nyam 40,000 aian yana 
5,000 ri nman <j 120,000 iannnmy a^nm 

6,000 i. □‘'s’m nmm ^ or 12 times 10,000 
7,000 T a*®^* nyam ♦ -r • 600,000 p]V& niaa mm 
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ERRATA 

[After the printing oF the preceding work was finished, an unexpected opportunity occurred of 

submitting the whole to the keen and practised eye of Mr Joshua Seixas; vvhn being a Hebrew by 

birth, and the son of a Rabbi, has such a knowledge of the Hebrew language as may be called ver¬ 

nacular. Mr S. is at present employed as a teacher of the Hebrew; and I have availed myself 

of the opportunity of his aid to correct the errors of the press, because I know Lv experience that 

to print a Hebrew Grammar without errors is impossible ; and because that of all the books which 

a stndont is called to U3e, grammars and lexicons ought to be the most accurate. The smallest 

mistake may mislead the unwary beginner. All the pains possible have been bestowed on this 

edition. Every sheet has passed through at least Jive revisions ; and it is doubtless, on the whole, 

the most accurato of aay edition which I have hitherto published. Yet Mr Seixas in running it 

through has detected some errors. Most of them, indeed, are so alight that I might venture to let 

them pass without notice, as the reader would spontaneously correct them, when he had ocquired 

but a little knowledge of the Hebrew. But as my book is designed for mere beginners as well as 

others, I have thought it advisable to correct even the slightest mistakes, although at iho expense 

of making out a list of errata, which at first view appears formidable to the reader. Almost ev¬ 

ery error can bo corrected by a very slight alteration, with the aid of a fine pen and a knife pro¬ 

per for delicate erasure. I must beg the reader to do this, as sooa as he obtains a sufficient knowl¬ 

edge of Hebrew to be able to distinguish things that differ. In the mean time, I can assure him, 

that mortifying as a list of errata is to the author of a book, I prefer submitting to this, rather 

than to deprive him of the advantages to be derived from such a list. I can also assure him, 

that although in two or three instances, some singular errors have escaped, in this edition, yet the 

list of errata in any other that I have published, would he still greater, if made out with as close 

observation.] 

Page 21. §33. Note, nhD, insert Daghesh Iene in D.—p. 31. c. 

e. g., EnNft , put in for ft .—§67. b. Note, ft* 3ft ft, put ft for ft.—p. 32. 

§73. Note 1, STIT , write DTO*;.—p. 33. § 74. b. Note, nft , write Hi*; 

, write rn3 .—§ 75. e. g. supply Hhireq under the i, it being 

broken off in the printing.—p. 36. Note 2, in bn2toft, , rEto, 

write to instead of to .—p. 39. top line, ftftftj , put fij for ft.—Note 2, 

put ft for ft.—§89. e.g. V/7, put 1 for >—p. 41. §91. 

last line, rpto , put to for to.—p. 44. No. 23, , put ft for ft— 

p. 49. J, WH, for E~ put .—p. 50. line 3, ft': El , nw], for 1 in 

both cases put 3.—p. 53. § 108. a. 3, ftjsb , , put £ for £—b, for ‘ftD 

read .—§ 109. a, b’lttn , put i for *1 .—§ 110, in Etos, toE2 , put to 

for to.—p. 57. § 119. d, ^irftft > read r* f°r —P* 59, ^ne -1*7 ? put ^7 
for ft p. 60, line 2, ft:>h|Eft , put ft for ft—p.61. § 129, for 

(b) Forwards, write (1) Forwards.—§ 129. b, “IEE read ftE1^ .—p. 64 line 

6, 1")!“ , the final *“) is broken in some copies, and needs restoring.—p. 
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65. §141. e. g. rrn , insert Daghesh in Beth.—Note 1. F?2tt , for n 

write F.—p. 66. d, flFF , >|FF, put F for n.—p. 67. § 140. 6, rPDF, 

put F for F.—p.68, § 151, F72':5TO, erase Methegh; F72tt!TO , putDagh. 

in d.—§ 152. a. 1, ttFliF, put F for F.—5, in SfrTrr , erase Methegh.— 

Note, tarTO , put V for d.—p. 72. § 164, F , for F put F—p. 73, line 3, 

Ftt, FFS, for F write F.—line 7, for ahoays, put often.—p. 76. § 176. 

1, btt£FF ? f°r ^ put ~ •—4, TOTOF', for F put F-—p. 77. §182. 
Note, bttpF, bt?p?F, for F put F—p. 78. 6. 4, ^“V^F; § 185. a% 

bTOpF; b. 1, UT-pF; 6. 2, rplrpF, tFp^F, ‘JTObFi; Note, TOTOF; 

put F. for F ; a mistake unaccountable.—p. 81. § 106. Note, biapF, 

erase Daghesh in t2-—p. 82. 3d line from bottom, , write . 

—p. 84, § 206, line 3d of the table, n»F , put F for F .<—p. 85, § 208, 

Note 4, erase Daghesh.—p 90. §218. 2, ’’F^j^FFi, put h for 

F.—§221, ■'Fbsd , put F for F—p. 93. c. 2, F^F 9 put F for F .—(3) 

F^pjf2 , put F for v.—§ 230. e. g. ^F:, put F for F .—§232. 2, pF£2 > 

put 2 for 2 •—p. 94, c, for bttiF write b^-i —d. ‘’FfcFjnF , for Fput F. 

—p. 95, 6th line from the bottom, rFtt , for F put F—p. 08, line 3d 

from the top, TOlF, put F for F—p. 99. §254. a. 1, iFU7a , put 3 for 

4 .—p. 103, top line, b^ , put i for T.—p. 104, top line, rFFSF, put 

F for F—p. 105, a. e. g. FTO , TO , erase Daghesh in Mem.—p. 107, 

3d line from the bottom, ^j172j7F , put F for F—p. 108. 3, bs\2 ? put 

F for b-—p. 110. §278. 4, TO bn1, for the latter £ put N—p. 114. 

§ 287. 1, *‘n*,bi<F ? erase Daghesh in a—(3) for Future, write Praetcr; 

and in the next line, before once insert Future.—p. 116. c, put 

^5 for T;.—Ps. 45: 8, for 8 put 5.—(e) FttSp > put H f°r *2 •—P* 122. 2. 
Note, FFQTO , put. F for F .—p. 123. §313. Note 2, ^F^F, put F for 

F; TOnTO2, put ft for ft.—p. 124. 4th line from the bottom, rnbTO 

should be written rrob£.—p. 125. §319. Note 1, , Flip, put 123 

for ilJ.—§ 320. 2, FhD , insert Daghesh in D .—p. 128,3d line from the 

bottom, mifij, write i for 1.—p. 137. § 358. 4, F ft'ti , for ilj put il).— 

p. 138. in note near the top, TObft, for bput b .—p. 139. § 365. Anoma¬ 

lies, F5‘:, put F for n .—p. 140. §369, for *)bip write lbip; for tPlblp 

write uFbu).—Note, rTOiab , nisiy? , put Sin instead of Shin.—§370, 

FttFp , for ib put p.—p. 141. § 373. 6, *j7, erase the Daghesh.—p. 146. 

d. Note, FTO5) , read FNE/l.—p. 147. 3d line from the top, for 

read trnru?.—p. 157. d and c, , put i for 2—P- 1^8, in lines 6, 7, 

from the top, correct the same error.—§ 423. e. g., tTO? , for "* put 2— 

160, line 7th from the bottom, , write ">Fb .—p. 161. line 4th from 

the top, F1F2, put F for F.—p. 164. §437. 2. b, FlbN , put F for F .— 

3. e. g., niFF*:, put p for 2 .—p. 167. §446. a. e. g., F^^Fp , put 1 for 
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•1.—p. 171. §464. e. g., erase the dot over ^—p. 175. § 47<i 

e. g., , erase the dot in a.—2nd line from the bottom, for fta 

write FIX .—p. 176, 3d line from the top, for laicr write lair.—p. 178. 

Note near the middle, VP, erase the comma.—p. 179. §493. 

b, 1’^mn , put n for ft.—P- ISO. § 496. e. g., , put ? for mJ .— 

§ 497, V*3 , erase Daghesh in the Yodh.—p. 183. § 504. b} bx, read 

xb.—p. 188. Note 1, nbttft, put ft for ft .—§516. a, , for p put 

p—p. 190. § 523. b, for rn-pb write nftpb .—p. 191. top line, S:\pb , 

put a for X—p. 192. §530. e.g. bb^n^, put b for £—P- 103. §533. 

e. g., iSfri , put 'ti for xg.—p. 194. § 538. Note, ftnxn , put n for ft— 

p. 195. §543. e. g., ftnVftX , put n for ft.—p. 198. d. for VC3N write 

VdJX.—p. 199. §577. e.g., ftftXft, £]Xft, put ft for ft—§558. e.g., 

prV, erase the dot over Ayin.—p. 201. line 4, Ps. 10: 5, put 1 for 5.— 

p. 201. § 563. e. g., XftpX'], put J for *1.—p. 202. § 566. e. g., tftftbx , 

put ft for ft; , put ^ for ^—p. 203. § 571. a, *)£b , =ipb , erase 

the dot in *1 .—p. 209. Fut. in some copies wants the Hholem 

over n—Imp. 2 fem. and 2 plur. masc. should read ‘'pTft, ^pTh.—p. 

210, Fut. plur. etc. usually reads ^ft- etc. in most of the per¬ 

sons.—p. 211. Piel, Vpftz , erase the dot over the 5.—p. 216. Fut. 2 

m. *) SEP to, write topVi.—p. 220. Niph. 3 plur. should read 

siTaipa.—p. 221. Imp. 2 masc. plur. should be printed ''irz .—p. 

224, Niph. 2 masc. sing., n"lb3D should have the accent over b.—2 plur. 

fem. Fut. should have a Daghesh in 5—p. 225, in rnhFPrT, the Ilhi- 

req under In is broken off in some copies.—In the Fut. apoc. the ac¬ 

cent should be over P—p. 227. Hiph. , should be XIP1.—p. 230. 

2 m. plur. ^nbttp , put Sheva under b.—Inf. ^bop , put accent over 

b.—Fut. V2b, put accent over b.—Imp. put accent over 

5—p. 238* Dec* VIIL (-pn) read -ph p. 240. Dec. XI. d, ftfcpft 

is fem. of tpft , and only a fem. adjective.—Dec. XIII. Const, rttZJX. 

read nttN . 

[After the above errata were in type, some additional ones, the fruit of a second revision of Mr 

Seixas, were received. I add them to the list already printed, that nothing in my power may be 

wanting to enable the student to detect every mistake, and to rectify it. Most of the cases in both 

lists might have been omitted, so far as any danger of being misled arose from them. But my do- 

siro of correctness goes beyond this ; and I may safely add, that the only reasons why Hebrew 

grammars in general have not a large list of errata, is because they are not subjected to such a 

sharp-sighted revision as this has been.] 

P. 21. §34. Note 1, for me-lek read mc-lekh.—\>. 31. § 67. b. e. g., 

si ;sb , put 1 for =1.—p. 48, line 7th from the bottom, !"i£lp2, for 2 put 

3p. 54. § 112. e. g., for -pa read .—p. 59. § 125. d, for trpa 
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read ta^pJa.—p. 60. § 1*28. Note, O'TO, erase the dot from 73.—p. 63. 

§ 135, for *100 write 133 .—p. 81. § 196. Note, for Hoph. read Pual.— 

p. 82. § 199. table, for p read VJ Op5!''.—p. 88. §213. 2, 

to*rjn , erase the Tseri under in both words.—p. 90. § 219, ‘WV'P, 

put Dagh. in n .—§ 222, for read .—p. 99. § 254, NVto, ttto: , 

put to for to.—p. 103. 6. 1, 'Wfi:, put ft for ft—Ibid.2, 073ft read 073" 

—p. 104. 2nd line, nno write ftnD.—p. 127. 4th line from bottom, for 

ntoto read ntoto .—p. 142, § 376. 6, Noims in , read "U. 
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